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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation argues that in the aftermath of religious communal violence in 
Indonesia, Christian mission practice should take the form of hospitality. A fundamental 
Christian tradition, hospitality has been theologically reclaimed in recent decades and 
has become central to the contemporary discourse on mission and religious pluralism. 
This dissertation particularizes the broader discourse by identifying the missiological 
dimension of local Indonesian hospitality as a vital Christian interreligious practice in 
the aftermath of religious communal violence.  
The study brings a local Indonesian Protestant community’s responses to 
violence into conversation with Protestant theological discourse on the cross, 
martyrdom, religious difference, and the Holy Spirit. Following the introduction in 
Chapter One, Chapter Two describes the intersection of national and local histories of 
communal violence in turn-of-the-century Indonesia in order to highlight the complexity 
xxi 
of the socio-political context of this study. Chapter Three discusses in detail the North 
Halmaheran Christian narrative of Muslim-Christian communal violence and its 
aftermath, particularly in relation to the Muslim attack on the Christian community of 
Duma on June 19, 2000.  
Focusing on the complex layers of the community of Duma’s collective narrative 
and the women of Duma’s individual narratives, Chapters Four and Five analyze the 
narratives’ central features of identity, martyrdom, and hospitality. The chapters also 
reflect on the theological implications of the cross, Christian witnessing, and 
interreligious dialogue. The final chapter details, in two parts, the study’s proposed 
model of mission as risky hospitality. The model reclaims the importance of public 
mourning and public testimony. Risky hospitality also demonstrates the importance of 
reclaiming the centrality of healing in the practice of Christian witness in the wake of 
religious communal violence.  
The dissertation reintroduces the local traditions of hospitality as a relevant 
mission practice in the post-violence context. It proposes “risky hospitality” as a model 
that repositions mission at the boundary of the Christian self and the religious Other. 
Practicing hospitality at this frontier is a delicate undertaking, for it is shaped by the 
religious communities’ shared history of violence and its traumatic effects as well as by 
the communities’ commitments to peace and reconciliation. This study underscores the 
importance of linking trauma, healing, and the Holy Spirit in further studies on mission 
and religious pluralism in the aftermath of religious communal violence. 
 1 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Statement of the Problem 
Indonesia has the world’s largest Muslim population. The state officially 
recognizes six religions: Islam, Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, Hinduism, Buddhism, 
and Confucianism. The people of Indonesia enjoyed relative peace and harmony, 
despite their religious and ethnic differences, until the period of 1995-2005, when 
widespread violence erupted in Christian and Muslim communities in various parts of 
the country (see Sidel 2006). The resignation of Indonesia’s second president, Soeharto, 
who had led the country for thirty-two years, on May 21, 1998, played a central role in 
intensifying the violence (Bertrand 2004, 102-104; Rabasa and Chalk 2001). During these 
final years of the twentieth century, people began to recognize that Indonesia was 
changing from a harmonious society to a violent one (see Friend 2003; Utama 2000). 
Therefore, the questions addressed in this study are: What should be the Christian 
response to such a rapidly changing social reality? How is the Gospel to be understood 
within such a context? And finally, what is an appropriate model of mission for this 
pluralistic society in the aftermath of religious communal violence?  
2 
 
 
Prior to this recent outbreak of religious violence, the principle of local 
hospitality had provided a cultural frame of reference for peaceful coexistence. The 
tradition of Pela in the province of Maluku, for example, is a cultural system that binds 
the community to the responsibility of living together and relating to each other based 
on mutual respect across religious barriers. At the core of Pela is the bond of friendship 
or brotherhood/sisterhood that defines the shared identity of the community 
(Ruhulessin 2005, 146-149). Since the outbreak of religious violence, however, this 
principle of hospitality (and its practice) has been challenged by acts of violence 
committed by religious communities. Reclaiming the principle of hospitality as a new 
way of understanding religious pluralism in the aftermath of religious violence requires 
a historical and theological interpretation of how violence affects interreligious 
relationships.  
Religious violence may threaten the way religious communities view each other, 
but it also presents an opportunity to develop and renew practices of hospitality. These 
new practices are commonly implemented by women. For example, in Ambon, Maluku, 
a group of Christian and Muslim women started the Gerakan Perempuan Peduli (the 
Women Care Movement) to give loans to local Christian and Muslim women vendors in 
the traditional markets. Through this communal effort the movement provides an 
alternative way to connect the two communities that live in the immediate context of 
violence and its aftermath. In Duma, North Halmahera, local Christian women started 
visiting their Muslim neighbors and bringing them raw fish, action which symbolizes a 
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new beginning for their relationships. These new practices of hospitality signify the 
capacity of local women to overcome their own fear and mistrust in order to reach out to 
each other beyond the wounds of violence. Therefore, these practices should be 
considered critical resources in the construction of a contextual model of mission in 
Indonesia. Local hospitality, furthermore, provides a frame of reference for constructing 
Christian interreligious practice in the aftermath of violence. It also serves as a lens for 
constructing an appropriate form of mission after widespread communal violence.  
Hospitality remains an important local practice for Indonesians despite their recent 
history of religious violence, and it offers a way to heal from the trauma. 
In the aftermath of violence, hospitality is a much riskier act than it was prior to 
the violence. The thesis of this study is that the practice of hospitality—and what the 
author calls “risky hospitality”—must become the primary form of Christian witness in 
Indonesia. Risky hospitality offers an appropriate model based on the characteristics of 
Indonesian religious plurality that has been shaped by communal violence between 
Christians and Muslims. This model, moreover, reveals a possible way to construct a 
Christian response to the question of the religious Other affected by religious violence 
(cf. Yong 2008). In this study, the author proposes a model of risky hospitality as a 
grounded Indonesian theology of mission, one that is centered in the local Christian 
practice of hospitality. This model is an appropriate response to the Indonesian 
challenge of religious plurality, which is embedded in the Christian-Muslim relationship 
in the aftermath of religious communal violence. 
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Significance of the Study 
The significance of this study lies in the construction of a model of “mission as 
hospitality.” Using the Indonesian context of religious plurality as its foundation, the 
author articulates, as well as affirms, the importance of linking hospitality with mission 
so that it remains an appropriate Christian response to the challenge of religious 
pluralism, particularly in the aftermath of religious violence. This study will deepen the 
current discussion of hospitality within the larger missiological discourse. 
By focusing on the last phase of the North Halmaheran communal violence in 
mid-2000 as a window on the history and geography of the decade-long communal 
violence in Indonesia, this dissertation emphasizes the religious dimension of the 
violence. Furthermore, by detailing the experience of violence and its aftermath through 
the perspective of the Christian community, this study discloses the way in which a local 
community uses religious symbols, narrative, and religious texts in its perception and 
response to violence and its aftermath. Religion, therefore, should be considered as a 
central element in any analysis of the communal violence in turn-of-the-century 
Indonesia. The local Christian community’s story, in particular, reveals how the 
Christian narrative, text, symbols, and practices inform as well as are informed by the 
community’s response to the violence and its aftermath.   
Using the aftermath of religious communal violence in Indonesia, particularly in 
North Halmahera, from 2000 to 2009 as the context for this study, the author reflects 
upon the way these social realities affect the Christian church’s missiological response to 
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interreligious issues. The violence challenges religious communities to re-claim those 
times in their history in which peace was possible. Therefore, the aftermath of the 
violence, with its possibility of peace and healing, becomes a relevant starting point for 
responding to the question of what kind of appropriate mission is needed within 
religious communities with a history of communal violence.    
On the one hand, religious violence exposes the complexity of Christian and 
Muslim relationships in Indonesia, which are embodied in a mixture of traumatic 
history, politics of difference, economic injustice, and ethnic differences. On the other 
hand, religious violence causes, what M. Thomas Thangaraj terms, an “existential 
anxiety” that “arises out of the need to define one’s identity in light of other religious 
traditions” (Thangaraj 1999, 24). Here, religious violence reveals the tragic face of such 
anxiety.   
Religious violence also creates a new “common existential experience” 
(Ramadhani 2007). It is an experience that is not only shared in common by religious 
communities; it also existentially shapes their self-understanding and their way of 
relating to the world. Thus the question is: Can the common experience of religious 
violence become a new common ground for addressing the challenge of living 
interreligiously in the aftermath of violence? Moreover, can the aftermath become a new 
point of encounter, namely a healing encounter among wounded religious 
communities?  
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It is in response to these issues of religious anxiety and the common experience 
of religious violence in Indonesia that the proposal of mission as hospitality becomes 
contextually important. The challenge for the Indonesian church, therefore, is to link the 
local practices of hospitality with theological discourse on hospitality in order to find a 
relevant Christian response to the challenge of the post-violence interreligious 
relationship. This study, therefore, is an attempt to position the local Christian narratives 
of religious communal violence within the development of the Indonesian mission 
discourse on religious pluralism, in particular, and within the overall development of 
the Indonesian historiography of religious communal violence, in general.   
The question of the appropriateness of Christian symbols and practices as a way 
of responding to interreligious life in the aftermath of violence remains challenging. The 
search for ways to cope with new realities often becomes a matter of choice between 
preserving past traditions and creating a new way of relating with others for a just and 
peaceful future. In light of this tension, the question for the local Christian community 
concerns resources available to connect the life before the violence with that in the 
aftermath of the violence. Identifying resources from within Indonesian culture will 
provide a sense of continuity while allowing for a new practice of hospitality. 
Hospitality is a practice that depicts the religious Other as being beyond the realm of 
violence. Moreover, the local communities’ alternative practices of hospitality provide 
an appropriate resource for building a sense of continuity and also a sense of renewal, 
both as surviving community and as witnessing community. As a community of survivors, 
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on the one hand, the local Christian community’s story illustrates the way in which 
survival creates a new sense of interdependence between the Christian self and the 
religious Other. As a community of witnesses, on the other hand, the community’s 
narrative provides insight into how faith becomes a central feature in the community’s 
telling and retelling of the violence and its aftermath.       
Referring to the understanding of hospitality as “the welcoming of strangers,” I 
will illustrate the way this understanding becomes a complex practice in the aftermath 
of religious violence in Indonesia (Oden 2001). The aftermath practices of hospitality not 
only reflect but also exemplify a different and unique image arising out of such 
complexity. The practices of hospitality reflect an image of extending hands, of reaching 
out to each other, and of creating a new hospitable space of encounter where both sides 
relearn how to relate with each other.   
As a result of this study, the author will propose risky hospitality as a model of 
mission appropriate to interreligious life in the aftermath of violence in Indonesia. This 
concept is embedded in the practices and model of hospitality developed by the local 
Christian community in Duma, Galela sub-district of North Halmahera in reconnecting 
with its Muslim neighbors. The risk they take to reencounter others at the boundary of 
anxiety and hope for peace in their communities exemplifies the complexity of engaging 
in mission in the aftermath of religious communal violence in Indonesia. Furthermore, 
the local communities’ efforts to transform the meaning of enemy, which is created by 
violence, into neighbor highlight the relevance and urgency of this project. 
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The aftermath of violence is an appropriate context for rediscovering the 
importance and relevance of hospitality as a mission practice. In this study, the 
aftermath of violence is used as a lens through which mission as hospitality is 
understood not merely as a Christian practice but fundamentally as a way of living the 
life of Christ within the challenge and opportunity of interreligious life.  
 
Methodology 
This dissertation brings into conversation the Indonesian local Christian 
community’s voice in the aftermath of the violence with Protestant theological discourse 
on mission, martyrdom, the cross, and the Holy Spirit. As a form of contextual theology 
of mission, this study fits Bevans’ category of “synthetic model” (Bevans 1992, 88-102). 
This model puts context and text in dialogue in order to construct a model that is 
relevant to both. By synthesizing text (the biblical and theological discourse concerning 
mission, hospitality, and religious pluralism) and context (the local Indonesian 
Christian-Muslim practice and narrative of hospitality in the aftermath of violence), this 
study emphasizes both “the uniqueness and complementarity” of the Indonesian 
context of religious plurality while offering different perspectives on hospitality (Bevans 
1992, 90).   
The outcome of this synthesis is the construction of a model of mission as “risky 
hospitality.” This is relevant to the Indonesian context and thus provides a contextual 
response to the wider challenge of mission and religious pluralism. Furthermore, the 
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synthetic approach guides the selection of the sources of this study, which combine the 
empirical, i.e., materials assembled from the Indonesian context, and the discursive, i.e., 
the biblical and theological discourse on mission, hospitality, and religious pluralism.  
 
Structure of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is divided into two main sections. The first section (the first 
three chapters) focuses on the history and the local Christian narrative of religious 
communal violence in turn-of-the-century Indonesia, setting the context and the 
character of this study as a context-based reflection. The second section (the last three 
chapters) consists of the theologizing concerning the Indonesian context of violence and 
its aftermath by making reference to Christian scripture, theologians, and the Christian 
narrative of interreligious healing and peace. The chapters are as follows: 
Chapter One: Introduction. This chapter defines the problem addressed by the 
study and describes the significance and methodology of the dissertation, as well as its 
limitations.  
Chapter Two: Religious Communal Violence in Indonesia. This chapter describes 
the events of communal violence in Indonesia that took place between 1995 and 2005. 
This chapter provides a broad picture of the Indonesian context of religious plurality by 
using communal violence as a defining element in understanding the complexity of the 
Christian-Muslim relationship as well as a defining moment that presses for a new 
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model of mission, particularly within the context of social and political change at the 
turn of the century in Indonesia.   
Chapter Three: Local Christians’ Narratives of Religious Communal Violence 
and Its Aftermath. Central to this chapter is the local Christian community’s narrative of 
violence and its aftermath in Duma, located in the Galela subdistrict of North 
Halmahera. The chapter illustrates the complex layers of the collective and the 
individual narratives of the Christian community concerning the issue of Christian self-
identity and the perception of the religious Other during religious violence and in its 
aftermath (Aritonang 2004; Bertrand 2004; Duncan 2005b; Friend 2003; Sidel 2006; 
Suaedy and Rumadi 2007; Wilson 2008). The local narrative is seen as a Christian story 
of religious communal violence in which the religious, the cultural, and the political 
context together shape the wounded Muslim-Christian relationship and the long path 
that lies ahead for healing and peace.  
Chapter Four: Identity, Martyrdom, and Hospitality. This chapter analyzes the 
local Christians’ aftermath narrative by focusing on three key elements of: Christian self-
understanding, the Christian discourse of martyrdom, and the local principle and 
practice of hospitality. The significance of the Christian narrative, text, and symbols are 
relocated within the new challenge and opportunity of the aftermath. The aftermath 
Muslim-Christian relationship, in particular, is signified by an emphasis on the 
dimensions of healing from the trauma of the communal violence.  
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Chapter Five: The Cross, Christian Witnessing, and Interreligious Dialogue. This 
chapter identifies three theological implications of the local Christians’ aftermath 
narrative, namely the cross, Christian witnessing, and the post-violence interreligious 
dialogue. This chapter locates the centrality of the cross in the Indonesian Reformed 
theological discourse within the local Christians’ images of the cross that have been 
influenced by their experiences of the religious communal violence and its aftermath. 
The local stories of the cross reorient the Christian witnessing practice and, by 
implication, the Christians’ response to interreligious dialogue in the post-violence 
context. 
Chapter Six: Risky Hospitality. As the result of this study, the final chapter 
proposes a model of mission as risky hospitality. This is a synthesis of the Indonesian 
local practice of hospitality and the theological discourse of creating a space for those 
considered “Other” while protecting the self that has been harmed by traumatic 
experience of religious communal violence. The model is constructed around two 
elements, namely the aftermath practices of public mourning and public testimony and 
the pneumatological framework of healing as a central dimension of Christian 
witnessing practice in the aftermath of religious communal violence.  
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Sources for the Study 
As stated in the section on methodology above, the synthesis of text and context 
guides the selection of sources for this study. This section identifies the empirical and 
discursive materials used in this study.  
An important source of this study is the one-year field observation that I 
conducted in Indonesia from the summer of 2007 to the summer of 2008. The field 
observation included: collecting Indonesian resources on religious pluralism and 
mission, particularly at three Protestant seminaries (Jakarta Theological 
Seminary/Sekolah Tinggi Teologi Jakarta in Jakarta, or STT Jakarta; East Indonesia 
Theological Seminary/Sekolah Tinggi Teologi Indonesia Timur in Makassar, or STT 
Intim; and GMIH-Tobelo Theological Seminary/Sekolah Tinggi Teologi GMIH in Tobelo, 
North Halmahera, or STT Tobelo) and at the office of the Association of Theologically 
Trained Women in Indonesia (PERUATI) in Jakarta; formal and informal discussions 
with church leaders and members from areas involved in the conflict; email 
communications with several women theologians; participation at the National 
Conference of PERUATI and at the women’s pre-assembly and the Synod assembly of 
the Evangelical Christian Church in Halmahera (Gereja Masehi Injili di Halmahera, or 
GMIH); visiting sites of violence in certain areas in North Maluku; collecting material 
from the Halmahera Church archives; and, finally, staying in two of the former conflict 
areas, Duma village and Tobelo town, in North Halmahera for direct observations. 
During my stay I was able to observe the daily life activities of members of the local 
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Christian community and to have conversations with some of the ministers of the GMIH 
and members of Nita congregation in Duma village. I visited with people in their homes, 
attended the regular weekly worship and Sunday services, took photographs of sites of 
violence, and kept a personal journal on my experiences in the field.  
Chapter Two draws on materials that provide various perspectives and offer 
analyses of the pattern of communal violence in Indonesia between 1995 and 2005. I use 
three types of primary resources for this chapter: published works (Sidel 2006, 68-223), 
Indonesian church documents/archives (the Communion of Churches in 
Indonesia/Persekutuan Gereja-gereja di Indonesia, PGI and the GMIH), and Indonesian 
print media (i.e., Kompas newspaper) coverage of the period of violence.  
 Chapter Three draws primarily on materials from the Christian community in 
Duma in the Galela sub-district of North Halmahera, Indonesian women theologians’ 
and ministers’ published reflections (books, journals, and periodicals), unpublished 
materials (sermons, workshop materials, and seminar and conference presentations), 
and finally my field observation in Indonesia.   
The final three chapters are based on two primary resources identified for this 
dissertation: Christian scripture and theologians’ reflections on martyrdom, Christian 
witnessing, the cross, grace, trauma, and the Holy Spirit.    
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Limitations 
 This study focuses specifically on the issues of mission and hospitality. The 
capacity of this study to engage other urgent issues, such as religious diffusion and the 
spread of Christianity, is therefore limited.  
This study is confined to the Indonesian situation, thereby contributing one 
perspective to a wider holistic understanding of a model of mission that may be useful 
for Christian or other faith communities in other contexts, yet without claiming 
universal applicability.  
This study uses theologians’ reflections on trauma to emphasize the importance 
of healing from trauma in any discussion of mission and religious pluralism in the 
aftermath of religious violence.  Healing from trauma, therefore, remains an important 
focus for future study.  
 
 15 
CHAPTER TWO 
COMMUNAL VIOLENCE IN INDONESIA, 1995-2005 
 
 
Indonesia during the period of 1995-2005 was marked by rapid social and 
political change, which was manifested in part by the spread of “riots, pogroms, and 
jihad” (Sidel 2006, 68-223).1 This violence involved religious and ethnic communities 
from western to central to eastern regions of the country. The root cause of the violence 
is still debated, but most view the cause as either the national political crisis or local 
circumstances. In analyzing these two seemingly different perspectives, this chapter will 
apply concurrently the institutional or “top-down” approach as well as the grassroots or 
“bottom-up” approach, thereby situating the violence at the intersection of the global—
the Indonesian national political crisis—and the local—the complex ethno-religious 
relationships.    
This chapter, therefore, argues for the importance of locating religious communal 
violence at the intersection of the global and the local in order to reveal both the locality 
of violence as well as the national political crisis that created conducive circumstances 
for the spread and simultaneity of the violence. Furthermore, describing the violence 
                                                 
1 For more information on Sidel’s characterization of communal violence in Indonesia as 
riots, pogroms and jihad, see (Sidel 2006, 73). 
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from within its own locality demonstrates how Christian-Muslim communal violence 
manifested the ambiguous relationship between politics and religion in Indonesia yet 
also reflected its own unique character.   
Religious communal violence will be described from within the context of the 
political crisis in Indonesia so as to illuminate its root cause, extent, pattern, and 
characteristics, as well as the debate surrounding the violence. The description, which 
sheds light on the contemporary context of Christian-Muslim encounters in Indonesia, 
focuses further on the North Maluku violence from 1999 to 2000. Methodologically, 
however, this is not a historical overview of recent events. Decisive events were chosen 
in order to show how religious communal violence affected Christian-Muslim 
relationships and discourse within the context of the transition from “authoritarianism” 
to “democratization” in turn-of-the-century Indonesia (Bertrand 2004; Hefner 2000). 
This chapter is divided into two main sections: the recent history of communal 
violence in Indonesia (1995-2005) that is followed by a section on historiography, and 
the Muslim-Christian communal violence in North Maluku (1999-2000) that is followed 
also by a section on historiography. 
 
Indonesia: a Nation with a History of Violence 
This section is divided into three parts: riots, pogroms, and jihad, following John 
T. Sidel’s characterization of the recent communal violence in Indonesia (Sidel 2006). 
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Riots, 1995-1998 
For the two years preceding the presidential election on May 29, 1997, extensive 
church burnings and riots occurred throughout Java and a few other Indonesian 
provinces. Complaints about Christians worshipping or building houses of worship in 
predominantly Muslim areas and about acts perceived as Christianization (converting 
others, particularly, Muslims to Christianity) reportedly accompanied the incidents.2 
Although church burnings and closings are not a new trend in Indonesia, they 
significantly increased in the final years of the twentieth century.3 The series of attacks 
and burnings of Protestant and Catholic churches re-emerged in late 1992.  Moreover, as 
Sidel notes, by 1995 the “pattern of religious violence had shifted from small-scale 
                                                 
2 As an illustration, graffiti was found on a church wall after the June 9, 1996, attacks on 
ten churches in Sitopo, Surabaya, that read Kami, umat Islam marah besar kalau di tempat ini 
dibangun gereja lagi (“We, the Muslims, are very angry if church is built again in this location”). 
(Santoso 1997, 42-44)  
3 Sidel notes that between 1992 and 1997 some “145 churches in Indonesia were 
demolished, burned down, or otherwise forced to close” (Sidel 2006, 73). Santoso describes the 
increase in the number of “churches destroyed, closed and burnt in Indonesia” between 
independence (1945) and the presidential election (1997), when President Soeharto was elected by 
an overwhelming majority for his seventh consecutive elected term (Tahalele and Santoso 1997, 
53-58). The period of 1995-1997 saw the greatest increase in the number of churches burned, 
destroyed or closed. From 1967 to May 1997, during President Soeharto’s power, 345 churches, 
mostly in Java but also in the provinces of Bali, Sumatra, Kalimantan, and Sulawesi, were 
damaged or closed. In the last decade of Soeharto’s government, Santoso concludes, the 
destruction of Christian houses of worship multiplied (Santoso 1997, 42-44). Although there were 
some cases in which other religions’ houses of worship were destroyed, it was apparent upon 
later analysis of Christian-Muslim relationship in the previous decade that church burnings had 
become a focus (Tahalele and Santoso 1997, 53-58). 
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attacks on Christian churches to larger and more sustained incidents of religious rioting” 
(Sidel 2006, 74).4  
June 9, 1996, is known as Minggu Kelabu (Gray Sunday) in Indonesia because of 
the Sunday attack on churches in Sidotopo. The city of Surabaya, the capital of East Java 
province, was shocked to learn of attacks on ten churches combined with robbery and 
sexual harassment in the northern part of the city by 3000 unidentified rioters.5 Paul 
Tahalele and Thomas Santoso maintain that the assaults took place as Christians were 
participating in Sunday morning services (cited in Aritonang 2004, 464). Some local 
Christian lay professionals and youth started an inter-denominational communication 
forum in response to the violence against Christians. The forum was officially launched 
on June 15, 1996, as the Surabaya Christian Communication Forum (Forum Komunikasi 
Kristen Surabaya, or FKKS). In the following years, similar forums were established in 
several areas in Indonesia and eventually led to the establishment of the national forum 
on January 26, 1997, called the Indonesian Christian Communication Forum (Forum 
Komunikasi Kristen Indonesia, or FKKI).  
Several months later, on October 10, another riot took place in the province of 
East Java.  This time the rioting received more national and international attention, 
                                                 
4 Aritonang notes that Franz Magnis Suseno, a leading Jesuit theologian in Indonesia, 
labeled Indonesia as juara dunia dalam hal perusakan rumah ibadah [“the world champion in 
destroying houses of worship”] (as cited in (Mujiburrahman 2006, 294). Ulil Abshar-Abdalla, a 
leading Indonesian Muslim scholar, published a reflection on the struggle (based on the series of 
church attacks) between so-called private religion and public religion (Abshar-Abdalla 1999). 
5 The ten churches were from various denominations, including Lutheran, Reformed, and 
Pentecostal.  
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presumably because it happened in the town of Situbondo, the center of Nahdlatul 
Ulama’s (NU) own pesantren (boarding school) territory (Aritonang 2004, 466).6 These 
areas, especially those in East Java, are known as important sites of the largest moderate 
Islamic-based organization, one that is influenced by the traditional Javanese 
interpretation and practice of Islam. President Abdurrahman Wahid was the leader of 
the organization prior to his election.  
The riot took place in response to a court case against a Muslim man, 
Mohammad Sholeh, who was accused of spreading blasphemy against the Islamic faith 
and Muslims, particularly against the respected local Muslim leader K.H. As’ad Syamsul 
Arifin (Aritonang 2004, 66; Sidel 2006, 79).7 The trial was held in early September, and on 
October 10 Sholeh was found guilty and sentenced to the maximum of five years in 
prison. The thousands of people who were waiting outside the courtroom became angry 
after hearing the sentence. They demanded the death penalty.  The crowd began rioting 
and started to stone the security personnel. They set vehicles on fire as they tried to 
                                                 
6 The NU played an important role, particularly under the leadership of Abdurrahman 
Wahid prior to his election, in maintaining clear opposition to the New Order’s policy on religion, 
which co-opted religious organizations into its political agenda. Hefner argument that the “logic 
of Soeharto’s rule was not blind opposition to political Islam but a determination to centralize 
power and destroy all centers of civil autonomy and non-state authority” illustrates the 
manifestation of such policy (Hefner 2000, 93). Under this policy, “NU posed the greatest 
challenge” to New Order regime’s “monopoly of power” (93). Many studies have been 
conducted on the historical and social political role of the NU in shaping critical relations 
between politics and religion in Indonesia (see Hefner 2000; Mujiburrahman 2006).  
7 In Situbondo, a kyai (a traditional Muslim cleric) is regarded as a respected leader and 
even perceived as the continuer of the Prophet Mohammad’s teaching. In reference to Ign. 
Hariyanto’s argument, Aritonang notes that defending or protecting a kyai’s interests is seen as 
being equal to protecting those of the Prophet’s (Aritonang 2004, 466).   
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establish Sholeh’s whereabouts. Around 11 a.m., someone shouted that the defendant 
was hiding in the nearby church of Gereja Betel Indonesia Bukit Zion (the Bukit Zion 
Indonesian Bethel Church, or GBI). Instead of searching for Sholeh, the mob attacked 
churches and other facilities. 
All that day, Situbondo was in a state of chaos. Approximately twenty-one 
church buildings, Christian schools, and an orphanage were burned, and nine buildings 
were destroyed. Graffiti filled with swear words, mainly against Jesus, were found on 
church walls that had not been destroyed. A Christian minister (Ishak Christian) and his 
wife, daughter, and niece, along with a theology student staying in their home, were 
killed during the attack (Aritonang 2004, 467-468).   
Another incident of violence took place in the town of Tasikmalaya, West Java.  
The town experienced riots on the day after Christmas, 1996. A few days before, an 
ustadz (male Muslim religious teacher) and a few pesantren students had been forcibly 
taken to the police station. A policeman’s son had reported that he had been beaten by 
the ustadz and some of his classmates after being accused of stealing a friend’s money. 
On the morning of December 26, rumors spread that the ustadz had died in a hospital 
after being tortured at the police station. In a very short time, rioters attacked and 
destroyed the station. Within a few hours, more rioters took to the streets and damaged 
a number of factories, hotels and banks, along with church buildings, Christian schools, 
and Buddhist and Confucian houses of worship. Four people were killed, and more than 
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ten thousand workers lost their jobs. The financial loss was estimated at 85 billion 
Indonesian rupiah (Aritonang 2004, 470).8 
The rioting continued into the new year of 1997. Another incident of violence 
occurred in the small and historic town of Rengasdengklok, also in western Java, around 
75 kilometers from Jakarta. Around 2 a.m. on January 30, during the Islamic month of 
fasting (Ramadan), a small incident took place in Warungdoyong kampung. Kampung is a 
“cluster of houses . . . or part of a village” (Stevens and Schmidgall-Tellings 2004, 443). A 
local Chinese merchant and his wife reportedly scolded a Muslim youth for 
enthusiastically beating a bedug (drum) at a musholla (an Islamic prayer house) in order 
to wake up the Muslims in the kampung for sahur (“meal taken between midnight and 
dawn during the fasting month of Ramadan”) (Stevens and Schmidgall-Tellings 2004, 
855; cf. Aritonang 2004, 476-477). The youth reportedly responded calmly to the couple’s 
complaint. Unsatisfied by the response, the couple called the police who, along with 
some local Muslim leaders, were able to resolve the misunderstanding. But around six in 
the morning, crowds of people, including many elementary and secondary school 
students, suddenly attacked the Chinese couple’s house. The couple had already 
escaped. That day one hundred buildings that were mostly owned by local Chinese, 
including five church buildings, two Buddhist temples, and a school, were damaged 
(Aritonang 2004, 473-474). 
                                                 
8 According to http://www.oanda.com/currency/historical-rates, on December 26, 1996 
Indonesian rupiah exchange currency toward US dollar was 2,362.00. The estimate loss of 85 
billion rupiah was approximately 35,986,452.15USD (Accessed: April 17, 2011) 
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Several areas, including the capital Jakarta and some other towns in West Java 
and Central Java, experienced rioting on May 23, 1997, related to the presidential 
campaign. The most serious of these riots occurred in Banjarmasin, the capital of West 
Kalimantan. The main cause of the riot reportedly was the campaign of the organization 
known as Golkar.9 The atmosphere in the city was tense during a motorcade held by 
Golkar supporters.  Violence broke out when the motorcycles circled the Mesjid Raya 
(the Great Mosque) with ear-splitting noise as the congregation left the mosque after 
attending the Sholat Jumat (Friday midday prayer).10 Three cyclists reportedly were 
pulled off their motorcycles and beaten. Soon the violence spread throughout the city, 
where thousands took to the streets to join the assault on the members of Golkar.11 The 
rioters not only attacked Golkar, but they also stoned and burned buildings, including 
banks, shopping malls, Chinese-owned stores, and department stores. When the rumor 
spread that the Golkar motorcyclists who had caused the disturbance outside the 
                                                 
9 Golkar was established in 1964 as an Indonesian social-political organization to 
“represent all of Indonesia’s economic and social groups“ in order to “counterbalance the 
growing power of the Indonesian Communist Party” that at the time had formed “close ties” 
with the first President Sukarno. However, under President Soeharto’s regime Golkar became the 
“predominant pro-government political organization” in opposition to the only two other 
political parties of that period, i.e., the PPP (Islamic political party) and the PDI (Indonesian 
Democratic Party) (Encyclopedia Britannica Online s.v. Golkar). 
10 Sidel notes that Banjarmasin was known as ”the city of one thousand langgar” (Sidel 
2006, 92). Langgar is a “hut or house which serves as a Muslim elementary school and in which 
students are instructed in Koranic reading or which is used as place to pray” (Stevens and 
Schmidgall-Tellings 2004, 555). During the 1990s, approximately 100 mosques and 900 prayer 
houses were built around the city (Sidel 2006, 92). 
11 It was reported that the crowds of the PPP (the only Islamic political party during the 
New Order) were the main spectators of the Banjarmasin May 1997 riot.  But others disputed this, 
noting that “anti-Christian” flyers had already been distributed a few days prior to the rioting 
(Hasan 2006, 218).   
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mosque were Christians, the rioters turned their attention to demolishing a Catholic 
cathedral located near the local Golkar headquarters. They also attacked Catholic-owned 
properties, burned down a Batak Protestant church (Huria Kristen Batak Protestan, or 
HKBP), and damaged several Christian churches and a Chinese temple. In the end, the 
violence took the lives of 120 people, who were mostly burned alive inside stores during 
the riot, and destroyed hundreds of stores, homes, banks, government offices, 
restaurants, hotels, and vehicles (Aritonang 2004, 475-478; Sidel 2006, 92-94). 
A different type of communal violence occurred in the following years.  This 
time religious communities were overtly involved, thus instituting a “new and 
transitional phase of religious violence in Indonesia” (Sidel 2006, 105).  
  
Pogroms, 1998-2000 
In early 1998, a student movement emerged in Jakarta that spread anti-
government ideas into many parts of the country. By the end of April, the students’ 
demand for reform had apparently gained wide support and legitimacy even from 
within the Soeharto administration. In addition, the wider Asian economic crisis had 
already taken Indonesia by storm, as evidenced by the government’s announcement of 
the reduction in fuel subsidies on the evening of May 4.12 Overnight, the Indonesian 
people suffered from a 70 percent hike in gas prices, followed by increased prices for 
                                                 
12 This was reputedly designed to force International Monetary Fund (IMF) approval of 
funds, despite the doubts about the implementation of the reformation-signing accord on April 
10 (Sidel 2006, 1) 
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diesel (60 percent) and kerosene (25 percent) (Sidel 2006, 120). This situation triggered 
street demonstrations by students who, for the first time, launched demonstrations in 
several major cities demanding a decrease in gas prices. Meanwhile, President Soeharto 
was attending an international conference in Cairo, Egypt. His absence during the peak 
economic turmoil was seen by many as a way to avoid the threat to his position. 
Complicating the situation were the demands of leaders of the Association of Indonesian 
Muslim Intellectuals (Ikatan Cendekiawan Muslim Se-Indonesia, or ICMI) for a 
reorganized cabinet and a special People’s Consultative Assembly (MPR) session to be 
held upon Soeharto’s return to Indonesia (Sidel 2006, 119-120).13   
The tragedy that changed the fate of the Indonesian people forever occurred on 
May 12, 1998. During a protest at Trisakti University, a well-known private university in 
northwest Jakarta, security personnel killed four students and wounded several others. 
The killings provoked far-reaching public anger. The following day, as thousands 
attended the burial ceremony for the four students, rioting and looting started in a few 
locations in central, west, and north Jakarta, including along the main boulevard 
adjacent to the university. On the mornings of May 14 and 15, the rioting spread 
throughout the greater Jakarta area. The main commercial and residential areas of 
Chinese Indonesians were targeted, as well as shopping complexes, banks, and 
                                                 
13 The ICMI was publicly announced by President Soeharto on December 6, 1990. Hefner 
argues that the ICMI played a significant role in shaping an understanding of “Islam and politics 
in contemporary Indonesia,” more particularly in the “deepening Islamization of the urban 
middle class” (cited in Vickers 2005, 142-196).   
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department stores (Sidel 2006, 120). In addition, the innumerable violent attacks against 
Chinese Indonesian residents made clear which group was the primary target of the 
riots. 
The May riots took the lives of more than 1,000 people. Among these were urban 
poor people and children, killed during the looting and rioting. Moreover, the rapes of 
more than a hundred Chinese Indonesian women in various locations in Jakarta 
signified an aspect of the May tragedy that had not been present in previous riots. Fear 
and anxiety filled the lives of some 150,000 people (primarily Chinese Indonesians and 
Western expatriates), who fled Indonesia to the neighboring countries of Singapore, 
Australia and Hong Kong (Sidel 2006, 121).  
There is conflicting data on the number of victims of the riots and rapes of May 
13-15, 1998, in Jakarta and Solo, Central Java, especially between the volunteer NGOs 
and government associations. More significantly, there still remains controversy over 
the role of the regime in masterminding the violence. The May tragedy is generally 
recognized as a crime against humanity (see Jusuf et al. 2008; Purdey 2006). Notably, the 
May rapes of Chinese Indonesian women, in particular, led to the establishment of the 
National Commission on Anti-violence Against Women (Komisi Nasional Anti 
Kekerasan terhadap Perempuan, or KOMNAS Perempuan) (Tan 2006, 229-241).  
The May 13-15, 1998, riot in Jakarta was not an isolated event. Within the same 
three-day period, riots also took place in Palembang and Lampung (Sumatra), Surabaya 
(the capital of East Java), and Solo (the capital of Central Java). Another series of riots  
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(on May 2-7 and 27, 1998) also took place in Medan, the capital of North Sumatra. Jusuf 
notes that the concurrent riots in these cities, which shared similar time frames, patterns, 
perpetrators, and emerging issues, demonstrate the linkage between the riots (Jusuf et al. 
2008, 56-78). The question, therefore, is whether the riots indicate a “social 
phenomenon” that took place naturally, or were they part of a large-scale attempt to 
create social chaos in Indonesia (cf. Jusuf et al. 2008, 110). 
From late 1998 through 2001, Muslim-Christian communal violence occurred in 
Poso of Central Sulawesi and the Maluku islands. Local communities in both areas 
experienced “collective violence across the religious divide” (Sidel 2006, 155). 
Thousands of people were killed and much property and infrastructure was destroyed, 
leaving behind widespread marks of destruction and creating the new phenomenon of 
hundred of thousands Internally Displaced Peoples (IDPs) in its aftermath (see  Hedman 
2008; Sidel 2006, 155).   
 
Jihad, 2000-2005  
During the chaotic transition from the New Order to the post-New Order, 
Muslim paramilitary groups, e.g., Defenders of Islam Force (Laskar Pembela Islam), 
Holy War Force (Laskar Jihad), and Holy Warriors Force (Laskar Mujahidin), gained 
much wider public attention. These paramilitary groups also increased the general level 
of anxiety through their campaign in the streets for the implementation of the shari’a 
(Islamic law) and their raids on cafés, brothels, discotheques, and other places they 
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considered immoral (Hasan 2006, 13-14). These groups called for jihad in Maluku and 
other areas of conflict.14  
From 2000 to 2004 these paramilitary groups organized a “bombing campaign” 
that claimed the lives of hundreds in Jakarta and other places in the country. The main 
targets were places associated with Christians. But in 2002 the targets shifted to sites 
associated with Western influence, such as Bali (October 2002) and the Australian 
embassy (September 2004) (Sidel 2006, 200-2001).   
On January 30, 2000, Laskar Jihad, the paramilitary wing of the Communication 
Forum for the Followers of the Sunnah and the Community of the Prophet (Forum 
Komunikasi Ahlus Sunnah wal Jammaah, or FKASWJ) was established by Ja’far Umar 
Thalib (b. 1961) at a religious mass gathering (tabliqh akbar) in Yogyakarta. Symbolized 
by two crossed sabers under the words La ilaha illa Allah, Muhammad Rasul Allah (”There 
is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is His messenger”), Laskar Jihad was initially 
created as a “security unit for FKAWJ, particularly to safeguard its activities” (Hasan 
2006, 17). At its first public jihad rally, in Jakarta in April of the same year, entitled Jihad: 
Upaya Terakhir Mematahkan Gerakan Pemberontakan Kristen Maluku (“Jihad: a Final Effort 
to End the Christian Moluccan Uprising”), Ja’far Umar Thalib announced the sending 
off of three thousand Muslim fighters, in addition to the seven thousand in training, to 
liberate Muslims in Maluku. Approximately 10,000 attendees witnessed Thalib’s call for 
                                                 
14 For a detailed examination of these groups, see Hasan 2006. For the purposes of this 
study, the focus will be on the role of Laskar Jihad in relation to the communal violence in North 
Maluku.  
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armed jihad in Maluku in order to protect Malukan Muslims from perceived genocide 
by Christians, the enemy of Islam. After the rally, Thalib and his supporters marched to 
the Presidential Palace and demanded a meeting with President Wahid.15 Unfortunately, 
the meeting did not produce any constructive results.  Instead, provocative actions 
occurred in the following months, such as the establishment of a “paramilitary training 
camp” in the small city of Bogor, an hour’s drive from Jakarta (Hasan 2006, 17).   
In the same month, despite the national government’s efforts to shut down the 
Laskar Jihad training camp, the paramilitary group was able to dispatch 2,000 armed 
Muslim fighters to Maluku (Sidel 2006, 198). By July of that year, Muslim fighters 
affiliated with Laskar Jihad had reportedly launched coordinated assaults on Christian 
villages in North Maluku (198). By November 2000, Laskar Jihad forces had also 
“initiated large-scale assaults on Christian neighborhoods and villages in Poso, Central 
Sulawesi” (198). However, by the end of 2001 Laskar Jihad had lost its wider support. In 
May 2002, Ja’far Umar Thalib was arrested for killing a Laskar Jihad member (Sidel 2006, 
199-200). On October 16, 2002, Laskar Jihad was officially disbanded (Hasan 2006, 211).   
 
 
                                                 
15 Although President Wahid agreed to meet with Thalib and his associates, including the 
North Maluku Pasukan Jihad (White Troops) leader, Haji Abu Bakar Wahid Al-Banjari, after five 
minutes Wahid reportedly “threw them out of his office” (Kompas, April 6, 200, as cited in 
Duncan 2005, 76). Hasan described Thalib’s accusation of President Wahid’s indifference to the 
Muslims who were victims of violence in the Malukus as the basis for launching a “jihad 
resolution,” i.e., the declaration that the Maluku violence was a “religious war between Muslims 
and Christians” (Hasan 2006, 218). This war was considered an individual jihad or a duty 
equivalent to the call for prayer or fasting (2006, 218). 
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A Historiography of Indonesian Communal Violence 
Since declaring its independence on August 17, 1945, Indonesia has been known 
as one of the world’s most pluralistic nations. Pancasila, the state philosophy, is the 
manifestation of the political compromise agreed on by the founders that accommodates 
and affirms national, ethnic, and religious diversity, despite the fact that Indonesia has 
the largest Muslim population of any country in the world.16  
In its first fifty-three years as a post-colonial state, Indonesia was characterized 
by two political regimes, namely the Orde Lama (Old Order) under President Sukarno, 
1945-1965, and the Orde Baru (New Order) under President Soeharto, 1966-1998. These 
two authoritarian orders shaped Indonesian history based on their visions of democracy. 
The Old Order, with its so-called “Guided Democracy,” and the New Order, with its so-
called “Pancasila Democracy,” legitimated a doctrinal interpretation of democracy that 
relied on the leaders’ understanding of the identity of the Indonesian nation-state.17 
                                                 
16 Panca means “five” and sila means “principle.” The five principles are: “The belief in 
one God, just and civilized humanity, Indonesian unity, democracy under the wise guidance of 
representative consultations, and social justice for all peoples of Indonesia” (Encyclopaedia 
Britannica Online, s.v. “Pancasila”). Besides being known for its religious diversity, Indonesia is 
also famous for its ethnic diversity.  The nation is estimated to include 200 ethnic groups 
“dispersed across a sprawling archipelago of some 13,000 islands.” Recent census data (1995) 
suggest that the Javanese form the main ethnic grouping (40%), followed by Sundanese (14%), 
Madurese (4%), other groups such as Batak, Bugis, Banjarese, and Balinese (each less than 2%), 
and people from other parties of the world such as the Chinese (3%) and Arabs, South Asians and 
Europeans (each less than 1%) (Encyclopaedia Britannica Online, s.v. “Resisting Disintegration in 
Post-Soeharto Indonesia”).    
17 Vickers carefully described the change in the Indonesian political landscape, 
particularly during the transition from the Old Order to the New Order, by demonstrating the 
way Sukarno’s and Soeharto’s ideals concerning Indonesia determined the good and the bad that 
took place in the country under their political leadership (Pospos 1995; Radjab 1995; Vickers 2005). 
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Consequently, post-colonial Indonesian history was influenced and even determined by 
these two competing political creeds.  Since Soeharto was the political leader of 
Indonesia for a period of thirty-two years, his rhetoric concerning Indonesia was 
essentially uncontested.   
New Order Indonesia was a state that was built on the foundation of fear and 
violence. It is possible that the New Order’s era of power was the most violent period in 
the history of Indonesia. Its beginning was marked by the mass murder of people 
accused of being members of the Indonesian Communist Party (Partai Komunis 
Indonesia, or PKI), and its final grip on the country was evidenced by the killing of 
university students and the riots that took place within the last weeks of Soeharto’s 
power (see Colombijn and Lindblad 2002, 1; Liong 2002, 197; cf. Schreiner 2005).18 Henk 
Schulte Nordholt argues that the Dutch colonial expansion bequeathed a “state of 
violence” and a “regime of fear” to the Indonesians (Schulte Nordholt 2002, 36-38). The 
colonial state and its legacy were seen as the root of the New Order’s state of fear and 
violence. In addition, not only did the Indonesians inherited a violent state, but the New 
Order also integrated this model into its institutionalized, militaristic, centralized, and 
authoritarian rule (cf. Schulte Nordholt 2002, 52). Yet, although the New Order found 
that, in regard to the legacy of violence, it “inherited more from [colonialism] than [its] 
                                                 
18 Harold Crouch’s study of the PKI mass killing, focusing on the role of the Indonesian 
army and the state, is important. His careful description and analysis provides a basis for 
understanding the complex intertwinement between politics, army, and the state after 
independence, under the Old Order and through the second decade of the New Order’s rule  
(Crouch 1978). 
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nationalist rhetoric would suggest,” its political continuation–even creation–of a new 
platform of violence determined a different “state of violence” and a “regime of fear” 
that separately belong to the post-colonial Indonesian state (see Schulte Nordholt 2002, 
42). 
Based on this continuing history of political violence and fear, Schulte Nordholt 
argues that a de-colonized Indonesian historiography is essential to replace “Soeharto’s 
version of history” (Schulte Nordholt 2002, 42).19 Therefore the recent Muslim-Christian 
communal violence can be construed both as an independent interreligious historical 
discourse as well as an integral element in the creation of a post-New Order Indonesian 
historiography, i.e., Indonesian political history. Here, the violence is seen as embedded 
in the convoluted interreligious and political history of Indonesia.  Furthermore, a new 
Indonesian historiography needs a fresh interreligious, i.e. Muslim-Christian, discourse 
that critically examines the impact of religious communal violence on interreligious 
relationships.   
It appears that the development of a new Indonesian historiography is already 
underway. New voices have emerged that demand the reaffirmation of the state’s 
ideology of Pancasila outside Soeharto’s legalistic interpretation. Themes such as “civil 
society,” “Islamic state,” and the “quest for identity” amidst the pluralistic character of 
                                                 
19 The emergence of a new Indonesian historiography is evident in the publications, 
during the final years of Soeharto through the early years of Reformasi (the post-Soeharto era), 
that re-examined Indonesian history through various unorthodox perspectives, e.g., the 
autobiographical lens, the representation of historical monuments and the publication of images 
or pictures of historic events (Budiawan 2006, Strassler 2005).  
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Indonesia have framed a new discursive context for the call to return to Pancasila as the 
ideological basis for religious and ethnic harmonious diversity (Prior and Hoekema 2008, 
787). This momentous new development is, in principle, a response to the challenges of 
the future of religious pluralism and democracy in Indonesia. What is needed, therefore, 
is a new interpretation of both the ambivalent role and representation of religion during 
the communal violence and of religion’s constructive contribution to the subsequent 
healing and transformational process. 
In Civil Islam, Hefner correctly describes the transition from the Old Order to the 
New Order as a defining political event that created the possibility of lasting 
“ambivalent alliances” between politics and religion in New Order Indonesia (Hefner 
2000, 58). This moment in history is central in understanding the shifting character of 
Islam, both as a public religion and as a political force vis-à-vis the Indonesian state, 
particularly within the early period of the New Order (Hefner 2000, 58-93). In addition, 
by identifying the significance of Islam within the New Order’s de-politicization of 
religion, Hefner provided important insights into the contested discourse between the 
state’s enforced “cultural Islam” and the renaissance of “Muslim politics” (Hefner 2000, 
59).20 From within this competing rhetoric, Muslim politics survived and shaped the 
transition toward a democratization process at the turn of the twenty-first century 
(Hefner 2000, xix, 214ff).   
                                                 
20 Hefner defines “Muslim politics” as “any and all kinds of political actions based on a 
person’s conviction as a Muslim, whether or not the resulting behavior embraces the idea of an 
“Islamic state” (Hefner 2000, xix).  
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For the purposes of this study, Hefner’s discursive analysis provides a context 
for understanding the promise of Islam for pluralism and democratization that was 
projected alongside the face of radical and violent Islam within the Indonesian political 
transition from authoritarianism to democracy. Nevertheless, several intriguing 
questions remain. How was the competing representation of Islam manifested during 
and in the aftermath of religious communal violence? Did religious communal violence 
unveil the failure of Islam’s experimentation with democracy, or did it provide insights 
for understanding the challenges ahead for both Muslims and non-Muslims “hoping to 
advance the cause of pluralism and democracy?”(Hefner 2000, 58). Hefner indicates that 
the massive killing of thousands of alleged members of the Indonesian Communist 
Party in 1965 “provides insights into the challenges” (58). Moreover, the violence 
revealed that the establishment of the New Order “centralized power and ideological 
control” in place of “formal democratic institutions” and established a “legacy of 
vigilante violence” would traumatize Indonesia for many years (58).  
The New Order claimed its legitimacy after the PKI killings during the political 
unrest in the transition from the Old Order to the New Order (Elson 2002, 180; cf. 
Schulte Nordholt 2002, 44). Yet, “[t]hese mass murders belong to the worst counter-
revolutionary acts of violence of the twentieth century” (Schulte Nordholt 2002, 44).21 
                                                 
21 Hefner (Hefner 2000, 193-227) and Taufik (Taufik 2006, 69) implicate the involvement 
of Muslim, and perhaps Catholic, organizations and activists in the killings. Their accounts are 
significant, especially in describing the massacre as involving both military and civilians. They 
also provide a critical dimension to the claim that the New Order’s regime was the single 
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Thus, murder on such a massive scale embedded in the country “a new form of 
violence” which was made possible within the New Order’s political framework 
(Schulte Nordholt 2002, 46; cf. Liong 2002, 197).   
A long list of state-sponsored violence against the Indonesian people proved the 
effectiveness of this framework (see Lev 2005; Vickers 2005). Benedict Anderson 
estimated that the total number of “victims of political violence” under Soeharto’s 
regime was approximately 750,000 (quoted in Schulte Nordholt 2002, 47). In addition, 
Colombijn and Linblad’s helpful comparison between the New Order’s state violence 
and violence in other countries, particularly in Southeast Asia, reveals the ideological, 
ethnic, religious, territorial, militaristic, and political components of the New Order’s 
violence (Colombijn and Lindblad 2002, 8). These insightful observations reveal the fact 
that this was a complex, structural, and multi-layered form of violence.  
Throughout the New Order regime, interreligious relationships were defined 
and controlled, and they thus conformed to the state’s definition of the role and identity 
of the five official religions: Islam, Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, Hinduism, and 
                                                 
responsible perpetrator in the mass killing of the accused PKI members in the mid-1960s. 
Additionally, Hefner’s much earlier study on The Political Economy of Mountain Java (1990) is 
important in understanding the social and political impact of the PKI massacre on the shift in the 
Indonesian rhetoric of politics and social identity alongside the political shift from the Old Order 
to the New Order.  By analysing the role of the NU’s paramilitary group, ANSOR, in the killing 
in Java, Hefner asserted the significance of class, community, and armed forces in shaping the 
beginning of a new era of “state-society relations.” The era was also marked by the emergence of 
the all-powerful New Order state that challenged “received ideas of community and authority” 
that had been inherited from the previous regime (Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008, 779). 
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Buddhism.22 All social organizations, including religious bodies, were forced to “adopt 
Pancasila as their sole foundation” (Elson 2002, 184). This was in part a manifestation of 
the famous demand of Soeharto that the Indonesian people “socialize Pancasila…and 
Pancasila-ize…society” (Dwipayana and Samsuddin as cited in Elson 2002, 184).23   
Foundational changes in the life of the Indonesian nation occurred between 1995 
and 2005. During this period Indonesia was hit hard by a multidimensional crisis, which 
includes monetary, ecological, and political dimensions (Schulte Nordholt 2002, 33). This 
was also the time when the Indonesian people and the post-New Order state 
experimented with democracy, which brought the nation to an unexpected crossroad 
(see Lev 2005). Although the end of the New Order had been predicted, few imagined 
that it would come with such an enormous amount of violence against humanity in the 
centers of political power.  
Applying structuralist/institutionalist and post-structuralist approaches to the 
phenomenon of religious communal violence in Indonesia, both Sidel and Bertrand 
agree that the increasing and widespread violence in Indonesia should be treated as a 
                                                 
22 Abdurrahman Wahid, the fourth president of Indonesia, in 2000 acknowledged the 
status of Confucianism as an official religion in Indonesia by revoking President Instruction No. 
14 of 1967 that had denied Confucianism this status in Indonesia. During Megawati’s presidency 
(July 23, 2001, to October 20, 2004), the status of Confucianism was reaffirmed when a Confucian 
holiday was recognized as a national holiday. Under Yudhoyono’s presidency (since October 20, 
2004), the Minister of Home Affairs issued Government Legislation No. 470/336/SJ that 
guaranteed the administrative rights of Confucians in Indonesia (Schulte Nordholt 2002, 33).  
Also note that in Indonesia, Protestantism and Roman Catholicism are considered as two 
different religions. 
23 Aritonang and Steenbrink note, “Soeharto’s efforts to use Pancasila as a civil religion 
(marked by Law No. 8 in 1985) dampened sympathy from both Christian (Protestant and 
Catholic alike) and Muslim organizations” (Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008, 779).  
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direct result of the New Order’s history and its misuse of power that led to its 
impending fall. In short, their approach provides a meta-narrative of the communal 
violence in Indonesia from within the context of the political power struggle that took 
place in the final years of the twentieth century in Indonesia (Bertrand 2004, xiv, 3-8; 
Sidel 2006, xii-xiii).  
Indonesian politics in the 1990s was characterized by “violence that could be 
purchased in large quantities for small sums of money” (Schulte Nordholt 2002, 49). 
During this period mass violence, mob justice, angry crowds, ethnic violence, religious 
violence, and ethno-religious violence were simultaneously taking place in various areas 
of the country (see Colombijn 2002, 303; Schulte Nordholt 2002). The question becomes, 
was the simultaneous and rapid violence a new phenomenon or a repetition of 
Indonesia’s hidden history of violence? Arguably, the massiveness of the violence 
indicated how embedded violence was in the pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial 
history of Indonesia (cf. Colombijn 2002, 303). But the severity of the attack or, as 
Schwarz (as cited in Colombijn and Lindblad 2002, 2) termed it, the “paroxysm of 
violence” and its concurrent spread throughout the country attested to its contemporary 
location in the Indonesian phenomenon of communal violence. This phenomenon could 
only take place effectively within the context of “the collapse of the New Order” or the 
weakening of the state in the post-New Order Indonesia (see Colombijn 2002, 313). 
Although the weakening of the state during Reformasi (the era that marks the beginning 
of the post-New Order political leadership) explains the increase, paroxysm, and 
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simultaneity of religious communal violence, neither a weak state nor an experiment in 
democracy can explain the existence of such violence (Bertrand 2004; Sidel 2006).   
 Locating the phenomenon of communal violence within the Indonesian 
historical and social context of power relationships, social structures, and religious 
identifications reveals that the ethnic and religious violence in Indonesia was not 
random but actually could have been predicted. The violence was formed and 
manifested alongside the fall of the regime that for decades had manipulated and 
repressed religious and ethnic identities using legalistic and paternalistic rhetoric 
regarding Indonesia’s national identity (Van Dijk 2002). 
Soeharto’s final years were marked not only by political and financial turmoil 
but also by diverse forms of riots, pogroms, lynchings, attacks by angry crowds, and 
ethnic and religious communal violence. These projected an image of Indonesia as a 
“country in despair”(Van Dijk 2002). The May 1998 riots in Jakarta and Solo, and some 
smaller disturbances in other cities in East Java, Central Java, and Sumatra, were the 
climax of the political transition from Soeharto’s New Order regime. There has been 
much debate regarding the significance of the events. Coppel stated that the “May riots, 
in which violence, destruction and rape erupted across Jakarta and other Indonesian 
cities on May 13-15, 1998 proved to be a climactic event in modern Indonesian political 
history”(Coppel 2006, 14). The May 1998 riots were undoubtedly a manifestation of the 
highly contested public discourse concerning state-sponsored violence in Indonesia.   
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The rapes of the Chinese Indonesian women only began to capture public 
attention through print media three weeks after the event. The media not only shifted 
the public attention from the rioting to the rapes but also stemmed controversy 
regarding whether the rapes had actually happened. Consequently, the disputes have 
“left an indelible mark on collective memory,” not only in Jakarta but also in other cities 
afflicted by the May riots (Min 2006, 52). In the long run, however, as Min remarks, the 
media’s fixation on conspiracy theories behind the May riots unfortunately displaced the 
public’s attention away from the May events themselves, including the rapes (2006, 51).24  
The contested discourse about the May events was shaped by two significant 
dimensions, as Min points out: the lack of a so-called “authoritative voice” for “truth 
oriented discourses” and the “’non-narratability’ of the May rapes [as] a direct 
consequence of silencing by those in power” (Jusuf et al. 2008, 109, 134). The silence of 
the female survivors of the rapes and sexual assaults occupied the center of the May 
1998 truth claims (Jusuf et al. 2008, 55).25  Furthermore, the rumors and gossiping about 
                                                 
24The author has deliberately allocated more space to explicating the May riots and rapes 
than other events in order to make particular reference to the work of Sai Siew Min, Elaine Tay, 
and Jemma Purdey (Jusuf et al. 2008).  Their discussion of the May events in Jakarta and Solo are 
uniquely focused on the way the May event influenced the discursive and historical questions of 
“truth” and “facts” in forming of the so-called Indonesian “collective memory.” This is 
particularly relevant to the author’s argument in the final part of this chapter concerning the way 
religious communal violence has affected the post-New Order collective memory. 
25 According to Min the silence of the female victims of the May rapes may be attributed 
to the lack of the women’s own narratives of violence. Later sections will present the data of the 
female rape survivors according to the report of the Fact Finding Joint Team (Tim Gabungan 
Pencari Fakta/TGPF). The TGPF consisted of people from various organizations, including several 
NGOs, and was formed by the Habibie government following the May 1998 riots. After the 
release of the data, the TGPF was accused of forming in order to try to topple then-general 
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the events not only complicated the question about the historical truth of the May 1998 
riots; they also created an independent “collective discourse” that may not have been 
official but was authoritative in the way that it affected the narrative and interpretation 
of truth claims (Jusuf et al. 2008, 54). The competing narratives of May 1998 were evident 
in the publication and circulation of data by the government and by volunteers, 
especially women’s NGOs.26  
The number of women who were victims of rape and sexual assault remains the 
most debated and controversial piece of data related to the May 1998 events.27 No single 
                                                 
Prabowo, Soeharto’s former son- in-law, who reportedly was responsible for the May 1998 riots. 
The conclusion of Jusuf et al. (2008) made reference to this accusation without making any 
explicit response to it (Jusuf et al. 2008, 135).  
26 Nine years after the tragedy, an authoritative publication on the May 1998 violence was 
published jointly by three NGOs: the Country and Nation Solidarity (Solidaritas Nusa 
Bangsa,/SNB), the Indonesian Association of Legal Counsel and Human Rights (Asosiasi Penasehat 
Hukum dan Hak Asasi Manusia Indonesia/APHI), and the TIFA Foundation. Candra Setiawan, a 
2002-2007 member of the National Commission of Human Rights in Indonesia (Komisi Nasional 
Hak Asazi Manusia/KOMNAS HAM), states in his foreword to the publication that a thorough 
disclosure of the May 1998 riots is the nation’s historical obligation. He further expresses his 
personal yearning for the current Reformasi government to reveal the truth about the May 1998 
tragedy for the sake of future generations of Indonesians. Setiawan’s brief note is significant in 
two ways. First, he publicly recognizes the lack of inclination of the national government to 
unveil the mystery surrounding the riots. Such an investigation would bring the perpetrators into 
the legal process. Second, writing as a member of a body officially recognized both by the 
government and the society, Setiawan’s statement signifies the publication as an authoritative 
source on the May 1998 events, particularly as a reliable source urging the government to bring 
the persons responsible for the riots to court. Another important aspect of both the foreword and 
the publication is their reaffirmation of the publicly acknowledged claim that the May 1998 riots 
were designed by the people then in power (Jusuf et al. 2008, 135).   
27 Jusuf et al. made specific reference to the data collected by the TGPF (2008, 134, 136-
151). According to the TGPF, there were seventy-eight rape cases in the Jakarta riot, eight in 
Medan, and six in Surabaya. According to the Volunteers Team for Humanity (Tim Relawan untuk 
Kemanusiaan/TRuK) there were one hundred sixty-eight  rape cases, but the government team 
only confirmed fifty-two cases (Tay 2006, 70-71). It is unclear, however, whether Tay was 
referring to the TGPF when she mentioned the “government team.” Jusuf et al described the 
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authoritative source could claim the accuracy of the data produced. The data, however, 
signify that sexual assaults and gang rapes against Chinese Indonesian women did 
occur during the May riots in Jakarta and Solo. The sexual violence took place in the 
women’s houses, on the streets, or in business places (Jusuf et al. 2008, 241-261).  
The May 1998 riots in several cities in Indonesia occurred within the context of 
national battles among the political elite. The pattern and character of the riots indicated 
that they were not spontaneous incidents but rather operated under a well-planned 
design. Hence, the riots were not a “social phenomenon that occurred naturally” (Jusuf 
et al. 2008, 110). The motive was political rather than social and economic. The Trisakti 
University shooting was a “triggering factor” for the planned wider riots. Moreover, it 
involved an unknown perpetrator, called the provokator, crowds, and military personnel. 
Anti-Chinese sentiment was evident during the riots, but overall the riots were not 
primarily inter-ethnic violence. The NGOs also admitted that the intellectual 
mastermind as well as the perpetrators of the May riots remain unidentified (Purdey 
2006, 72). 
 Worth noting is Tay’s analysis of the May rapes, in which she illustrates the 
other phenomenon of the aftermath of the riot, i.e., the “online dissemination of stories 
and images of raped ethnic Chinese women.” Tay argues that such an online 
promulgation could easily overshadow the “particularities of a local situation.” It could 
                                                 
results of the rapes and sexual assaults on the women as ranging from being physically wounded, 
mentally disturbed, or traumatized to being impregnated.  
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shift public attention from the complex social-political crisis, which created such the 
situation in which sexual violence against ethnic Chinese women could take place, to 
other issues related to ethnic solidarity. These could even replace such a particularly 
Indonesian case with a general “politics that emphasizes ethnic solidarity and 
homogeneity.” Even more, Tay notes that such an online diffusion, which interpreted 
the rapes against the ethnic Chinese women as the manifestation of an “oppositional 
relationship between ethnic Chinese and non-Chinese,” failed to recognize the political, 
rather than the racial, problem that made such violence against humanity possible (Tay 
2006, 71; see also Husaini 2000; Jaiz 1999; Sudarto 2001). However, the fact that the 
majority of the victims of the May riot, particularly the victims of rape and sexual 
assault, were Chinese Indonesian women should be considered as indicative of a long 
history of complex racial problems, in this case between the pejoratively named 
“Chinese” and the so-called Pribumi (literally “indigenous” or simply Indonesian non-
Chinese ethnic) in which the political history of Indonesia has long been entrenched.  
Noteworthy is the May riot in the city of Solo.28 This is event can be viewed as 
highly significant, particularly in the development of the historical, legal, and moral 
discourse related to the May 1998 riots. Purdey states that, because the Solo riot was 
overshadowed by the Jakarta riot, there has been a lack of information and general 
understanding of the extent of the Solo riot or, as Purdey called it, the “‘other’ May 
                                                 
28 A discussion of Purdey’s essay on the riots in Solo helps present different 
interpretations of the character, pattern, perpetrators, and victims of the May violence.  
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riots” (Purdey 2006, 81-87). Unlike the common analysis that focuses on the political 
character of the Jakarta riot, Purdey argues that the public interpretation and 
representation of the Solo riot indicates the racial character of the riot. Nonetheless, the 
Solonese themselves deny the racial interpretation of the riot, i.e., that the riot was anti-
Chinese. In this way their sense of inter-racial peace and harmony, a long-projected 
image of the city, could be maintained. Hence, Purdey further argues denial and 
forgetting became the only appropriate responses to such publicly recognized violence 
(87). Here, denial of racial character of riots is a way to minimize them.29 
The refusal to profile the May riots as anti-Chinese was arguably related to the 
anti-Chinese violence that was deeply embedded in the collective memory of the 
Solonese, stemming from their perception of their history as a people long suffering 
from colonialism and racial discrimination. Purdey states that the riot was “symptomatic 
of a deeper crisis in Solo” (2006, 86). The people of Solo knew the damage and the 
wounds that such violence could do to the city and that it would take a long time to heal. 
Thus, creating an alternative projection of the riots as “designed by the powers that be” 
or as “carried out by outside provocateurs” became a way to try to avoid repeating the 
history of anti-Chinese sentiment as well as maintaining the image of Solo as an inter-
ethnically and inter-racially harmonious city (Purdey 2006, 81-83).   
Profiling the simultaneous May riots in Jakarta and Solo discloses another form 
of competing representation of violence in Indonesia that, interestingly, was created mostly 
                                                 
29 Dana L. Robert. Personal communication to author, May 11, 2011 
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by local communities. Purdey states that by “refusing to represent the [Solo] riots as 
anti-Chinese in the same context as the Jakarta or ‘May’ riots, the Solo residents were 
attempting to keep their community together” (2006, 86). This communal perspective 
and effort at unity gives clear evidence that the way that riots or other forms of 
communal violence are represented is partly fixed in a particular community’s complex 
history of ethnic and religious relationships.   
The controversies over the May riots reveal the question of how historical ideas 
of truth have been perceived. The question of truth or validity is particularly 
controversial regarding the May rapes. Min argues that the naming of the May rapes as 
“spontaneous riots,” as “state-sponsored conspiracy,” or as “political” and not 
“criminal” acts revealed “different kinds of truth claims” (Min 2006, 40). The silence of 
the female rape victims points towards the question of how such events can be spoken 
of and represented (Min 2006, 40).  
The May 1998 rapes disclose a discourse concerning the role of the New Order in 
designing, executing, covering-up, legitimizing, and finally defining a single 
authoritative interpretation of the communal and collective violence. The rapes find 
their parallel in the long-contentious history of the 1965-1966 massacres of the accused 
PKI members. Unlike the repressed memory of the PKI killing, however, the aftermath 
of the May rapes was shaped by the wider community, for example, the women’s 
movement that refused to forget the events and to give up the power inherent in writing 
and interpreting the history of the post-New Order state of Reformasi.  
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Various theories and approaches, such as the provocation theory, historical and 
social analysis, and the meta-theory of conflict, have been offered to explain the 
phenomenon of widespread and simultaneous communal violence in May of 1998 in 
Indonesia. Although no individual study can fully capture the magnitude of the 
problem, the different approaches have reveal the complexity as well as the 
characteristics of political change in Indonesia that contributed to the eruption and 
spread of religious communal violence at the end of the twentieth century. The political 
change carries with it a troubling question regarding the long-affirmed characterization 
of Indonesia as a religiously and culturally pluralistic society.   
The question remains whether people’s diversity corresponds with the 
Indonesian national rhetoric of religious and cultural pluralism. Is diversity viewed as a 
source of the problem or is diversity seen as a potential solution within Indonesian 
political discourse? Likewise, has religious diversity been manipulated by political 
leaders in order to co-opt religious leaders and organizations?  
An Indonesian Muslim scholar, Mujiburrahman, defines Indonesian Muslim-
Christian relationships during the New Order period as pervaded by a feeling of being 
threatened (Mujiburrahman 2006, 252). He argues that this feeling was embedded in the 
complex history of Muslim-Christian relationships and was projected in the Muslim fear 
of “Christianization” and Christian fear of an “Indonesian Islamic state.”30 The fear 
                                                 
30 Significantly, Mujiburrahman addresses the population censuses of 1971 and of 2000, 
which reveal a significant increase in the Muslim population from 87.51 percent (103.57 million) 
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revolves around three interconnected actors—the New Order state, the Muslims, and 
the Christians—who have created three contesting discourses on interreligious dialogue, 
Christianization, and an Islamic state (Mujiburrahman 2006, 20). The competing 
discourses unquestionably have shaped the character of Muslim-Christian relationships 
under the state’s all-prevailing ideology.   
Focusing his research on both Muslim and Christian leaders and theologians, 
Mujiburrahman acknowledges that, since the New Order early period, some religious 
leaders had initiated interreligious dialogue by focusing on “common discourse on 
development, democracy and pluralism.” He argues that these religious leaders, 
however, remained a minority in their own religious communities and organizations 
(Mujiburrahman 2006, 252-253).31  Even though interreligious dialogue was central in the 
Muslim-Christian discourse among the elite, it remained marginal in the wider Muslim-
Christian discourse, including on-the ground encounters.  Mujiburrahman’s research 
provides an important background for this study, particularly in understanding how the 
                                                 
to 88.22 percent (177.52 million) (2006, 16). In comparison, Christians, the “significant religious 
minority,” also showed a significant increase from 7.39 percent (8.74 million) to 8.92 percent 
(17.95 million) in the same period. Mujiburrahman notes that the Christian growth rate is higher 
than the growth rate of the Indonesian population as a whole (Mujiburrahman 2006, 16, 302). If, 
however, the Christian and Muslim growth rates are compared, there is no indication that the 
sole source of the Christian growth is the Christianization of Muslims, as Mujiburrahman 
maintains. (The determination that such a conclusion could not be reached from the census 
numbers alone emerged during an Indonesian Christian Fellowship (ICF) Friday discussion in 
Boston in late July 2009 with another Indonesian Muslim scholar, Dadi Dharmadi, who 
introduced Mujiburrahman’s study to the group.) Mujiburrahman’s study reveals that, although 
a certain amount of Christianization of Muslims is real, the fear of it is not supported by the data.  
31 Mujiburrahman’s research also focused on Islamic and Christian organizations that 
were known for their role in advancing the causes of religious pluralism and democracy. 
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Muslim-Christian sense of “feeling threatened” affected religious communal violence, 
and vice versa.32  In addition, the question is raised of whether violent Muslim-Christian 
conflict on the ground influenced the Muslim-Christian leaders’ discourse on 
interreligious dialogue.33 Mujiburrahman’s study points towards the underlying 
problem in Christian-Muslim relationship in Indonesia, both at the discursive and 
practical levels, which is the concern over perceived proselytization from both sides. The 
issue of conversion, thus, is seen as a long-standing impediment in Indonesian 
Christian-Muslim relationships. Here, Mujiburrahman’s analysis is important in 
examining carefully the ideological and political dimension of Islamicization and 
Christianization that has always overshadowed Christian-Muslim relationships in 
                                                 
32 Publications in the post-Soeharto era looked at the communal violence through a 
narrow perspective related to the issue of Christianization. They were apparently published by 
Islamic conservative publishers and gained popularity during the period of violence. Yet these 
publications did not seem to play a significant role in the development of Muslim discourse on 
religious violence and religious pluralism in Indonesia (see Abshar-Abdalla 1999; Suaedy and 
Rumadi 2007; Zahra 1999). Some publications aimed to present a more balanced perspective 
while maintaining a Muslim perspective on violence.  Publications by Muslim moderates also 
gained popularity during the period of violence and its aftermath. This kind of publication 
typically looked at the violence or religious issues within the broader context of political rhetoric 
and change in Indonesia. Christian publications, on the other hand, usually did not elaborate on 
the presumed issue of “Islamization.” Rather, they dealt more with Christian accounts of the 
violence (see Damanik 2003; Tim Penginjilan Metanoia Halmahera 2002). During the period of 
violence and its immediate aftermath, personal accounts or testimonies of violence seemed to 
gain popularity within various Christian circles. Publications that brought together Christian and 
Muslim perspectives on visions of peace and reconciliation also surfaced during this period (see 
Mailoa, Sumampouw, and Weohau 2004).   
33 Worth noting is Mujiburrahman’s reference to the communal violence in Situbondo on 
October 10, 1996, which he uses to illustrate the effect of the actual violence on Muslim-Christian 
leadership’s efforts to maintain interreligious cooperation in resolving such violence. The 
discourse on the interreligious cooperation in Situbondo included the highlighting of the 
existence of “provocateurs” or “outsiders” in creating the chaos there (Mujiburrahman 2006, 227). 
Such discourse typically emerges over the course of communal violence and riots in Indonesia.  
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Indonesia  and that gained a central place in the interreligious discourse under the New 
Order regime.  
Although Muslim-Christian relationships in Indonesia have been overshadowed 
by the perception of proselytizing as well as by fear among Christians of the ideology of 
Islam, both perception and fear remain marginal in Muslim-Christian mainstream 
theological conversation, i.e., the discourse on dakwah (Islamic proselytism) and misi 
(Christian mission) even after the period of religious communal violence (cf. Hasan 2002, 
31-61; Hefner 2000, 58ff). Given this situation, it is believed that each religion should 
develop a fresh theological interpretation of religious proclamation within the context of 
the “ambivalent alliances” between religion and politics in Indonesia (Hefner 2000, 58; 
see also Rambe, Rambe, and Klerk 2006).34 Such an interpretation might reveal the 
intertwining of the issues of religious conversion, religious pluralism, the de-
politicization of religion, and state cooptation within the context of the struggle for 
democracy, while critiquing the fear of religious proselytism and the ideological 
interpretation of religion.35  
                                                 
34 There have been significant theological studies of the meanings of dakwah and misi in 
Indonesia prior to the recent religious communal violence, but there have not been new 
theological studies that see the violence between religious communities and its aftermath as a 
new context for responding to the question of dakwah and misi.   
35 Noteworthy is Hefner’s study of Christian conversion in Javanese Muslim, in which he 
argues that “politics has always deeply affected Christian proselytization in Muslim Java”  
(Hefner 1993). Hefner’s examination not only illustrates the complex historical, political, and 
socio-cultural dynamics of the long process of Christian conversion in Java; it also provides a 
basis to contest arguments that define Christianization simply as historical or past events or just 
as a social class phenomenon between “rich Christians” and “poor Muslims,” as noted by an 
Indonesian Muslim leader (see Mujiburrahman 2006, 295; Hasan 2006, 23-25).  
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Worth noting is the emergence of Indonesian Protestant collaborative works that 
offer alternative theological perspectives on the communal violence and indicate the 
increasing interest in developing theology in the context of religious and ethnic 
communal violence through Indonesian Protestant theological discourse (see Ali 2003; 
Gogali 2009; Purnomo 2003).36 The way such historical events, however, have shaped or 
even changed the character of Indonesian theological discourse on interreligious 
relationships has yet to be determined (Sidel 2006, 196).   
The signs of jihad illustrate a shift in the nature of the form of religious 
communal violence in turn-of-the-century Indonesia (Sidel 2006, 196-197).  Sidel lists 
three essential features that differentiate jihad from the preceding riots and pogroms in 
Indonesia. First, jihad is characterized by a premeditated and well-planned attack by a 
trained and armed group of militant jihadi.  Second, its focus is shifted from the local to 
the national and international scale. And third, it projects Muslims and Islam as the 
main perpetrators and the legitimate source of violence against Christian and other non-
Muslim victims (Sidel 2006, 197-198). These particular characteristics of jihad define 
                                                 
36 The author’s analysis of the publications and theological writings between 1995 and 
2005 at three theological schools in Indonesia—Jakarta Theological Seminary in Jakarta (Sekolah 
Tinggi Teologi Jakarta/STT Jakarta), Eastern Indonesia Theological Seminary in Makassar (Sekolah 
Tinggi Teologi Indonesia Timur/STT Intim), and GMIH-Tobelo Theological Seminary in Tobelo, 
North Halmahera (Sekolah Tinggi Teologi GMIH-Tobelo/STT GMIH-Tobelo)—shows that communal 
or religious violence was one of the most popular topics during this period. Another new 
phenomenon, over the course of the violence, was the establishment of crisis centers both by 
secular and religious organizations. Local churches, particularly in conflict areas, started crisis 
centers to provide the churches with data and to distribute emergency aid to the afflicted 
communities. At the national level, the National Council of Churches in Indonesia (Persekutuan 
Gereja-gereja di Indonesia/PGI) also created a national crisis center that provided the PGI with data 
and information about the conflict, particularly where the member churches were involved. 
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“religious violence” in Indonesia as the “preserve of small numbers of full-time 
specialists in isolated pockets, rather than of entire communities of faith across the 
country”(2006, 197). Nevertheless, Sidel’s characterization of jihad as the defining 
element of the phenomenon of recent religious violence in Indonesia should be 
understood within the already complex and multilayered communal violence that has 
involved various local communities of faith. This can be seen in the final section of this 
chapter, which will demonstrate, by applying Chris Wilson’s and Christopher Duncan’s 
characterizations of the locality of the violence, the complex and overlapping 
understanding of the role of jihad. This section will also address the roles of the 
predominantly national force of Laskar Jihad and the primarily local force of Pasukan 
Jihad in the regional communal violence in North Maluku.  
An inductive analysis of the Pasukan Jihad movement reveals an important local 
dimension in the overall analysis of the role of jihad in converting communal violence 
into religious violence. Although Pasukan Jihad and Laskar Jihad shared the same 
intention of killing Christians, the enemy of Islam, in the North Maluku violence, Pasukan 
Jihad was formed locally out of North Maluku-related issues of communal violence and 
its acts of violence overlapped with the involvement of local Muslim communities.   
Likewise, a structural analysis of the role of Laskar Jihad in shifting the character 
of the communal violence in Indonesia towards religious violence is important. Hasan’s 
painstaking study of the role of Laskar Jihad in challenging post-New Order Indonesia’s 
discourse of “Islam and identity” is crucial. He states that Laskar Jihad was “emblematic 
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of widespread manifestations of Islamic radicalism in the post-New Order political 
landscape” (Hasan 2006, 31-61, 129-155, 215-216). He argues, however, that the 
establishment and the rise of Laskar Jihad was socially rooted in the mid-1980s during 
the growth of Salafi communities throughout the country. Describing in detail the 
influence of Saudi Arabia’s “Wahhabization of the Muslim umma”37 on Indonesia as 
central to the later phenomenon of “political Islam” in the form of Laskar Jihad, Hasan 
profiles both the social and political roots of the “Islamic resurgence” in society (Hasan 
2006, 22-25).   
The formation of Laskar Jihad, therefore, primarily reflected an important 
dimension in the ambivalent affiliation of Islam and politics in post-New Order 
Indonesia. As the “most prominent representative of Islamic militancy,” attested by its 
public call for jihad in the Malukus, Laskar Jihad affected the violent representation of 
political Islam within the contesting rhetoric of democracy, religion, and pluralism in 
post-New Order Indonesia (cf. Aritonang 1999; 2004; Hasan 2002, 147).38  
                                                 
37 Hasan translates umma as a “community of believers” (Hasan 2002, 169) 
38 Hasan refers to “political Islam” as the “discourses and activist projects that conceive of 
Islam not merely as a religion but also as a political ideology, whereby an Islamic state, or at least 
an Islamic society characterized by a high respect for and obedience to the shari’a, is established.” 
In short, political Islam is a “form of interaction between religion and politics” as it is manifested 
in various ways in order to reconstruct an Islamic-based society and state (Hasan 2006, 23). 
Furthermore, he notes that there is general agreement among scholars that the phenomenon of 
political Islam is a “contemporary phenomenon in the Muslim world” (2006, 24).  Hasan argues 
that the eruption of political Islam that “adopted violent methods to promulgate its message“ in 
the post-New Order Indonesia  constitutes a “distinctively Indonesian form of political 
syndicalism associated exclusively with the maneuvers of a dominant elite faction eager to 
protect its political interests in face of opposition” (Hasan 2006, 24, 25). Nonetheless, the author 
agrees that embedding political Islam in a theory of conspiracy is insufficient for grasping the 
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Additionally, Soeharto’s “change of heart” towards accommodating political 
Islam during his final years in office played a central role in allowing the spread of 
political Islam, which within a short period would take center stage in opposing the 
“liberal political-civil forces” that tried to establish democracy in Indonesia (Hasan 2006, 
217-218). The creation of Laskar Jihad as a radical manifestation of political Islam 
affirmed that, within an adaptable political situation, “Islamic militant groups may elect 
to resort to violence” (218). In addition, the brief existence of Laskar Jihad may be 
viewed as projecting the competing internal discourse among Muslims concerning the 
implementation of the shari’a versus the development of democracy. Such a discursive 
struggle not only signifies a vital phase of the Indonesian political transition but also 
reveals the plurality of Indonesian Muslims (Hasan 2006, 218-219).  
Furthermore, Hasan links the formation of Laskar Jihad, its role in implementing 
the most puritan teachings of Islam through paramilitary forms and actions, and its 
significance in the earlier period of the post-Soeharto era with the rise of violence 
between Muslim and Christian communities in Maluku, particularly in North Maluku. 
Laskar Jihad’s explicit aim was defending Muslims in areas of conflict and killing 
Christians, whom they viewed as the enemy of Islam (Hasan 2002, 162). Hasan centered 
his analysis of the significance of Laskar Jihad within the historical narrative of 
Indonesian Muslims’ struggles to obtain political influence, beginning with the 
                                                 
complexity of the religious and political affiliations in Indonesia. Rather, political Islam should be 
interpreted and analyzed through the use of extensive and integrated historical, social, and 
political approaches.   
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formation of the Indonesian state and during the New Order’s antipathic policies that 
defined Islam as a threat. This denial of Islam’s political voice changed in Soeharto’s 
final years in power. Soeharto embraced and accommodated an Islamic presence in the 
public and political discourse. This opened up a new avenue for the return of Muslim 
politics into the Indonesian political and public arenas, which is highly likely to have 
shaped the formation of the early post-Soeharto Indonesian political discourse. 
Hasan concludes that political Islam “remains on the political periphery [in 
Indonesia] and may never succeed in changing the strategic political landscape of the 
Muslim world” (2006, 169). In regards to Laskar Jihad’s mission of violence in the 
Malukus and its other acts of violence, Hasan argues that such actions did not indicate 
the control of militant Muslim groups over the Indonesian public domain (see 
Mujiburrahman 2006, 252-253).39 Hasan even suggests that this mission of violence in the 
Malukus should be considered as a “drama” which, because of the apparent lack of 
support by mainstream Indonesian Muslims, was easily banished (2006, 220).40 Hasan 
believes that:  
                                                 
39 Bahtiar Effendy’s discussion of the role of political Islam in post-Soeharto Indonesia is 
also important in providing another dimension to the discussion concerning the existence of 
Laskar Jihad within the discourse on Islam and state relations. Effendy describes the various 
Islam political parties as well as Muslim politicians that gave rise to different interpretations of 
normative relationship between “Islam and politics and the state.” As a conclusion, he suggests 
that “partial accommodation seems to be a viable option for a more enduring relationship 
between Islam and the state” (Effendy 2003, 224).  
40 In accord with Azyumardi Asra, a leading Indonesian Muslim scholar, Hasan further 
stated that “once Indonesia attains a new equilibrium in this painful transition, most—if not all—
of these Muslim hard-line groups will lose momentum” (Hasan 2006, 218) Azyumardi Azra’s 
detailed discussion of the theme of Islam and democracy, in which he mentions the existence of 
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The majority of Indonesian Muslims remain tolerant and opposed to the use of 
violence, let alone terrorism. The militancy and violence that engulfed Indonesia in 
the early years of this new century actually spurred Indonesian Muslims to work 
more systematically in vocal support of democracy, gender equality, and human 
rights (2006, 220). 
Finally, in comparing the two Indonesian Muslim scholars’ analyses noted above, 
an interesting similarity emerges. Mujiburrahman indicates that interreligious dialogue 
claimed only a marginal place in mainstream Indonesian theological conversations, both 
Muslim and Christian (Mujiburrahman 2006, 291-292). Hasan also concludes that 
political Islam rested only on the “political periphery” and would soon vanish once the 
transition to democracy was more fully accomplished (2006, 221). The question, 
therefore, is what kind of religious mainstream is revealed by these two phenomena, i.e., 
the interreligious dialogue movement and Islamic political discourse? In reality, 
although mainstream Indonesian Muslims oppose violence and militancy, they do not 
necessarily accept the vision and agenda of interreligious dialogue. A similar case may 
be argued for mainstream Indonesian Christians. The question is, then, has 
interreligious dialogue in Indonesia been intentionally created as a movement for 
religious peace rather than merely as part of an agenda of religious and political elites, 
as suggested in Mujiburrahman’s study?  
Hefner’s conclusion in Civil Islam may also be regarded as a prediction of the 
essential and viable challenges faced in any efforts for interreligious dialogue in the 
                                                 
political Islam during the transition to democracy, can be found in his recent publication (Azra 
2006). It is worth noting the rise of similar publications on the theme of “Islam and democracy” in 
the early period of post-New Order Indonesia.    
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post-New Order Indonesia. Reflecting on the unique social imagination of Muslim 
Indonesians, Hefner suggests that the importance of the developments of the “culture of 
civility” and “civic organizations” alongside the transformation of a “civilized and self-
limiting state” functions to guard “public civility” and to be a “vehicle of the popular 
will” (Hefner 2000, 215) These elements, which should be linked to the establishment of 
“civil democratic Islam,” are embedded in the belief that democratic values are 
compatible with Islam (218).   
The series of riots and communal violence raised questions about the “ambiguity 
of identity” of “Indonesia.” The problematic term “Indonesia” is itself ingrained in the 
long history of the contested discourse concerning “exclusion, marginality, and the 
nation,” in which individuals and communities often found themselves existing in 
between all the overlapping identities enforced by the authoritarian state of the New 
Order (Saidi 2004; Schulte Nordholt 2002, 50).   
The New Order taught that that perceived differences in society are taboo and 
create a source of disunity and distrust. The discourse was manifested in the acronym 
SARA (Suku, Agama, Ras, dan Kelas) or ethnicity, religion, race and class (Elson 2002). 
Any issues of difference that were perceived as threatening the unity and stability of the 
nation would be labeled as SARA. Or, as Elson argued, the “legitimacy of Soeharto’s 
New Order was built on the enduring provision of security … and development” (Elson 
2002, 173). Thus, everything under the sky had to be judged by this two-fold principle 
of ”development” and “security.” Bertrand, replacing “security” with “modernity,” 
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called these the regime’s “central creeds” (Bertrand 2004, 41). SARA then became a 
determining lens through which the New Order state interpreted differences. Given 
such a discourse, it is understandable that during the New Order there was no 
recognition of nor efforts to constructively deal with the main character of Indonesia as a 
pluralistic nation. The state became the main actor in defining how diversity and 
difference should be manifested in the life of the people. In short, it was security and 
stability, even fear of difference that guided the state’s political discourse on ethnic and 
religious plurality.   
The establishment of the Indonesian Association of Islamic Intellectuals (Ikatan 
Cendekiawan Muslim Indonesia/ICMI) apparently added more ambiguity to the already 
complicated Muslim-Christian relationships within the New Order’s rhetoric of the 
Indonesian nation-state. This convoluted situation left a long legacy of ambiguous 
association between politics and religion to the post-New Order state. In addition, the 
frequent power changes due to the election of four presidents within six years (1998-
2004) added to the internal military conflict and the external conflict between political 
leaders and undeniably contributed to the weakening of the state’s ability both to 
legitimize its power outside the New Order framework and to sustain a peaceful 
transition from the past violent regime to a new political process of democracy.41 This 
national crisis revealed a complex political problem that concurrently overlapped with 
                                                 
41 The first democratic, direct presidential election, the one that elected Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono, took place in 2004. 
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regional change and challenges. Duncan notes that the correlation between the demand 
for regional autonomy and the weakening of the state has often been considered a “root 
cause of conflict” (Duncan 2005a, 59).42   
 
Muslim-Christian Communal Violence  
in North Maluku, 1999-2000 
This last section describes the violent Muslim-Christian conflict in North Maluku 
between 1999 and 2002. It functions both to illustrate the human face of the violence and 
to “establish the dimensions of the phenomenon” of the so-called religious violence in 
order to understand the current phenomenon of religious violence in Indonesia from its 
“local genealogy” (Duncan 2005a, 53). The complexity of local violence should be dealt 
with in its entirety without losing sight of the role of local people in sometimes 
committing while in other cases denouncing violence. Looking at local issues, such as 
competition over land as the source of violence, as in North Maluku, is not sufficient in 
itself to “account for how local people were caught up in acts of violence” or to grasp 
how religion could reveal its most violent face (Klinken 2007, 88). Additionally, locating 
the local phenomenon of communal violence within the context of the Indonesian 
national political crisis is essential in order to see how the national situation affected, 
although it did not necessarily dictate, the situation on the ground. In short, describing 
religious communal violence from within the crossroads of the global and the local may 
                                                 
42 Duncan, nonetheless, maintains a bottom-up approach in describing and analyzing the 
root causes of regional violence such as in North Maluku.  
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reveal an aspect of religious communal violence that is rooted in the context of turn-of-
the-century Indonesian social and political change.  
The North Maluku violence occurred in 1999, just months after the beginning of 
Muslim-Christian communal conflict in Ambon, the then capital of Maluku province. 
The violence in Ambon, which started as a street fight between a group of Muslims and 
Christians, erupted in January 1999. The Ambon violence lasted for more than five years, 
with a total death toll of approximately 2,000 people and the displacement of more than 
a quarter of a million people; the Ambon violence represents the worst period in the 
early post-New Order era (Wilson 2008, 27).   
On the one hand, Wilson’s research demonstrates “the ways in which numerous 
agendas, concerns and relationships and, crucially, human agency interacted to shape 
outcomes” (Wilson 2008, 27). Wilson provides a detailed and thorough examination of 
the four levels, i.e., individual, sub-communal, communal, and structural, that affected 
the outbreak and the trajectory of violence. Duncan, on the other hand, presents a 
“competing and conflicting version of events” that reveals the multidimensional 
perceptions and perspectives involved in establishing a thorough understanding of why 
and how local communities were caught up in the violence (Duncan 2005a, 56). He also 
suggests that the chronologies of violence reveal “local needs and desires for taking part 
in, or in some cases initiating, violence”(Duncan 2007, 3). Thus, in detailing the events of 
violence, attempts are made to grasp how “violence was understood and experienced on 
the ground” (Duncan 2005a, 57). The description of events on the ground also provides a 
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context for understanding the way in which religious symbols and rituals were 
represented and justified during and in the aftermath of the violence.  
The description, moreover, examines the shift from the “violence over territory” 
to the “violence over religious identity” and the ways in which religious representations 
and justifications are encapsulated in the multi-layered narratives of Christian-Muslim 
relationships and conflicts in North Maluku. This local narrative, thus, should be seen as 
linked to the complex history of Christian-Muslim encounter in Indonesia, particularly 
within the context of the New Order’s de-politicization of religion (Duncan 2005a, 56). It 
is only from within the “local genealogy of violence” that a relevant human face of 
violence can emerge in order to understand why local religious individuals, who might 
“gain little from [the violence] took up arms and attacked their neighbors or their own 
family members in the name of religion” (Wilson 2008, 48). This issue will be discussed 
in more detail in the following chapter. 
 
 
 
Phases of violence 
This section applies Wilson’s “five chronological phases” of violence in 
conjunction with Duncan’s framework to describe the phases of violence in North 
Maluku from August 1999 to June 2000 (see Wilson 2008, 84-85). Noteworthy were the 
local interreligious efforts to prevent violence from happening in North Maluku. The 
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Sariloha group, which promoted Galelan traditions and religious life, was formed at the 
end of January 1999; community leaders met in Ngidiho village; and the Forum for 
Solidarity in Halmahera and the Youth of Gema Hilo were formed in Tobelo in 
November of the same year. However, these efforts failed to prevent the violence. One 
of the reasons, as in the case of the Sariloha group, was that Muslim and Christian 
leaders at the village levels were not included (Duncan 2005a, 67; Wilson 2008, 86).           
 
The First Phase of the Violence: Kao-Malifut (“Initiation”) 
The fighting over land between the Makian and Kao communities was 
precipitated by the establishment of Malifut, a new sub-district in North Halmahera, 
and was considered a root cause of the violence that also contributed to regional political 
and ethno-religious changes. Muslims and Christians had been struggling over political 
and religious influence in the region. Wilson argues that the origins of the North Maluku 
violence lay “within the traditional and emotional heart of North Maluku society, [that 
is] a dispute over the most emotive of resources, land” (Wilson 2008, 48). Although there 
is disagreement about the root cause of the violence, all agree that the first large-scale 
violence took place in Malifut (Tomagola 1999, 290). Prior to the Malifut violence, a few 
minor incidents had taken place, such as the conflict between the villages of Talaga and 
Bataka on Halmahera, an incident in Sanana, and the circulation of the Gereja Protestan 
di Maluku’s (Protestant Church in Maluku, or GPM) alleged “invasion map” in May 
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1999.43 These incidents, however, were mainly indicative of the increasing tensions, 
particularly with the arrival of IDPs from Ambon. They did not create the “large-scale 
impetus for violence” that the Malifut violence and later incidents did (Duncan 2005a, 
64). 
On August 14, 1999, students belonging to the organization of Makian and 
Kayoa ethnic groups (Himpunan Mahasiswa Makian dan Kayoa/HIPMA-MAKAYOA) 
launched a protest against the establishment of Malifut as a new sub-district near the 
regional government center in Ternate.  The protest did not affect the wider community. 
The violence started in Malifut between Makian and Kao youths on August 18, on the 
inauguration day of the new sub-district. It is uncertain how the violence started, since 
each party has accused the other of inciting it. The violence lasted through August 20 
and forced the Makian people from Malifut to flee to Ternate and Tidore, the two main 
islands in North Maluku. The flow of the Makian-Malifut IDPs continued through 
August 25, 1999 (see Duncan 2005a, 65; Wilson 2008, 64-66). 
On August 21, the Sultan of Ternate along with the regent of North Maluku 
visited Kao in order to resolve the conflict.44 Unfortunately, during this brief period of 
negotiations and the cessation of violence, the central government announced the 
                                                 
43 The map, entitled Peta Penyerangan Gereja Protestan Maluku di Ternate (“Protestant 
Church of Maluku Invasion Map in Ternate”) was allegedly created by the GPM. The original 
title of the map, “Map of Service” had allegedly been altered to “Map of Attack.” Later it was 
discovered that the map was a report detailing the location of GPM congregations in North 
Maluku for the use of vicars in improving the GPM’s ministry and had nothing to do with the 
allegations (Duncan 2005a, 68; Wilson 2008, 89). 
44 The Sultan is considered a respected figure in Kao; Kao remains part of the traditional 
territory of the Ternate Sultanate.   
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formation of North Maluku as a new province. The focus then shifted to the presumably 
bigger issues that concerned the establishment of the new province, while the people on 
the ground were left to tackle the unresolved tension on their own. Aware of the 
religious tone of the violence in Ambon, both communities’ leaders had designated 
groups of Muslims to guard churches and groups of Christians to protect mosques. This 
precaution, however, was not taken during the Makian and Kao conflict (Duncan 2005a, 
66). It soon became clear that the people could not resolve the long-lasting ethnic tension, 
and this unresolved tension led to larger-scale violence.   
On Sunday morning, October 24, according to the Kao version, approximately 
one hundred Makians attacked Kao. Reportedly, checkpoint guards permitted the 
Makians to cross the border after being convinced that their intention was to harvest 
copra located on the other side of the border. Joined by other Makians who had traveled 
through the interior for a planned attack on Kao, the force then invaded Kao. But a small 
group of Muslims from Kao, who had been assigned to guard the border and protect the 
Kao people, warded off the Makians until support came from Christians, who had been 
attending a church service.  
On October 25, the Kao people plunged into a counterattack on Malifut and 
damaged numerous homes. The next day they continued their invasion and set fire to all 
sixteen Makian villages, sparing the mosques. This forced the Makians to flee Malifut. 
Notwithstanding the destruction of churches by the Makians in Sosol and Wangeotak in 
August, the Kaos insist that they did not damage a single mosque during the attack. The 
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Makians contend that the Kao invasion, which was accompanied by an arsenal and 
around seven thousand reinforcements coming from outside the sub-district, 
overwhelmed the Makians and forced them to flee to Ternate (Duncan 2005a, 67).   
Reportedly, Muslims on both sides exclaimed “Allahu Akbar” during the 
attacks.45 Each party, however, accuses the other of altering the focus to religion for 
similar reasons. The Kao people and the Christians in North Maluku, on the one hand, 
maintain that the Makians shifted the focus in order to acquire support from the wider 
Muslim community in the region, many of whom reputedly disliked the Makians. The 
Makians, on the other hand, argue that the Kaos and the Christians focused on religion 
in an effort to obtain support for their contrived attack in Malifut. Even more, they argue, 
the use of red headbands, which had been a practice associated with Christians in the 
Ambon violence, affirmed the Christian intention to shift the focus of the violence to 
religion. The fact that the “color red has long been associated with warfare and bravery 
in Halmahera” was disregarded in their argument (Duncan 2005a, 67; see also Wilson 
2008, 84-86).   
 
The Second Phase of the Violence: Ternate and Tidore (“Escalation”) 
The violence escalated outside Malifut at the same time that approximately 
fifteen thousand Makian-Malifut IDPs arrived in the city of Ternate. Their arrival and 
                                                 
45 Duncan notes that both Christians and Muslims in North Maluku consistently agree on 
the ethnic nature of the Kao-Makian violence in Malifut.   
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their passing on of stories of the Malifut violence, mixed with their bitter relationship 
with the Sultan of Ternate (based on his perceived favoritism for the Kao people), 
apparently played an important role in increasing the tension in the city of Ternate. 
Settling in the southern part of the city, which was already occupied by a sizeable 
number of Tidore and Makian migrants, the IDPs started to share stories filled with 
anger and fear of reported Kao atrocities in Malifut. These interactions, along with the 
ongoing violence in Ambon, increased tensions in the city. The IDPs started to terrorize 
the city by stoning Christian homes at night, disrupting church services, assaulting Kao 
students at the local university, and making threatening phone calls (Duncan 2005a, 84).  
The next episode of violence erupted in Tidore upon the circulation of a letter 
within the Muslim community in Ternate and Tidore in late October. Known as “Bloody 
Sosol,” it was allegedly signed by the Synod of Maluku and addressed to the “Head of 
the Halmahera Synod in Tobelo” (Duncan 2005a, 67). While it is clear that the letter was 
used to stimulate violence on the two main islands, violence did not erupt in Ternate. 
The letter laid out plans to give Christians power over Halmahera and to remove the 
Makians from the island. The use of imagery like “’the giant of Christ on the rampage’ 
and the unity of the ‘golden (Christian) triangle’ of Maluku, North Sulawesi and [West 
Papua]” seemed to appeal to concerns, predominant among more conservative Muslims, 
about a stream of Christianization (Duncan 2005a, 68; Wilson 2008, 89).  
The leaders of both the Protestant Church in Maluku (Gereja Protestan Maluku/ 
GPM) and the Christian Evangelical Church on Halmahera (Gereja Masehi Injili di 
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Halmahera/GMIH) denied the authenticity of the letter and immediately released 
statements that condemned it as an attempt to provoke violence between religious 
communities.46 Nonetheless, rumors about the plan behind the letter continued to 
spread anger and fear in the Muslim community.  
On November 3, hoping to calm the situation, local officials in Soa-sio, Tidore, 
called for a meeting with Christian ministers at the government office. In the meantime, 
Christians in town began to seek refuge at local police and military stations. Aware of 
the anger that pervaded the Muslim crowds, several Christian leaders immediately left 
the meeting. The absence of Christian leaders at the meeting caused the police chief to 
bring to the meeting the GPM head in Tidore, Arie Risakotta, from his home. Risakotta 
was reluctant to participate in the meeting out of fear for his own safety. It was 
demanded that he explain the existence of the “Bloody Sosol” letter to the crowd. But 
before he had finished reading the letter, some people from the crowd attacked and 
killed Risakotta. The angry crowd then turned into rioters and proceeded to burn 
Christian homes and churches; local security forces were either unable or unwilling to 
prevent the destruction (see Tindage 2006a, 23; Wilson 2008, 96,101). Under heavy rain, 
                                                 
46 Wilson explicates in detail both the contents of the letter and the steps taken by the 
church leaders to denounce its authenticity (Wilson 2008, 99).  
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Christians continued to seek refuge.47 Gradually the Indonesian Navy evacuated the 
small Christian community to Bitung, North Sulawesi.48  
While violence erupted in Tidore, the situation in Ternate city, with its larger 
Christian community, remained calm. This was due to the local government’s efforts to 
ensure Christians of their safety. But on November 6, violence broke out there as well. 
Hundreds of armed Muslims with white headbands attacked Christian homes. 
Christians took refuge in various other parts of the city, mainly in police stations and 
military installations. By this time the security forces were powerless or unwilling to 
stop the chaos. The Sultan of Ternate deployed approximately 4,000 of his customary 
guards or indigenous forces (Pasukan Adat) to protect the Christians.49    
The Ternate riot took the lives of more than thirty people and injured many 
others, destroyed six churches and 353 houses, and caused 12,763 Christians to seek 
refuge at police and military posts and in the Sultan’s palace. Eventually the navy 
evacuated over 19,000 people to Halmahera and North Sulawesi. The following day 
                                                 
47 Wilson notes that several of Christians from Soa-sio reported that their “Muslim 
neighbors and friends helped them reach safety or hid them in their houses” (Wilson 2008, 86). 
48 Both Wilson and Duncan note that during the riot three churches and 260 Christian 
homes were destroyed. But they differ in presenting the numbers of those killed. Wilson, 
referring to the North Maluku Governor’s report, reports that thirty-five Christians were killed, 
while Duncan, using Nanere’s Halmahera Berdarah (Bloody Halmahera) mentions that nine people 
died (Wilson 2008, 86; Duncan 2005, 67).  
49 These efforts further angered the Muslims involved in the riots and also earned the 
Pasukan Adat¸which consisted primarily of ethnic Ternate Muslims, a “pro-Christian reputation” 
(Wilson 2008, 103). Pasukan Adat was also called Pasukan Kuning (“yellow troops”) in reference to 
the color of their traditional uniforms. 
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more violence erupted in Payahe, a Central Halmahera district, and this led more than a 
thousand Christians to flee into the forests (Duncan 2005a, 69-72).   
 
The Third Phase of the Violence: Tobelo and Galela (“Dispersion”) 
By the end of 1999, violence had spread throughout central and southern 
Halmahera. Until early December, however, the two sub-districts of Tobelo and Galela 
in North Halmahera remained peaceful. 50 These sub-districts had been known for their 
peaceful coexistence that was preserved in Hibualamo (“large house”), the local cultural 
philosophy that signifies the unity of various ethnic and religious groups (Duncan 
2005a; see also Tindage 2006). 
The arrival of IDPs in these sub-districts significantly affected the outbreak of 
violence later in the month. For a couple of weeks the situation in the sub-districts 
remained calm but tense. Nevertheless, the influx of the Christian IDPs with their 
accounts of death and destruction at the hands of the Kaos, the killing of Risakotta in 
Siao-sio, and the attack on Payahe, Central Halmahera, aggravated the tensions. Anxiety 
and anger continued to mount, and the tension soared. Religious mistrust and 
                                                 
50 In 2000 the Tobelo sub-district was divided into the Tobelo and South Tobelo sub-
districts. The town of Tobelo is now the capital of the new North Halmahera District, inaugurated 
officially in 2004. The GMIH headquarters and the GMIH theological seminary are located in 
Tobelo, which consists primarily of Protestants. In 1999 the population of Tobelo sub-district was 
55,046 (Duncan 2005a, 69-70; Wilson 2008, 96-99). But after the conflict, in 2003, the population of 
Tobelo sub-district was just 31,402 (Tindage 2006, 27). Tindage notes that the decrease in the 
population was caused by the division of Tobelo into two sub-districts and the return of the IDPs 
to their original region. In 2004 Tindage surveyed thirteen Protestant denominations. The GMIH 
was the largest Protestant denomination and remained the largest religious group (55.2 percent), 
followed by Muslim (34.28 percent), Catholic (3.79 percent), and Hindu (0.01 percent).  
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resentment as well as fear of security breakdowns were high. Muslims from Tobelo 
accused the GMIH of housing the IDPs in Tobelo for a planned attack on predominantly 
Muslim areas. Violence was inevitable.51   
On December 7 the governor and the Sultan of Ternate, along with a number of 
provincial leaders, visited Tobelo intending to calm the situation by initiating a peace 
rally around the town. But this effort failed to assuage the tension. Both parties   
continued their preparations.52   
The final week of December 1999 brought the bloody conflict that consumed the 
entire area. On the night of December 26, the day after Christmas, a fight started in 
Gosoma, a neighborhood within Tobelo. Each party claimed that the other began 
stoning their homes. This attack immediately spiraled into more violence in other 
neighborhoods. Christians and Muslims took refuge in churches and mosques; each 
                                                 
51 Wilson’s detailed chronology of the events leading up the violence in Tobelo in 1999 is 
useful (Wilson 2008, 103).  
19 January  : Religious violence begins in Ambon city 
22 June  : Inter-village clash in Ibu sub-district in north-western Halmahera 
18 August : First clash in Malifut – two Kao villages destroyed 
25 October : Kaos attack and destroy Malifut 
3-6 November : Anti-Christian rioting in Tidore and Ternate 
8 November : Attacks against Christians in Central Halmahera – IDPs flee to Tobelo 
14 November : Christian man throws bomb in Tobelo market 
20 November : Christian student group confronts sub-district head 
26 November : Tobelo Muslim discovered making jihad robes  
52 Wilson notes that following the violence in Tidore and Ternate many Christians and 
Muslims in the sub-districts of Tobelo and Galela started to avow their identity in a “more 
belligerent manner” (Wilson 2008, 151). Wilson also recounts the deterioration in Christian-
Muslim relations in Tobelo that likely played a role in the development and continuation of the 
communal violence. In addition, the violence in Ambon affected the atmosphere in Tobelo, even 
though it did not result in violence (Wilson 2008, 101-102).   
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party accused the other of stockpiling weapons in their respective houses of worship; 
and people were wearing red (Christian) or white (Muslim) headbands. All of these 
actions were interpreted by both sides as signs of mobilization for imminent attacks.  
The news of the violence in Tobelo quickly spread through the neighboring sub-
district of Galela. Soon Galela was also swept up in the violence. On December 27, 
Christian-Muslim fighting started in the village of Dukulamo where Christians, who 
were backed up by reinforcements from the nearby Christian villages of Soatabaru and 
Duma, overthrew the Muslim village leaders and occupied the village. Prior to taking 
over the village of Dukulamo, Christian troops from Duma had defeated Muslims in the 
neighboring villages of Ngidiho and Gotolamo. The Christian Pasukan Merah (Red 
Troops), therefore, controlled most of the interior of the Galela sub-district in the 
aftermath of these violent clashes.  
The situation started to escalate radically, and for the following five days bloody 
attacks and counterattacks occurred between the Christian and Muslim communities in 
neighboring villages. Most Christians from Tobelo fled to the south, and, on December 
28, along with reinforcements from Kao, instigated a counterattack on the town of 
Tobelo. Muslim survivors were rescued by the army and were gathered for their 
protection on a military base.  
Another Christian attack took place in the village of Gamhoku, killing dozens of 
Muslims and destroying their homes. On December 31, Christian forces attacked the 
neighboring villages of Gorua and Popilo and killed several hundred Muslims, 
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including a large number in a Popilo mosque. Another assault on Muslims was 
launched in the village of Togoliua that, according to Christians, had provoked violence 
by blocking the road with coconut palms and insulting neighboring Christian 
communities. The Togoliua Muslims insisted, however, that they were the victims of a 
religiously motivated and pre-emptive attack. Togoliua, which was home to a large 
group of Muslims from Tobelo, was destroyed, and several hundred Muslims were 
killed, including those taking refuge in a village mosque. These attacks caused a massive 
flow of Muslims seeking refuge at military installations, both in the neighboring sub-
district of Galela and on the nearby island of Morotai (Duncan 2005a, 78).  
The clashes during the final days of 1999 took the lives of over one thousand 
people, mostly Muslims, particularly in the two large massacres in Popilo and Togoliua 
Images of the massacre in Popilo were circulated on video throughout Indonesia and led 
to nationwide outrage (Duncan 2005, 72).   
 
The Fourth Phase of the Violence: Ternate (“Political Exploitation”) 
On December 27 another violent clash erupted in the city of Ternate. This time 
the fight was between Muslims who supported the Sultan of Ternate and those who 
supported the Makian and Tidore opponents of the Sultan.53 The Muslim White Troops 
                                                 
53 For more details see Wilson 2008, 137-139. The violence in Ternate, which apparently 
was born out of political competition among the local elite, should not be seen as playing a 
decisive role in the regional violence, particularly in the final months of 1999. Although Wilson 
states, “Members of the Ternate elite exploited the existing communal conflict in the province to 
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(Pasukan Putih, or PP) provided the basis for the development of Pasukan Jihad, the local 
Islamic militia group. After defeating the Sultan’s troops, Pasukan Jihad then directed its 
forces to wage religious war against Christians on Halmahera (Wilson 2008, 146, 150-
151). Pasukan Jihad was local in character and was formed exclusively in response to the 
local situation and to the communal violence in North Halmahera.54  
Violence spread through most of Halmahera in the final days of 1999 through the 
beginning of 2000. This period saw the deaths of thousands and the massive flow of 
IDPs to other areas in Halmahera and North Maluku, as well as to the neighboring 
provinces of North Sulawesi and West Papua.55  
 
The Fifth Phase of the Violence: North Halmahera (“Religious War”) 
The arrival of Laskar Jihad marked the final phase of the violence in North 
Maluku (Heuken 2008, 24). As the news of the Muslim massacre in Tobelo in December 
1999 reached the nation, shock and anger pervaded the wider Indonesian Muslim 
community. The situation was made even worse by the perceived inability and 
                                                 
weaken a political rival and obtain political benefit” (2008, 145), the author argues that the 
explicit connection between the riots in Ternate and the communal violence in Tobelo should not 
be directly made from the viewpoint of the political competition in Ternate. Rather, the 
connection should be made, as per Duncan and Wilson, to the flow of thousands of IDPs from 
Tobelo and Galela to Ternate. The IDPs’ arrival and their stories of violence on Halmahera is a 
central dimension in shifting the focus from the political competition in Ternate to the stories of 
Muslim assaults in Tobelo, and this contributed to the final phase of violence in the region.  
54 Wilson describes in more detail the later connection between Pasukan Jihad and Laskar 
Jihad, particularly in the final phase of the violence (Wilson 2008, 150-159).  
55 For a description and analysis of the connection between communal violence and the 
IDPs and their impact on demographic change, as well as on the character of communal life in the 
aftermath of violence in Indonesia see Hedman 2008, 103.  
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unwillingness of President Abdurrahman Wahid’s government to handle the conflict in 
Maluku. Muslim leaders throughout the nation demanded the government to take 
action. It was the central government’s seeming lack of response to the violence in North 
Maluku that triggered the radical call for jihad there. From April to May 2000, most of 
the remaining Christian villages were damaged in a sequence of aggressions. This 
caused another flow of IDPs to Tobelo and to Duma village, a place symbolic to 
Christians as the birthplace of Christianity in North Maluku.  
The arrival of Laskar Jihad not only signified the final phase of the violence but 
also defined the tragic outcome of the interreligious conflict in the region. Even though 
Laskar Jihad forces played a lesser role than they had in Ambon, they successfully 
reinforced the local Muslims’ White Troops at the last stage.56 Laskar Jihad and the 
White Troops planned to lay siege to Christian sectors in Halmahera from various 
directions in order to “avenge the killings in Tobelo and return Muslims to their homes 
in Tobelo and Malifut” (Duncan 2005, 77).57 The local security forces, however, were able 
to stop the execution of this plan in a confrontation that took the lives of seven people. 
The confrontation forced the alliance of Laskar Jihad, Pasukan Jihad, and the White 
Troops to change their plans. Next, they reinvaded Tobelo through Galela.  
                                                 
56 Noteworthy is Wilson’s helpful differentiation between Pasukan Putih (the White 
Troops) and the Pasukan Jihad (PJ). The PJ was more militant and “far more religious in 
character” (Wilson 2008, 151).   
57 Duncan explains in more detail the planned attacks of the Laskar Jihad during the 
months of May and June 2000 in North Maluku, particularly in North Halmahera (Duncan 2005, 
77-78). 
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The village of Duma was the last remaining population of Christians in Galela. 
This village, as noted above, was historically significant to the Christians of North 
Maluku. Thus it became a symbolic place for the parties in conflict. The “future of the 
village, either its destruction or its defense, became a rallying point for both sides” 
(Duncan 2005, 77).58 From late December 1999 through early June 2000, the White Troops 
launched a number of unsuccessful attacks on Duma.   
The assault of June 19, 2000, however, changed the outcome of the ongoing 
religious communal violence in the region. The morning attack cost the lives of over 200 
people, many of whom were men. Upon learning of the attack on Duma, several 
thousand Christian Red Troops in Tobelo set out to invade the village of Soa-sio, in 
Galela. But, blocked by the army at the checkpoint on the highway between Tobelo and 
Galela, they could not launch the counter-attack on Soa-sio. The Red Troops then 
returned unwillingly to Tobelo. This time the Christians were defeated. By mid-2000, the 
White Troops (Muslims) had taken over all the Galela sub-districts, whereas the Red 
Troops (Christians) controlled the Tobelo and Kao sub-districts. The Duma tragedy 
marked the last major assault in the communal violence in North Maluku.  
The Duma attack and the continuing violence in Central Maluku played a 
significant role in the national government’s response to the regional violence. The 
Muslim-Christian violence in North Maluku ended with the attack on Duma on June 19, 
                                                 
58 Duncan further notes that the increasing attention to Duma was also due to the 
gathering of members of the Red Troops in Duma, who had been involved in the invasion of 
Muslim communities in the Galela sub-district (Duncan 2005, 77). 
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2000. On June 27, President Wahid declared a state of civil emergency, which 
significantly decreased the violence in the region. For the following two and a half years, 
North Maluku was under a state of emergency. Nevertheless, “the end of large-scale 
violence was more a result of the situation on the ground than any changes in 
government policy or military capacity” (Duncan 2005, 78). During this period both the 
White Troops and Red Troops lost members and support for their invasions. 
Additionally, various military blockades resulted in several unsuccessful attacks. The 
civil emergency status was lifted in March 2003 after increasing pressure from the 
ground to reduce the visibility of armed forces, which was perceived as a threat to peace 
and stability in the region. In the end, the brief period of communal violence in North 
Maluku took the lives of several thousand people and caused over 220,000 people to be 
displaced (Duncan 2005, 78-79). 
Another important aspect of the last stage of violence in North Maluku was the 
disappearance of the passenger ship Cahaya Bahari on June 29, 2000. At Tobelo Harbor 
more than 550 people boarded the ship, which had the capacity to hold only 200, to 
travel to Manado, North Sulawesi. The rumor of a large-scale assault on Tobelo 
following the Duma attack as part of the wider invasion of Laskar Jihad in Halmahera, 
created a panic in Tobelo. Many Christians were trying to leave the town for their own 
safety.   
People heard from the ship for the last time on June 29. Reportedly the pumps 
had failed, and it was sinking. Only ten survivors were found after several weeks of 
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searching. Duncan remarks that “[t]he lack of debris led many in Tobelo to believe that 
the fate of the Cahaya Bahari was no accident” (Duncan 2005, 78). The disappearance of 
the Cahaya Bahari was the last sizeable loss related to the religious communal violence in 
North Maluku.  
 
A Historiography of Violence in North Maluku 
North Maluku has a long history of Sultanates.  Two surviving but competing 
Sultanates exist on the islands of Ternate and Tidore. Heuken locates the beginning of 
their contention within North Maluku’s pre-colonial history and views its continuing 
legacy as being influenced by the presence of Islam and Christianity:  
The dualism between Tidore and Ternate was always regarded as necessary for the 
survival and prosperity of [the] region in which there was no ethnic, political, racial, 
or religious unity … The appearance of Islam and Christianity added to the fighting, 
endemic in the whole archipelago” (Heuken 2008, 24). 
Wilson further linked this historical Sultanate rivalry with the conflict in North 
Maluku by stating that the competition “re-emerged to some extent in 1999, both during 
efforts to establish North Maluku as [a] separate province and during the communal 
conflict that engulf[ed] the region”(Wilson 2008, 33). In other words, the competition 
within turn-of-the-century North Maluku was intensified due to the region’s prevailing 
religions.   
Islam and Christianity have a long history of both a cordial and bitter 
relationship in Indonesia. This complex relationship, however, had never reached such 
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an extreme as it did during the recent communal violence in the region. Islam arrived in 
North Maluku along with Javanese traders in the late fifteenth century, enjoyed a long 
period of dominance, and spread throughout four main Sultanates: Ternate, Tidore, 
Bacan and Jailolo. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Franciscan and Jesuit 
priests introduced Catholicism to the region, which gained access to the Sultanates 
through the Portuguese trading company based on Ternate. A particularly significant 
event was the conversion of the Sultan of Jailolo and the Sultan of Bacan to Christianity. 
They were reportedly seeking protection from Ternate and Tidore’s dominance (Heuken 
2008, 56).   
These dependent sultanates, however, fell to their Islamic rivals in the sixteenth 
century. At the same time, about sixty to eighty thousand Christians were living in 
twenty-nine kampungs prior to the outbreak of Christian persecution in the region in 
1568 (Haire 1981, 107-108). Another massacre took place in Mamuya, North Maluku, 
around 1570 when Sultan Baabullah took over the Portuguese fort of Ternate. The 
mission in the region then was abandoned for more than thirty years (1572-1606) 
(Heuken 2008, 51).   
St. Francis Xavier, a Jesuit missionary, started his pioneering although brief work 
in North Maluku in the sixteenth century (1546-1547). The North Maluku mission was 
an extension of the missionary work that he had started earlier in Ambon. Nevertheless, 
the complex relationship between missionaries, the colonial ruler (Portugal), and the 
Sultans (Ternate and Tidore) led to the “disappearance of Christianity” from the region 
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from the 17th through the 18th centuries (Magany 1984, 81-83).59 Furthermore, the 
transfer of power from the Portuguese to the Dutch trading company, United [Dutch] 
East-India Company (Vereeinigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, or VOC), in Indonesia (then 
known as the Dutch Indies) in the mid-17th century affected the religious make-up of 
North Maluku.   
Built on the principle of cuius regio, eius religio (“the ruler of a principality 
determines its religion”),60 the new colonial power demanded all Catholics convert to 
Protestantism, the religion of the colonial power. This policy highlighted a complicated 
connection among religion, Christianity, and colonial power. For centuries this 
connection had epitomized Christianity as a colonial religion. In addition, the VOC’s 
protocol was in accordance with the Sultanates’ rule that the people should adhere to 
the religion of the Sultans. The VOC would hand over natives of Ternate to the Sultan 
for punishment if they became Christians (Heuken 2008, 51). Magany further argues that 
the VOC’s regulations in fact limited and even obstructed the Church’s evangelization 
for the sake of its trade (Magany 1984, 81-83). Magany concludes that during the VOC’s 
                                                 
59 Haire notes that, for almost 250 years, Christianity disappeared from North Maluku, 
particularly North Halmahera, due mostly to the cooptation of evangelism by the political 
powers. Haire further argues that the long-lost history of Christianity in North Maluku seemed to 
be omitted from the history of mission in North Maluku that originally began in the 1520s with 
the arrival of Franciscan missionaries in Ternate (Haire 1981, 103).  
60 “The Peace of Augsburg marked an important turning point in the history of 
Lutheranism. After a generation of struggle against Roman Catholic and imperial authorities, 
Lutherans gained legal recognition through the establishment of the principle cuius regio, eius 
religio, which meant that the ruler of a principality determined its religion. From then on, the 
Lutheran churches in these principalities were free to develop unhindered by political and 
military threats” (Encyclopedia Britannica Online, s.v. “Lutheranism”). 
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occupation of Indonesia from 1605 to 1800, unlike in some other areas of the colonized 
world, there was no accompanying missionary work on Halmahera, North Maluku 
(1984, 84).61   
The Dutch Protestant missionaries of the Utrecht Missionary Society (Utrechtsche 
Zendingsvereeniging/UZV)—including Van Hasselt, Jaesrich, and Hendrik van Dijken—
arrived in North Maluku in the nineteenth century. Van Dijken was commissioned as an 
assistant to missionaries Klaassen and Been in Galela. But he played the most crucial 
role for laying the foundation for mission work in Galela, due particularly to his 
background as a farmer (Fransz 1976, 4). He arrived on April 19, 1866. One of the 
reasons he chose to work in the inland rather than the coastal area was that the soil there 
was fertile for farming. A year later Van Dijken established a new village called Duma 
(lit. “silence”) after Isaiah 21:11. But not until seven years after his arrival, in 1873, was 
he ordained as a missionary, which gave him the authority to baptize new Christians 
(Steenbrink and Tapilatu 2008, 400-401). 
The name Duma also is a reference to the local phrase “Duma wi doohawa,” (he is 
not harmed), which refers to the fact that Van Dijken lived among and survived the 
black or magic powers of the area that was known as the Place of Moro (Morodoku). This 
                                                 
61 Heuken reports an additional result of the VOC’s presence in regards to the church’s 
evangelization in Ambon, Minahasa, and Sangihe Talaud around the same period: the “Dutch 
VOC protestantised the Ambonese, Minahasan, and Sangirese Christians, and in this way 
prevented them from being islamized” (Heuken 2008, 68). Likewise, Steenbrink admits that the 
VOC played a significant role in “slowing down the expansion of Islam,” although this was not 
accompanied by an increase of Christianity (Steenbrink 2008, 99). The VOC began as a trading 
company, but in its first two decades it turned into a colonizing foundation that integrated a 
religious, Christian conscience into its later (1623) charter. 
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became his first witness to the Gospel that led locals to approach him and his first  
assistant, Moli, after months of staying in Duma. Moli, a Galelan who used to be the 
assistant of Ottow, a missionary in New Guinea, is considered the first local missionary 
in Galela (Fransz 1976, 7).  Van Dijken lost his first fiancée to illness while she was 
residing in Surabaya (East Java), but he later married Maria Soentpiet, a local woman 
from Ternate. She was a “big blessing” (berkat besar) for the success of Van Dijken’s work 
because she could communicate with the locals in their languages and she helped her 
husband introduce the Gospel message through farming and household activities 
(Fransz 1976, 5-6).  
The first Christian converts lived in Duma and were introduced there to the 
teachings of the Dutch Reformed Church. Van Dijken required Christian converts to live 
in a compound in the isolated village of Duma and to disconnect themselves from their 
former villages.62 It is worth noting other important reasons for isolating the new 
Christians in a separate village. One was the pressure from the converts’ Muslim 
families, including the contemporary Dutch policy to turn over local Christian converts 
to the Sultan for punishment. Even more important was the social and cultural pressure 
                                                 
62 Van Dijken’s mission approach of moving new converts to one isolated Christian 
village was similar to that of C. L. Coolen (1773-1873). Coolen founded the Christian village of 
Ngoro in East Java in the mid-nineteenth century, although unlike Van Dijken, Coolen allowed 
Muslims to settle in his village (Akkeren 1970, 55-62). Apparently Coolen’s combined approach of 
“mission, migration, and [the] clearance of [the] jungle” was not uncommon and was even 
repeated in different mission fields in later years (Nugroho 2006; Steenbrink 2008, 99). In North 
Halmahera, in particular, this approach lasted through the modern church period, with 
Christians and Muslims continuing to live in separate villages. The main difference between the 
villages was the existence of mosques (Muslim) or church buildings (Christian).  
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experienced by converts, e.g., the difficulty of male Christians to be married because 
they could not pay the traditional dowry. Their Muslim families, who were opposed to 
their conversion to Christianity, would not give them financial support. In addition, by 
requiring new Christians to live together in one village, Van Dijken was able to prepare 
the new believers for their baptism. His conviction of this need for preparation, 
combined with his delayed ordination as a missionary, were the two main reasons why 
Van Dijken never performed a mass baptism and why it took some time for there to be 
new Christians as a result of his mission work (Fransz 1976, 7-12). 
The first Galelan Christians (five men and two women) were baptized two-and- 
a-half years after they first began following the teaching of Van Dijken, on July 17, 1874, 
and this date was later considered the birthdate of the Duma congregation (Fransz 1976, 
10). After thirty-four years of work, having baptized sixty-two adults and 138 children, 
Van Dijken died in June 1900. He was buried in Duma, and his grave was maintained by 
local Christians.63 After the death of Van Dijken, the village of Duma became more open 
to outsiders (Steenbrink and Tapilatu 2008, 399).  
In 1949 the GMIH was established as the first church of the UZV mission on 
Halmahera. For many years, the GMIH occupied a central position in the Christian 
community in North Maluku. James Haire indicates two particular challenges to the 
                                                 
63 During the violence in 2000, after many of the villagers had fled from Duma, Van 
Dijken’s grave was excavated by unidentified people and his remains were scattered around the 
gravesite. Later, when some returned to Duma clean up, they found some of his remains and re-
buried them (Sefnat Hontong, interview with author, Yogyakarta, March 10, 2008).   
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development of GMIH’s theological and missiological discourse from the mission period 
to the independence period: Islam and traditional beliefs (Haire 1981, 236-261). 
The recent religious violence not only unveiled the re-emergence and the 
intertwining of these two challenges; it also created a peculiar new situation for the 
GMIH. The GMIH has been forced to recognize both the potential for violence with 
Islam and also the re-emergence of local forms of spirituality among its church members 
during the violence.64  
Later developments related to inter-denominational dynamics in North Maluku 
established the GMIH’s leading role in the region. The existence of other Christian 
denominations, such as the Salvation Army, Seventh Day Adventists, Pentecostals, and 
Roman Catholics created strained relationships at the official level of the churches with 
established churches such as the Protestant Church in Maluku (Gereja Protestan di 
Maluku/GPM) and GMIH. Reputedly, these long-established churches in the region 
considered the other denominations “intruders” or “newcomers” (Wilson 2008, 31). 
Although these complicated inter-church relationships did not play a significant role in 
the North Malukun Christians’ response to the violence, they did seem to cause an 
additional burden for the GMIH. They were called to answer for the increasing 
                                                 
64 Duncan noted that during his interviews in 2001-2002 with Kao leaders, including 
some Christian leaders, he learned of a claim that magical power was used to avoid an attack on 
Malifut as well as to “[kill] a few Makian every night”(Duncan 2005, 64-65). This was also 
reported to the author by several Christians in the villages of Duma in Galela and Mede in Tobelo 
during my interviews there between September and November 2007.  
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Christianization in the region, particularly concerning the erection of many church 
buildings in various areas on Halmahera (Duncan 2005a, 59).65   
Until late 1999, North Maluku was a northern district of the Maluku Province 
with its capital at Ambon. North Maluku, surrounded mainly by ocean, lies between 
Sulawesi, West Papua, and the southern Philippines and has thirty ethnic communities 
with distinct languages (Wilson 2008, 31). The three largest ethnic communities are the 
Makians, Ternates and Tidores (31). Except on North Halmahera, the Tobelos compose a 
sizeable minority, particularly in the Kao and Tobelo sub-districts, in which Christianity 
has the strongest majority. Other distinctive ethnic groups are Chinese, Arabs, and other 
immigrants, including small numbers of Javanese who moved to Halmahera through 
the central government’s program of transmigration (31).  
In 1999, the government under Habibie (the third president of Indonesia) passed 
new laws promoting regional autonomy, which granted significant economic and 
political responsibility to regional governments (Duncan 2005a, 59). This created a new 
sense of independence and power for the regional government, particularly due to 
revenues from natural resources (Duncan 2005a; Tryatmoko 2005; Wilson 2008). It was 
in the context of this national political change that the new province of North Maluku 
was created.   
                                                 
65 This was considered one of the triggers for the violence. Notably, however, many of the 
new church buildings were not GMIH property. 
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The formation of a new, separate province exacerbated the tensions related to 
decentralization and revealed the complexity of demographic change through the 
creation of new administrative boundaries in the context of long-standing ethnic-
religious tensions (Wilson 2008, 5, 29, 48). These demographic changes reportedly 
enabled if not caused the political struggles over territory and resources. They also 
exposed the overlap between the national and regional changes that continued the New 
Order’s legacy of violence, yet at the same time this demographic change played a role 
in the violence that characterized the early phase of Reformasi.   
On October 12, 1999, the central government passed the Laws on Regional 
Autonomy No. 46/99 that officially approved North Maluku as a new province with 
Ternate as the capital.66 The laws affected not only the political but also the social and 
religious atmosphere in the region. Many considered the formation of North Maluku 
Province a political decision that was conducive to the eruption of violence in the region 
(Duncan 2005a, 61-63; Wilson 2008, 55). In addition, the establishment of the new sub-
district of Malifut, which is seen as the root cause of the violence in North Maluku, 
further complicated the situation.  
Government Regulation No. 42/99, passed on August 18, 1999, approved Malifut 
as a new sub-district. The government’s endorsement of this new sub-district has been 
seen as instigating competition for political power among the region’s elites as well as 
triggering violence in the long-standing ethnic conflict over territory between the 
                                                 
66 In 2003 the population was 849,346.  
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Makian and the Kao (Wilson 2008, 5, 29, 48). The indigenous Kao had long resented the 
government’s policy of resettling the predominantly Muslim Makians, due to the 
volcanic activities on Makian island in 1975, in the Kao sub-district on Halmahera. The 
Kaos saw the coming of the Makians as an occupation of their land. The feeling of 
despair over the loss of their land, the perceived favoritism of the local government 
towards the Makians, and the view of the Makians as insensitive, as religiously 
intolerant, and as aggressively expanding their borders by stealing the Kaos’ land, 
added to the Kaos’ longstanding sense of frustration (Duncan 2005a, 61-63; Wilson 2008, 
55).   
Conversely, the Makians considered the Kaos to be backward and indolent, thus 
unable to improve their quality of life (Wilson 2008, 55-56). The Makians, who regarded 
the new land as theirs, had reportedly lobbied for their own sub-district for almost 
twenty-four years prior to the passage by the national government of Government 
Regulation No. 42/1999 (Duncan 2005a, 63). This sub-district was immediately claimed 
by the Makians. 
The implementation of the regulation not only added to the long history of 
stereotyping between the two ethnic groups but also reputedly instilled tension that 
erupted in communal violence (Duncan 2005a, 63). The new Malifut sub-district 
consisted of sixteen Muslim Makians, five indigenous Kaos, and six Jailolo villages. The 
Kao and Jailolo villages had a Christian majority and reportedly refused to join the new 
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sub-district, in which they would become the minority (Duncan 2005a, 54). Duncan, 
describing the reasons in more detail, states that: 
[The Kao] had no desire to be ruled by the Makian or to be separated from their 
indigenous brethren with whom they have traditional ties. The indigenous people 
of Kao have a strong sense of unity based on their adat belief that the four  
tribes (suku) of Kao cannot be divided. Many in Kao saw the inclusion of the five 
Pagu villages in a new Makian sub-district as an affront to this historical unity, and 
Kao leaders voiced their strong opposition to the redistricting (Duncan 2005a, 63) 
Unlike in Ambon, where the violence lasted for months, the violence in North 
Maluku took place within a brief period, but its rapid escalation was staggering (Duncan 
2005a, 54). Public attention to the violence, however, was insignificant compared to the 
attention paid to Ambon. This might have been due to the limited media coverage and 
lack of understanding of the North Maluku violence. The violence in Ambon continued 
to receive a great deal of media attention throughout 1999 and into 2000, even as the 
violence in North Maluku erupted and escalated. Reports on the North Maluku violence 
were apparently overshadowed by those on the Ambon violence. 67   
                                                 
67 Catholic-based Kompas, one of the leading newspapers in Indonesia, reflected this 
tendency. Its coverage of the Ambon violence started immediately after the first outbreak on 
January 19, 1999. For the following four months (January-April), Kompas dedicated its main 
pages to reports, editorials, essays, reflections, and analyses on Ambon. Although it is not the 
focus of this study, it is worth looking at the way the violence in Ambon, and later in North 
Maluku, was represented in Kompas, which, in fact, was accessible to a wider public in Indonesia 
than just the Catholic community. Based on Kompas’ widespread circulation in Indonesia, its 
coverage of the violence in the Maluku region influenced the wider public interpretation. This, 
however, may not be true for the majority of those locals directly affected by the violence in the 
region, since Kompas was not commonly circulated in the Malukus prior to and over the course 
of the communal violence. Duncan identifies the role of the Islamic national newspaper, Republika, 
in publishing provocative accounts of the violence in North Maluku. Hence, the mass media’s 
depiction of the violence arguably played a role in shaping the public’s opinion and 
interpretation of the violence (Duncan 2008a, 207-230). Similarly, Purdey identified the role of a 
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Several studies on the violence in the region perceive it as a continuation of the 
Ambon violence. It has even been typically viewed as a “conflict tangential to the 
violence in Ambon” (Duncan 2005, 54). Yet Duncan and Wilson argue that these events 
were not necessarily correlated and that it is even a mistake to see these as tangentially 
connected (Duncan 2005a, 68). Therefore, although the violence in Ambon influenced 
the outbreak of violence in North Maluku, both events should be distinguished from 
according to their “own origins and justifications” (in Duncan 2005a, 68; Wilson 2008, 
84).68 Likewise, any description or analysis of the North Maluku violence should be 
based on a “firm grasp of how the conflict unfolded across North Maluku in both time 
and space” (Duncan 2005, 54). It is the author’s argument, however, that the violence in 
North Maluku should not be seen as an isolated event over the course of the 
simultaneous and massive communal violence in Indonesia. When seen as part of a 
whole, there emerges a particular, as well as an integrated, profile of communal violence 
during the political transition in Indonesia.  
                                                 
local newspaper in Solo, Solopos, in representing and interpreting, and thus shaping, the Solo 
public’s understanding of the May riots in their city (Purdey 2006, 77). Along the same lines, 
Wilson (Wilson 2008, 27) notes the role of a local newspaper in North Maluku, Ternate Post, which 
published very narrowly focused  and even, in many cases, provocative stories of the violence.  
While acknowledging the impact of such wide coverage on the violence, Wilson nonetheless 
indicates that the effect of the violence was much smaller than the “spread of rumors, [the] 
movement of refugees, [and the] propaganda of elites” (quoted in Pieris 2004, 273). 
68 The arrival of IDPs in North Maluku from Ambon is considered an important element 
in the development of negative sentiments towards other groups among the people of North 
Maluku, although the IDPs should not be regarded as the main cause of the increasing religious 
tension. See Duncan’s detailed discussion of the way the IDPs created a new challenge and hope 
in post-conflict North Maluku, particularly on the issue of communities’ re-integration and 
integration.  
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The violence in Ternate and Tidore signified a shift in the North Maluku conflict 
from a focus on “ethnicity and redistricting” to religion (Duncan 2005a, 68). According 
to Wilson, the November 1999 riots in Tidore and Ternate were “organized by local 
politicians and community and religious leaders.” The riots, he further argues, were 
made possible by the “convergence of interests” between those “taking revenge for 
Malifut” and those “unifying Muslim political support against the Sultan of Ternate” 
(Wilson 2008, 95).  Wilson’s conclusion is consistent with his naming of the riots as “anti-
Christian rioting” (2008, 86). Thus, “[w]hatever the original causes of the violence in 
North Maluku, the discourse of religious difference had subsumed all other 
explanations by early November 1999” (Duncan, 2005, 68).   
The Tidore and Ternate riots exemplified what Stanley Tambiah calls 
“transvaluation.” This is when the locality and individuality of the conflict expanded to 
an “extra-local” context and to additional adversaries (as cited in Duncan 2005a, 68; 
Wilson 2008, 4). These riots marked the transvaluation of the violence because local 
communities started to link their struggle to the broader conflict between Muslims and 
Christians throughout Indonesia, including the religious violence in Ambon, and even 
the global Muslim-Christian conflict. The events directly following this, during the final 
phases of the violence in the region, revealed the extra-locality of the violence as it 
spread to the island of Halmahera.   
Finally, the local religious communal violence contributed to national political-
religious change, particularly to the creation of the current discourse on faith and 
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politics in Indonesia (Hasan April 2002). This contribution is particularly evident 
through two events. First, the violence in North Maluku apparently created the need for 
the Laskar Jihad (Duncan 2005a, 54; Wilson 2008, 4). Second, as a result of the eruption 
and continuing violence in Poso, Ambon, and North Maluku, the national political 
leaders, under the leadership of the then-Coordinating Minister for the People’s Walfare 
Sector, Jusuf Kalla, convened two consecutive “peace and reconciliation” meetings 
between Muslim and Christian leaders from the conflict areas.69 While the Laskar Jihad 
reveal a one-sided aggressive, and even violent response to the conflict in North Maluku, 
the peace and reconciliation meetings reflect a more constructive response by including 
all parties involved in the violence on the ground.  
 
Conclusion: Between the Local and the Global  
Locating religious communal violence at the crossroads of the global and the 
local discloses the complexity of religious communal violence in Indonesia. The series of 
“riots, pogroms, and jihad” revealed not only the failure of the New Order’s policy of 
                                                 
69 The meetings were called “Malino 1” and “Malino 2,” reflecting their locations in 
Malino, South Sulawesi. The Malino 1 meeting known as the “Malino Declaration for Poso” was 
held on December 19-21, 2001. The meeting focused on the threat to interreligious peace in Poso 
and other areas in Central Sulawesi due to from long-standing Muslim Christian communal 
violence. The Malino 2 meeting, held on February 12, 2002, was called the “Maluku Treaty in 
Malino” and similarly focused on stopping the violence and restoring religious peace in Maluku. 
Pieris complains that the Maluku Treaty was designed by both local and central government 
elites and thus ignored the wider social and religious strata that were directly involved in the 
violence on the ground. This, he argues, caused a negative response to the treaty. Hasan, on the 
other hand, notes the important role that the Malino agreement played in expelling the Laskar 
Jihad (Hasan 2006, 220).  
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difference and diversity but also the fact that Muslim-Christian relationships are 
embedded in Indonesia’s complex religious and political history. Likewise, the events at 
the turn of century projected a challenging picture of Indonesia as a violent nation. The 
question is, does this projection do justice to the complex social, cultural, and political 
dynamics of interreligious and inter-ethnic relationships in Indonesia? 
The North Maluku violence clearly brought to light the complexity of Muslim-
Christian relationship, embedded in the region’s long history of ethnic and social-
political encounter.  The local genealogy and justifications of the North Maluku violence 
disclose the character, pattern, and dimensions that are typical of North Maluku’s 
particular circumstances. They also, however, reveal a local manifestation of the national 
political crisis. This manifestation appears in the misuse of religion to legitimize violence 
between local communities.   
Van Dijk’s description of Indonesia as a “country in despair” is an appropriate 
characterization of the life and struggle of the Indonesian people in the post-New Order 
state (2002). Indonesia is a nation in desperate need of a break in the cycle of violence 
that is encapsulated in the legacy of the New Order state’s power. This power has 
controlled, even punished, every independent, critical, and disobedient individual, 
organization, and community that has refused to surrender to the state’s corrupt and 
coercive power. The cycle of communal and collective violence that entrapped the 
nation between 1995 and 2005 disclosed a new but foundational challenge to the state’s 
ideology of Pancasila. The new challenge is to recognize religious and ethnic diversity as 
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a legitimate characteristic of Indonesia rather than as a source of disturbance, conflict, 
and even instability. In this reinterpretation of religious and ethnic diversity, civil 
society discourse remains crucial, particularly in breaking the cycle of violence that has 
for many years dominated the relationship between the state and the society. Moreover, 
within the transition from an authoritarian state to a democratic state, the civil society 
must consider the possibility of a “civil democratic Islam” (Hefner 2000, 218). There 
should be discussions of “public religion [that is] distanced from the coercive machinery 
of state,” and Indonesia’s people must be allowed to imagine a vision of Indonesia that 
they will pursue together as a “one but plural nation” in the twenty-first century (2000, 
219-220)  
Finally, religious communal violence at the turn of century in Indonesia has 
considerably affected the development of the Indonesian collective memory. As a nation 
that has transitioned from authoritarianism to democracy, Indonesia is in critical need of 
a new and transformative collective memory. This should be a memory that does not 
erase the past history of violence committed by the New Order state as well as the 
society. It should be a memory that points toward a promising future, with religious 
pluralism, democracy, and civility at the center. Within this framework, interreligious 
dialogue is essential. It should be an intentional movement that includes both elites and 
grassroots communities, since it is both viable and vital to the democratization process,   
particularly in advancing the cause of a shared but plural Indonesia (cf. Hefner 2000, 
218). In this context, religion can maintain its independent, critical and prophetic voice 
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in the public domain without being coerced into the state political machinery as it has 
been in the past. The aftermath of religious communal violence calls for shift from 
politicization of Pancasila to it being a reality or feature of civil society.70 
 
                                                 
70 Dana L. Robert. Personal communication to author, May 11, 2011 
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CHAPTER THREE 
LOCAL CHRISTIANS’ NARRATIVES OF RELIGIOUS COMMUNAL VIOLENCE  
AND ITS AFTERMATH 
 
 
June 19, 2000 marked the end of the Muslim-Christian conflict in North Maluku 
with the fall of the Christian village of Duma in the Galela sub-district of North 
Halmahera. This chapter presents stories of the Duma community’s experience of the 
communal violence and its aftermath. The purpose is to examine how the response of 
this local Christian community in the aftermath is embedded in Christian narrative, text, 
symbols, and practices. This chapter argues that the Dumas’ narratives provide an 
important theological resource for Indonesian Protestant theological discourse on 
mission and religious pluralism within the context of the healing of the interreligious 
relationship.   
This chapter is based primarily on the Christian community of Duma’s 
experience of the attack and its aftermath. The community’s story is examined from two 
integrated perspectives: the individual and the collective. The individual dimension is 
seen through the stories of the women, whereas the collective is seen through the 
community’s shared story. The connection illustrates the complex layers of the Duma 
community’s collective self-understanding that is intertwined with its experience of 
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communal violence and its implications for the community’s perception of Muslims in 
the aftermath of this violence. 
 
 
Methodology 
The chapter addresses two primary questions: how does a local Christian 
community tell its story about religious communal violence, and how does it respond to 
the aftermath of the violence? The questions were answered mainly through observing 
daily life in Duma village and listening to the stories of a group of informants. The 
stories were collected from September to November 2007, primarily through the 
author’s personal conversations with informants and her personal observations (e.g., 
visits to their homes and the sites of violence, in addition to observing the weekly house 
and Sunday worship services and other events) in Duma village and in Tobelo town. 
From February 2008 to August 2010, a questionnaire on the significance of the annual 
June 19 ritual and of the Dodara Garden to the informants was distributed, and 98 
percent of the questionnaires were returned with responses. The author engaged in 
frequent email correspondence and a few long-distance phone conversations with the 
minister of Nita Church through early 2011. She draws on secondary sources such as 
photographs, videos/CD recordings, and unpublished papers and sermons, maps and 
sketches, and other materials from GMIH and Nita Church archives, plus personal 
photographs of particular sites related to the story.  
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The informants are a group of Duma women and the GMIH ministers who serve 
in various GMIH ministerial areas in North Maluku.1 The author interviewed the Duma 
women who were selected by the ministers of Nita Church, after consulting with a 
group of women in the congregation and the church session. The Duma women were 
chosen based primarily on their availability during my stay in the village and also 
because their locations in the village would represent the church’s ten ministerial areas.2 
The women informants are representative of the women in the village in terms of age 
(i.e., between the ages of 24 and 75 years), occupation (i.e., housewives, teachers, and 
ministers), education (elementary, middle and high school, and college), and their 
particular connections to the violence (losing family members, relatives, friends, and 
neighbors). The women informants are survivors of the violence.  
The stories of the informants are told through direct quotations or summaries of 
their comments and statements to differentiate them from the author’s interpretation. 
The chapter maintains the different voices of the women informants, which also implies 
                                                 
1 Prior to the author’s field observation in Duma in fall 2007, she had the privilege of 
having more informal and personal conversations with many GMIH ministers during her 
leadership in a five-day program on reconciliation and Bible training convened by the GMIH 
Synod in Tobelo (summer 2004) and again during her participation in the Women’s Pre-GMIH 
Synod Council, as well as at the Council in two different venues in West Halmahera (summer 
2007). The stories that were shared during these encounters in part informed the analysis in this 
chapter. She also had another privilege, during her field observation, to listen to the stories of 
twelve female ministers and two male ministers of the GMIH, mostly in regards to their 
experiences during the period of violence, from October to November 2007 in Duma (Galela), 
Mede (South Tobelo), and in Tobelo town, in North Halmahera, and again in March 2008 in 
Yogyakarta. Most of the conversations in Tobelo took place at the GMIH-Tobelo Theological 
Seminary facilitated by the former academic dean, Sartje Papoeling.   
2 The author did not visit the Nita Church’s ministerial area in Tobelo due to her 
complicated schedule when she was in the area. 
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maintaining the differences between the voices of the local women and her own voice. 
Direct quotations that have been translated into English are put in the footnotes in their 
original, Indonesian language version.3 The voices of the informants provide a mirror for 
the Indonesian local Christian community’s experience of religious communal violence 
and its aftermath. Their stories, furthermore, exemplify the multiple layers of what has 
often been generalized as religious communal violence. This chapter functions as a 
vehicle through which their specific stories can be told.  
The male and female ministers’ stories of the violence and its aftermath from 
within other locations of the GMIH ministerial areas provide a wider context for the 
significance of the Duma residents’ collective narrative in general and of the women’s 
stories in particular. The female ministers’ stories, especially, offer a comparative 
perspective of women who were leaders both during the violence and in the aftermath 
of the violence in the wider North Maluku social location.  
Treating the Duma community’s story as a context-based body of narrative 
provides insight into how a local Christian community tells its narrative by linking the 
individual and the collective stories of religious communal violence within the post-
conflict context. Using the women’s stories as the primary reference to the individual, in 
particular, demonstrates the importance of women’s stories in understanding what 
happens to local Christian communities in the aftermath of religious communal violence. This 
                                                 
3 The English translation of the Indonesian language version (interviews, hymns, dreams) 
is mine, unless otherwise noted. 
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chapter, therefore, uses both the collective and individual dimensions in presenting the 
Duma community’s narrative of Muslim-Christian communal violence during the last 
phase of the violence and its aftermath in North Halmahera. The focus is on the violence 
that took place from late 1999 to mid-2000, and its subsequent phase, the aftermath. 
Several photographs of Nita Church and Taman Pusara Dodara (the garden of 
Dodara cemetery, hereafter Dodara Garden) are included as an integral part of the 
interpretive dimension of this chapter. 4 These images suggest that the Duma 
community’s narrative of the violence is significantly embedded in its “common visual 
vocabulary” (Strassler 2005, 283). The pictures allow others to visualize, albeit through 
the limited perspective of the photographers, the community’s daily seeing and relating 
to these physical representations of its experience of violence and its aftermath.5 These 
materials reveal some of the coherent sources that inform the construction of the Duma 
community’s distinct Christian identity.  
The description of Duma village provides an overview of the physical 
characteristics of the community, as seen from within the village and in comparison with 
the wider area in Galela sub-district. Four common aspects of the Duma story are 
identified: 1) the event of violence (the June 19 attack), 2) the site of the violence (Nita 
Church), 3) the three new physical additions to the aftermath (hereafter: the three 
aftermath additions) (Dodara Garden [both the cemetery and the Cahaya Bahari ship 
                                                 
4 Dodara is a Galelan word for “God’s love.” 
5 All photographs are the author’s personal documentation, unless otherwise noted.  
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memorial for the victims of the violence], the new Nita Church that is under 
construction, and the House of Prayer), and 4) the annual June 19 ritual. The story also 
reveals the importance of the Christian narrative of martyrdom, Christian scripture (the 
Bible), hymns/songs, and the Christian symbol of the cross. These elements intersect 
with the community’s cultural reference to the local spirit world (opo-opo). These 
elements of commonality provide a collective context for each individual’s distinctive 
story.  
The Structure of the Chapter 
This chapter is structured in three main sections that address the pre-violence 
and the post-violence narratives of the Duma community, including a middle section, 
the story of the violence that focuses on the June 19, 2000 attack to the village. A general 
interpretation of the community’s narrative is given in the last part of the chapter, 
followed by the chapter’s conclusion. The pre-violence narrative includes a description 
of Duma village and the Duma community’s demography. It gives an overview of the 
physical location of the community as it is seen from within the village and in 
comparison to the wider area of the Galela sub-district. The chapter also provides 
general information about the community. The story of the June 19 attack illustrates the 
centrality of the event in the community’s understanding of the violence and in its 
response to the aftermath. The post-violence narrative emphasizes the three aftermath 
additions to Duma village that symbolize the shift in the community’s social and 
religious landscape during the aftermath period. Presenting the Duma community 
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members’ narrative of the violence within this context, therefore, reveals the change in 
the community’s collective self-understanding. Locating the Duma community’s 
narrative of violence and its aftermath within its social and religious setting 
demonstrates the correlation between the religious community’s identity construction in 
the aftermath of religious communal violence and the change in its socio-religious 
context.  
 
The Pre-violence Narrative 
 
Duma Village 
Duma lies between two Muslim villages, Dokulamo to the west and Gotalamo to 
the east, in the interior of the Galela sub-district. These villages, among a number of 
other villages, surround the inland shore of Lake Galela, as shown in Figure 1. (Wilson 
2008, 117).6  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
6 Wilson refers to the lake as “Lake Duma,” while the Official Village Map refers to it as 
“Lake Galela” (Wilson 2008, 115). Both maps, however, refer to the same lake. “Lake Galela” is 
used here in reference to the village map, which is included in this chapter as an integral part of 
the analysis on the meaning of “boundary” for the Duma community.  
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Figure 1. Map of Galela (Wilson 2008, 116). 
 
The capital of Galela is the Muslim village of Soasio that signifies the influence of 
Islam in the sub-district. In January 2008 the population of Galela was 30,486, of whom 
67.6 percent were Muslim and 32.4 percent Christian.7 The common spoken languages 
are the Indonesian language and the Galelan language. Galela is well known for its main 
commodity: bananas. In the early 1990s, most of the inhabitants of Galela, including 
many from Duma, worked for the Indonesian company PT Global Agronusa Indonesia 
(GAI). The company established a 2,000-hectare banana plantation in north Galela 
(Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 243-244). But in 1999 the company stopped its operations due to 
the conflict, and it has been closed down ever since.  
                                                 
7 The source of these statistics is Hasil Olah Data Laporan Rekapitulasi Keadaan Penduduk 
Tiap Kecamatan di Wilayah Galela bulan Januari 2008 [The Report of the Recapitulation of the 
Population in Galela Sub-district in January 2008] (quoted in Hontong 2008, 38). The 2008 
population figure is significantly lower than the 1999 population of 35,245 (Wilson 2008, 115).  
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Duma, with a population of 1,081, is the largest Christian village of the six in the 
sub-district (Hontong 2008, 38). Its main household income sources are banana, coconut, 
and nutmeg crops. Duma is thirty kilometers from the town of Tobelo, the capital of 
North Halmahera. As the capital of the district, in which a majority of the residents are 
Christian, Tobelo is a symbolic place for the Christian communities in North Halmahera. 
Adding to this significance is the fact that the GMIH Synod headquarters is located in 
the town.   
From December 1999 to June 2000, the community suffered from many attacks. 
Worth noting is that members of the Duma community also participated in a few attacks 
on Muslim villages, especially in the Galela sub-district. They also helped Christians 
from several other areas during the conflict, which was perceived as direct involvement 
in the conflict ( Tindage 2006a, 23).8  
Duma is not easy to reach, even today. Visitors from Jakarta, the capital of 
Indonesia, travel to Duma via a three-hour flight to Manado, North Sulawesi. After 
waiting there at Sam Ratulangi International Airport for forty-five minutes to an hour, 
they then continue on another thirty-minute flight to Ternate, the capital of North 
Maluku. After touching down at Sultan Babullah Airport, a forty-five minute motorboat 
ride across the sea (which connects Ternate and Halmahera Islands) takes them to the 
village of Sidangoli, in the South Jailolo sub-district of West Halmahera. Another four- 
                                                 
8 Prior to the June attack, many Christians from the Galela district whose villages had 
been attacked and damaged gave refuge to and also helped protect the Duma (see the story of J. 
Buladja in Tim Penginjilan Metanoia Halmahera 2002, 108)..  
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to five-hour drive from Sidangoli takes them to Tobelo, the capital of the North 
Halmahera district. The final forty-five to sixty-minute drive, concluding the nine- to 
ten-hour trip, brings the visitors to Duma village.9  
The average monthly household income in Duma is approximately 500.000 
Rupiah ($50).10 The children attend the elementary, middle, and high schools owned by 
GMIH, which are located in the village. The main water resource is Galela Lake.11 
 
Nita Church 
Nita Church is today the only church in the village of Duma. After many years of 
worshipping in the small and deteriorating Silo Church, the congregation decided to 
                                                 
9 This was the trip that the author took in fall of 2007.  
10 Sefnat Hontong, email to author, February 4, 2010. Ten thousand Indonesian Rupiah 
are equivalent to one US Dollar. 
11 Recently, however, access to clean water became a problem for the villages 
surrounding the lake, including Duma. Since all washing and bathing were done primarily at the 
lake, it had become increasingly polluted. As a result, in mid-2009 the Duma community built ten 
wells in different locations, which not only provide clean water but also offer direct access to 
water for each of the households. During the author’s stay in the village, prior to the construction 
of the wells, she noticed that the women spent most of their time carrying water in buckets from 
the lake to their houses. In a conversation with some women, the author asked about other ways 
they might getting water more conveniently to their houses, which would save them time. Their 
response was very positive. Considering the funds raised for building the new church, it was 
striking that no funds were ever raised to create ways for people, especially the women, to have 
direct and convenient access to water for their daily household work. The old water pipeline in 
the village had been damaged during the violence. Fortunately, in the summer of 2009, after 
people became convinced of the negative impacts of using the lake’s polluted water, a change 
started to take place. After collecting money from among its members, the community built ten 
wells. Finally, in the fall of 2009, the community received funds through and from the Unitarian 
Universalist Church of Marblehead, Massachusetts, that allowed the installation of pipelines 
from the wells directly to the houses. The work was completed in November 2009.   
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build a new church, and construction was started in 1982. The congregation raised 
money and also received approximately ten percent of 175,000,000 Rupiah12 in allocated 
funds from the North Maluku district government. After fourteen years, the 
construction was finally done. The new church was large enough to accommodate 500 
people per service. The new building, named Nita Church (figures 2 and 3), was 
dedicated on October 31, 1996.   
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Nita Church on the day of its dedication (courtesy of Herthy Leledana)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
12  Hontong, email to author, November 12, 2009. The Rupiah exchange rate to USD 1, in 
the 1980s, was approximately 2,500:1. Thus, the total budget was about $7,000. In comparison, 
using today’s approximate exchange rate (10,000:1) the budget would have been $17,500.   
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Figure 3. Nita Church (courtesy of Herthy Leledana) 
 
Not long after the dedication of the new church, the old Silo Church building 
collapsed (see Figure 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. From the left, Silo Church and its bell tower,  
with Nita Church behind it (courtesy of Herthy Leledana). 
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Figures 2 and 3 show the two church buildings before the attack. The new Nita 
Church, a 125 meter by 125 meter five-sided building, was designed to symbolize the 
Indonesian state philosophy of Pancasila (the Five Principles). Some also say that the 
shape was meant to symbolize the Bangsaha, the Galelan traditional house. The Galelan 
traditional Bangsaha “has eight corners (pupuku tupangi) in the shape of sosaleta, which 
means the construction [that is] built from the centre out to the eight corners” (Adeney-
Risakotta 2005, 34). Comparing the Bangsaha to the Tobelo traditional house known as 
the hibualamo, which also has eight corners, it is relevant to note that the Galelan 
traditional house is a house that is large enough to accommodate many people. Next to 
the church was a bell tower, four meters across by twenty-one meters tall. Under the 
tower was a small guard post (Figure 4). Nita Church had nine doors: four entrance 
doors to the worship space; one door to the balcony in the front entrance; two doors to 
the consistory in the back entrance; and another two doors on the interior that connected 
the consistory to the worship space (Figure 2).   
Consistory (from the Latin consistorium), or “assembly place,” means different 
things in different church traditions. In the Roman Catholic Church, it refers to a 
“gathering of ecclesiastical persons for the purpose of administering justice. . . . 
particularly meetings of the Sacred College of Cardinals with the pope as president.” In 
other traditions such as the Church of England, it means the “bishop’s court for 
administering church law in his diocese.” In some Presbyterian churches, it refers to the 
“lowest court” with the minister and elders of the congregation as the main actors 
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(Encyclopedia Britannica Online, s.v. “Consistory”). In most of the Reformed tradition 
churches in Indonesia, including the Nita congregation, the word “consistory” simply 
refers to the small additional room adjacent to the sanctuary, in which the minister and 
elders hold their regular meetings, including the regular Sunday prayer and service 
preparation. 
Nita Church and Silo Church have a central place in the Duma community’s 
narrative. Locating the story of these church buildings in the community’s pre-violence 
narrative reveals an important dimension of how this community derives its collective 
identity from its faith narrative. In 1996 there was a debate over the naming of the new 
church building. Two respected community leaders13 suggested the name Nita to replace 
Silo. The congregation, however, was divided in its response. Half preferred to maintain 
the name Silo, derived from the Bible (Shiloh in Josh 18:1). The other half opted for Nita, 
from the Galelan language, meaning light. Some felt that the word Nita conveyed the 
historical significance of Duma village as the first receiver of the light of Jesus’ Gospel. 
Unable to resolve the conflict, the leaders decided to draw lots with the two names. 
Reportedly, the name that appeared was actually Silo, but the two leaders favored the 
name Nita and, using their broad influence, pushed for their suggested new name; Nita 
was accepted.14 
                                                 
13 Bertus Mailoa and Yosafat Etha. 
14 Hontong, email to author, December 12, 2009. 
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The Violence Narrative: The June 19, 2000 Attack15  
The majority of the Duma women mentioned the June 19, 2000, attack to Nita 
Church, when they were asked to tell their stories of the communal violence. The attack 
has equally become a common reference for the wider GMIH community to signify the 
meaning of the violence. 
In the days prior to the attack, rumors were circulating that the village would be 
attacked before dawn on June 19, 2000. By the night of June 18, many of the villagers, 
primarily the elderly, women, and children, had congregated at Nita Church. The 
worship space was crowded. They gathered to ask Tete Manis (Lord Jesus) for 
protection.16 Led by the minister, the congregation prayed, sang hymns, and chanted 
Bible passages. The passages were from the New Testament and from the Book of 
Psalms (see Sumtaki, Thomas, and Sumtaki [no publication year]). Many also gathered 
in tents in the church’s gated courtyard. In fact, a number of families had not left the 
church site since an earlier attack on May 28, 2000, which had taken the lives of many 
villagers. That attack had caused many members of the community to flee to other 
Christian villages, to the forest, and even to other provinces.  
The people of Duma learned that Christians had attacked several Muslim 
villages in the sub-district, but they also heard that many Christians had surrendered to 
                                                 
15 The story of the attack on Nita Church on June 19, 2000, is constructed from three 
sources: the informants’ own stories, materials in the GMIH archives, and other references both 
published and unpublished. The author’s personal photographs of the site of the violence are 
included to provide physical referents to the people’s stories. 
16 Tete Manis literally means “sweet Grandfather” (Rutherford 2006a, 261).   
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Muslim forces and that many more had already left the island.17 The ones who remained 
in Duma had survived twenty attacks on the village that took place between December 
1999 and May 2000 (see Nanere 2000, 164-165). The people remained confident that the 
church was a place of refuge, especially since it was surrounded by stone walls. No one 
expected that the worst attack was imminent. Many of the men stayed alert at the four 
security posts. The main post was near the church, while another was by the lake. 
Another two posts were on the border between Duma and two Muslim villages: 
Gotalamo to the east and Dokulamo to the west.    
Night fell, and nothing had yet happened. Midnight passed, and it was finally 
dawn. But still, nothing had happened. Tete Manis had protected the villagers. Although 
exhausted from not sleeping the entire night, the people were thankful. Many returned 
to their homes. Some even started their daily routine, having morning prayers and 
eating breakfast.18 A few women were at the lake washing dirty clothes from previous 
weeks. That day was just like a typical morning, before chaos descended on the area. But 
suddenly the church bell began to ring repeatedly. Many explained that villagers began 
screaming and running back to the church. Throughout the day, the villagers took 
refuge in the church.   
                                                 
17 This chapter uses “Muslim forces” in reference to the groups of Muslim that attacked 
Duma village. The informants referred to the forces in various terms (i.e., Pasukan Jihad, Laskar 
Jihad, and Pasukan Putih). The use of Muslim forces therefore intends to capture the various 
names that the informants used when they described the attack.  
18 See the story of Marlina Ngolo (Tim Penginjilan Metanoia Halmahera 2002, 13). 
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Around 10 a.m. the joint Laskar Jihad and local Muslim forces attacked the 
village. The Dumas who were guarding the east border tried to stop the attackers, but 
they failed. The Muslim forces were overwhelming, more numerous than in any 
previous attack. The joint Muslim forces, most of them wearing long white robes with 
white headbands, had approximately 5,000 members (Nanere 2000, 165).  
From inside the worship space of Nita Church, the people heard explosions. 
They started to scream for help, one after the other, but the minister, Smith Dungir, 
trying to shift their attention, asked them to sing and clap their hands. 19 Hymns and 
prayers then competed with the terrifying noises outside the church.   
Thousands of Muslims forced their way into the village. A woman described it as 
being like “school children pouring out of the building, when the school bell’s ringing to 
call for the day.”20 They surrounded the church where most of the families were seeking 
refuge. The people gave signs of surrender, but the attackers ignored these signs. Instead, 
they bombed the church, and set it on fire. 21 The damage can be seen in Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
19 Dungir, who was at the time the GMIH coordinator for the Galela sub-district, was 
inside the sanctuary. Interview with author, Tobelo, November 12, 2007. 
20 Irene Ipol-Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 16, 2007.  
21 The “bombs” were actually Molotov cocktails. 
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Figure 5. The damaged front porch of Nita Church 
 
People screamed and circled around in the worship space, not knowing which 
way to go. Everybody panicked. Suddenly, the church balcony was cracked into pieces, 
causing it to fall. People screamed, scattered, and tried to escape. Some ran into the 
church’s consistory, adjacent to the sanctuary. Smoke was everywhere, which made it 
almost impossible to breathe. The church was over-crowded. Fearing for their lives, the 
crowd tried to escape, but it was difficult.  
Many more people, at the same time, were trying to get inside the church 
because members of Muslim force were approaching the church, throwing bombs and 
firing shots. Joining the many others inside the consistory, one woman recalls that she 
knew that there was nothing they could do. To surrender to the Lord Jesus and to 
believe that he would never leave them behind was the ultimate source of calmness, 
despite the fact that she and many others were surrounded by chaos. Finally she and her 
two young children, five and two years old, were able to escape the smoke-filled 
sanctuary. On the way out she met her husband. Not knowing what to do, they sat 
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against the church wall, prayed, and waited. Bodies of her wounded and dead relatives 
were all she could see. Finally they were able to leave the site, and they headed to the 
church’s main gate. As they approached the gate, five members of the Muslim force 
stopped them. They ordered the couple to exclaim, Allahu Akbar! (God is the greatest!).22 
Instead, the woman mumbled “Lord, strengthen my faith, so I will not deny you!” 23 Her 
husband also refused to say the phrase. Upon refusing to follow the order a second time, 
her husband was taken captive. A white band, a symbol of Islam, was tied on his head. 
The attackers took away the woman’s husband and were about to slash him with 
machetes, but she pushed her husband to the ground. He escaped the attack, but at that 
moment they were taken to different places.24    
The minister also remembers the attack. As the bombs fell into the church, he ran 
up to the pulpit (see Figures 6 and 7). There he prayed, and he even shouted, “Eloi, Eloi, 
lama sabachthani? (“My Lord, my Lord, why have you forsaken me?”).25  
 
 
 
                                                 
22 In Indonesia, including in Halmahera, Allahu Akbar is commonly known as a Muslim’s 
way of proclaiming the greatness of God. The exclamation became a reference to the Muslim 
forces in contrast to the greeting of the Christians, which was Shalom.  
23 “Tuhan tolong kuatkan iman saya supaya saya tidak akan menyangkal Engkau!” 
Yuningsih Wamafma, interview with author, October 19, 2007.  
24 Wamafma, interview with author, Duma, October 19, 2007.  
25 “Allah-Ku, Allah-Ku, mengapa Engkau meninggalkan Aku?” (Matthew 27:46).  
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Figure 6. The Nita Church pulpit on dedication day  
(courtesy of Herthy Leledana). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The damaged sanctuary; looking at the corner  
where the pulpit used to be 
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People screamed and scattered. Everybody was trying to escape. It was chaotic. 
Many were killed as they fled from the fire inside the church. The Muslim forces did not 
enter the sanctuary. Instead, they threw bombs into the church and waited for people to 
try to escape (see Figure 8).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. The door to the balcony at the front entrance of Nita Church 
 
 
The forces stabbed and killed those who tried to get out of the smoke-filled 
building. The minister, along with seven other people, including elderly women and a 
few who were wounded, hid in the church consistory. Fire was everywhere. The 
minister told them to find ways to escape and leave the rest to God. He took off his robe, 
which he had worn since the previous night, and exited the church. As he was running, 
and avoiding several shots, he saw human bodies in the churchyard. He kept running to 
the east, toward the lake, where he saw military personnel. One of the groups was 
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Christian. They had arrived at the lake after seeing fire and black smoke coming from 
the village. He thought, “They help me. The Lord has sent them to help us.“26    
The Muslim forces yelled, “Allahu Akbar” as they fired shots and threw Molotov 
cocktails and grenades from every direction into the church. People ran to find ways to 
save themselves. Some tried to jump through broken windows (see Figures 9 and 10).      
Figures9 and 10. Many tried to escape through these windows in the sanctuary. 
 
Some were able to escape, but many were killed. Some jumped through the 
balcony windows but were caught and stabbed by Muslims waiting on the ground (see 
Figures 11 and 12).27 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
26 “Mereka menolong saya. Tuhan mengirim mereka untuk menolong kami.” Dungir, interview 
with author, Tobelo, November 12, 2007. 
27 Many mention similar stories of jumping through windows and were caught by the 
attackers who were waiting outside the church. 
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Figures 11 and 12. The damaged balcony (left) and the balcony stairs leading to the entrance door (right). 
 
Many who sought safety inside the church have recounted their memories of the 
attack. An elderly woman, along with her pregnant daughter-in-law and four 
grandchildren, gathered inside the church when the attack took place.  Her story is as 
follows: 
I was sitting with many others, inside the sanctuary, when I saw the bomb and the 
pieces of glass windows fall down from above. That was the time when we were 
surrounded by Muslim forces. Voices from outside shouted, “Red, get out!” At that 
time the Christians were called the “red.” They ordered everybody to exit the 
church. As we exited, we put our hands on our heads, but, in my heart, I knew that 
putting my hands on my head meant denying Jesus. So I only put my hands at my 
ears because if I put my hands on my head [that] meant we had surrendered and 
sold out Jesus. Outside, a man of the White Force took me aside and led me away. 
Afraid of being taken to Soasio [the Muslim village], I asked, “Where would you 
take me?” He told me, “To Soasio.” I immediately prayed. I asked if it would be 
possible that I not be taken to Soasio. I did not want to deny Jesus. Instead of going 
to Soasio, I was only taken to the security post. There, many were already wounded.  
Exhausted, I sat at the door. Suddenly I remembered my two [adult] sons. I looked 
for them. I finally found them, but both were dead. The body of one, with his head 
covered with blood, was on a bullock cart. The other’s body was on the street, 
covered with a sheet of iron. He was beheaded. 28  
                                                 
28 “Saya dengan beberapa ibu ada dudu di [dalam gereja] jadi bom jatuh tong cuma lia-lia 
dia punya kaca gereja itu … jatuh ke dalam … sudah itu ada orang panggel dari luar bilang, 
“Merah kaluar!” Waktu itu kan kalo torang orang Kristen dong panggel merah ... Ketong 
keluar tapi angkat tangan, ... saya dalam hati ini, angkat tangan berarti menyangkal Yesus, 
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Later that day her sons’ bodies, after being cleaned, and wrapped in bed sheets, 
were buried in the same hole. 
None of the survivors would ever forget that fateful day. The following is the 
account of a mother who remembers the attack. Many were singing hymns and praying 
in the worship space when the Muslims threw grenades into the church. They all tried to 
escape. People screamed. She and her young children escaped through the church’s 
front door. Suddenly, three Muslim men stopped them. They ordered her, three times, 
to say “Allahu Akbar,” but she refused. She prayed silently, asking for the Lord’s 
protection. After the third order, one of them slashed her side with his machete, and she 
began to bleed. She covered her side with her hands, but she could not feel anything. 
She survived, but that day she lost her father, her youngest brother, and two other 
                                                 
jadi saya mulai kaluar dari pintu tapi punya tangan dekat kapala saja tra sampe di atas 
kapala … karna kalo sampe angkat tangan tong menyerah berarti tong su jual Kristus … 
Kaluar di jalan ada satu bapa dari pasukan putih … dia ambel sa punya tangan, trus 
bajalang. Kong sa tanya “mau dibawa ke mana ini saya?” Dia bilang,  “Ke Soasio.” Kong 
saya langsung berdoa dalam hati, kalo bisa saya jangan dibawa ke Soasio, jang sampai saya 
menyangkal Yesus. Sampe di pos aparat dia langsung kasi sa punya tangan di aparat situ 
kemudian dia bilang ibu maso di dalam. Di dalam pos aparat su banyak orang luka. Saya 
duduk di pintu, baru ingat sa pe anak dua ini di mana. Di orang pe halaman, di garobak, … 
su meninggal karna darah talalu banyak … saya singgah lia par dia [anak laki-lakinya] … 
manangis sadiki trus bajalang lagi … iko lorong gereja sampe pertigaan di dara salia di sana 
ada satu lembar seng … itu dia [anak laki-lakinya yang kedua] … tapi dia dipotong-potong 
dia punya leher.“ Saibaka Djawa, interview with author, Duma, October 10, 2007.  
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relatives. When the violence was finally over, she and her mother buried the bodies in 
the same grave. After they finished the burial, they said the Lord’s Prayer.29 
Another woman, who became a widow that day, told how she lost her husband. 
She and her husband, along with their youngest son, escaped from the church. They 
could not find their other three children. As they ran toward the church gate, the woman 
with her husband and their son in front of her, two Muslim men saw them and ran after 
them. They recognized her husband, the leader of the village. He was their main target. 
They finally caught her husband and stabbed him. She screamed and asked them to stop, 
as she tried to protect her husband. She begged for their mercy, hugging her bleeding 
husband. Desperately, she begged them, “Just kill … just kill me also.”30 But they 
grabbed her husband, and one slashed him through his forehead and cut deeply into his 
head, which left an open wound. She stood frozen as she watched her husband’s body 
parts being chopped. “So I stood … watching. They chopped. One chopped his feet … so 
I said, ‘It is enough. It is better that you kill me again!’”31 They wanted to behead him 
and take his head to their village as a sign of victory, but two military personnel came 
and stopped them from taking away her husband’s head. Her youngest son, then eight 
years old, was able to escape. From his hiding place under a banana tree, just ten meters 
                                                 
29 Herthy Leledana, interview with author, Duma, October 13, 2007. Her husband was 
also wounded during the violence. They both were taken to Manado, North Sulawesi, where he 
later died in the hospital.  
30 “Bunuh sudah … bunuh sama-sama dengan saya sudah!” 
31 “Jadi saya badiri … pokoknya nonton-nonton … dorang cincang … habis itu yang satu potong 
di kaki … jadi saya bilang, “Cukup sudah, lebih baik kamu bunuh saya lagi”.  
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away, he saw the killing. He then closed his eyes and chanted the Lord’s Prayer. When 
he said “Amen” a military man came and took him to a safer place. That day her four 
children lost their father. That day she lost her husband to the murderers, who were her 
Muslim relatives.32   
Those who were outside the church area described the attack from different 
angles. A mother, who was a coordinator for food distribution during the conflict, was 
in a military post outside the village with her two youngest children. She was checking 
the food supply when the attack took place. From afar, she saw black smoke rising from 
the church. She immediately asked the military commander to help the villagers, but he 
insisted that his few men would not be able to stop the attackers. As she was arguing 
with him, two trucks filled with men in uniform passed by, but she noticed that, instead 
of wearing military hats, they wore either green or white headbands. At that point, she 
was sure that they all would be killed.   
When the situation was finally calm, people started to come to the post. Many 
were covered with blood, some even with their arms almost severed from their 
shoulders. Running into the village, she looked for her husband and her two other 
children. Walking among bodies of the dead and pools of human blood, she finally 
found her husband alive. But she couldn’t find their other two children. Later, one of 
them came, crying, and told her mother that her little sister had been killed. The 
daughter’s body was behind the church. She was twelve years old at the time of her 
                                                 
32 Nolifersina Moreng, interview with author, Duma, October 16, 2007. 
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death.33 Seven years later, this mother still could not visit the site where her daughter 
was found dead.  
One young woman remembered how she was helped by a high school Muslim 
friend that day. She had never liked him before, but she was convinced that the Lord 
sent him to help her so that she could help others. Her friend helped her, in the midst of 
the chaos, to escape being taken to a Muslim village to which many other Christians 
were taken. After this, she went looking for her husband, whom she had not seen since 
the attack started. Instead of finding her husband, she came upon a wounded man and 
tried to walk him to a security post. On the way, a Muslim man stopped them and 
questioned the identity of the wounded man. Fearing for the man’s safety, she told the 
Muslim that the man was her husband. Ignoring her answer, the Muslim grabbed the 
man, then stabbed and butchered him in front of her. She could not do anything. She 
could only chant repeatedly, “Lord Jesus, help me!”34 Later in the afternoon, she finally 
found her husband. He was wounded, but alive. 35   
Another young woman shared about the painful moment when she witnessed 
the brutal killing of one of her friends. Her friend’s father had been killed, and his body 
was thrown into the flames of a small house next to the church. After that they stabbed 
her friend. He was wounded, but alive. The Muslim men then threw him alive into the 
                                                 
33 Ina Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 13, 2007.  
34 “Tuhan Yesus, tolong saya!” 
35 Volmiana Selong, interview with author, Duma, October 18, 2007.  
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flames. Her friend’s mother saw all this and began to scream. This friend’s mother later 
boarded the ship Cahaya Bahari in Tobelo and died, along with hundreds of others.36     
The violence of June 19, 2000, ended at noon, after two hours of chaos. The 
Muslim forces claimed victory when the entire Nita Church building was on fire. 
Burning down the church had been their main objective. 37 That day became known as 
the day of the massacre (Nanere 2000, 165). Approximately two hundred people were 
killed, including women and children. More than five hundred were wounded, and two 
hundred houses were burned down. Some women and children were taken to Soasio as 
captives. Later after the conflict they were allowed to leave. But in other case, the story 
was different. A grandmother told about her grandson who was taken as captive to the 
Muslim village of Gorua. He was never relieved even after the conflict. She heard a story 
of her grandson being given a Muslim name.38  
The Muslim forces left Duma and the dead, the wounded, and the exhausted 
survivors behind. Beheaded, butchered bodies of families, friends, and neighbors were 
scattered everywhere. The smell of burned bodies covered the village. Most of the 
survivors were badly wounded. Hoping to comfort the exhausted and wounded 
survivors, the minister took a bucket of water from the nearest, though dirty, puddle of 
                                                 
36 Marfin Sudan, interview with author, Duma, October 15, 2007. A discussion of the 
Cahaya Bahari is in a later section of this chapter. 
37 Dungir, interview with author, Tobelo, November 12, 2007. 
38 Johana Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 18, 2007. 
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water, said a prayer over it, and sprinkled it on the survivors, including the wounded.39  
Some claimed that after being sprinkled, they felt better.40  
The people knew that it was still unsafe to remain in the village, but they refused 
to leave behind the bodies of their families and fellow villagers, especially after they 
noticed that dogs had eaten some of the bodies.41 Walking among the dead, they dug as 
many holes as they could to bury members of their community. They filled the two 
fishponds in the church courtyard (Figure 13) with the victims’ bodies.42  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. The two fishponds in Nita Church courtyard  
that served as a temporary burial ground. 
 
Many were buried together in the same graves, in various locations. Most were 
buried in the yards of their homes. That day, the living made a promise to the dead that 
one day they would return to hold a proper funeral. Not knowing when they would 
return, the living left behind the dead and their village.  
                                                 
39 Johana Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 18, 2007. 
40 Personal journal, Duma October 17, 2007 
41 Dungir, interview with author, Tobelo, November 12, 2007. 
42 The explanation was given by Monike Papuling who accompanied the author when 
she visited the site. Personal journal, Duma, October 18, 2007. 
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Hymns 
The Nita congregation sang certain songs repeatedly during the period of 
violence. Among these were “Dependency on God,” “Being Closer to God in the Midst 
of Difficulty,” “Jesus the Great Commander,” and “Soldiers of Christ.”43 The song that 
was most often referred to in the community’s story of the violence is “In the Midst of 
Difficulty.” The words are as follows: 
In the midst of struggle, caused by my sin, 
Rises the hope, the help of the Lord. 
Despite my journey in the difficulty of war, 
Jesus, the Help of my life, 
Grant me serenity. 
Pray I always do. 
Lead me, O God.44 
Another significant song was “In the Name of Jesus” (Dalam Nama Yesus). This is 
a well-known Sunday School or children’s song:  
In the name of Jesus, in the name of Jesus, 
There is victory. 
In the name of Jesus, in the name of Jesus, 
                                                 
43 Most of the songs were taken from the congregation’s main hymnal, Kidung Jemaat 
(Congregational Hymnal, or KJ), which was published by Yayasan Musik Gereja Indonesia (the 
Indonesian Church Music Foundation). This hymnal is commonly used by Reformed churches in 
Indonesia. Other praise songs were taken from popular Sunday school songs as well as from 
other sources, which were particularly known among this congregation or among the Halmahera 
church in general, such as Buku Nyanyian Jemaat (Congregation’s Hymn Book, or BNJ). 
44   Di tengah kesukaran, sebabnya [ditanya] dosaku. 
Terbitlah pengharapan, tolongan Tuhanku 
Kendati jalanku di susah prang 
Yesus, Penolong hidupku, 
Bri aku tenang. 
Selalu aku sembahyang.  
Ya Tuhan pimpinlah. 
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The Devil is defeated. 
In the name of Jesus 
Who can resist [us]? 
In the name of Jesus, 
There is victory.45 
These two songs, along with “Be Not Dismayed Whate’er Betide / God Will Take 
Care of You” were the songs that villagers sang the most often during the period of 
violence.46   
These songs do not fit the commonly held assumption that Christians usually 
sing victory-themed songs, such as “Onward Christian Soldiers,” during conflicts.47 
Although “Onward Christian Soldiers” was often sung in Duma, particularly during the 
times when the congregation gathered to pray for the forces on the battlefield, it was not 
sung as a reference to human versus human; it was about a human being made strong in 
God. At times, singing this song provided another way of connecting with the Christian 
faith, a way of assuring the singers of God’s presence and protection, a way to survive 
the violence; it was not necessarily about over-powering the Muslims, the enemy.  
One woman recalls her feelings when she sang this song, along with many others, 
inside the church on June 19, 2000. She remembers not being shocked by the sounds of 
                                                 
45    Dalam nama Yesus, dalam nama Yesus,  
Ada kemenangan, 
 Dalam nama Yesus, dalam nama Yesus, 
 Iblis dikalahkan. 
 Dalam nama Tuhan Yesus 
 Siapa dapat melawan? 
 Dalam nama Tuhan Yesus 
 Ada kemenangan! 
46 “Apapun Juga Menimpamu” (Kidung Jemaat No. 438). 
47 “Maju, Laskar Kristus” (Kidung Jemaat No. 339).  
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shooting outside. Usually she would have been upset when she heard shooting or 
grenades.48 Apparently, singing “Onward Christian Soldiers” granted her a peaceful 
feeling, despite the sounds of violence outside the building. Another woman, who was 
also inside the church around the same time, remembered singing “I Want to Follow 
Jesus” (“Saya Mau Ikut Yesus”). Singing this song gave her strength that, she believed, 
only came from the Lord, the Lord who was present with the people in the sanctuary.49  
An elderly woman remembered singing “Show Your Power” (“Tunjukkan 
Kuasa-Mu”), as she stood among the bodies of her family and friends after the violence 
ended in the afternoon of June 19, 2000.50 This song was created by Nanaku, an 
Ambonese Christian Group, as a reflection on the communal violence between Muslim 
and Christian communities in Ambon, which had occurred not long before the violence 
in Halmahera.  The lyrics are as follows: 
The founding of this nation, O Lord, is your will 
The sorrow of this land is not undisclosed before you, O Lord. 
Have you not seen in every disturbed heart [that] 
Your holiness becomes further away 
Away from this life?  
In this land, O Lord, in this land of yours,  
Father, do not let darkness, shortcoming, disgrace, sin overpower your power 
Show the power that is in your hand  
Show it, O Lord, so we can understand and understand it in life.51 
                                                 
48 Hubertina Jojaga, interview with author, Duma, October 16, 2007. 
49 Margaretha Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 19, 2007.  
50 Johana Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 18, 2007. During our 
conversation, Sumtaki asked if she could sing the song.  As she sang it, she wept.  
51 Berdirinya Negri ini, Ya Tuhan atas kehendak-Mu.  
   Tak tertutup di hadapan-Mu, Ya        
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Many mentioned singing:  
Be not dismayed whatever betide, 
God will take care of you 
beneath his wings of love abide,  
God will take care of you 
God will take care of you, through everyday, o’er all the way; 
He will take care of you 
God will take care of you.52 
 
Dreams and Visions 
Like hymns and songs, dreams, visions, and appearances were significant parts 
of the Duma people’s stories of violence.53 One young mother’s series of dreams prior to 
the conflict and the most well-known story of the appearance (penampakan) of Jesus’ 
image during the attack on Duma will be described in detail.  
                                                 
   Tuhan dukanya tanah ini 
   Bukankah Tuhan melihat di setiap hati yang resah 
   Kekudusan yang punya-Mu semakin jauh 
   Jauh dari hidup ini 
   Di Negri ini Tuhan, di tanah Tuhan ini, 
   Bapa, jangan biarkan kabut, cela, noda, dosa seakan melebihi kuasa-Mu 
   Tunjukkan kuasa yang ada di tangan-Mu. 
   Tunjukkanlah, Ya Tuhan agar kami dapat mengerti dan mengerti dalam kehidupan. 
52 The English version is taken from The United Methodist Hymnal: Book of United 
Methodist Worship (1989). 
53 Dreams and visions were also part of the stories of violence shared by a few of the 
ministers with whom the author conversed during her stay in Tobelo in fall 2007. This part of the 
story was not shared during a five-day workshop in summer 2004 that she facilitated on 
“Reading the Bible with New Eyes” as part of the GMIH Synod’s program for its thirty-six 
ministers in the wake of the violence. It is likely that the more informal setting and one-on-one 
encounter of the 2007 conversations provided a more comfortable setting for the storytellers to 
include their dreams in their narratives of the violence.  
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Instead of starting by narrating her experience of the attacks on the village, a 
young mother of two children began to tell her story by recounting the series of seven 
dreams she had prior to the violence.54 Her decision to include the dreams in her story 
not only reveals the centrality of her dreams but also reveals the way the dreams frame 
her entire story.  
 
The First Dream 
The woman saw herself, the only Christian among many Muslims, inside a large 
building. The ceiling was leaking. Suddenly, a man approached her and said, “You have 
to lead!” In her mind she said, “How could I lead? I have no knowledge!” But the man 
kept trying to persuade her to lead. Finally, she stepped forward. As she walked, she 
saw a picture of the Lord Jesus wearing a red and blue robe. As she moved closer to the 
picture, the same man suddenly lifted her hand up and stated, “Lord, show your 
power!”55 Immediately a light came out of Jesus’ body and entered into hers. She felt 
cold. She started to talk, saying many things she had never known before. The Lord 
Jesus, through her, said to all the Muslims inside the building, “You all pay attention. 
Sooner or later, you all will follow me.” 
 
 
                                                 
54 Gelsmiansy Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 15, 2007.  
55 During the conversation in her house, Sumtaki pointed to a picture of Jesus with a 
heart of flames that was hanging on her wall, in reference to the picture she saw in her dream.  
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The Second Dream  
In this dream she was sitting across from a Muslim woman at a large table. The 
Muslim woman aggressively told her about the Qur’an. She did not respond. Instead, 
she said in her mind, “I will not tell her about Lord Jesus.” But suddenly she saw the 
same picture of the Lord Jesus, and said, “O Lord, show your power!”56 The same light 
came out of the Lord Jesus and entered her.  She touched the Muslim woman, and the 
light went out of her. That woman changed into a child. She heard a whisper, “Hurry 
before it is too late!” 
 
The Third Dream 
Jesus took her to paradise (Firdaus). Many people were there, kneeling and 
asking for His forgiveness. She then saw Jesus raise His hands in front of the people, 
saying, “Today you all will be with me in paradise.” 
 
The Fourth Dream 
She was with a figure she recognized as the prophet Muhammad in an empty 
garden of green grass. The prophet came after her, and she was caught. As the prophet 
was about to chain her, she raised her hands and exclaimed, “Lord, show your power!” 
She grabbed the iron chain and circled it around the prophet’s body. She then saw the 
                                                 
56 “Ya Tuhan, tunjukkanlah kuasa-Mu.” 
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people of the Prophet, the Muslims, come and laugh at her. Black tattooed crosses were 
on their tongues. They said, “This is the church of the devil.” 
 
The Fifth Dream57 
An older man came and told her to ask her mother to go outside at three in the 
afternoon and look up to the sky, but her mother refused to step outside the house. A 
neighbor later came by and told her that at 3:00 p.m. the neighbor had seen a sign of the 
cross in the sky.  
 
The Sixth Dream58 
The sixth dream is the shortest. In it, she was in her room, praying at a round 
prayer table made of gold.59  
 
The Seventh Dream 
In this dream, someone came to her and said, “You have to be a soldier of Christ. 
Proclaim my Gospel!” Nervous, she then got up and wondered about the meaning of 
her dream. This is her last dream. 
She had this dream while she was in a local community health center (Pusat 
Kesehatan Masyarakat, or PUSKESMAS) in Soasio village, accompanying an ailing 
                                                 
57 She had this dream while she and her mother were visiting the city of Ambon. 
58 She also had this dream while she was in Ambon.  
59 When she returned to Duma, she created a prayer table at which she prayed every day. 
Since this dream she has been regularly fasting.   
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relative who had just been admitted to the clinic. It was almost midnight, and she was 
sleeping restlessly. Around six in the morning, her younger brother came and informed 
her that an unusual image had appeared in the village. Returning to her home in Duma, 
she was told about a dream that her older sibling had had about her while she was gone. 
In that dream her sibling saw her kneeling and praying. Suddenly the Lord Jesus 
appeared before her and laid His hands on her head.   
Upon learning about her sister’s dream, she went to the site where the 
appearance took place. It was on the wall of another Christian family’s bedroom.60 The 
appearance was the face of Jesus, from the neck up to the top of His head.  The image, 
approximately seventy centimeters square, was facing the bedroom door. The black 
image was reflected on the white painted wall.61 She touched the image and then 
returned to the hospital. There she laid her hands on her ailing relative. The relative got 
up and was healed. 
The woman now understands her dreams as a sign from God. They were to 
prepare her, her family, and the entire community for the coming danger in their lives. 
She admits, however, that at the time she did not know how to respond to the dreams. 
Over the period of the attacks on Duma, she was convinced of the validity of the signs 
given in her dreams. The dreams, even more, served as a meaningful sign of assurance 
                                                 
60 The house was owned by the Thomas-Ngolo family (Hontong, email to author, 
December 12, 2009).  
61 The description of the image was given by Hontong. Email to author, December 21, 
2009. 
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that Tete Manis, the Lord Jesus, was present, guiding her and her family during the 
violence. This woman’s series of dreams, her detailed remembering of the dreams, and 
the way her dreams shaped her understanding of the violence affirm that dreams can 
have religious meaning, not only for the person having the dreams but also for the larger 
community (Tim Penginjilan Metanoia Halmahera 2002, 27).  
Dreams and visions of unusual images in times of conflict were not new to the 
people of Duma. Another member of the community, in his testimony, referred to the 
dream he had had after suffering a severe wound on his head after being hit by a 
weapon as he and his family was trying to escape from the church during the June 19 
attack. In that dream he saw himself walking in a beautiful garden. Approaching the 
owner of the garden, he asked for permission to remain in the garden. Instead, the 
owner told him to return home since there would be many more people to be served. 
The owner was Jesus Christ.  
In addition to the early-1999 appearance of Jesus’ image on the wall of a family’s 
bedroom, as described above, two other similar events took place during the period of 
violence. The first was in February 2000. The same image of Jesus appeared on the front 
wall of the church in Ngidiho, two kilometers north of Duma. The other appearance was 
in March 2000 on the fence of a house in Duma.62 The images of Jesus were widely 
                                                 
62 The house was owned by the Matias Todehe family (Hontong, email to author, 
December 21, 2009). 
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recognized in the village and also among the wider Christian community in North 
Maluku.   
Another appearance, which was widely known in Duma, took place just before 
the June 19, 2000, attack. Many heard the church bell ringing, yet nobody appeared to be 
ringing the bell. Some heard a similar story from their Muslim neighbors or relatives 
after the violence. At the same time, as the Muslim forces approached the church area, 
they saw a tall white man in front of the church. They called him Kapita Barat (Western 
Captain), a reference to Jesus Christ. This same man was seen standing with two young 
girls up on the church tower.63 
 
The Book of Psalms 
The Book of Psalms was the book of the Bible that was read the most during the 
violence. Not all the women remember the specific parts of the Book of Psalms that they 
read during this period, but they do recall the feelings they had every time they read the 
Psalms. Feeling strengthened by God, feeling calmed regardless of the violent 
circumstances, and being assured of God’s presence were some of the feelings they 
associate with reading parts of the Psalms. Several images of God they found in the 
Psalms provided them with a sense of safety and assurance, namely God as Protector, 
Watcher, Helper, and Guard. These images were mentioned when the women spoke 
                                                 
63 During my stay in the village, people often mentioned this particular appearance.  
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about their fears and anxiety as well as their calmness and sense of assurance despite the 
chaos, uncertainty, exhaustion, and sickness that they were experiencing. 
One woman remembered praying Psalm 103 amidst the chaos:64 
 1   Bless the Lord, O my soul; 
  and all that is within me, bless his holy name. 
 2   Bless the Lord, O my soul, 
  and do not forget not all his benefits –   
 3   who forgives all your iniquity, 
  who heals all your diseases, 
 4   who redeems your life from the Pit 
  who crowns you with steadfast love and mercy, 
 5   who satisfies you with good as long as you live 
  so that your youth is renewed like the eagle’s. 
 
 6   The LORD works righteousness 
  and justice for all who are oppressed. 
 7   He made known his ways to Moses, 
  his acts to the people of Israel: 
 8   The LORD is merciful and gracious, 
  slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love. 
 9   He will not always accuse, 
  nor will he keep his anger forever.  
 10 He does not deal with us according to our sins,  
  or repay us according to our iniquities. 
 11 For as the heavens are high above the earth, 
  so great is his steadfast love toward those who fear him; 
 12 as far as the east is from the west, 
  so far has he removes our transgressions from us. 
 13 As a father has compassion for his children, 
   so the LORD has compassion for those who fear him; 
 14 For he knows how we are formed, 
  he remembers that we are dust. 
 15 As for mortals, their days are like grass, 
  they flourish like a flower of the field; 
 16 for the wind passes over it, and it is gone, 
                                                 
64 Margaretha Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 19, 2007. 
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  and its place knows it no more. 
 17 But the steadfast love of the LORD is from everlasting to everlasting, 
  on those who fear him,  
  and his righteousness to children’s children –  
 18 to those who keep his covenant 
  and remember to do his commandments. 
 19 The LORD has established his throne in the heavens,  
  and his kingdom rules over all. 
 20 Bless the LORD, O you his angels, 
  you mighty ones who do his bidding, 
  obedient to his spoken word. 
 21 Bless the LORD, all his hosts, 
  his ministers that do his will, 
 22 Bless the LORD, all his works, 
   in all places of his dominion. 
      Bless the LORD, O my soul. 
Another woman vividly remembers reading Psalm 35:7 and 8, and she even 
recited the verses from memory during our conversation. Her anger was noticeable, 
even in her soft voice, as she spoke the verses:65 
 For without cause they hid their net for me without cause; 
  without cause dug a pit for my life, 
 Let ruin come on them unawares.  
 And let the net that they hid ensnare them; 
  let them fall in it — to their ruin. 
 
The Bible, the Cross, and Opo-opo   
During the period of violence, the issue of opo-opo (the spirits of the ancestors) 
reemerged within the Christian community, including in Duma village. Although opo-
opo were a common reference to the realm of local spirits within the wider interreligious 
                                                 
65 Gelsmiansy Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 15, 2007. 
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community, there were significantly different attitudes toward the local spirits between 
the leaders (the ministers and theologians) and the laypeople.66 The commonly accepted 
and the official position was to deny the presence and the significance of opo-opo in the 
life of the church and the congregation. It is generally admitted, however, that the 
people still maintained their connection with the spirits through various ways, 
especially by keeping in their homes their amulets, namely a bottle of water, a piece of 
wood or root from a tree considered sacred, or a small stone taken from a sacred place. 
This practice of keeping representations of opo-opo at home had been maintained by 
many for many years although it was never officially recognized by the church.  
These two perspectives concerning the opo-opo and personal amulets reemerged 
during the period of violence. In Duma, as in many congregations, the ministers had 
demanded that the amulets of the congregants to be brought to the church and burned. 
The ritual destruction by fire was intended to signal the replacement of opo-opo with the 
protection of the Lord Jesus. It was also intended to sanctify the people from their anger 
and sin before joining in the war of faith. All who joined the Christian forces in battle 
were required to throw away or burn their amulets as a sign of their total surrender to 
the Lord and of their trust in his protection.   
As the attack on the village became more imminent and unavoidable, many 
started to take out their opo-opo talismans with the intention of trying to protect their 
                                                 
66 The people in Duma also refer to opo-opo as something to be worn. The two ways of 
referring to opo-opo (the spirits and amulets) thus will be maintained. 
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families and the village.67 Recognizing the mixed message that this practice could give to 
the community, however, the Nita Church minister decided to ask those who kept opo-
opo amulets to bring their amulets to the church.68 The objective was to diminish the 
influence of the amulets, in an effort to send a clear message to the congregation that 
their only protector was Tete Manis, the Lord Jesus. The people then gathered their 
amulets in the church. Led by the minister, they burned the opo-opo in the flames.69 Such 
an act was, apparently, considered to be something Van Dijken would have done against 
the opo-opo.  
This was also considered an act of purification for the entire community. Asking 
for God’s forgiveness, and thus being purified of their sins, was believed to be the most 
important step in preparing to enter the battlefield. Consequently, the battle was seen as 
a holy war, as God’s own war.  
                                                 
67 Reportedly not everyone kept the amulets. Only a very few people are believed to have 
it. In Galela, those with opo-opo are considered leaders of the paramilitary forces (kepala pasukan). 
They are believed to be invulnerable, even when shot or slashed in battle. Some prohibitions are 
in place for those with opo-opo in the battlefield, e.g., not eating easily chopped food (tomatoes, 
jack fruits, pumpkins); not taking showers too often or even, if possible,  at all, and not mocking 
others.  
68 Although the then minister, Ricard Sasauw, took this common approach, not all GMIH 
ministers took the same approach. It is fair to say that a more moderate approach to the issue was 
taken by those with a higher degree in theology.  
69The GMIH ministers took different approaches to the opo-opo. One side, referring to the 
missionary, following Van Dijken’s approach, confirmed that the church should not use opo-opo 
nor allow its reference in the life of the congregation. The other side, including a few with a 
higher degree in theology, used a more moderate approach by looking at the use of or the 
reference to opo-opo as part of the people’s cultural framework, thus as not against the Christian 
message. Although this chapter will not discuss these views in detail, these differences are worth 
noting so as to glimpse another aspect of the effect of opo-opo practice in the wider GMIH 
communities.   
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Instead of wearing their opo-opo, the Christians, mostly men, wore a small Bible70 
as an amulet around their bodies or in their pockets. Some who did not have a small 
Bible carried their large Bibles with them. For some men, wearing a white iron (besi 
putih) symbol of the cross gave them a feeling of strength, including invulnerability.71 As 
other Christian warriors, the Dumas who went into battle also wore red bands tied 
around their heads (see Chapter Two, pp. 181-182). The red bands primarily functioned 
to separate the Christians from the Muslims, the enemy who wore white bands. Smith 
Dungir, the then minister in Duma, defines the meaning of the attack in a simple but 
potent statement, “Even when we are physically defeated, in faith we win!” The cross, 
he stated, was “the shield that protected them.”72 
The women of Duma shared several stories of their experiences of the cross and 
the Bible during the violence. A conversation between a minister and a woman member 
of her congregation amidst the violence illustrates the two sides of the theological 
reflections on the cross. “When we suffer like this, is the Lord Jesus present?” the 
                                                 
70 During the period of violence, the GMIH Regional Session of Galela distributed small 
(18 x 12 cm) Gideon Bibles with light blue covers known as Alkitab Gideon (the Gideon Bible). The 
Bible was published and translated into the Indonesian language by Gideon International in 
cooperation with Lembaga Alkitab Indonesia (the Indonesian Bible Society). In the aftermath of 
the violence, especially during the repatriation process, the North Halmaheran government 
distributed even smaller Gideon Bibles (13 x 9 cm), with dark blue covers, to the community 
(Hontong, email to author, February 12, 2010).  
71 Besi putih is a material typically used in the region for making jewelry.  
72 Dungir, interview with author, Tobelo, November 12, 2007. 
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woman asked. She continued, “Where is He?” The minister (crying as she relayed this 
conversation), answered, “The Lord is suffering together with us!”73  
The Duma women and the GMIH female ministers unite in stating that the 
violence was God’s punishment for their sins; it is God’s educational tool to test the 
people’s faith or God’s challenge to deepen their faith. Most of them regard the 
communal violence as a benchmark of their deepened understanding of and their 
relationship with the cross. Many remember feeling safe and calmed whenever they saw 
or wore a symbol of the cross during the violence. The physical presence of the cross 
gives the Dumas a way to acknowledge the defeat of their village without being trapped 
in the despair of losing the most distinctive symbol of their collective identity, their 
church. A minister stated, “The cross is the [source of] strength, which made us willing 
to struggle, . . . [to] fight those who attempted to massacre the Christians.”74 
A Duma woman who was inside the sanctuary during the attack reflected, “The 
cross was like the Lord. I considered it as the [presence] of the Lord who can help us. 
When I saw the cross [on the roof of] the old church, I prayed. The Lord must have seen 
us and helped us.”75 A village elder remembered feeling calmed every time she wore a 
                                                 
73 Papuling, interview with author, Duma, October 11, 2007. 
74 Mery Langi Mailoa, interview with author, Tobelo, November 8, 2007 
75 Volmiana Selong, interview with author, October 18, 2007 (“Salib itu seperti Tuhan. 
Saya liat itu seperti Tuhan. Saya anggap Tuhan itu … yang bisa menolong sama ketorang … saya 
liat salib yang di atas gereja tua itu saya liat Tuhan lalu saya sembahyang … Tuhan pasti lia par 
ketorang dan Tuhan tolong”). 
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symbol of the cross. It felt as if Jesus himself was right beside her.76 Yet she also shared 
how her Muslim and Christian relatives helped and saved each other from the brutal 
killings. Here, the common argument of the violence as religious massacre is held up 
even while identifying the fact that Muslims and Christians protected each other. The 
violence represented the path of the cross. It is the path the Dumas took as they passed 
by the signs of those mocking Jesus, as they were expelled from their village and had to 
walk day and night in the forest. 
Reflecting on her experience of leading her congregation into the forest after 
escaping from their village, a minister stated that the communal violence is a “part of 
Jesus’ suffering.”77 Another minister stated, “The communal violence is the cross, my 
cross, the Christian’s cross to bear.”78 She also stated that the Christian cross should be 
an empty cross. The empty cross reminds her of Jesus’ resurrection. Another minister 
admitted that wearing a symbol of the cross during the violence risked one’s safety. 
Seeing the violence as politically motivated, she suggested that the cross should become 
a symbol of both religious communities’ victimization by the state as well as a symbol in 
the aftermath of the violence of Muslim-Christian support for each other.79  
 
 
                                                 
76 Saibaka Djawa, interview with author, Duma, October 20, 2007. 
77 Alfrina Tidore, interview with author, Tobelo, October 26, 2007. 
78 Jemima Daingah, interview with author, Tobelo, November 5, 2007. 
79 Jerda Djawa, interview with author, Tobelo, October 10, 2007. 
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The Post-Violence Narrative 
After the June 19 attack, the entire community left the village. Fearing for their 
lives, many relocated in refugee camps in Tobelo or found refuge in Manado, North 
Sulawesi. The village was abandoned for approximately two and a half years. The 
repatriation process took place in two stages, in October 2002 and February 2003.  
Upon their return the community, led by the village elders and the members of 
Nita Church session, began to rebuild their lives. Supported by funds from the central 
and regional governments, the community rebuilt houses. But many public facilities, 
including the Nita Church building, could not be rebuilt until a couple of years after the 
repatriation. Since funds were lacking for a new church building, the community 
renovated the old and damaged village meeting hall into a temporary church building. 
The condition of the village in the aftermath of the violence, in comparison with 
the pre-violence period, is generally the same except for one particular site. The large 
area of the church and Dodara Garden together are the most noticeable site that greets 
visitors upon entering the village. From the village gate, passing by houses alongside the 
village’s main road, visitors are taken up to a wide-open area called Lokasi Wisata Van 
Dijken (Van Dijken Tourism Area), named for the first missionary in the area, on a high 
spot overlooking Lake Galela. It is approximately 700 meters from the gate to the 
tourism site.  
Flashlights are mainly used to navigate one’s way along the village road as night 
falls. Lacking streetlights, people also depend on the lights that come from the very few 
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houses with electricity. 80 Dimmer lights come from kerosene lamps, which are hung on 
the walls or pillars of many houses. The power plant can only provide a very low 
wattage per household, but even so, not every household can afford to have electricity. 
To share the enjoyable experience of having electricity in one’s house, a few families 
who own a television allow their neighbors to watch favorite programs with them. The 
women often watch the evening soap opera (sinetron), while the children watch the 
afternoon cartoons. The only means of communication with the outside is by cell phone, 
which can only receive signals in the open area by the lake.   
The majority of the Dumas are literate. Most of the men are farmers, while the 
women are housewives. A very few men and women work as nurses or civil servants, 
such as teachers and local government employees.81 
Dodara Garden has a significance in its role in creating a new sense of communal 
place and space (boundary) and in the creation of a new communal story. This can be 
seen in the village’s new map, which was created in 2007 by the village office. The map 
was intended to visitors and locals. Dodara Garden and the new church that is still 
under construction are located at the same site, near the village office; they occupy a 
central spot in the map (Figure 14).82 
                                                 
80 In December 2009, three streetlights were installed.  
81 In 2009, some of the men worked as teachers (16), nurses (3), or district government 
employees (4). Some of the women also worked as teachers (14) and nurses (6) (Hontong, email 
to author, December 21, 2009).  
82 Since the old village map was not available, the author decided to compare the new 
village map with two unofficial sketches of the village drawn by the two ministers in the village. 
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Figure 14. Map of Duma, or Peta Desa Duma  
(Village Office, Duma Village Map, 2007). 
 
The centrality of Dodara Garden becomes more apparent when this map is 
compared with two simple sketches. The sketches were drawn by two ministers, Monike 
Papuling (Figure 15) and Sefnat Hontong (Figure 16), who live in the village. Although 
the ministers looked at the village from different angles and with a different emphasis 
on several sites in the village, it is obvious that both their sketches were oriented around 
Dodara Garden. An important difference between these sketches emerges when they are 
compared with the village’s official map.   
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
Both sketches were made upon the author’s request, with instructions that neither minister 
would look at nor compare her/his sketch with the other or with the official map. Originally the 
request was addressed to all three ministers, but one minister did not return her sketch in time to 
be included in this section.   
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Figure 15. Papuling’s sketch of Duma village (November 2009).83 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Hontong’s sketch of Duma village (November 2009) 
 
The map and the sketches indicate the two perspectives that shape the 
community’s self-understanding, particularly its sense of boundary (of place and space). 
The map represents the official/public perspective, and the sketches represent the non-
official/personal perspective. Equating the non-official/personal perspective with the 
ministers who, by virtue of their leadership in the congregation, should be considered 
                                                 
83 The asterisk in the official map and the two sketches is mine, intended to mark the 
Dodara Garden site in each map. Two asterisks in sketch number one (see number “9” in Figure 
14) is to differentiate it with sketch number two that does not include the temporary church. 
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part of the official perspective may be problematic, however. Nevertheless, for the 
purpose of illustrating the community’s multiple perspectives in defining its sense of 
boundary, the difference between the official/public and the non-official/personal 
perspectives should be maintained at this stage.  
Although the official/public perspective reads the village from the point of view 
of the present, it places more emphasis on the past and on the future. Produced in 2007, 
the map presents Dodara Garden and the church area as the central site in the village’s 
life. Apparently because the main function of the temporary church, prior to the violence, 
was as the village meeting hall, the official map labels it GP for Gedung Pertemuan 
(Meeting Hall), without making any reference to the on-going function of the hall as the 
temporary church. Different from the two sketches, moreover, the map details the three 
important elements in the village main site as the church, the cemetery, and the Cahaya 
Bahari memorial. Consequently, already looking ahead to the future, the map indicates 
the centrality of the church area and of Dodara Garden, not only as the main site for 
church services but even more as the locale of the community’s collective events. The 
absence of the village’s old cemetery from the map, however, calls into question the 
comprehensiveness of the official/public representation of life in the community. Worth 
noting is the fact that the cemetery, while still used today as the common burial place for 
villagers, was given the attribute lama (old) after the dedication of Dodara Garden in 
2003.  
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Similar to the official/public map, the non-official/personal sketches indicate the 
centrality of Dodara Garden in the village. The two sketches, however, have a different 
emphasis in regards to the significance of Dodara Garden. On the one hand, the 
exclusion of the temporary church from Hontong’s sketch, Figure 16, which is 
apparently in accord with the official map, indicates a more future-oriented view of the 
community’s life. His sketch projects a time when the congregation will finally be 
worshipping in the new Nita Church. On the other hand, Papuling’s sketch, Figure 15, 
more accurately represents the present stage of life in the village by explicitly drawing 
and naming the meeting hall as the temporary church. Similar to Hontong’s sketch, 
however, Papuling’s also maintains a future-oriented view of the community’s life, but 
with a different emphasis. Her sketch makes explicit reference to the future function of 
the damaged Nita Church building as Rumah Doa (the House of Prayer). The ruins of 
the church will be called Rumah Doa untuk Segala Bangsa (the House of Prayer for All 
Nations). All people from any religion will be welcome to pray in the house.84  
                                                 
84 The renovation of the damaged Nita Church building into the House of Prayer for All 
Nations was completed mid-2009. The old floorplan was maintained, but with eight small 
sections where the sanctuary used to be. A new, large representation of the cross extends along 
the roof from the front to the back of the building. 
The idea of building a house of prayer emerged during a conversation between one of 
the ministers, Hontong, and Jeff Hammond, the head of Bless Indonesia Today Foundation 
(Yayasan Berkati Indonesia, or YBI). The conversation changed the mind of the minister and 
subsequently that of the congregation, which had until then planned to let the remains of Nita 
Church be a “historical witness” to the violence of June 2000. 
The main funds for the renovation were donated by the YBI, which also is the main 
donor for the construction of the new church building. The renovation officially started on April 
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Finally, the two sketches, although they do not necessarily represent the common 
understanding of the meaning of life in the village, provide a lens for understanding the 
intertwining perspectives on the importance of the past, the present, and of the future in 
the life of the community. They also reveal the way the lines between the private and the 
public perspectives often become blurred in the community’s practices. The village map 
and the two sketches, moreover, indicate the shift in the community’s understanding of 
its boundary (its space and place) and how the configuration of its boundary, in effect, 
reconfigures as well as reaffirms the centrality of its faith in its collective identity and 
vice versa.  
Central to the configuration of the communal boundary is the addition of Dodara 
Garden to the church area. The addition not only reconfigures the community’s faith in 
the public space; it also shapes the construction of the community’s new story. Dodara 
Garden reveals the establishment of the community’s new narrative of martyrdom, 
which is embedded in the old narrative, yet opens up another dimension beyond it. 
Moreover, the transformation of the old Nita Church into the House of Prayer for All 
People adds to the newness of the additional narrative.  
The community’s daily encounter with the physical evidence of the violence (i.e., 
Nita Church and Dodara Garden) reveals a new function of this evidence as a “witness 
that produce[s] new witnesses” of the violence. Nita Church and Dodara Garden, 
                                                 
19, 2009, the same day that the congregation celebrated the 143rd anniversary of the arrival of the 
missionary Hendrik Van Dijken in the village (Hontong, email to author, December 21, 2009).  
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moreover, have the capacity to “generate an interpretive community,” which is 
embedded in the Dumas’ “common visual vocabulary” of the violence (Gordon and 
Marshall 2000, 2, 3). Here, the witnesses’ narrative of the violence is not only grounded 
in their shared experience of the violence but is also in their shared relation to the 
physical evidence of the violence.  
The Nita Church, which took fourteen years to construct and had only been in 
use for four years, was heavily damaged during the June 19, 2000 attack (Figures 17 and 
18). 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. The damaged Nita Church before it was transformed into the House of Prayer 
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Figure 18. The ruins of the bell tower. At the far left is the temporary church. 
 
 
During the construction of the new church building following the attack, the old 
debate over the name of the church reemerged. Some said that Nita Church had been 
damaged because it bore an unbiblical name. Replacing it with Silo, they said, would 
prevent another bad event at the site. Moreover, since the new construction is located 
where the old Silo Church was, some felt the new church should be renamed Silo. 
Others, however, maintained that Nita Church is still appropriate as it reflects the 
historical significance of the community as the first receiver of the Gospel.85  
The construction of the new building, as well as the creation of the communal 
graveyard, Dodara Garden, began once the repatriation process had ended. As part of 
the repatriation process, the church session reformulated its ministerial grouping areas. 
Eleven areas were created. Each ministerial group consisted of four church elders, with 
                                                 
85 At present, the church is still called Nita.  
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one acting as the coordinator. One group was in Tobelo. This group, with forty-seven 
families, consists of those who did not return to the village after the violence for various 
reasons, mainly due to employment in Tobelo. Many were civil servants, manual 
laborers at Tobelo harbor, or motorcycle taxi (ojek) drivers.86   
On January 23, 2003, about two and a half years after the attack, with the 
symbolic installation of the cornerstone by the governor of North Maluku province, the 
church construction was scheduled to start. But, due to the immediate focus on building 
the Dodara Garden for the June 19 victims, the construction work was delayed for 
another two years. On April 17, 2005, the congregation held a day of fasting and prayer 
as it considered building a new church. A two-hour worship service was held that 
afternoon.87 The construction work started two days later to commemorate the first 
                                                 
86 The use of ojek is a recent new phenomenon, especially noticeable after the violence in 
North Maluku, where families were having difficulties making ends meet. Before the violence, 
the becak was the main alternative to the local bus, especially in Tobelo. The becak is a “form of 
pedaled three-wheeled rear-driven pedicab that carries the passengers in front of the driver” or a 
“bicycle-propelled rickshaw” (Schmidgall Telling, 105). Another typical form of local 
transportation is the bentor. This is a modification of the becak that uses a motorcycle instead of a 
bicycle for motive power.  
87 The service included twenty-five hymns/songs: twenty from Kidung Jemaat 
(Congregational Hymnal); two from the Dua Sahabat Lama (Two Old Best Friends, an old 
congregational hymnal); two from the Persekutuan Doa (Prayer Fellowship); and one from a Taizé  
compilation of songs (Tata Cara Kebaktian dalam Doa dan Puasa di Jemaat Nita Duma [The Worship 
Order for Prayer and Fasting in Nita Duma Congregation], April 17, 2005). The Taizé compilation, 
translated into the Indonesian language, is well known in some Protestant church and 
ecumenical communities in Indonesia. Taizé, which bears the name of the village of its 
origination, is a community of men founded by Roger Schuts in post-World War II Burgundy, 
France. The aim was to develop a “life of worship and dedication in the traditional ways of 
celibacy, obedience, and community of goods” (Encyclopedia Britannica Online, s.v. 
“Grandchamp and Taize Communities”). 
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coming of the Gospel to Duma. 88 Due to the limited space, the new construction was 
designed to be similar to the original Silo Church. Although bigger than the original, the 
new design maintained its rectangular shape (Figure 19).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. The new church under construction [2007]. 
 
 
Nine years after the tragedy, the congregation still worships in the temporary 
church building because it has not yet been able to finish the construction of the new 
church. From the inside of the temporary church, one can see through the glass 
windows the damaged Nita Church building (Figure 20.). This starkly reveals the 
brokenness caused by the violence to the Dumas’ collective worship experience in the 
church.    
 
 
                                                 
88 The allocated budget for the new church is less than Rp. 1.5 billion (USD 1.5 million).  
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Figure 20. Nita Church as seen through the temporary church’s glass windows. 
 
Some of the salvaged materials from the damaged Nita Church are in use in the 
temporary church. Among these are three pictures of Jesus: one of a white man wearing 
a blue robe and holding a burning heart; one of Jesus carrying the cross; and one of Jesus 
on the cross. Another reclaimed item is the church bell, which hangs in the temporary 
tower next to the church.  
Before the conflict the building was used as Balai Desa (the village’s meeting hall).  
During one of the attacks, the front part of the meeting hall was damaged. The people 
renovated it during the repatriation process. The hall then was used as classroom for 
children from Monday to Saturday, before the children moved to the renovated school 
building. Due to its relatively small size, the hall can only hold 150 people per service. 
The church session has designated two Sunday morning services (5:30-7:30 a.m. and 
9:00-11:00 a.m.), but at every service, especially the later one, people still overflow into 
the street. Many have to bring their own seating. 
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June 19, 2003: A Collective Mourning and Farewell89 
Three years after the attack on Duma, and after the second and final stage of the 
repatriation process had ended, the community realized its collective promise to the 
victims of the June 19, 2000, violence. The Nita Church session and the community 
elders, at a meeting on May 9, 2003, appointed a special committee for the relocation and 
reburial of the remains of the victims of the attack, which had been buried at various 
sites in the village. The June 19, 2003 event, with a budget of 83,000.000 Rupiah, was 
funded co-operatively by the village officials, the Nita Church session, the GMIH synod, 
and the families of the victims (Levi Selong, Report of the Head of the Committee, June 
19, 2003).  
The event was planned with three particular objectives. One was to realize the 
community’s promises that were made on the gravesites of the victims in June 2000. The 
promises were to provide proper funerals, aimed at memorializing the sacrifice of those 
who died on the day of the attack and to ensure that their sacrifice would be 
                                                 
89 The main reference for this section is the CD recording of the June 17-19, 2003, events 
that took place in Duma (The Nita Church of Duma Session and the Committee for the 
Localization of the Graves of the June 2000 Victims, “The Localization and the Reburial of the 
Skull of the Martyrs in Duma, Galela” [Majelis Jemaat Nita Duma dan Panitia Lokalisasi Pusara 
Korban Kerusuhan Juni 2000. Napaktilas Lokalisasi Rangka Para Martir di Duma, Galela]). The CDs 
were obtained from Hontong in fall 2009. Similar to the argument concerning the inclusion of the 
photographs, in the earlier part of this chapter, the use of the CDs here suggests their capacity to 
remind the survivors and/or to produce new witnesses of the June 19 violence. Unlike the 
photographs, however, the CDs, which contain the voice of the narrator, background music, the 
cries of the families, the digging up of the victims’ remains, and the reburial service, functions to 
communicate the affirmation of the victims as martyrs. The CDs have become an integral element 
of witnessing the shift from June 19, 2000, as the day of violence, to June 19, 2003, as the day the 
community commemorates the life and the sacrifice of the martyrs. That day, then, becomes the 
day of the martyrs. 
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remembered forever by future generations. The event was also meant to restore the 
dignity of the dead, whose deaths were considered inhuman. And finally, the ritual was 
intended to heal the trauma of the families with the hope that their bitter memories 
would eventually be replaced with beautiful memories (Levi Selong, Report of the Head 
of the Committee, June 19, 2003). 
Three weeks prior to June 19, the work was already underway. A group of 
people was appointed to dig the new graves, to build the new common graveyard with 
concrete, and to create the gravestones and the coffins. The new location was in the Nita 
churchyard. The wooden coffins were 145 x 45 cm. All were black in color, with a simple 
design. The outsides were decorated with white threads that formed the initials of the 
deceased and the symbol of the cross on top of the covers.  
Approximately 200 graves scattered throughout the village were reopened. 
Fourteen were graves of teenagers and children. On June 17 and 18, 2003, the families of 
the dead and members of the community dug up the temporary graves of their families 
and friends. Most people used handkerchiefs or something else to cover their faces as 
they dug the graves and collected the remains. Helped by members of the community 
and a medical team from the nearby health center, the families collected the skulls of 
their loved ones.   
It was not easy to collect the remains. Most of the remains were mixed with soil, 
since they had been buried without coffins and with only the clothes on their bodies. A 
few were on top of corrugated iron sheets. Each victim’s remains were put into a coffin. 
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The families placed the remains on top of new clothes or clothes that had belonged to 
the victims.90 Over those two days, the smell of the remains, intertwined with the cries of 
the families, filled the village.  
On the 18th the remains were laid in state, either in the families’ houses or 
grouped in places designated by the Nita Church’s ministerial group. Each group then 
organized its own service of consolation, led by ministers from the other GMIH parishes. 
The process of relocation climaxed on June 19, 2003, marking the third year of the 
community’s loss.   
On June 19, 2003, the immediate families of the dead and the community 
members in each ministerial group held a funeral service. Afterwards, the people 
walked in a procession toward the main site for the general service as each coffin was 
carried by two persons. Most of the people wore black or dark-colored clothes. Many 
carried funerary wreaths with written phrases such as, “Good bye, beloved father,” 
(Selamat Jalan Papa Tercinta) or “From [Your] Beloved Wife” (Dari Istri Tercinta). The 
ministers of the GMIH, wearing their black ministerial robes with red stoles, led the 
procession.  
The general service was held in the temporary church area, which was covered 
with tents. As the procession entered the area, each coffin was placed in rows in the 
designated room, next to the service area. The place was filled with the invitees, 
                                                 
90 In a few cases, the families were only able to place the clothes of the victims inside the 
coffins, since those victims’ remains, for reasons unbeknownst to the families, were no longer in 
the graves.  
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including the village officials, the Tobelo Roman Catholic priest, other GMIH ministers, 
the community elders, Muslim neighbors, and local government personnel. Many more 
community members stood outside the service area, while some were standing at the 
dividing line and were able to look into the area with the coffins.   
The synod leaders led the service.91 One feature of the service immediately 
marked its uniqueness. Four vocal groups (the male youth, the female youth, the women, 
and a mixed group from another parish) sang songs with themes of farewell as they 
faced the rows of coffins. Another distinctive feature was the speech given by the then 
moderator of the synod, following the service. In his speech, Leonard Duan named the 
dead heroes of faith and martyrs and read from Hebrews 11 (concerning faith, suffering, 
and reward).  
The post-service gathering was marked by a series of speeches given by the 
synod leaders, the community elders, the Roman Catholic priest, and the head of the 
committee for the event. The speeches were followed by the final procession, led by the 
synod moderator, to carry the remains of the victims to their final resting place. The 
sound of traditional saxophones (demper), played by two men standing on top of the 
damaged Nita Church balcony, and the church bell accompanied the people as they 
processed to the graveyard. Hundreds of community members witnessed the procession, 
with many standing on the burned but still standing church balcony, looking down at 
                                                 
91 Due to the limited coverage of the service in the CDs, only a brief description of the 
service can be provided. Hontong provided helpful explanation concerning the details of the 
events. 
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the graveyard. The cutting of the ribbon, which was tied alongside the entrance to the 
graveyard, by the moderator, marked the dedication of Dodara Garden, the graveyard 
of the martyrs. The families and friends of the victims reburied the remains of their 
loved ones, their martyrs, as the sun starkly shone from the sky. The entire service 
ended in late afternoon. On June 19, 2003, the remains of 219 victims of the June 19, 2000, 
attack were reburied. Two hundred and one were reburied in Dodara, while the remains 
of the other eighteen victims, who were from Makete, a nearby Christian village, were 
reburied in their village.  
 
The Garden of God’s Love (Dodara Garden):  
the Graveyard of the Martyrs  
Duma now has two graveyards. The community still maintains the old village 
cemetery, which is located among the houses not far from the village’s main road. The 
two cemeteries indicate the coexistence of the community’s old and new narratives. The 
old cemetery, where the remains of the missionaries, Hendrik Van Dijken and his wife, 
Maria Soentpiet, are buried, maintains the community’s narrative as the first receiver of 
the Gospel. Dodara Garden reveals the emergence of the community’s new narrative of 
martyrdom. 
 Some time after the 2003 service, the Nita Church session decided that anyone 
who died after 2000 whose life and sacrifices were considered relevant to the June 2000 
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attack would be buried in the Dodara graveyard. So far there are 315 graves in Dodara. 
The cemetery is the largest in the sub-district (Figures 21 and 22). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21. The sign at the entrance to Dodara Garden: Garden of Church Martyrs Cemetery, Duma.  
 
Figure 22. Dodara cemetery. 
 
Four symbols are marked on each gravestone. A symbol of the cross, with two 
angels trumpeting, is at the top of each gravestone. Under the cross is an image of the 
Bible with reference to Romans 14:8 (“If we live, we live to the Lord, and if we die, we 
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die to the Lord; so then, whether we live or whether we die, we are the Lord’s.”).92 
Underneath the deceased’s name, his or her birth date, and the date June 19, 2000 are 
two inscriptions: Jangan sia-siakan perjuanganku (“Do not waste my struggle”) and Martir 
Jemaat (“Martyr of the congregation”) (Figure 23).93  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23. Tombstones at Dodara Garden. 
 
The Memorial: Cahaya Bahari Passenger Ship 
Ten days after the June 19 attack, many of the wounded and their families 
boarded a ship going from Tobelo to Manado. The ship sank, and their bodies were 
                                                 
92 All the English translations of Bible passages are from New Revised Standard Version 
(1989). 
93 In the two other Christian villages, the inscription is different. In Makete village, the 
inscription is Bagiku hidup adalah Kristus dan mati adalah keuntungan (“For to me, to live is Christ 
and to die is gain”), from Philippians 1:21. Meanwhile, in the Christian community of Dokulamo, 
two inscriptions were placed on the gravestones: Berharga di mata Tuhan kematian semua orang 
yang dikasihi-Nya (“Precious in the sight of the LORD is the death of his faithful ones”), from 
Psalm 116:15, and Darah para martir itu adalah benih bagi gereja (The blood of the martyrs are the 
seed for the church).  
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never found (see Chapter Two, pp. 73-74). After two annual meetings, in January of 2003 
and 2004, the congregation decided to build a monument to commemorate the June 29, 
2000, sinking of the Cahaya Bahari. The work was started in February 2004. Two 
members of the congregation were responsible for building the monument, which is a 
replica of the ship. The cement replica was placed in a 283m² pool of water, next to the 
graveyard of the martyrs. The monument was dedicated on June 29, 2004 (Figure 24). It 
is considered the gravesite of the victims.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. The ship monument with the cemetery in the background (Summer 2004). 
 
 
Gravestones bearing the names of the victims and their birthdates are located on 
one side of the ship (Figure 25).94 The cemetery and the monument together constitute 
Dodara Garden.       
                                                 
94 Burial with gravestones is a common practice in both Muslim and Christian 
communities in Indonesia. Typically Muslim gravestones are simpler (e.g., names, birthdates, 
and death dates), and are oriented toward Ka’bah, which is a “small shrine located near the centre 
of the Great Mosque in Mecca.” This is regarded by all Muslims as “the most sacred spot on 
Earth. Muslims orient themselves toward this shrine during the five daily prayers, bury their 
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Figure 25. The Duma victims of Cahaya Bahari ship gravestones,  
on the ship monument, with their names and birthdates. 
 
Dodara Garden and its location signify the community’s views on the place of 
the dead, both culturally and religiously. They reveal the relationship between the living 
and the dead, specifically in the way the living “allow the dead to shape . . . religious 
and cultural oulooks” (Gordon and Marshall 2000, 2). The relationship, moreover, 
discloses the way the Duma community has articulated, negotiated, and navigated the 
                                                 
dead facing its meridian, and cherish the ambition of visiting it on pilgrimage, or hajj, in accord 
with the command set out in the Qur’an” (Encyclopædia Britannica Online, s.v. “Ka’bah”).  
Ester Pudjo Widiasih, in her field observations about the Ritual of Remembering the Dead in 
Salatiga, Central Java (July 2007), notes that Muslim gravestones were typically oriented toward 
Ka’bah while the Christians’ were oriented toward the east to signify the waiting for the coming 
of Christ (telephone conversation with author, August 24, 2010). In the public cemetery of 
Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi, Indonesia, religion determines grave location. Muslim graves are 
separated from Christian graves by a public road. Yet the Chinese, who are Buddhist or 
Confucian, share the same location with the Christians. The Christian gravestones are typically 
marked by four elements (i.e., the cross, a biblical passage, information about the deceased [name, 
birth date, and death date], and a picture of the deceased). Unlike in Kendari, there is no public 
cemetery in Galela. In post-conflict Galela, many Christian and a few Muslim communities have 
created separate locations for the graves of the victims of religious violence in their villages. 
Unlike the Muslim communities, however, the Christian communities, especially Duma, have 
created special gravestones for victims of the violence (i.e., biblical passages, special phrases that 
give Christian meaning to the death of the victims, statues of angels, and the cross). They also 
have allocated special space in the churchyard for the cemetery. The aftermath of violence in 
Galela, therefore, shows a continuing Christian practice of burial with gravestones. The creation 
of special gravestones and the cemetery location, however, add a new dimension that makes this 
practice a new phenomenon in the aftermath of religious communal violence.  
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interplay, including the “developments and conflicts” among its religious, social, and 
cultural sources (Gordon and Marshall 2000, 3). Such articulation and negotiation have 
shaped the community’s aftermath practices. 
 
The Annual June 19 Event: A Repertoire of  
Aftermath Rituals95 
The June 19 communal enactment in Duma, with its religious context, repeatable 
patterns, and symbolic nature, fits the characteristics of rituals (Gordon and Marshall 
2000, 6). More specifically, it belongs to the category of emerging rituals, which is the 
“realm to which a large proportion of rituals after disaster belong” (Post et al. 2003, 10). 
As a disaster ritual, the Duma June 19 ritual displays a combination of ecclesiastical and 
general religious, profane/secular, and perhaps interreligious aspects. The Duma 
community’s annual activity on June 19, therefore, is not simply a ritual but is, more 
specifically, a ritual that enacts the community’s experience of the violence and its 
aftermath. The significance of this ritual is embedded in the June 19, 2000, attack and the 
way the community gives a collective meaning to the experience in the aftermath of the 
attack.   
                                                 
95 The following description of the annual ritual is based on the author’s personal 
communications during her stay in the village in fall 2007 and on her correspondence in fall 2009 
with two ministers, particularly Hontong, who provided many details. Since the author did not 
participate in the ritual, the description and the analysis lack her personal account. Furthermore, 
the personal accounts of those involved in the ritual, though they can be a “valuable source, are 
not included in the description. Their accounts are included only in response to the questions (in 
questionnaire) regarding their feelings about their participation in the ritual (Post et al. 2003, 12) 
Here, therefore, “various convergent materials” such as texts, correspondence, and conversations 
with participants are used to develop the description of the ritual (2003, 17).  
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Whereas April 19 (the arrival of the missionary Hendrik van Dijken in Duma in 
1866) is commemorated as the birth-date of Christianity in the region, June 19 is 
commemorated as the day of the attack and the day of God’s protection of the 
community. Since the dedication of Dodara Garden in June 2003, the community has 
recognized every June 19, mainly through the communal act of cleaning certain areas of 
the village, as the day in which its history as the first receiver of the Gospel in the region 
is interwoven with its new history as the community of the martyrs. This has affirmed 
the people’s conviction that Duma’s history plays an important part in the community’s 
sense of identity.96  
 
The Preparation 
The preparations for the annual June 19 ritual begin the day before with two 
main activities. Inside the church, the church session and the ministers prepare for the 
next day’s service and the community clean-up activities. During the service preparation, 
the lead minister anoints the church session members with specially prepared oil.97 This 
is to symbolize the affirmation of and support for their shared ministry. The minister 
                                                 
96 In 2001, when the people were still in refugee camps, they commemorated the event by 
holding a worship service and a day of fasting and prayer at Dian Viesta, a building owned by a 
Christian family in Tobelo. In 2002 the community spent a day, without fasting, on the small 
island of Kumo near Tobelo. Based on the theme of “building reconciliation after the riots” 
(Membangun rekonsiliasi sesudah rusuh), the minister led the sharing and reflection on the meaning 
of the June 19, 2000, attack (Hontong, email to author, November 30, 2009). 
97 The anointing oil is made of a mixture of water and eau de cologne (Hontong, email to 
author, December 4, 2009). Christians, especially in eastern and central Indonesia, often use this 
oil to anoint the deceased. Thus, its scent is typically associated with the dead.  
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marks the forehead of each elder with the oil as they sit in a circle and says a blessing for 
each person.98 If any oil remains, members take the oil home in their own small bottles 
and keep the bottles in their houses. In some cases, members have used the oil to anoint 
the sick.99 
At the same time, outside the church, the communal clean-up takes place on the 
village’s main road, the (temporary) church yard, and in Dodara garden. Every 
household is responsible for cleaning its own property. Community members also 
prepare for the flower strewing and candle burning that will take place the following 
day.  
 
The Liturgy100 
The significance of June 19 is marked, primarily, with the use of a liturgy that is 
specifically designed and used only in the village throughout the day and night of June 
19. The liturgy involves the entire congregation and the ministers. It starts before dawn 
and ends just before midnight. The liturgy takes place at three sites: in the members’ 
homes, in the church sanctuary, and at Dodara Garden. 
 
 
                                                 
98 Occasionally, if the minister knows the particular struggle of an elder, the blessing is 
modified accordingly.  
99 This practice had been taking place for some time, although it had never been 
suggested nor arranged by the ministers (Hontong, email to author, December 4, 2009).   
100 The description is based on the specific liturgy of June 19, 2009 
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In members’ houses: A day of fasting and prayer101  
The day starts with the ringing of the church bell five or six times at five in the 
morning. With its unusually long interval between each clang, the bell ringing signifies 
the day of mourning or the day of struggle.102 Likewise, the 5:00 a.m. bell signals the 
time for preparation for the event and an early breakfast. The bell is rung a few more 
times during the event to mark the different stages. The community’s prayer and fasting 
begin at 6:00 a.m. with an hour-long opening service in each ministerial group, led by 
the group coordinator. From 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., all house doors are closed as families 
gather inside for fasting and prayer. Although the community was already familiar with 
the practice of fasting prior to the violence, a form influenced by the Prayer Fellowship 
(Persekutuan Doa, or PD),103 the June 19 fast is done according to Muslim tradition. The 
people do not take any meals during the entire day. They are also prohibited from 
getting angry, mocking another or making noise. Every June 19, the village is expected 
to be clean and silent to reflect the community’s respect for and remembrance of the 
victims of the June 19, 2000, attack. 
                                                 
101 is based on the June 19, 2009, Order of Worship (Hontong, email to author, November 
30, 2009).  
102 Different from the typical Sunday worship church bellringing, which has the sound of 
teng … teng-teng … teng … teng-teng … teng …teng-teng, the bellringing on June 19 is teng … 
… … teng … … … teng. This is also the typical bellringing that announces the death of a parish 
member (Hontong, email to author, November 30, 2009).   
103 Prayer Fellowship (Persekutuan Doa, or PD) in Indonesia usually refers to the style of 
worship that is more Pentecostal in nature. It is thus considered different from the official GMIH 
style of worship.   
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The day is divided into five sections, each with three main elements: prayer, 
Bible reading, and hymn singing. The hymns are taken from the KJ as well as from the 
Prayer Fellowship (PD) songs, which are well known to the congregation. In the first 
section, from 7:00 to 9:00 a.m., families gather for personal prayer followed by a 
confession of sin. The Bible readings are Psalm 51:3-19, Joel 1:13-4 and 2:12-17, Job 7:1-21, 
and 1 John 1:5-10. The hymns are the popular PD songs “Into My Heart” (Mari Masuk 
Hatiku), “Search Me O God” (Selidikilah Akan Aku), “I Know God Will Open the Way” 
(Kutahu Tuhan Pasti Buka Jalan), and “In the Midst of Waves” (Di Tengah Ombak).  
The second section, from 9:00 a.m. to noon, is observed by a prayer of 
thanksgiving. This prayer is offered particularly for the church session and the ministers, 
for the civil servants, and for adult members of the congregation for their three-fold 
responsibilities to witness (Greek martyria), to fellowship (Greek koinonia), and to serve 
(Greek diakonia). It is also marked by Bible reading from Isaiah 58 and 59 and Jonah 3:1-
10 and by the singing of hymns from the KJ104 and from the PD.105  
The third section runs from noon until three in the afternoon with prayers that 
focus on the construction of the new church building, the renovation of the old and 
damaged church building into the House of Prayer, and on all parties that have helped 
the congregation in fulfilling their efforts to build these two buildings. The Bible 
                                                 
104 “Pass Me Not, O Gentle Savior” (Mampirlah Dengar Doaku, KJ 26), “Just as I Am” 
(Meski Tak Layak Diriku KJ 27), and “All to Jesus I Surrender / I Surrender All” (Berserah Kepada 
Yesus, KJ 364).  
105 ”God’s Power is Unhidden” (Tak Tersembunyi Kuasa Allah).   
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passages are from Ecclesiastes 4:17-5:6; Psalms 127 and 133, and Haggai 2:16-20. The 
hymns are taken from the KJ.106 At this third stage, the elders and the ministers gather in 
the church for a special prayer and fellowship.  
The fourth section, from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m., revolves around prayers for the 
congregation’s willingness to give offerings for the church, for the sick, for those still 
under the power of the idols, for those who live with anger, hatred and resentment, for 
those who are unjustly treated, and for the wellbeing of the congregation. The Bible 
readings are from Isaiah 36:26-27, Malachi 3: 6-12, Proverbs 1124-25, Matthew 18:21-35, 
Ephesians 4:17-32, 2 Corinthians 9:6-12, and Galatians 6:1-10. The hymns are also from 
the KJ.107 The entire day of fasting and prayer ends at 6:00 p.m. as families break the fast 
and close with prayer. The last bell rings at 8:00 p.m., and this marks the beginning of 
the church service as families enter the worship space with their offerings, candles, and 
flowers for scattering. The service in the church lasts approximately one to one-and-a 
half hours.  
The Tobelo ministerial group also enacts a day-long ritual every June 19, held in 
their homes. Early in the evening they travel to Duma in rented cars, paid for by the Nita 
Church parish fund, to participate in the evening worship and meditation. After the 
evening program ends, they return to Tobelo. 
                                                 
106 “Keep the Brotherhood on Earth” (Serikat Persaudaraan/Bewaart op aard den broederband) 
(KJ 249),  and “All for Jesus“(Bagi Yesus Kuserahkan, KJ 363).  
107 “Blessed Assurance” (Ku Berbahagia, KJ 392) was first. “I Need Thee Every Hour” (Ya 
Tuhan Tiap Jam, KJ 457) was sung as family members of the victims collected the offering. “God 
Has the Power to Do Everything” (Allah Kuasa Melakukan Segala Perkara) was sung from the PD.  
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The service in the sanctuary108 
The June 19 order of worship is formulated with three specific elements in mind. 
It begins with words of welcome and hymns, followed by the middle section with an 
emphasis on the role and words of the ministers, and ends with the closing prayers, 
hymns, and the blessing. Although these elements are similar to that of the common 
Sunday order of worship, the June 19 liturgy gives more space for people to relate to the 
event of violence. This is particularly evident in the final part that takes place at the 
graveyard of the victims of the attack.  
 
At the cemetery: The meditation 
The liturgy continues as the congregation leaves the worship space, each person 
holding a lighted candle, and heads to the graveyard. There, with family members of the 
deceased sitting by the graves of their loved ones, the minister leads the final part of the 
service with a forty-five minute time of sharing and meditation. The entire liturgy ends 
with the minister giving the blessing, followed by the people strewing flowers on the 
graves. The final part varies over time.  
Typically, a village leader or elder gives words of advice or encouragement to 
the congregation. The advice relates to their shared experience of the violence and their 
hope for a better future free of violence. In 2008 and 2009 the minister led the meditation 
                                                 
108 Unlike the Sunday and regular weekly services’ order of worship, which are taken 
from the GMIH Official Order of Worship, the Nita Church ministers specifically designed the 
order of worship to reflect the two Duma village-related events, the coming of the first 
missionary to Duma village on April 19 and the June 19 attack.  
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by asking questions including ones about their feelings towards Muslims. Often at the 
cemetery, a few give words of encouragement by making reference to God’s abundant 
grace reflected in the Duma villagers’ willingness to reconnect with Muslims.109 The aim 
of the final gathering is to give words of advice about living with love and patience.  
The Dumas’ act of remembering the dead depicts the dead as intrinsic dimension 
in the construction of their collective identity post-June 19. It is appropriate, therefore, to 
suggest that the location of Dodara Garden and the annual June 19 ritual reveal the way 
the dead shape the “demographic structures” of Duma community (Gordon and 
Marshall 2000, 6). This shaping had been planned even before the repatriation process 
started.  
 
The Cross, the Other, and the Reconciliation Efforts 
 
The Public and the Easter Cross  
The centrality of the cross in the Duma community’s post-violence life is 
apparent. Every Good Friday and Easter, the community places symbols of the cross 
along the village’s main road (Figures 26 and 27). The cross is also used as the main 
symbol in the Easter celebration.110  
 
                                                 
109 Hontong, email to author, December 4, 2009.    
110 In fact, the community kept the Easter crosses throughout the year in their places (as 
the pictures were taken in October 2007).  
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Figure 26. The cross in Duma village (fall 2007).        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27. The same cross on the village’s main road  
with another cross in the background (fall 2007). 
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Many other GMIH congregations also practice a similar activity. The cross is the 
main Christian symbol in many other GMIH ministerial areas. At many church events, 
the signs of the cross are placed along main roads along with colorful banners.111 
 
Reconnecting with Muslim Neighbors: New Principles  
and Practices of Interreligious Relationship in the Aftermath 
           
The Nineteen Attitudes of Returning Home (Sembilan Belas Sikap Pulang)  
The Nineteen Attitudes of the community’s collective vow were formulated on 
April 16, 2002, and they were officially accepted by the Nita Church session as a way to 
remind the community of the responsibility of every member to maintain their vow 
upon returning to the village in the aftermath of violence. This is their vow:  
We return: to rebuild and not to demolish; to reorganize and not to disturb; to 
repair and not destroy; to be prosperous and not be impoverished; to be happy 
together and not to hate; to be safe and not to be in conflict; to be healthy and not be 
sick; to work hard and not to be indolent; for peace and not for war; to cultivate the 
land and not to be idle; to take care of the environment and not to pollute it; to be 
loyal and not to be cruel: to be faithful and not to be dissolute; to be obedient and 
not to be foolish; to struggle and not to give up; to be educated and not to be foolish 
and be fooled; to worship and not to be uncivilized; to grow even when crushed; 
and, finally, we return with safety and to bring blessings.112 
The Nineteen Attitudes summarize the core of the Nita congregation’s mission 
and collective responsibility in the aftermath of the attack on their village, which 
                                                 
111 The author observed this during her participation at the GMIH’s 26th Women’s Pre-
assembly and the Synod Assembly in Ibu sub-disctrict on West Halmahera in July 2007, and also 
on her road trips to a few GMIH ministerial areas in summer 2004 and fall 2007.  
112 Hontong, Memo, April 17, 2005 (given at the Prayer and Fasting event).   
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intertwines the rebuilding of the community’s life with reconnection with the religious 
Other. The list also reveals the interconnection between individual responsibility and 
congregational mission, which should be carried out simultaneously as part of the 
community’s way of living life beyond its memories of tragic violence and hatred. The 
call to life, hence, becomes the essence of this list. It is the same call, the same demand 
that frames the enactment of the June 19 ritual.   
The call for life also shapes the congregational storytelling, which is the collective 
effort to give new meaning to the tragedy. This new meaning implies the responsibility 
to overcome the cycle of violence. The collective storytelling takes place not only at 
church but also outside the church. It takes place at household worship (ibadah rumah 
tangga) and at informal get-togethers. The women tell the story while watching 
television, while doing household work at the lake, or when they bump into each other 
at a roadside stall. Central to this storytelling is the retelling of the meaning of the 
Dodara Cemetery’s inscription, “Do not waste our struggle.” The purpose is to let the 
community, especially the younger generation, overcome their fear and hatred by 
focusing on the message of life and peace as the only way to ensure that such violence 
will never happen again. This collective storytelling is, in part, a way by which the 
community enacts its response to the sacrifices of those who died in the June 19 attack.  
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The Gift of Mujair Fish 
A good example of the Duma community’s way of rebuilding its relationship 
with its Muslim neighbors is the practice of gifting Mujair, especially to community 
leaders or their own relatives during Islamic festivals such as Idl’ Fitri (see Figures 28 
and 29). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28. Mujair fish in a plastic bowl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29. The author’s hostess cleaning Mujair in her kitchen. 
 
As a local code, however, the Dumas understand that they have to bring fresh 
and uncooked fish. Presuming that the Muslims will not eat nor receive any cooked 
meals from Christians, which is based on their past experiences of Muslims perceiving 
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any cooked meals from Christians as impure (haram), the Dumas maintain this 
awareness while continuing the practice.  
    
The Reconciliation Project 
On May 9, 2006, the Nita congregation gifted 50 million rupiahs to Dokulamo 
village for the reconstruction of its mosque, which had been damaged by the Dumas on 
December 28, 1999.113 The gift was presented during the Reconciliation Project (Proyek 
Rekonsiliasi), and was witnessed by the area’s leaders (e.g., North Halmahera’s vice 
regent and local religious and community leaders) and by members of the Duma and 
Dokulamo communities.  
Although this event can easily be regarded as merely “one of tolerance rather 
than reconciliation,” it represents locals efforts, especially by the North Halmaheran 
government, to “stimulate reconciliation by reviving local interest in adat” (Tindage 
2006b, 32). The event was not actually promoted originally by the communities 
themselves but was suggested by a well-known outside organization, the Blessing 
Indonesia Foundation, or YBI.114  
The gift was presented through a special adat procession, during which the 
Dumas carried the gift as they walked, accompanied by music of bamboo flutes, to 
                                                 
113 The money was provided by Yayasan Berkati Indonesia (Bless Indonesia Foundation) 
(Hontong, emails to author, June 1 and 22, 2010).  
114 Hontong, email to author, December 22, 2010). 
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Dokulamo village whose mosque had been attacked by the Dumas during the violence 
(Figure 30).  
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30. Dokulamo Mosque seen from four angles (courtesy of Hontong). 
 
 
In front of the mosque, the Dokulamos welcomed the Dumas with cakalele dance. 
Cakalele is a war dance. The “sound of barking and the beating of a drum” along with 
the “urging voices of the watchers” stimulate the energetic and rhythmic performance of 
the dancers (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 141) . Typically the dancers hold swords and 
wooden shields that are decorated with mother-of-pearl shells and formed into the 
shapes of eyes, which are referred to as “the eyes of their ancestors” (2005, 
141)(Hopewell 1987, 12, 13). The Reconciliation Project uses this local tradition as its 
primary framework, which is manifested, among others, in the performance of the 
cakalele dance. Performing a war dance at a reconciliatory event may seem contradictory, 
but the event’s symbolic and ritual act successfully conveys a message of communal 
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peace and healing, especially as people from the two communities performed another 
dance of tide-tide, the dance of thanksgiving, at the latter part of the ceremony.115 
Cakalele dance, which is also referred to as the ancestral dance, is primarily 
performed to honor the good ancestor spirits (o dilike).116 Performing cakalele requires 
purifying the souls of the dancers of the evil spirits (o toka) in order for the good spirits 
to fill the souls of the dancers and to protect the entire village and community (Adeney-
Risakotta 2005, 144). The family ancestor spirits (o dilike) are different from o wonge, the 
village spirits, who protect the village. The cakalele dance during the procession, 
therefore, can also be viewed as a ritual for healing and protection.  
The pervasive negative view of the spirit world in the GMIH, which was 
inherited from the missionaries, however, may prevent the Dumas from perceiving the 
procession, especially the dance, as having religious significance. Yet, by participating in 
the procession accompanied by the music of bamboo flutes, the Dumas may 
symbolically express their journey beyond the boundary of the non-religious, of the non-
sacred, without breaking their own faith tradition that does not provide an alternative 
and new reference for responding to ancestral spirits. During the presentation of the gift, 
the Nita church session’s leader, Efi Lasano, stated that the gift represented a much-
needed peace action on the part of the Dumas. She further emphasized that the action 
                                                 
115 Hontong, text message to author, February 15, 2011. 
116 The dance is often performed at official events (e.g., weddings or welcoming of 
government officials), although it is “seldom performed at Protestant Christian wedding parties” 
(Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 230).  
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should be pioneered by the locals themselves, who should also maintain the peace 
(Tindage 2006, 32). Her speech recognized the locals’ awareness and efforts to work for 
and maintain interreligious peace in the area.  
At a later event, the Dokulamos presented the Dumas with a gift of steleng 
(bamboos used to support the new Nita church building while it is being constructed). 
Together with the Dumas, the Dokulamos spent the day making the bamboo steleng, 
which are also used as steps for the workers to climb high up the building under 
construction.117  
 
Interpretation of the Interplay between Local Tradition and  
the Four Elements of Christian Narratives,  
Practices, Symbols, and Texts118 
The term community is deliberately used for Duma because of its identity as a 
Christian village with only one religious building (i.e., Nita Church). The Dumas, 
therefore, can also be identified as a congregation, which is a group of people that 
“possesses a special name and recognized members who assemble regularly to celebrate 
a more universally practiced worship but who communicate with each other sufficiently 
to develop intrinsic patterns of conduct, outlook, and story” (Ammerman 1997, 2-3). 
Nita Church, particularly, has always been seen and experienced as the main site where 
community (the village) and religion (the church) merge. The communal violence, 
                                                 
117 Hontong, email to author, June 18, 2010. For a picture of the steleng, see Figure 19, p. 
148.   
118 For more on this topic see Schreiter 1998, 33. 
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however, has contributed to the creation of Nita Church as the place where the 
communal and the congregational are visually and ritually merged as never before. 
Nancy Ammerman’s argument that the “social processes of community formation 
govern the rise and fall of congregations, and the spiritual energies generated in 
congregations help to shape the social structures of communities” affirms the correlation 
between community and congregation in the life of the Duma community (Hopewell 
1987, 5, 42). The question here is, at what stage does the social formation within the 
Duma community affect the wider inter-religious communities in the area following the 
violence?  
The narrative of the Duma community should be looked at, first and foremost, as 
its response to what happened in a particular moment of its recent history. The narrative 
is also about the community’s active and hopeful imagination of its future. Through its 
narrative, the Dumas show the ways a local Christian community has worked its way 
through a period of change and uncertainty by using “structures of expression” as well 
as representation and interpretation derived from both its cultural and faith sources 
(Hopewell 1987, 5). 
The village had been attacked many times in the months preceding June 19, 2000, 
but it was the June 19 attack that changed the way the Dumas interpreted their 
experiences of violence. The attack has become the community’s new historical reference 
point. The new history has also become a new theological reference. This double 
reference makes it possible for the community to locate its interpretation of inter-
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religious life, meaning the Muslim-Christian relationship, within its shared experience of 
religious violence. The challenge, however, is in moving beyond the experience of 
violence in order to construct a new context in which shared experience beyond the 
violence can be located. This is possible in the aftermath, when the community 
commemorates the violence of its past, re-tells its story of violence in the present, and 
allows a new vision of a future without violence to emerge.  
The Duma community’s story of violence emerged from within the context of its 
ongoing struggle to make meaning of its experience of violence. It was told, moreover, 
by negotiating the Christian narratives and the community’s living cultural references 
and by making available both its cultural and Christian sources in the process. It is in the 
embodiment, the construction, and the articulation of the story that the community, in 
its own peculiar ways, owns the story (Rutherford 2006, 170). The story, however, has 
yet to be theologically constructed in a way that is plausible to the wider Christian, not 
to mention the wider inter-religious, communities in Indonesia. The story of the June 19 
attack discloses the significance of the non-official/ personal perspective in the 
community’s narrative of violence.  
The author has constructed the story based on her personal communication with 
several members and ministers of Nita Church in Duma, materials of the GMIH’s 
archives, and her observations in Duma in summer 2004 and fall 2007. Christopher 
Duncan’s argument about the importance of describing and discussing the details of the 
violence in North Maluku is helpful. He examines the way North Malukans “discuss the 
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violence and how the details of these ways of speaking affected people’s motivations for 
taking part” (Duncan 2007, 3). Unlike Duncan, however, the author sees the details of 
people’s stories of violence as integral elements that serve to define the characteristics of 
the collective narrative. The stories, thus, configure the story, that is, the Duma collective 
narrative, which in turn makes every individual story of the violence coherent through 
time and situation. It is in the collective narrative that the individual stories find their 
connection and shared significance. Conversely, it is through the individual stories that 
the Duma collective story finds its meaning and relevance. The collective story is 
developed by weaving the individuals’ memories into the site of violence in order to 
show the embeddedness of the individual stories in the site of violence. Hence the 
significance of the collective narrative is dependent on the site of violence, yet it 
surpasses it. 
 
The Bible, the Cross, and Opo-opo: Ambiguity in Symbols 
Although no direct reference was made to the kind of spirits to which the term 
opo-opo refers, James Haire’s discussion of the Galelan local belief in ancestral spirits, 
which was prevalent prior to and during the missionaries’ time in Galela, should be 
noted. He illustrates the way such beliefs created a relevant lens or perspective for the 
locals in testing the valid power of the new belief, that is, Christianity, that was being 
introduced to them (Haire 1981, 165). Haire suggests that the so-called “pre-literary 
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beliefs” existed, beside Islam, as the main local challenge to the first missionary on the 
island (1981, 237). 
This brings into question whether such beliefs really disappeared after the arrival 
of Christianity or whether they have been co-existent with a Christian way of life until 
modern times. Moreover, the reappearance of the manifestations of opo-opo over the 
period of violence suggests that an imminent attack or dangers to the community may 
become the primary reason for such a reappearance. Here, the reemergence of opo-opo 
becomes possible because they are seen as providing safety and protection. 
Opo-opo are believed to give certain people supernatural powers, for example, 
invisibility, invulnerability, or even the ability to fly. The manifestations of the spirits are 
seen in things that are used as amulets or lucky charms. For example, red headbands,119 
pieces of wood or the roots of certain plants or trees, soil from a grave, water in an old 
bottle, machetes, knives, or jubi (traditionally a small piece of bamboo with a very sharp 
edge) are among things believed to give protection from the enemy.  
Some particular acts are also considered part of the calling of the spirits to come 
and protect the people. Cleaning up the graves of the ancestors, visiting a sacred site, 
taking a special shower, washing one’s face or sprinkling water using sacred water, 
placing a balm of sacred oil on one’s body, or making a tower out of a rice dish with 
                                                 
119 The red color has a particular meaning in North Halmaheran culture, including in 
Galela. It symbolizes “courage and virility” (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 231). This probably was the 
reason for the Christian force’s wearing of red headbands during the time of violence.   
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specially cooked chicken are among the things believed to channel the powers from the 
ancestor to protect the community, even the entire village, from its enemies.  
Opo-opo is embedded in the community and in the wider GMIH history of the 
origin of Christianity in the region. When Hendrik van Dijken arrived in North 
Halmahera, he practiced farming instead of trading, as required by the then Sultan of 
Ternate. The Galelans granted him an area that was known for its fearful and giant 
inhabitants. There the missionary “set up his base on the fertile land surrounding Lake 
Galela,” in the interior of Galela (Haire 1981, 166).   
The area had two names, “Tomadoa,” and “Morodoku.” Tomadoa, meaning”the 
abode of the primeval giant, who was the ancestor of the Galelarese and Lord of the 
Land,” referred both to the “giant primeval ancestor and to the place of his continuing 
presence.” Morodoku, meaning “the village belonging to the Moros,” referred primarily 
to the existence of “Moroka.” Moroka is the “man who disappears but returns 
occasionally” (Haire 1981, 165-169)  
The Moros were believed to be Halmaherans who built a kingdom that was 
formerly based on Galela and Morotai. The Moro was “either a member of the original 
company of Moros who came to visit the area of their former kingdom or someone else 
who would later join them.” In the missionary and modern periods, it was often claimed 
that the Moros sometimes came to the villages and showed their powers (Haire 1981, 
166). This realm of the spirits, which is central in the Halmaheran narrative tradition, 
suggests the embeddedness of opo-opo in the Duma community’s cultural reference.  
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The living story of Tomadoa and Morodoku indicates both the Galelan belief in 
the “’living-dead’ ancestral spirits,” in general, and their belief in “various primeval 
ancestral giants,” in particular, at least prior to the missionary period. The perceived 
victory of Van Dijken’s God in the battle with the “Lords of the Land” signaled the 
interplay between the cultural reference and the Christian narrative in Van Dijken’s 
mission approach, which played a significant role in his winning over the locals. Van 
Dijken’s survival and his ability to set up his base in the area were perceived by the 
locals, “Muslims at the coastal trading-post,” as a sign of the superiority of his God over 
the local’s “Lords of the Land” (Haire 1981, 167). The intertwining of the mission 
narrative and the local cultural narrative, therefore, is not foreign to the Dumas.  
The traditions of opo-opo are known both in the Christian and Muslim 
communities. During the author’s visit to several areas in the region, in summer 2004 
and summer 2007, including her field observation in Duma village later in the year, she 
often heard, mostly in informal conversations, about the use of opo-opo, or the presence 
of an unknown creature, or even, the sudden ability of a group of people, mainly men, 
to be invisible or to fly during the violence in order to protect their (Christian) 
communities. 
The return to reliance on opo-opo during the period of violence indicates that 
there had actually been a long period of co-existence between the Christian narrative of 
the superior God and the Galelan narrative of the “Lords of the Land” in the life of the 
Christian communities in the region, including in Duma. The question becomes, then, 
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what role, or lack thereof, the opo-opo played in the people’s decision to participate in the 
violence.  
Defending one’s faith in Jesus was seen as a legitimate reason to participate in 
the war. Moreover, one’s involvement or participation in the war, even with the 
intention to protect or to defend one’s community, was seen as an act of obedience to 
Jesus Christ. The language of faith, consequently, became normative in the ways people 
described or made sense of their experiences of violence. The local logic was that it was 
an appropriate act of faith to attack another or to defend the community during the 
violence. The question is, to what extent does such logic dictate the Duma community’s 
narrative of violence, particularly in the aftermath? Does the narrative reveal the 
competing and negotiable nature of Christian narratives in relation to local cultural 
references? 
On the one hand, the use and then the banning of opo-opo, in part, reveal the co-
existent yet competing nature between the Christian message and the cultural practices 
and references. Furthermore, the burning of the amulets may be seen as symbolic of the 
superiority of the Christian God over opo-opo.   
On the other hand, the subsequent reaction to the competition reveals another 
layer, that of negotiation. The use of the red bands and the cross as Christian items by 
the forces on the battlefield reflects this dimension of negotiation.120 The main belief 
                                                 
120 Worth noting is the use of young coconut leaves by the Bethani congregation in Mede 
village of North Tobelo sub-district to create a symbol of the cross during the violence. Upon 
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behind such practices is that God accompanies and protects Christians on the battlefield. 
The Bible, in particular, is seen as the symbolic assurance of God’s powerful and 
protective presence. Another way of reading this local practice, however, is both 
appropriate and necessary.   
Danilyn Rutherford, in her analysis of the relationship between the Bible and 
idols among the local Papuan in relation to the Biaks’ and the missionary’s discourse on 
conversion, suggests an important dimension of reading the Duma community’s use of 
the Bible and its retrieval of opo-opo during the period of violence (Rutherford 2006, 243). 
Rutherford argues that although the Bible, “the written quality of the Word,” represents 
a “shared belief in the potency of the Word” among the Western missionaries and the 
Biak converts, it also represents their “different notions” of the power of the Bible 
(Rutherford 2006, 243-244). Whereas for the missionaries the Gospel, the written Word, 
represented the “salvation of the ‘deeply sunken’ Papuans,” for the Biaks, the written 
Word “serves to mediate between local communities and a dangerous and alluring 
outside world” (2006a, 243) Moreover, where the missionaries depict the Gospel as 
“transcending distances and differences,” the locals use the Bible to “reproduce 
boundaries” (243) The link between the Bible and the new sense of collective boundary 
                                                 
learning of the imminent attack on the church, the congregation, mostly women, came together 
and made cross symbols out of the leaves. Each cross was placed in one’s pocket, or pinned on 
one’s clothing, or worn as a necklace. The main belief was that Tete Manis (the Lord Jesus) would 
be with them. The other intention was to differentiate Christians from Muslims, as many were 
trying to escape to the forest (women members of Bethani congregation, interviews with authors, 
Mede village, October 29- November 1, 2007).  
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provides an important insight into the Duma community’s use of the Bible to draw a 
symbolic boundary between itself and the dangerous exterior world of violence. 
The Bible is not just used to define boundaries; it is also used to maintain the 
Dumas’ sense of safety, of God’s assurance of safety. It is used, therefore, to differentiate 
and separate the Dumas from the Muslims by mediating between the Dumas and the 
threat of being murdered by Muslims during the time of violence, and to find a way to 
navigate life both in the midst of the attack and in the aftermath of the violence.  
Four elements played significant roles in the relationship between the Bible and 
opo-opo during the conflict in Duma. These are worship (e.g., the minister, the pulpit, and 
the people), Christian symbols (e.g., the Bible, the cross, and the red bands), purification 
(e.g., flames), and finally, cultural elements such as amulets.  
The minister and the members play important roles in all four aspects. The 
minister’s role creates a particular reference to the church’s authority, which intertwines 
church leadership with liturgical space. Typical ministerial actions during the period of 
violence in many Christian communities in the region projected such an intertwining. 
Typically a minister would perform a kind of sanctification ritual for the Christian 
paramilitary force before it departed for the battlefield. As the force congregated and 
gathered its weapons in front of the pulpit, the minister, wearing his or her ministerial 
robe, would pray over the holy water and sprinkle the water over the men and their 
weapons, e.g., machetes, arrows, spears, Molotov cocktails, and bamboo spears. Praying 
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for the safety of the force, the minister then ended the ritual by bestowing a blessing 
upon the warriors. 
Many, if not all, GMIH ministers point to two things they always carried with 
them during the period of violence: the Bible and their ministerial robe. In some cases, 
the robe was the first thing that the minister would grab, especially when facing an 
imminent attack or when he or she led a worship service or communal prayer for the 
Christian force, before going to and after returning from the battlefield, or for many 
other reasons. One minister remembered carrying only her robe as she led her 
congregation in flight into the forest, prior to the attack on their village in late December 
1999. They spent one week walking through the forest, eating whatever they could find, 
in order to reach safety in Tobelo. Often, as they walked down and up the hills, under 
the rain and in bright sunlight, she turned and saw the long line of her people behind 
her. This scene always reminded her of Moses as he led the Israelites in their escape 
from slavery in Egypt. One day before they reached Tobelo, they found a small, 
abandoned church. There she led worship, without sandals on her feet but wearing her 
robe.121   
Another minister remembers her experience when she led a worship service 
before the Christian forces had departed for the battlefield. For her, wearing her robe 
was a sign of the seriousness and respect with which she viewed such an event. 
Moreover, when the Christian force went to the battlefield, she, along with others who 
                                                 
121 Abiani Widje, interview with author, Tobelo, October 26, 2007).  
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stayed in the community, avoided certain acts, such as taking a shower or putting on 
lipstick.122 If the covenant to avoid these actions were broken, it would signal the 
people’s lack of solidarity with those who sacrificed their lives in the war. They also 
believed that breaking this covenant could bring harm to the Christian forces. She also 
started a new habit during this period. Every night at midnight, she and a senior pastor 
would go to the church, wearing their robes, and pray for their congregation and for the 
Christian force.123  
Another minister also had similar practices whenever the Christian warriors 
went into battle. She and the community elders would come into the sanctuary and pray 
for the safety of the warriors and the congregation. She would sleep under the pulpit 
wearing her robe. She almost never took off her robe. Praying and wearing the robe was 
her way to show that she was carrying on her responsibility as a minister, who is called 
not only to lead but also to protect her congregation. She remembered that every time 
she prayed in her robe, she felt like she became someone else, someone with special 
power. She was also convinced that her prayers would get an immediate answer. One of 
her most-used prayers was Jesus’ prayer in Gethsemane. Repeating the phrase “My 
Father, if it is possible, may this cup pass from me; yet not what I want but you want”124 
                                                 
122 During the violence such acts were considered boboso (the local word for taboo). 
123 Langi Mailoa, interview with author, Tobelo, November 8, 2007. 
124 “Ya Bapa-Ku, jikalau sekiranya mungkin, biarlah cawan ini lalu dari pada-Ku jikalau 
cawan ini boleh lalu dari pada-Ku, tetapi janganlah seperti yang Kukehendaki, melainkan seperti 
yang Engkau kehendaki.” The phrase is from Matthew 26:39. The Indonesian full version is taken 
from the Indonesian Bible Society (Lembaga Alkitab Indonesia, or LAI) translation (1999).  
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gave her strength, as well as affirmation that what she was doing was carrying on God’s 
will. The combination of prayer and wearing the robe was obvious in her response to 
one specific incident of imminent violence between the Muslim and Christian forces. 
The incident, which occurred during the earlier phase of the communal violence, took 
place at Tanjung Barnabas (Cape Barnabas) between Malifut and Kao sub-district. 
Acting in response to a dream that she had had on the two previous nights, she prayed 
over a bottle of water, wore her robe, and went to Tanjung Barnabas. As she walked, a 
crowd of Christians followed her and sang “Di tengah Kesukaran” (In the Midst of 
Difficulty). Upon reaching the area, she approached and negotiated with the military 
personnel to stop the fighting between the two forces. A military officer admitted that he 
did not have enough people to prevent the violence. She then decided to walk on to the 
nearest place where both parties could see her, avoiding a few gunshots as she walked 
to the spot. There is a hole in her robe that she thought must have come from being shot 
during that incident. As the situation became critical, she stood in between the forces, 
drew a line, and said “In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy 
Spirit.”125 Then she looked at the two sides and exclaimed, “The one who dares pass 
through this boundary line will die!”126 She put a stone to mark the line, sat on it, and 
prayed. That day her act successfully prevented violence. She admits, however, that fear 
overwhelmed her at that very moment. What she did, she said, had already been 
                                                 
125 “Dalam nama Bapa, dan Anak, dan Roh Kudus“ 
126 “Siapa yang berani melewati garis batas ini akan mati!” 
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revealed in her dreams. Years after the Cape Barnabas event, she still has not worn her 
robe. She leads worship now while wearing suits. She borrows her colleague’s robe if 
she has to serve communion. Her robe always reminds her of that incident. She hopes to 
be buried in her robe.127 
During the time of violence, this minister’s colleagues called her “Deborah,” a 
reference to her bravery and leadership in the midst of difficulty. This bravery and 
compassion were an example to many more ministers, whose stories revealed the same 
qualities during the period of violence. It was also common, however, for ministers to 
leave behind their congregations during the violence and to lose their authority among 
their people. These aspects reveal the personal and the collective struggle that many 
GMIH ministers have had to deal with during, and even in the aftermath of, the violence.  
Although there was no official liturgy that could be referred to during the period 
of violence, many of the ministers creatively and spontaneously created liturgical acts 
that responded to the people’s needs at the time. Prayers and the use of various symbols, 
such as water, candles, and certain colors of cloth (mainly red) were used as important 
additions to familiar elements such as the cross. Adeney-Risakotta, calling these acts 
“war rituals,” says that prayers and the sprinkling of holy-water were “characteristic 
ritual[s] at all Christian villages during the civil war in Tobelo and Galela” (Adeney-
Risakotta 2005, 229). Ministers in Galela performed a war ritual in which they 
“dedicated the fighters to God and cleansed them from evil by burning and destroying 
                                                 
127 Meis Mahura, interview with author, Tobelo, November 12, 2007. 
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their magic amulets and bottles containing spells or charms” (2005, 230). At the end of 
every ritual, the minister would give a blessing by stretching out his or her hands as a 
“sign of the Lord’s commissioning to His congregation” (2005, 229). Coming down from 
the pulpit, with the blessed water in a container, the minister then sprinkled it over the 
warriors. Upon their departure, the minister would lead the congregation in worship 
while fighting took place on the battlefield. The constant performance of such rituals 
was believed to guarantee the safety and the victory of the Christian forces (2005, 230).  
A personal reflection on such practices by one minister reveals the complexity of 
the issue at hand and the minister’s own personal struggle. The minister, Jerda Djawa, 
admits, “I hated moments of praying for the men who would go to war, because I did 
not know how to pray. What words would I say?” (Djawa 2006, 67-68).128 She was faced 
with a dilemma. On the one hand, her experience and friendship with Muslims during 
her graduate study in Java affirmed her conviction that Muslims, like Christians, are 
God’s creatures. Such a conviction would not allow her to pray for the death of Muslims. 
On the other hand, however, denying the people’s demand for ministerial and perhaps 
divine approval of their choice to make life-and-death sacrifices would risk her own 
life.129 During the period of her personal struggle, she finally found a prayer formulation. 
                                                 
128 “Saya membenci saat-saat mendoakan para lelaki yang akan pergi berperang, karena 
saya tidak tahu harus berdoa bagaimana. [K]alimat-kalimat apa yang akan saya ucapkan.”  
129 Here it is worth noting that sometimes the war’s leaders, who were the adat leaders, 
“silenced those who stayed and tried to restrain the violence.” Over the period of violence, 
churches were “used for war councils, but they were led by adat war leaders, not pastors” 
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She prayed, “My God, we are of your creation; they are also your creation. Show Your 
power; stop all of this (Djawa 2006, 67-68).130 This prayer allowed her to respond to the 
congregation’s demand while maintaining her own integrity. Her story, similar to the 
stories of many other ministers who led and protected their congregations during the 
violence while struggling with their own personal and theological convictions, may be 
seen as a response to the widespread critique, even accusation, that GMIH ministers 
prayed for their people to go to war and to kill others.  
Another minister admitted that it was not easy for her to pray for the safety of 
her people, knowing that their safety could be equated with the death of Muslims. She 
struggled every time she was asked to pray for the Christian force. She viewed it as 
allowing her congregation to kill in the name of the Lord. She believed that this was her 
“unforgiveable sin.” Now, in the post-violence time, she has tried to redeem herself by 
doing everything she can to build a better relationship with Muslims, no matter how 
difficult the circumstances have been.131 
The intertwining of church leadership and church liturgical space included 
liturgical elements such as ministerial robes, prayers, water, and the Bible, considered 
the most “effective” Christian symbol during the violence. The question here is, how 
much does this centrality of the Bible affect Duma community’s understanding of the 
                                                 
(Stevens and Schmidgall-Tellings 2004). The ministers’ primary function was, therefore, to 
maintain the spiritual well-being of both the congregation and the fighters during the violence.  
130 “Ya Tuhan, kami adalah ciptaan-Mu; mereka juga adalah ciptaan-Mu. Nyatakanlah 
kuasa-Mu; hentikanlah semua ini.”  
131Wisch Merry Boloha, interview with author, Tobelo, November 8, 2007. 
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meaning of such symbols in the aftermath of the violence? In the aftermath, these 
symbols remain effective, but they convey different messages about the possibility of life 
beyond religious communal violence. 
   
Hymns, Dreams, and Visions: Finding God  
in the Midst of Difficulties 
Songs and hymns reveal another layer of the local community’s experience, 
particularly from the women’s point of view. Most of the women did not join the 
Christian force on the battlefield. A few joined because some of the men were wounded, 
and they also felt the need to protect the village; they could be useful at the borders. The 
women were generally the ones who stayed in the village, or in many cases in the forest, 
and took care of the children, the food, and the rest of the family while worrying about 
the safety of the men of their families. The songs the women sang during this time 
represented their feelings and struggles of being on the other side of the violence. The 
sense of victory in the songs, then, was not necessarily associated with victory on the 
battlefield. Instead, it captured their sense of being calmed, of feeling safe and reassured 
despite the contradictory circumstances they faced.   
Songs and hymns served as a medium for the people to remember as well as to 
communicate their experiences of the violence. Songs and hymns, moreover, played an 
important role in providing a way for the people to voice the inexpressibility of the 
violence they experienced. Although the hymns and the songs fail to describe the 
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particulars of the people’s experience of violence, they reveal another aspect of the 
religious communal violence in Duma. They unveil the ways in which songs and hymns 
become media of survival as well as a safe way to remember the violence. 
Singing particular songs becomes a community’s way of remembering the 
violence. It is in the singing of the hymns and songs that they are able to open up 
another dimension and look into the past without being trapped in its pain. Many did 
not remember the exact words of the songs or the hymns, but they remembered the 
rhythms. When people told their stories of the violence, they would often either sing the 
words of particular hymns or would hum the tunes. It is in the sound of the hymns, 
therefore, when words have lost their capacity to describe the event of violence, that 
people find a unique connection to their experiences. It is through humming the songs 
they sang during the time of violence that the people point to the unspeakable 
dimension of the violence.   
Looking at these elements as inherently important in the people’s narratives 
suggests a new perspective for understanding the way the Dumas express the 
inexpressible. Even more, dreams and visions in people’s descriptions of their 
experiences of violence demonstrate what Erich Fromm termed “forgotten language” 
(Fromm 1951). This is a “symbolic language” by which people channel the unforgotten 
experiences or communicate the inexpressible event of violence (1951, 7). Hence, the 
dreams, visions, and appearances in the Dumas’ collective narrative can only be 
understood within the entirety of the narrative. The question is, how do the people 
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understand and communicate these elements? Furthermore, what impact do dreams, 
visions, and appearances have on the community’s participation, or lack thereof, during 
and in the aftermath of violence?  
Dreams, visions, and appearances were also common in the other Christian 
communities in North Halmahera during the period (1999-2002) of violence. The most 
common of these, experienced both by parish members and by several ministers, 
involved seeing Jesus in various settings, seeing bright lights on the church towers or at 
church doors, listening to authoritative but calm voices, or seeing hands extended to 
comfort or to protect the wounded. Apparently, dreams, visions, and appearances were 
integral parts in the way Christians, in Duma and beyond, interpreted the violence and 
their response to it.   
Although dreams, visions, and appearances, like hymns and songs, are common 
in the Dumas’ references to their experiences of violence, none of these elements can 
describe what happened during the actual violent event.  Yet, the Dumas do use them to, 
at least in part, find a way to put words to or to express their experiences, however 
distant their words or expressions might be from the literal truth. Although the meaning 
of every word in the hymns, or every image that appeared in one’s dreams or in the 
collective experience of particular appearances, is important, they nevertheless do not 
function to exactly describe the people’s experiences. Instead, they are used as an 
approximation, as a way to describe the experience as something like. These elements, 
thus, function as a simile whereby the words of the hymns, the visions, the dreams, the 
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appearances, and the people’s experiences of violence, even when the experiences have 
little in common, are seen as compatible (Kelsey 1974, viii-ix). Moreover, through 
singing the hymns or songs, or through detailing one’s dreams or visions, or even 
through referencing Bible passages, the community’s grammar, while losing its capacity 
to describe in exact words what really happened, finds a way to point to the authenticity of 
its experience.   
The Duma community used dreams, visions, appearances, hymns, and prayers 
to make Christian faith relevant to its life during the period of violence and even in the 
aftermath, whereby their experiences find meaning or make sense within the grammar 
of their confessing faith. Dreams and visions, particularly, were seen as a kind of 
revelation from God, which showed them what to do or not to do during the violence. 
Through dreams and visions, the community recognized the “realm of spirit” and found 
“God in it” (Kelsey 1974, viii). It is the community’s Christian grammar, in the forms of 
hymns, songs, dreams, visions, appearances, and Bible passages, that enables it to point 
to its experience of violence and, as a result, name the event as a faith experience.  
Even before the violence, it was widely understood in Duma that ministers often 
claimed to receive revelations from God in their dreams, prayers, or in particular visions, 
and that these revelations functioned to warn them or to direct responses from them and 
from other Christians (Kelsey 1974, 223). Most of the ministers’ dreams and visions 
during the period of violence concerned the appearance of Jesus in various ways, for 
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example: He surrounded the world, He prayed in the garden of Gethsemane,132 Jesus as 
a wounded lamb,133 and Jesus with His Mother, Mary. The dreams and visions were 
considered to be God’s ways of strengthening and reassuring the ministers, amidst their 
fear and anxiety, to help them stay with their congregations134 or to reveal that the 
people’s sins, particularly in betraying Jesus, were the cause of the violence.135 Similar to 
some of the Duma women’s dreams, the minister’s visions were also understood as a 
new source of God’s power that increased their ability to heal people’s illnesses.136 
In the Dumas’ dreams, visions, and appearances, a “belief in a higher power 
expressing itself through a dream” can be identified (cf. Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 230; 
Kelsey 1974, 220). Furthermore, through their dreams, prayers, hymns, and visions, the 
Dumas and the ministers told about the ways in which God spoke to them, or ways in 
which they found God, whose continuing presence in the midst of the difficulties 
assured them not only of the truth of their faith but, even more, of God’s own leadership 
in the war. Seeing the violence as an experience of faith supported the community’s 
commonly held belief that the violence was caused by their sins and, therefore, that God 
was using the violence to test or to bring the people into temptation, or even to punish 
them. Most of the women interviewed, including the ministers, regarded the violence as 
God’s punishment rather than looking at it as a force brought upon them. As a result, 
                                                 
132 Siane Anthoni, interview with author, Wosia-Tobelo, October 9, 2007. 
133 Reny R. Belian Ali, interview with author, Tobelo, October 27, 2007. 
134 Anthoni, interview with author, Wosia-Tobelo, October 9, 2007. 
135 Belian Ali, interview with author, Tobelo, October 27, 2007.  
136 Belian Ali, interview with author, Tobelo, October 27, 2007. 
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the violence was also seen as God’s way to make the people repent and to grow deeper 
in faith. The only way to make sure that such violence would never happen again, 
consequently, was for them to repent of their sins. They would stop drinking alcohol 
and would reconnect with their Muslim neighbors. They would make lifestyle changes. 
These elements are important signifiers of the community’s understanding of 
God which, consequently, reveal the central character of the Duma community’s 
narrative as “finding God in the midst of difficulties.” Picturing God as a punishing God, 
as well as a God who protects, is held simultaneously in the community’s narrative. This 
community’s narrative, however, does not center on the image of a paradoxical God. 
Rather, it focuses on the image of a God who remains present whenever God’s people 
are in the midst of difficulties. As reflected in one of the community’s favorite songs, “In 
the Midst of Difficulties,” this image reminds the people of God’s everlasting presence, 
especially during and in the aftermath of violence. 
 
The Three Aftermath Additions 
The addition of Dodara Garden to the church area, the transformation of the 
damaged Nita Church into the House of Prayer, and the newly constructed church 
signal a shift in the community’s self-understanding. The site itself has become a symbol 
that points to the community’s past, that is, the June 19, 2000, attack, but it also points to 
the aftermath of the violence, to both the now and the then, to the community’s present 
and future experience and vision. The June 19 attack, moreover, adds a new dimension 
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to the community’s sense of history. Instead of perceiving the violence as rupturing its 
memory of the deeper past, of the biblical narrative which has shaped the community’s 
collective narrative prior to the violence, the community locates its memory of June 19 as 
an integral part of its faith narrative. The violence is seen as part of its continuing history, 
as a people whose identity, whose story is embedded in the collective narrative of the 
Bible. The community’s faith, therefore, which is the foundation of its narrative, not only 
allows the community to reconfigure the June 19 event into its historical narrative but, 
even more, enables the Dumas to see their faith as the starting point of the community’s 
new life, life in the aftermath of violence.  
The creation of common graveyards for the victims of the communal violence 
has become a common practice in Galela sub-district, particularly within the Christian 
communities, in the aftermath of the violence. Located next to houses of worship, for 
example on the grounds of churches or mosques, the communal graveyards reveal an 
emerging religious communal response to the aftermath of violence. In 2002, the body of 
a Muslim victim was buried in the mosque yard of Mamuya village. Around the same 
time, the church session of Mamuya built a graveyard for the seventeen Christian 
victims of violence. Unlike the Christian graves, the Muslim graves have no symbols on 
them. Five hundred and fifty-eight graves, established between 2002 and 2005, are 
located in the twelve communal graveyards in the sub-district.137   
                                                 
137 For more detailed information see Hontong 2008, 56. 
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The Galelan cultural references to the realm of the spirits, particularly of the 
living-dead, provided a working framework not only for the establishment of Dodara 
Garden but, even more, for the ritual enactment of the community’s experience of the 
violence. Dodara Garden not only signifies the centrality of the people’s reference to the 
living-dead in the ritual but also to that of the site of the ritual. The establishment of 
Dodara Garden in Duma village represents the intertwining of the Dumas’ (Galelan) 
cultural references and the Christian narrative, particularly in regards to the June 19 
ritual. This reflects the interplay between the cultural and the religious that is embedded 
in the collective acts such as the annual ritual of the Dumas.  
James Haire’s discussion of the pre-literary beliefs of the people of Galela is 
helpful in that it furnishes a solid basis for arguing that these beliefs provided a cultural 
framework for the establishment of Dodara Garden. This belief system has also 
contributed significantly to the construction of the Dumas’ collective Christian identity. 
The Galelarese were known to have an “elaborate system of relationship” with goma (the 
spirits of the living-dead) (Haire 1981, 232 cf. 165). Families often built “permanent 
separate shrines” (salabe) for the goma. The salabe, hence, pointed to a more private or 
personal place of relating to the goma. This personal site was then extended to the village 
as a communal place where the relationship with the spirits not only was built but also 
was extended. A “system of village (and then tribal) living-dead demi-gods” was thus 
created. The village or the tribal living-dead was called wonge. Wonge was considered to 
be a “senior living-dead,” the Origin, or the First Man. The term Wonge, similar to The 
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Tomadoa of Lake Galela discussed earlier, also referred to the village as the place of 
their continuing presence (see Hontong 2008, 85-88). The perceived presence of wonge, 
the village spirits, in the village, therefore, designated a particular site in the village as 
the communal site at which the community would perform its communal ritual in 
sanctuaries called seri (Haire 1981, 231). The establishment of Dodara Garden, therefore, 
was influenced by the Galelan practice of creating private and communal shrines (salabe 
and seri) and by the private and communal references to the living-dead (goma and 
wonge) (Haire 1981, 223). This cultural practice provided a relevant reference for the 
Dumas’ collective decision to establish Dodara Garden. The official funeral held on June 
19, 2003, which inaugurated Dodara Garden and established the June 19 victims as 
martyrs, reflected the way the Dumas cultural reference of the living-dead played out in 
the creation of a meaningful funeral for the victims of the violence.  
The way the victims were buried on June 19, 2000, defined them as goma, which 
refers to dishonored living-dead who were denied a proper funeral.138 Yet, by 
performing the June 19, 2003, funeral ritual and by establishing Dodara Garden, the 
community redefined the victims as diliki, the “goma of a war-hero,” whose sacrifices 
and deaths have been honored by giving them a proper funeral and an honorary resting 
place (1981, 223). Thus the victims, who were considered diliki within the community’s 
                                                 
138 See Haire’s discussion of the Tobelorese and Galelarese belief in gomanga/goma and 
dilikini/diliki, which extends the understanding of the living-dead in relation to funerary rites (1981, 
223-231).  
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cultural framework, were also given a new identity within the community’s Christian 
narrative. They are now martyrs of the congregation.  
The Galelan culture, however, traditionally makes no reference to females as 
goma (Haire 1981, 222). Yet, by officially defining the victims of June 19, 2000, attack as 
martyrs the community extended this seemingly male-oriented cultural reference to 
include the females and the children who were victims of the violence in its cultural 
narrative of war-heroes/heroines. In the establishment of Dodara Garden and in the 
enactment of the June 19 annual ritual, Duma community, therefore, simultaneously 
refers to both its cultural and religious sources. In the same way, by engaging the 
Christian discourse of martyrdom, the community re-interprets its cultural definition of 
the war hero.  
The configuration of the community’s boundary (of time and place) and its 
impact on the reconfiguration of faith in the communal life of the Dumas gives a glimpse 
into the way the setting shapes, and is being shaped by, the community’s narrative. 
More specifically, it offers glimpses into the way the community’s setting of narrative 
shapes, even transforms, its self-understanding in regards to its congregational life, its 
history, and its mission. The simultaneous presence of the four buildings/monuments in 
the village—the new Nita Church still under construction, the damaged Nita Church 
renovated to be the House of Prayer, the temporary church, and Dodara Garden (both 
the cemetery and the monument)—represent, as Ester Sutanto puts it, the continuing 
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“non-verbal communication” that is taking place within the community (Sutanto 2000, 
14).   
Noting the essential role of church architecture in relation to or “in the service of 
the Word in Christian worship” as the “bearer of the Word,” Paul F. Bosch argues that 
church architecture “speak[s] with persuasive eloquence”139 (1999). Sometimes church 
architecture, just like church art or symbols or what Bosch calls “arts-as-voices,” speaks 
with “more power and persuasiveness than our verbalizings. And sometimes the word 
they speak is in contradiction to our verbalizings!”140 Do these building/monuments, even 
the cemetery, communicate something similar about their intended uses or do they 
stand as multivalent symbols, thus communicating different things simultaneously? 
What is it in these non-verbal elements that that Duma community is trying to convey 
about itself, its history, and its faith that makes these voices relevant, or irrelevant, to the 
community’s own environment?  
The paradox of Dodara Garden as a site of both violence and grace allows the 
reading of Nita Church’s architecture, and its high cost in the context of the 
community’s financial reality, as appropriate in that it tells about the community’s hope 
for healing and its sense of assurance of God’s protection. The paradox, moreover, 
                                                 
139 Paul F. Bosch. Architecture always wins: Part 2. Lift up your hearts series: Worship 
workbench. Essay 33, October 1999 (http://www.worship.ca/docs/ww_33.html. Accessed: March 24, 
2010). 
140 Ibid. Italics are mine.   
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provides a possibility for the community’s memory and imagination to meet, without 
trespassing, in each authentic space.  Or in the words of Cynthia Hess: 
The church may help survivors to re-imagine their traumatic memories precisely by 
providing a broader narrative into which these memories can be incorporated, a 
framework that contains an event of trauma contextualized within a larger story of 
God’s love and compassion. When they place their own stories within this broader 
narrative, trauma survivors may come to re-vision their traumatic experiences as 
ones that are shared by God (and a community) and included within God’s 
redemptive reality (Hess 2009, 132)  
It is necessary to view Nita Church as signifying more than the relationship 
between church architecture and Christian worship. Adding Dodara Garden and The 
House of Prayer at the same site suggests an important dimension in the perspective. 
Openness to others, particularly to Muslim neighbors, is represented by the 
establishment of The House of Prayer, while the community’s history of distrust, pain, 
and hatred toward the same neighbors will always stay in the background, as 
represented by Dodara Garden. The photographs of the community’s experience of the 
church prior to the violence serve as a reminder and a reference to the community of the 
positive experience of worshipping in Nita Church. These pictures, thus, fit the category 
of the community’s common visual vocabulary for the violence.    
The late Ester Sutanto, a fine Indonesian theologian and architect, argued that 
church architecture plays a central role in interreligious dialogue and collaboration in 
Indonesia, particularly through its two-fold function as a “testifying architecture,”141 
which equates dialogue with witnessing, and as “an architecture that is in dialogue in 
                                                 
141 In the Indonesian language, this phrase is “arsitektur yang bersaksi.” 
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anamnesis,”142which equates dialogue with service (Sutanto 2000, 16-17).  Suggesting that 
a simple and humble “house church” is an appropriate church architecture in Indonesia, 
Sutanto argues that church architecture should function as a representation of the 
church’s participation in God’s kingdom in the world by providing a space that is open 
for others, whether they be religious others or the most marginalized others, where they 
will feel accepted, and not seen as strangers (2000, 16-17).  
Although Sutanto’s argument is valid and remains relevant to the common 
description of the Indonesian situation of religious plurality and poverty, it needs 
further elaboration, particularly in regards to the meaning and the function of the Duma 
community’s site of violence. Here the question becomes, to what story does this site of 
violence testify? Even more, what message does it convey to the community’s Muslim 
neighbors?   
Dodara Garden tells about a history of violence, of pain and sacrifice, of death 
and loss that will remain in the collective memory of the Dumas. This site also tells 
another story. It is about the community’s ability to go through its pain and loss and to 
be vulnerable again by offering a space where its Muslim neighbors can come and pray 
with them: The House of Prayer. The community sustains itself by witnessing, through 
the construction of the new church, its faith in God despite all the difficulties that it has 
                                                 
142  In the Indonesian language, this phrase is “arsitektur yang berdialog 
dalam ’anamnesis’.” Anamnesis is a Greek word for remembrance, as in, “Do this in remembrance 
of me” (Luke 22:19; 1 Cor. 11.24-25). For more explanation, see Bradshaw 2002, s.v. “Anamnesis.”  
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been through. It is in reading this site in its entirety that this site in the community can 
be seen as both a site of violence and a site of grace (See Hess 2009, 142).   
   
Conclusion: A Narrative of the Aftermath 
The details of the Duma community’s narrative of communal violence and its 
aftermath reveal three important layers: the pre-violence, the violence (the June 19, 2000 
attack), and the post-violence dimensions. The June attack becomes a new starting point 
for the way the community perceives its past history and its hope for a better 
interreligious relationship in the future. The centrality of the attack in the community’s 
narrative, both collectively and individually, discloses the way in which the community 
uses this part of its history as a defining moment in its response to the aftermath.  
The Duma community constructs its aftermath collective identity by drawing on 
both the Christian discourse of martyrdom and its own cultural reference to the living-
dead. Using its experience of the June 19, 2000 attack as the primary locus of its post-
violence narrative of martyrdom, the Duma community portrays a local dimension of 
Christian understanding of God, self, and religious Other. Such a portrayal is crucial to 
the Dumas’ perception of its Muslim neighbors in the aftermath. 
The overlap between religion and culture is manifested in the Dumas’ narrative 
of martyrdom, which can be identified in the ambiguous relationship between the Bible, 
the cross, and the cultural reference of the ancestral spirits. It, furthermore, takes form in 
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the complex layers of memory and imagination as embedded in hymns, dreams, and 
visions and in the interplay between local traditions and the Christian message.  
The three aftermath additions provide an insight into how the community’s 
aftermath narrative is also be embodied in the physical and visual representation of the 
community’s hope for non-violent interreligious relationship. Finally, this local 
Christian’s collective narrative gives evidence of its relevance as a source for 
constructing a narrative of mission in the aftermath of religious communal violence. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
IDENTITY, MARTYRDOM, AND HOSPITALITY:  
AN ANALYSIS OF THE DUMA CHRISTIANS’  
AFTERMATH NARRATIVE 
 
 
This chapter analyzes the intertwined collective and individual narratives of the 
Duma community to establish the significance of their story to the Indonesian Protestant 
discourse on mission and religious pluralism in the post-violence context. It argues that 
the construction of Christian collective identity informs and is informed by individual 
self-understanding and that it corresponds to the challenges of interreligious life in the 
aftermath. It identifies three elements of the Dumas’ grassroots interreligious-oriented 
narrative: identity, martyrdom, and hospitality.  
The Dumas’ stories and memories give “qualitative substance” to their 
experience, which makes it sequential and coherent (Crites 1989, 72). The local 
Christians’ narrative discloses how symbols, expressions, and stories function in the 
community’s collective experience of the violence, in its reference to the violence as a 
faith experience, and in its response to the post-violence reality. The narrative, 
furthermore, shows “how the grammar of religious convictions is displayed and how 
the [collective and individual] self [understanding] is formed by those convictions” 
(Hauerwas, Burrell, and Bondi 1977, 8). It is, therefore, relevant to approach the Dumas’ 
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aftermath experience as a narrative or story that is a “means of expression uniquely 
suited to . . . Christian theology” (McClendon 1974, 188). Through their narrative, 
furthermore, the Dumas show the ways in which a local Christian community has 
worked its way through a period of change and uncertainty in its life by using 
“structures of expression” as well as representation and interpretation derived from 
both its cultural and faith sources (Hopewell 1987, 5, 42).  
This chapter uses the concepts of narrative and story interchangeably. Both 
narrative and story include a story and a story-teller as well as the elements of setting, 
character, and plot/action in narrative form (see Goldberg 2001, 252). Here, narratives 
are specifically understood as the “stories that shape and transmit the memories of a 
congregation” (Schreiter 1998, 33). The question, therefore, is whether and in what way 
the collective narrative shapes the individual narratives. Or, is it in the collective that the 
individuals find the relevance of their own narratives?  
The collective narrative functions primarily as the frame of reference for how the 
community should remember the violence. Given the intention that such a framework is 
applicable to every member of the community—both the survivors and the second-hand 
witnesses of the violence—the question remains, how do individuals find their authentic 
voices within this chosen memory of the community? Perhaps, given that “stories are 
structurally interrelated,” both the collective and the individual narratives are connected. 
In its inter-relatedness, the Duma community’s narrative of violence is able to provide a 
vehicle by which individual stories can be told (Hopewell 1987, 49). The collective, 
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woven from the individual stories, thus becomes a kind of quilted narrative of the 
community.  
The narrative demonstrates how Christian “civic participation” in shaping the 
formation of civil society can take place through a congregation (Wuthnow 1996, 73). 
Hence, the Duma community’s narrative gives an example of how one local community 
struggles to make sense of its experience of violence and through which it finds a way to 
speak about the possibility of a transformative interreligious life in the post-conflict 
environment.   
The Dumas’ narrative—expressed through survivors’ stories of violence, 
architecture, and ritual—reveals a “complex network of signals and symbols and 
conventions” through which the community conveys its understanding of the purpose 
of corporate life (Hopewell 1987, 5). The Dumas’ narrative, therefore, is a story that 
emerges from the community’s way to particularize its “religious behavior” and hence 
expresses its faith concretely within its shared experience of the violence and its shared 
narrative of faith that contains a future of interreligious life without violence (1987, 3).     
This chapter is structured in three main sections: re-negotiating the Christian 
collective identity, re-appropriating the Christian narrative of martyrdom, and 
reclaiming the cultural reference of hospitality. The chapter integrates the demographic 
features of the community into the analysis. It highlights the significance of the social 
makeup of the Dumas, namely, the ecological (community in context), cultural (rituals, 
buildings, and use of particular places/spaces), resources (finances and leadership in 
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regards to the cultural aspects), and process (leadership, communication, and decision-
making) (see Ammerman et al. 1998). Embedding the Dumas’ narrative in their social 
makeup reveals the complexity of their aftermath practice and their response to the new 
challenges of interreligious relationship. 
 
 On Identity: Reconfiguring the Christian Landscape,  
Renegotiating Christian Identity 
This section depicts the Duma community within the aftermath environment. It 
describes a context for understanding how the community’s aftermath narrative is 
informed by its social location as well as by the two-fold dimension of its history as the 
first receiver of the Gospel in the region and of its contemporary history of religious 
communal violence. It also demonstrates the way the environment conditions the 
community’s actions during the violence and, particularly, in the aftermath of violence.  
This section provides a setting for the Dumas’ aftermath narrative. It offers a 
glimpse into the Duma community’s worldview. More specifically, it demonstrates how 
the community’s experience of religious violence has affected its construction of its 
social and religious boundaries. In particular, the analysis reveals the link between the 
change in the village’s landscape and the shift in the community’s collective self-
understanding. This link demonstrates the importance of looking at the way the 
community’s view of the landscape and its relationship to the landscape has been 
changed significantly by its experience of violence. The Duma village landscape thus 
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hints at the community’s new way of seeing interreligious landscape and, correlatively, 
its response to the interreligious relationship. The setting also demonstrates the 
importance of linking religious landscape with religious identity in order to understand 
a new dimension of the post-violence interreligious relationship.    
The village had been attacked many times in the months preceding June 19, 2000, 
but it was that attack that was formative in shaping the community’s interpretation of its 
experiences of violence. It was a faith experience in which the community as a whole 
found God in the midst of difficulties (see Chapter Three, p. 195). The attack has become 
the community’s new historical reference point. The new history has also reshaped the 
ways in which the community interprets its interreligious claims. These historical and 
religious references make it possible for the community to locate its interpretation of 
interreligious life, meaning the Muslim-Christian relationship, within its shared 
experience of religious violence. The challenge, however, is in moving beyond the 
experience of violence in order to construct a new setting in which shared experiences 
beyond the violence can be located. This is possible in the aftermath, when the 
community commemorates the violence of its past, re-tells its story of violence in the 
present, and allows a new imagination of a future without violence to emerge.  
          
Landscape and the Sacred 
This subsection relates the shift in the Duma village’s landscape with the change 
in the community’s collective self-understanding in the aftermath of religious communal 
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conflict. It employs a concept similar to that of Liz Gunner, who explored the idea of 
sacred landscape within the remapping of land and the remaking of culture in the 
uncertainties of post-apartheid South Africa (Gunner 2005, 281). The focus here is on 
how remapping the Christian village in the aftermath implies both the rerouting of the 
Christian path towards the religious Other and also the reshaping of interreligious 
practices, and how these dimensions are projected onto the Duma village landscape. 
The landscape of Duma village has been changed by the three aftermath 
additions (Dodara Garden, the House of Prayer, and the unfinished Nita church 
building) (see Chapter Three, pp. 195-196). Focusing on the correlation between the 
aftermath additions and the community’s self-understanding, the emphasis is on how 
the configuration of the aftermath additions in the village affects the Duma community’s 
self understanding, and vice versa. The additions also disclose the intertwining of the 
two communal shared elements, that is, the community’s shared experience of 
communal violence and its shared narrative of faith.  
The aftermath additions become the Dumas’ “spatial location of identity” (Strang 
2003, 110). They situate the collective and the individual memories of violence between 
the loss of the community’s Christian sense of belonging, including the loss of Christian 
space, and the community’s difficulty recovering its space and thereby reclaiming its 
sense of belonging. Looking at these sites as the embodiment of the community’s 
aftermath narrative unveils the intertwining of the religious and the cultural, and the 
sacred and the profane in the community’s “landscape, memory, and history” of 
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religious communal violence (Stewart and Strathern 2003). Even more importantly, the 
intersection of the symbolic, the religious, the cultural, and the political in relation to the 
village landscape discloses the significance of landscape in the Dumas’ formation of its 
collective identity in the post-conflict context.  
The story of the June 19 attack, the survival of the Dumas, the reburial of the June 
19 victims, and the hope for a healed interreligious relationship are part of the 
community’s collective memory. They are inextricably linked to the aftermath additions. 
As a new site, the aftermath additions evoke in the village a sense of sacred landscape 
that surpasses the boundaries of religious divisions that are created by the shared 
history of religious communal violence. The landscape also conveys a new meaning, a 
new possibility of living interreligiously. The construction of the Dumas’ collective 
identity also demonstrates how the idea of the sacred manifests itself in the interweaving 
of memory and landscape and in the multi-layered dimensions of the community’s 
relationship with the sacred. The map and the sketches of Duma village are the elements 
in which the linkages and the overlaps among these elements can be identified (see 
Chapter Three, pp. 140-144).   
Understanding “maps as representations of landscape” suggests that both the 
official map of Duma and the ministers’ sketches, as discussed in the previous chapter, 
control the “sense and meaning” of the landscape (Smith 2003, 71). The sketches provide 
insight into the ongoing “negotiation of identity and place,” where memory and the 
sacred are manifested in the social and religious interactions and in the various locales 
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both inside and outside the village (2003, 72). Thus, the map and the sketches encode 
and depict the meaning of the landscape physically, emotionally, socially, religiously, 
and politically. They exemplify how the official and the non-official perspectives dictate 
the ways the event of violence should be seen, remembered, and made sense of, both the 
public and the private spaces. Moreover, they are important keys to both the communal 
and the individual sense of belonging and identity, where traces of the community’s 
long history of mission, of religious violence, and of its aftermath can be located (2003, 
73).  
Reading the aftermath additions within the entirety of the village’s landscape 
evokes another dimension of the village. This dimension is also about the ongoing 
parallel of the two historical narratives of the mission story (started by Hendrik van 
Dijken in 1866) and of the June 19 story (started by the Dumas in 2000). Van Dijken’s 
mission story, on the one hand, gives a historical basis for the faith identity of the 
Dumas (and of the GMIH community in general). It, furthermore, historicizes the 
Christian identity of Duma village. The mission narrative provides the historical 
dimension, hence the sense of beginning, for the Dumas’ collective identity as a 
Christian community. The June 19 story, on the other hand, unveils the present 
challenges to the community’s identity and thereby to its sense of historical continuity as 
a Christian community within a Christian landscape.  
The two narratives are seen as located on a continuum within the community’s 
sense of space and time. These coexisting narratives find their significance in the Dumas’ 
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construction of a relevant Christian response and practice in the aftermath, where the 
negotiation between the old (mission) story and the new (interreligious) story become 
manifest. Their seemingly compatible references, nonetheless, are often approached with 
ambiguity, especially when they are used as references for the spiritual significance of 
Dodara Garden. Dodara Garden, therefore, also becomes the site where the conversation 
and the negotiation between these two narratives take place. The fact that Dodara 
Garden shares space with the House of Prayer and Nita Church illustrates the way in 
which the community overlaps the two narratives.   
In its response to the “local spirit world,” which has reemerged as a significant 
resource in the wider North Halmaheran communities in the aftermath, the Dumas 
reveal the two sides of the collective and the individual approaches to the realm of the 
spirit (Bubandt 2008, 295). Collectively, the Dumas accept the spiritual significance of 
Dodara Garden. The inscriptions of “Martyr of the Congregation” and of “Do not waste 
our struggle” along with the scriptural verse on each gravestone confirm this. Calling 
Dodara Garden a holy site, however, remains complicated. The community’s reluctance 
to link the idea of the sacred with Dodara Garden is found in the meaning of the word 
for “sacred” in the Indonesian language and in the community’s reference to its 
inherited narratives. Two Indonesian words are commonly used for sacred: kudus and 
keramat. While kudus is similar to the word for holy (suci) and is used for religious 
reference (e.g., figures and events), keramat is mostly associated with non-religious 
references (e.g., places, graves or natural objects) (cf. Stevens and Schmidgall-Tellings 
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2004, 485, 531). Calling Dodara Garden kudus, then, may be perceived as going against 
the church’s teaching, which denies superstition and considers such claims as 
syncretistic or heathen (kafir) (cf. Mojau 2004, 82). Referring to Dodara Garden as keramat 
may also be perceived as negating the sacredness of God, who is not contained by the 
material world.    
The indigenous belief of the North Halmaheran communities is that certain 
places are sacred (de madutu oka) or are haunted by the spirit (O’ Gomanga). Before a 
piece of land is cleared for human use, therefore, a ritual is required to ask for the spirits’ 
blessings. Locals avoid performing unethical or unscrupulous acts in the areas (e.g., 
littering or dropping human excrement) (Mojau 2004, 81-93).  
Similar to the belief in the O’Gomanga, the Halmaherans are also attentive to 
“symbolic signs” (isyarat-isyarat simbolis) (Mojau 2004, 83). The sound of a house lizard is 
perceived as a sign for those who are going to work in their dry fields, or fish in the 
ocean, or do any other tasks in the immediate future, to reconsider their decision or plan. 
The sound is believed to be a sign from O’Gomanga. If the intention is incorrect, the plan 
has to be cancelled and the person has to go through a spiritual struggle to evaluate the 
initial intention (homaaniata). If the intention is correct, when the sound is heard the 
person has to bow his/her head and say “Thank you” to O’Gomanga, as the owner of life. 
Another sign is the butterfly. Butterflies are associated with goodness and joyfulness. 
When a butterfly enters a house, it is believed that the household will receive joyful 
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news or important guests. Either way, the usual response is that the family cleans the 
house (Mojau 2004, 84-85).  
The examples above of the local attentiveness to the spirit world suggest the 
Dumas’ sensitivity not only to the realm of the spirit world but also the fact that this 
belief system has been and continues to be operative in their daily activities. In fact, in 
1976 a survey done by the then Indonesian Council of Churches (Dewan Gereja-Gereja 
Indonesia, or DGI) showed the continuing existence of this traditional belief system 
among Galelan Christians.1 Perceiving Moro (“invisible people”) as a manifestation of 
dark power or demons, Christians held worship in particular homes or with particular 
families who were believed to have overpowered the invisible and evil power (Fransz 
1976, 72-73). Although the survey illustrates the long existence of such beliefs in the 
community’s life, it does not give enough evidence of how the church has officially 
responded to such beliefs.  
The problem is that there is no official or authoritative Christian framework that 
allows the community to relate or to signify its operative belief in the spirit world. 
GMIH leaders and ministries, admittedly, have faced this specific challenge for a while. 
They have had to choose between two divisive courses of action: rejecting or accepting 
the indigenous Halmaheran religiosities as a relevant source for the Church’s ministry 
and for Indonesian Christian theology (Mojau 2004, 90). The communal violence and its 
                                                 
1 In 1984 the DGI became the PGI (Persekutuan Gereja-gereja di Indonesia, or the 
Communion of Churches in Indonesia). 
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aftermath have disclosed the persistence of this challenge so that it no longer can be 
denied in a thorough theological response to the paradoxical nature of its continuing 
persistence.   
The two narratives (the mission and the interreligious), moreover, uncover a 
certain ambivalence in the community’s depiction of the spiritual significance of Dodara 
Garden. The mission narrative does not allow for a new interpretation of the 
relationship between Gospel and culture. Influenced by Dutch Orthodox Calvinism and 
later by Pietism, the missionaries’ traditional outlook and negative view of the 
Halmaheran local culture provided no meeting points between Christian faith and the 
local culture (Haire 1981, 132-134). In a way, they could be viewed as disconnected. 
These principles are manifest in Hendrik van Dijken’s vision to “establish a small but 
pure and committed Christian village” that was separated from the surrounding world 
(Steenbrink and Tapilatu 2008, 401). This resulted, however, not in the disappearance 
but rather in the persistence of “pre-literary beliefs” that “hid in the hearts of the 
population” (Haire 1981, 133). The recent period of violence and its aftermath resulted in 
the re-emergence of the traditional belief system and now requires a fresh new approach 
to the paradox of the two co-existing belief systems. The question remains whether the 
community can reclaim its mission narrative as an historical and authoritative reference 
in its response to the violence, considering the fact that the very same narrative denied it 
the resources for responding effectively to the spirit world in the aftermath. 
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The “tendency toward bibliolatry and mysticism” regained its momentum 
during the violence, although the emphasis was on using the Bible and the cross as 
charms for protection against the enemy rather than against the evil spirits (Haire 1981, 
139). The community’s story of dreams and visions, moreover, manifests the persistent 
yet indeterminate link between the community’s confessing faith and its spiritual 
experience. While attributing spiritual significance to Dodara Garden, the community 
maintains the mission narrative’s barriers to the local imagination of spiritual existence. 
It demystifies the idea of the sacred at Dodara Garden and, instead, attributes the 
sacredness to the June 19 event. The sacredness is predicated on the significance of the 
nineteenth of the month, the date in April 1866 of the first arrival of Van Dijken in 
Galela.2 Here, the two narratives are linked through the perceived sacredness of the 
nineteenth. The idea of the sacred is, therefore, officially applied not to a particular site 
but rather to particular times and events.  
This unique way of reconciling the dissonance seems to accommodate the fact 
that the unofficial approach to the spirit world remains alive in the life of the community. 
The keeping of opo-opo amulets in people’s houses and the minister’s demand that the 
amulets be brought to the church for a ritual burning of the opo-opo unveil the duality of 
the official and the unofficial relationships with the local spirit world that have been 
practiced simultaneously in Duma (see Chapter Three, 132-136). The minister’s (official) 
approach to the issue unveils a theological view that negates the local expression of the 
                                                 
2 Hontong, email to author, November 23, 2009. 
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spirit world. The people’s (unofficial) approach to the realm of spirit reveals their 
multiple religious belonging in which the cultural and the religious are held together 
paradoxically in the realm of practice. The official and unofficial dualistic approaches, 
however, are sometime kept together to accommodate both sides. The story of one 
particular minister illustrates such an accommodative practice.  
During the violence, the minister Jemima Daingah found refuge with her two 
young children in her husband’s native village in Sahu, a sub-district of West 
Halmahera.3 During the time she lived in the village, she led daily prayers for the 
community. In addition to this Christian practice of routine morning and evening 
prayers, the community also practices a traditional ritual to protect the village. The 
community cooks a special high rice (nasi tinggi) 4 with chicken. The chicken is prepared 
by throwing away the head and the insides and steaming the body with soy sauce. Both 
the rice and the chicken are put on a special plate and placed in the village traditional 
house (Sabua) for the ancestral spirits. A small group of elders takes turns sitting around 
the rice. Every day the community provides new cooked high rice and chicken for the 
                                                 
3 Interview with author, Tobelo, November 5, 2007. 
4 A high rice is similar to the Javanese tumpeng (“a cone of steamed rice with turmeric and 
meat, eaten at ceremonies”) (Stevens and Schmidgall-Tellings 2004) 1051). Even though rice 
culture was introduced much later than the local sago culture, in Sahu tradition particularly, rice 
has a value even higher than money (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 123). Noteworthy is Woodward’s 
description of the Javanese tradition of Slametan, in which the tumpeng symbolizes a mountain as 
a sacred place within the Javanese concept of the Islamic cosmos (Woodward 1988, 730-74). 
Looking at the similar form of the Javanese tumpeng and the Sahu high rice, therefore, it is 
appropriate to suggest that the high rice in the Sahu elders’ ritual of protection hints at the 
sacredness of Sabua as the abiding place of the ancestors (the holy ones) who protect the village 
and the community from the enemy.  
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ritual. The day-old meals are taken back, heated, and eaten by the community. This 
ritual asks for the ancestral spirits’ protection over not only the village but also over the 
Christian warriors who are on the battlefield. The ritual lasts an unspecified number of 
days that is dependent on the number of days of violence or the length of time that the 
Christian warriors are fighting. The elders can go home to change clothes but are not 
allowed to take showers.  
Another ritual was also performed, this time was for the minister’s children. The 
mother in-law of the minister prays over specially prepared water and showers the 
children with the water to protect them. The belief is that if the children were captured, 
the enemy would feel affection toward the children and, thus, would not kill them. The 
shower is not performed for the minister because her status as a minister, it is assumed, 
would make the ritual redundant. Because she is not originally from Sahu, a taboo is 
applied to her. She is only allowed to stay in one certain place and is not permitted to 
leave it. If she breaks the taboo, the elders believe she will disappear.   
During her stay in the village, Daingah practiced her daily routine of leading the 
communal prayers to ask for God’s protection, while on the other side of the village the 
elders were performing the ritual of asking for the ancestral spirits’ protection. This 
simultaneous practice of the religious and the cultural was also reflected in her 
children’s responses to the Sabua meals. Insisting that the chicken had been touched by 
demons, her daughter refused to eat it. Her son, on the other hand, was convinced that 
the chicken was fine since it had been fried, so he ate the chicken. Frying the chicken was 
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seen as a way to expel the demons.5 The main issue here is not about how the chicken 
was prepared but concerns the children’s different attitudes toward the ritual meal. 
Their attitudes reflected the common Church (official) dualistic approach toward 
traditional practices. The minister, however, chose not to challenge the traditional 
practice because, just like the prayers, the ritual provided a sense of calmness and safety 
for the community.   
During one of the attacks on the village, the Muslim warriors (the White Force), 
who were still on the ocean, thought they saw a large group of Christian warriors (the 
Red Force) waiting for them on the shore. At that time, in fact, none of the Red Force 
warriors were at the beach. That day, the Muslim warriors did not attack the village. The 
Christians believed that the spirits of the ancestors had been at the beach and chased 
away the White Force warriors.6 This story discloses the ordinary Christian’s 
accommodating response to the seemingly contradictory religious and culture 
perspectives during the violence  
Farsijana Adeney-Risakotta, referring to Leontine E. Visser’s study on the Sahu 
tradition, states that “the Sahu attach great significance to ritual performances even 
though detailed knowledge of the proper texts may have withered, and despite the fact 
that they have embraced Christianity”(Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 58). In an analysis of the 
                                                 
5 This seemingly informal incident reflects the general Protestant (i.e., GMIH) dualistic 
and even negative attitude toward the spirit world. Even though the church does not believe in 
“good ancestral spirits,” it “[accepts] the reality of Satan (Iblis) and evil spirits or demons” 
(Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 145).   
6 Daingah, interview with author, Tobelo, November 5, 2007 
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Sahu marriage ritual, Visser states that, in comparison with the Tobelorese, the Sahu 
“recast their marriage ritual in a Christian form, yet remain the only people in 
Halmahera who maintain their ceremonial houses (sasa’du) and the annual harvest 
rituals” (Visser 1994, 226). This practice affirms the typical faith-culture co-existence in 
North Halmahera, which unveils the compatibility of faith and culture in people’s lives, 
particularly in their response to the violence and its aftermath. 
A new way of approaching the issue is, therefore, important. Rather than looking 
at the two elements as antithetical, a theological approach to the paradoxical nature of 
the faith-culture relationship needs to be constructed, especially since such an approach 
is fundamental for Christian interreligious understanding and practice in the post-
conflict context. The reemergence of the local spiritual narrative in the North Malukans’ 
response to the traumatic effects of the violence, for example, gives evidence of the 
importance and urgency of such theological construction.     
 The Dumas’ ongoing internal negotiation between the old and new stories 
reflects the wider and emerging conversation within the GMIH about how to respond to 
the discourse and practices of the spirit world, particularly in the aftermath. Although 
there is still no official reinterpretation of the role of the spirit in the life of Christian 
communities, non-official voices that demand a new approach to the issue are now 
speaking out.  
The aftermath additions unveil the links among memory, trauma, and the local 
spirit world. Comparing Dodara Garden to the old village cemetery, in which the graves 
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of Van Dijken and his wife are located, discloses another important dimension of the 
community’s relationship with the spirits or the living dead. It is a silent relationship, 
one that is left undefined, although it plays a significant role in the community’s 
construction of its collective self. The Duma village aftermath landscape provides a 
metaphor of how this relationship, though undefined, has been at work, thus providing 
an operative framework for the community in navigating life from within the 
indescribable presence of the sacred in their daily life.  
The religious communal violence not only showed no respect for the local 
wisdom and religious virtues; it also demystified the sacred and thus violently broke the 
respectful and honored relationship between the religious communities and nature. 
Religious communal violence, in its socio-political, economic, and religious dimensions, 
happens when religious communities attack each other. At its foundation, however, the 
sacred is being demystified. The concern is, hence, not only about the failure of religious 
communities to embed their practice in their religious teachings about honoring their 
neighbors. The question is also whether local traditions have the capacity to become a 
transforming resource for healing such a wounded relationship.  
The problem is not that the sacred has disappeared from the Dumas’ life but 
rather that the collective and individual experiences of the sacred still need to be 
processed as part of the aftermath response to the official and non-official dualistic 
approaches to the local spirit world and to the post-violence Muslim-Christian 
environment. Church leaders and ministers should start a theological conversation in 
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which the people’s adaptability to the realm of the spirit world is constructively and 
critically accommodated. The Christian narrative of the spirit, therefore, is central in 
providing the faith resource for such a conversation, and vice versa. The local narrative 
of the spirit should be seen as providing a contextual reference for the people’s grammar 
of faith.   
For the interreligious relationship, the community’s images of the sacred “must 
also be considered in its public manifestations” for its aftermath practice to be regarded 
as a part of the wider civic action in the area (Wuthnow 1994, 3). The fact that Dodara 
Garden shares space with the supposedly sacred church building and with the House of 
Prayer blurs the division between the sacred and the profane. In addition, this new 
space signals a new way of practicing interreligious relationships beyond the antithetical 
and divisive boundary separating the Muslims and Christians. The aftermath, thus, 
signifies a serious effort by local Christians, despite all the contradictory and even 
conflicting narratives, to transform their own landscape in a way that maintains the 
paradox between the sacred and the profane, the old and the new stories, and the self 
and the Other.  
Looking at this understanding against the Galelan’s traditional view of land 
unveils a dimension in the relationship among land, identity, and the sacred that plays an 
important role in the Dumas’ construction of its aftermath collective sense of self and of 
Other. For Galelans, land is inextricably related to one’s sense of self and of the sacred. 
This can be seen in the words of the song O Galela, ma tona ma dutu (“O Galela, my own 
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land”) ( Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 117). Adeney-Risakotta states that the Galelans’ 
“ownership of the land is their identity, that they received from their ancestors,” as 
reflected in the Galelan expression Jou ma dutu (“the supreme Lord”), which was 
originally used for the Sultan of Ternate. This expression is a central part of the Galelans’ 
understanding of their origin as a people; their identity comes with the land from their 
ancestors, who give them their rights and inheritance of the land through the Sultan of 
Ternate (Adeney-Risakotta 2005). Similarly, in Sahu, West Halmahera, the concept of 
kinship is embedded in land as well as in blood (Visser 1989, as cited in Adeney 
Risakotta 2005). These references show the interconnections between land and people, 
specifically between land and the local communities’ collective identity.  
Another important practice is the “making of sacred borders” for rice planting, 
which usually takes place near the end of the monsoon season. Describing her 
experience of a rice-planting ritual with a Muslim family and a small group of workers 
of Ngidiho village, not far from Duma, Adeney-Risakotta describes the link among 
Muslim prayers, rice-planting methods, and the making of sacred borders (Adeney-
Risakotta 2005, 117-121). The prayers and the blessings that accompany the planting of 
“several seeds of rice” in seven specific holes demonstrate the setting apart of land (e.g., 
rice field) as sacred borders for the Ngidihos. The creation of these holes, moreover, 
signifies rice planting as a sacred activity. This implies not only that the Muslim 
community regards rice as an essential part of their collective identity but also that such 
rituals indicate the sacredness of the land. In addition, it highlights the overlapping of 
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tradition and religion. This local Muslim practice shows how religious communities 
engage in the “production of the sacred” through their production of the communal 
staple food (Wuthnow 1994).  
The season of rice planting and the location of the rice fields reflect the Galelan 
belief in the ancestral spirits as it is expressed in their reference to o pariama (the Pleiades 
star cluster) (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 119). The appearance of the star cluster, which 
indicates the “presence of the ancestors in the village,” signals the right time for planting. 
According to the local calendar, o pariama appears twice a year. The first appearance in 
April marks the time for the planting of the crops, and the second appearance in 
November marks the time for the harvesting of the crops. According to Platenkamp, 
however, Van Dijken reported in 1888 that the Galelans had changed their rice 
cultivating cycle. At that time the planting took place in January and the harvesting in 
June due to the “sparse rain fall . . . combined with humidity” (cited in Adeney-
Risakotta 2005). Although Van Dijken’s report suggests that the locals had stopped 
using o pariama as the reference for their cultivation cycle, reports from the post-
missionary period reveal otherwise. The Galelan Muslims still use the stars as their main 
reference for the time to plant the rice seeds. Hence it would appear that this report 
refers exclusively to the first Christians’ practice.  
The significant change in the rice cultivation cycle, however, coincided with the 
arrival of the Christian calendar and affected both Christians and Muslims. Instead of an 
annual planting, the people switched to semiannual plantings. This change was 
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influenced by the missionary’s approach to rice planting that preferred the season of 
high-volume rainfall, seemingly without considering the locals’ way of planting rice on 
dry land close to the lake. The local rice is dependent on the water levels of the lake. This 
practice allows the first planting to take place in January with harvest in May or June. 
The second planting season takes place in July with harvest in November or December. 
Here, the locals’ reference to the stars that appear in November is still maintained, and 
the new local Christians are able to adjust their harvesting dates to allow time for the 
Christmas celebration. The missionary’s “agricultural innovation,” therefore, influenced 
the agricultural practices of both Galelan Muslims and Christians, but the people 
themselves found ways to negotiate between nature and their traditional beliefs and the 
new agricultural method (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 118-20). The adaptability of people is 
a major factor in how innovations are accommodated within the local worldview.  
The above description of the Galelan agricultural system provides insight into 
how the locals have maintained interconnections among nature (stars, rainfall, fish), the 
spirit world (the ancestral spirits), and the old (the traditional) and the new (the 
missionary’s) agricultural methods in their worldview. This synthesis suggests that the 
three interlinked dimensions of land, identity, and the sacred are central to the way the 
locals imagine the world and how they fit into it. With these cultural traditions as a 
background, it is logical to suggest that the Dumas’ village landscape and the people’s 
perception of it are interconnected.  
In fact, the early history of Duma Christians is closely connected with nature.  
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A farmer himself, Van Dijken summarized his mission approach in the phrase “through 
the visible to the invisible” (melalui yang dapat dilihat kepada yang tidak dapat dilihat). This 
phrase meant that through farming (the visible) he would bring the Gospel (the 
invisible) to the people (Fransz 1976, 4-5). Van Dijken’s mission approach was mainly 
oriented toward training and preparing the new Christians in the “appropriate” (i.e., 
Western) farming methods. Besides changing the rice cultivation system, Van Dijken 
also grew other crops (e.g., coffee, cacao, vanilla, nutmeg), and he raised cows and a 
horse (Fransz 1976, 6). Nature and the Christian faith are integrated in the Gospel 
message that was brought to the Dumas and has been maintained through the post-
mission period. 
The new rice planting cycle faces a challenge in the Galelan socio-economic 
situation of a century later. The presence of the banana company PT GAI, which bought 
a large section of the people’s lands, resulted in two significant and simultaneous 
changes in the Galelans’ lives. The first was the post-missionary shift from its status as a 
rice-culture community to a banana-culture community (Fransz 1976, 126-27). The 
second was the lessening of the significance of rice as a ritual medium. This decrease, 
even loss, of the communal significance of the rice harvesting ritual was due to the 
decrease in the land devoted to rice fields as communal space. In the aftermath, then, 
rice could no longer be viewed as a commonly shared and effective interreligious 
symbol. Furthermore, the communal violence that ended the local production of 
bananas made it impossible to view the banana as an effective symbol, due primarily to 
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the possible association of the banana with the loss of people’s land and their primary 
economic resource in the post-rice era. The theological question is, therefore, is it 
relevant to use either rice or the banana as an interreligious symbol in the aftermath, 
knowing the long and complex histories of these staple foods that have shaped their 
communal significances? Does either one communicate a transforming message about 
the possibility of reconstructing a new interreligious story?  
There should be a new collective process aimed at redefining the significance of 
these staple foods, both religiously and culturally, for the sake of a non-violent 
interreligious communal life. The need to redefine the interreligious significance of the 
local staple foods is most necessary for the landscapes of the inland villages that are 
connected by Galela Lake. Looking at the Dumas’ main plantation crops (i.e., banana 
and cassava) within the Duma village’s interreligious-oriented aftermath landscape with 
its three additions (Dodara Garden, the House of Prayer, and Nita Church) suggests the 
way in which the aftermath landscape and the communal staple foods can provide a 
local resource for interreligious hospitality by sharing a meal of these two staple foods in 
a shared interreligious space (the House of Prayer).  
The pre-violence landscape had a distinct history through the Dumas’ collective 
identity, embedded as it was in a set of Christian rather than Muslim norms, yet it was 
not alienated from the wider Muslim understanding of the significance of their own 
landscapes. Examining the pre-violence religio-spatial configuration of the Muslim and 
Christian communities in this part of the region, however, reveals the influence of the 
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missionaries’ theological understanding of Christian space as a central element in the 
formation of a Christian collective identity over against the Other’s space (i.e., Muslim 
space), which represented the Other collective identity. This norm has provided a basis 
for the community’s collective set of principles and ethics on how to be and how to live 
as a minority in the primarily Muslim sub-district of Galela. Does the aftermath affect 
the religio-spatial configuration, which shapes the religious communities’ views of each 
other and, therefore, challenges them to find alternative, shared ways to relate?      
The violence not only destroyed the village’s landscape but also ruined the chief 
dimension that the landscape had represented for so long, that is, the community’s 
collective Christian way of life. The fall of the village profoundly symbolized the loss of 
the physical landmark of Christian space in the area and, therefore, the loss of the 
Christian collective identity. The transformation of this space, then, is not merely about 
the physical but is also essentially a healing process for the community’s collective sense 
of self.  
The Duma village’s landscape and the wider Christian-Muslim villages’ 
landscapes offer a possibility for these religious communities to imagine a new 
landscape that goes beyond the present religio-spatial configuration. The new inter-
religio spatial configuration should, nonetheless, acknowledge the historically, 
religiously, and politically contested nature of these landscapes. The post-violence 
configuration should be able to tell a new story of Muslim-Christian relationship that 
reaches beyond the current religio-spatial configuration.  
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The aftermath additions unveil the Dumas’ production of the sacred, which is 
integral to their construction of their collective identity. Bringing this into dialogue with 
the Ngidiho’s production, as revealed in their rice-planting ritual, shows the capacity of 
these religious communities to engage with each other through their understanding of 
how the sacred affects and transforms their collective lives, although in different ways,. 
Relocating these references to the sacred in the public sphere is a gift that these 
communities can give to each other.  
 
 
Boundary and Memory 
The aftermath additions reflect a link between boundary and memory in the 
Duma community’s aftermath narrative. The site of the church, garden, and memorial 
tells about the new boundary that creates the horizon for the community’s collective 
memory of the violence. Yet the same boundary also creates a new horizon for an 
interreligious collective imagination about the possibility of a story of religious 
communal peace and reconciliation. The boundary uniquely creates a distinctive marker 
for the Christian community of Duma while creating a bridge to the Other.   
The village’s landscape represents the community’s willingness to give room to 
an emerging story of interreligious relationship beyond the narratives of hatred, 
violence, and distrust. More particularly, the idea of the sacred regulates the complex 
link between memory and boundary in the life of the Duma community. The connection is 
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manifested in this local Christian community’s construction of its collective aftermath 
identity while trying to remain integrated with the wider Galelan community. This link 
also brings out the ambivalence and the complexity within the Dumas’ collective 
identity and signifies the community’s first crucial step in the long process of healing its 
wounded relationship with its Muslim neighbors. 
Relating memory and boundary through the sacred unveils the kind of theology 
that has been operative in the life of the community even before the coming of Christian 
missionaries and that has continued to inform the community’s aftermath practice. It is a 
living theology that can be traced through the community’s history of mission, its 
unique relationship with the spirit world, its long and complex yet primarily 
harmonious relationship with the Muslims, and its effort to relocate its faith in the 
creation of a safe interreligious public space. Looking at the community’s memory 
through the village’s landscape also suggests a link that has bound its culture and 
religion with nature, a link which has reemerged and is being rediscovered in the 
community’s aftermath practice. The three aftermath additions characterize a new locale 
where the community re-negotiates and remakes connections among culture, religion, 
and nature in the aftermath. Moreover, they hint at the possibility of the endurance and 
power of this new locale in shaping the Dumas’ collective identity and their 
interreligious practices in years to come. 
The Duma village’s aftermath landscape provides a way to rediscover how the 
community’s memory is embedded in the physical details of the village, and vice versa. 
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It even more unveils, as Simon Schama puts it, the way the “inherited landscape myth 
and memories share [the] characteristics [of] their surprising endurance through the 
centuries and their power to shape institutions that we still live with” (Schama 1995, 15).  
The aftermath additions should also be seen as the community’s interreligious 
improvisation that progressively mediates the community’s private space and public 
space. Such an improvisation shows the capacity of a local congregation to respond to its 
immediate social challenges by utilizing its own available religious and cultural 
resources. The Duma community is, however, in need of an aftermath interreligious 
public discourse, which will help the aftermath additions to be embedded in and to 
resonate with the community’s intention to shape a shared public space where peace 
and reconciliation become a new learned and practiced spirituality.  
Given Duma’s history of being the first Christian village in North Halmahera, the 
landscape maintains the community’s sense of being the first, of being separate from the 
rest of the people in the area. Reading the three aftermath additions against the 
community’s historical and missiological sense of self, therefore, raises the question of 
whether the additions function in ways that support the community’s intention of 
building a peaceful relationship with its Muslim neighbors. Even more, what role do the 
community’s collective and personal memories of violence play in the construction of its 
collective self-understanding that resists the projection of the Other as enemy? 
The Duma community’s memory of violence fundamentally constitutes its 
identity. By privileging Christian faith as its primary reference, the community uses the 
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Christian narrative as its norm in constructing its aftermath collective identity and in 
navigating the post-conflict interreligious environment and its social world, by and large. 
The normative status of the Christian faith, however, does not necessarily presume the 
negation of the Muslim faith. The Christian identity of the Dumas is thus constructed 
not in opposition to, nor by obliterating, but in relationship to the religious Other. The 
question nevertheless remains, what kind of relationship can the two groups have with 
each other? Also what are the resources that the community uses to relocate its faith 
within the new reality of religious difference and its continuing impact on the 
community’s collective sense of self? 
The community’s choice to return to the village and to rebuild its life there, its 
continuing efforts to reconnect with its Muslim neighbors, and its annual ritual on June 
19 all embed the sense of sacredness in the community’s daily life. This sense of the 
sacred, which is mapped through the remembrance sites and practices, goes beyond the 
physicality of the landscape. It is based primarily on the community’s narrative of the 
landscape, which itself draws on the biblical, cultural, and historical narratives that 
make the sacredness of the village landscape perceptible, though paradoxical (Gunner 
2005, 282). These result in the “landscape imagery” and memory that characterize the 
creation of the Dumas’ identity as a religious community within the uncertainties of the 
post-religious communal violence, which is marked by survival, contestations, and 
negotiations of the interreligious relationship (Gunner 2005, 282). The community’s 
construction of its collective self-understanding is therefore interconnected to its 
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memory of the violence, its presently ambivalent relationship with its Muslim neighbors, 
and its imagination of a non-violent interreligious relationship in the future.  
The Dumas’ construction of its memory gives particular insight into the creation 
and ongoing shaping of the church’s collective memory. This memory informs the 
formulation of the church’s collective identity, which is not static but dynamic in that it 
is responsive to its social environment. In this sense the aftermath additions, in 
particular, hold the meanings and the memories of the community as well as encode the 
church’s collective self-understanding. 
Maya Lin, the Asian-American architect who designed the Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial in Washington, D.C., stated in regards to the design of the memorial that 
“perhaps it was an empathetic response to the idea about war that had led me to cut 
open the earth – an initial violence that heals in time but leaves a memory, like a scar” 
(Lin 2000, 4:15). Required to include all the names of the 57,000 Americans missing and 
killed in the war, Lin designed a “strictly aesthetic” long black granite wall inscribed 
with the list of names (2000, 4:10, 4:14). The black color, for her, represents “the idea of a 
dark mirror into a shadowed mirrored image of the space, a space we cannot enter and 
from which the names separate us, an interface between the world of the living and the 
world of the dead” (2000, 4:14). Lin’s wall profoundly visualizes boundary as a 
metaphor for the division between the dead and the living. But it also speaks 
analogously about the way boundary connects the memory of the violent past to the 
present by relocating and re-narrating the individual stories of loss (as represented by 
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the names of the victims) within a new context of relationship (as represented by the 
reflections of those standing in front of the wall and touching the names of the victims). 
In this public memorial for the victims and survivors, as well as for the witnesses of the 
war, the boundary between the past and the future, between the dead and the living, is 
maintained.  
Four characters that are central in Lin’s design of the Vietnam War Memorial—
conciliatory, aesthetic, harmonious, and connected—provide an important insight into 
the often unnoticeable way a memorial or other architectural work communicates a 
message of peace and reconciliation through art (2000, 4:10, 14). Accordingly the 
aftermath architectures not only visualize the community’s collective memory of the 
violence, but they also represent the community’s sense of aesthetics in communicating 
its message of living harmoniously and conciliatorily with the Muslims. The 
architectures also show how art can simultaneously communicate beauty while 
testifying to the ugliness of human violence. The setting of the Duma community’s 
aftermath story discloses the oral and visual dimensions of its narrative. These 
dimensions illustrate the importance of aesthetics in the post-violence interreligious 
relationship and cooperation between Christians and Muslims in North Halmahera.  
The addition of Dodara Garden to the churchyard, the transformation of the 
damaged Nita Church into the House of Prayer, and the newly constructed church 
adjacent to the House of Prayer signal a shift in the community’s self-understanding. 
The site itself has become a symbol that points to the community’s past, that is, to the 
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June 19 attack, but it also points to the aftermath of the violence, to both the now and the 
then, to the community’s present experience and its imagination of a future of 
interreligious relationship. The June 19 attack, moreover, adds a new dimension to the 
community’s sense of history. Instead of perceiving the violence as rupturing its 
memory of the deeper past, of the biblical narrative which had shaped the community’s 
collective narrative prior to the violence, the community locates its memory of June 19 as 
an integral part of its faith narrative. Here, the theological shift is reflected in the 
architecture. The violence is seen as part of the continuing history of a people whose 
identity, whose story is embedded in the collective narrative of the Bible. The 
community’s faith, therefore, which is the foundation of its narrative, not only allows the 
community to reconfigure the June 19 event into its historical narrative but also enables 
the people of Duma to see the community’s faith as the starting point of its new life, its 
life in the aftermath of violence.  
Dodara Garden tells about a history of violence, of pain and sacrifice, of death 
and loss that will remain in the collective memory of the Dumas. This site also tells 
another story, one about the community’s ability to go through its pain and loss and be 
vulnerable again. It does this by offering a space where its Muslim neighbors can come 
and pray with the people of Duma in the House of Prayer. The community lives on by 
witnessing, through the construction of the new church, to its faith in God despite all the 
difficulties that it has been through. It is in reading this site in its entirety that the 
community’s site of violence can also be seen as a site of grace (Hess 2009, 142).   
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The reconfiguration of the boundary and its impact on the relocation of the 
Dumas’ faith into the interreligious public space offers a glimpse into the way the 
physical setting shapes, and is being shaped by, the community’s aftermath narrative.  
More specifically, it discloses the way the community’s setting of its narrative shapes, 
even transforms, its self-understanding in regards to its congregational life, its history, 
and its mission. The simultaneous presence of the four buildings/monuments in the 
village, i.e., the three aftermath additions (the under-construction Nita Church, the 
renovation of the damaged Nita Church into the House of Prayer, Dodara Garden) and 
the temporary church represent the continuing “non-verbal communication” that is 
taking place within the community (Sutanto 2000, 14). Understanding the power of this 
local Christian community’s verbal and visual ways of communicating its collective 
identity in its response to the interreligious challenges in the aftermath is, therefore, 
crucial.  
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Architecture and the Christian Collective Identity 
The aftermath additions reflect the link between architecture and Christian 
identity.7 The Dumas’ creative decision to locate Nita Church and the House of Prayer 
on the same site demonstrates their return to the aesthetics in communicating their 
message of peace and reconciliation to the Muslims. In reference to Maya Lin’s 
understanding of architecture “not as a form that contains space, but as an experience[,] 
a passage,” this section demonstrates how the aftermath architecture reflects the 
community’s passage through violence and its aftermath and through which it finds 
ways to rebuild its life and reconnect with its Muslim neighbors (2000, 10:02-10:03).  
Thus, the two architectural additions (the House of Prayer and Nita Church) not 
only tell a new story of this Christian community, but they also locate it within the 
community’s new interreligious narrative, and vice versa. The buildings, furthermore, 
specify the change of space in the community’s aftermath experience that harmoniously 
merges the interreligious space (the House of Prayer) with the Christian space (Nita 
Church), which makes the aftermath additions a liminal space. As a liminal space, the 
aftermath additions become the place of intersection between the public and the private, 
the Other and the self, the communal and the individual. The liminality of the additions, 
moreover, suggests an important dimension of the healing of the aftermath Muslim-
                                                 
7 This section uses the phrase “the aftermath additions” as in previous sections, but it also 
uses the term “the aftermath architecture” when it specifically refers to the two buildings, the 
new Nita Church that is still under construction and the House of Prayer.  
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Christian relationship, namely the transformation of the religious landscape that was 
violated during the period of violence.  
Christine D. Pohl, in reference to Victor Turner’s work on liminality and 
community, suggests the liminal position that the church and Christian community 
should embrace in practicing hospitality (Pohl 1999, 106, 107). The aftermath additions 
in Duma illustrate this “dimension of liminality” in that they create a “setting highly 
distinguished from the larger [community] (Pohl 1999, 106-7). The use of this setting 
(through the community’s “daily practices and rituals”) determines the significance of 
the additions for the wider interreligious communities. It specifically signifies the 
Dumas’ collective identity as a liminal community—“betwixt and between”—that offers 
and receives hospitality from the very setting of hostility (Poll 1999, 107).        
The aftermath architecture, particularly the buildings’ shared location with 
Dodara Garden, tells about the Duma community’s fundamental assumptions and 
attitudes towards Islam and the indigenous reference to the spirit world. The aftermath 
architecture also reflects the community’s pragmatic approach to the interreligious 
relationship in the post-violence context. The exterior designs and the locations of the 
two buildings are interconnected. The aftermath architecture reflects the community’s 
aftermath theology (cf. Hedges 2000, 187). The question is, what theology does it reflect 
about the Other? 
As the author’s observation of the aftermath additions took place during the 
construction of the new Nita Church, this section can only focus on the “theological 
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meanings” and not on the “liturgical uses” of the church (Kieckhefer 2004, 16). Yet its 
shared location with the House of Prayer and Dodara Garden, and the community’s 
collective use of the site during the annual June 19 ritual, allows for an analysis of the 
architectural dimensions (i.e., the “spatial dynamics,” “aesthetical impacts,” and the 
“symbolic resonance”) of the aftermath site (Kieckhefer 2004, 15). This section identifies 
the challenge that the aftermath architecture discloses related to the Duma community’s 
liturgical use of Nita Church. The community’s intention of constructing a new 
interreligious narrative needs to be reflected in the aftermath architecture and also to be 
manifested in its liturgy and worship, more specifically in its use of the worship space in 
the Nita Church.  
The House of Prayer is not only a place that invites the religious Other to enter 
into a sacred space. It is also a vulnerable space, due to its contradictory presence amidst 
the Church and the cemetery. It indicates the fragility of interreligious dialogue in the 
post-violence context. The House of Prayer symbolically resonates with the Christian 
and Muslim communities’ own vulnerabilities in reaching out to each other while 
maintaining their own religious spaces and their religious identities. The aftermath 
architecture, therefore, becomes a site where both the Christian and the Muslim 
communities should contribute to the kind of religious space they intend to use, which 
implies the interreligious collectiveness that they intend to practice. If this site is the 
Christians’ invitation to the Muslims, then the Christians should be able to see and to 
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listen to the different ways the Muslims extend their aftermath invitations. This new 
liminal space links the Muslim and the Christian and allows them to interact peacefully.  
The liminal space also becomes the setting where architecture and the 
community’s claiming of its collective identity and its desire for interreligious 
relationship coincide. Moreover, the aftermath architecture projects the way in which 
the community maintains the space between what the church “has meant” and what it 
“can mean” in the aftermath of religious communal violence (Kieckhefer 2004, 11).  
As a liminal space, the aftermath additions serve as multivalent symbols that 
communicate different things simultaneously. They can make the Duma community’s 
effort to communicate itself, its history, and its faith to its interreligious environment 
both relevant and irrelevant. Here, the aesthetic response to the interreligious challenge 
needs to be integrated with the practice of reconnecting with the Other.  
It is the juxtaposition of Nita Church and the House of Prayer that informs both 
the meaning of the aftermath additions as a whole as well as the community’s effort to 
balance its memory of the pain of interreligious life and its constructive imagination of 
the possibility of healing the interreligious relationship.  
The aftermath additions locate individual memory in the public sphere, thereby 
weaving individual stories of loss and of the past with the communal sense of presence 
and of the present. Space and time are being relocated in the visual encounter between 
the living and the dead. This is similar to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, which reflects 
the connection between the dead and the living when the living “see themselves with 
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the names” when they read and touch the names on a “pure and reflective surface” of 
black granite (Lin 2000, 4:14). The aftermath additions, furthermore, become a landmark 
through which the Dumas and the wider interreligious community can see both the 
communal violence and its aftermath through the experience of individual and 
collective loss and hope (see 2000, 4:16). In the words of Maya Lin, the co-existence of 
Nita Church, the House of Prayer, and Dodara Garden reveals the community’s 
intention to put this new site in an “additive rather than a combative” relationship with 
the village’s landscape (2000, 4:11). This illustrates the possibility of adding new 
dimensions to the post-violence interreligious relationship without destroying or 
resisting the good elements contained in the past interreligious relationship.  
  
On Martyrdom: Re-appropriating the Christian Narrative of  
Martyrdom and Bearing Witness to the Possibility of  
Life beyond Violence 
The Dumas’ aftermath narrative discloses the interplay between the local 
tradition and the three-fold elements of Christian “narratives, practices, and texts” 
(Schreiter 1998, 33). The interplay reflects what Robert J. Schreiter terms “implicit,” 
Gerald West names “embodied, but not yet articulated,” and James R. Cochrane calls 
“incipient” theology (Cochrane 1999, 151; Schreiter 1998, 31; West 2009).  Furthermore, 
the interplay reflects the “specific configuration of moral choice and historical 
circumstances” that identifies the Dumas as a local church whose life has been 
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dramatically changed by the recent violence (Hopewell 1987, 149).8 The community’s 
wisdom and response, in regards to the violence and its aftermath, can therefore be 
identified in its narrative. This section demonstrates the way the personal accounts of 
violence – intertwined with biblical texts, Christian hymns, cultural references, and 
communal practices – create a polyphonic rhythm or flow which shapes the body of the 
community’s narrative.  
This section identifies the re-appropriation of the concept of martyrdom as the 
main characteristic of the Dumas’ aftermath narrative. It further reveals the Dumas’ 
collective process in adopting the “discourse of martyrdom” into the “construction of 
[its] Christian identity”(Leemans 2005, xv). The discourse of martyrdom, therefore, 
becomes a “common identity marker” that contributes to the creation of the Dumas’ 
distinct Christian identity (Leemans 2005). Instead of emphasizing the death-oriented 
dimension of the discourse, the Duma community focuses on the life-oriented 
dimension. This allows the community’s continuing development of ways in which the 
collective witnessing to interreligious life in the aftermath is possible. 
The Duma community’s story of the aftermath was originally told out of the 
context of its ongoing struggle to make meaning of its experience of violence. It was 
constructed, moreover, by negotiating the Christian narratives and the community’s 
living cultural references and by making available both its cultural and Christian sources 
                                                 
8 Again, Hopewell’s equation of “characterization” with “ethos” is important in that 
ethos reflects the “values and dispositions” that the Duma community maintains (Hopewell 1987, 
56).   
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in the process. It is in the embodiment, the construction, and the articulation of the story 
that the community, in its own peculiar ways, owns the story (Leemans 2005, 170). The 
Dumas’ aftermath story, however, is yet to be theologically constructed in a way that is 
plausible to the wider Christian, even to the wider interreligious communities in 
Indonesia.  
The intertwining of Christian texts (the Bible, hymns, and songs), narratives 
(dreams, visions, and appearances), symbols (the cross and gravestones), and practice 
(the June 19 ritual) with the local reference of the spirit world (opo-opo) and local 
practices of hospitality (the gifting of mujair fish and the Reconciliation Project) are 
manifested in the Duma community’s story of the violence and in its response to the 
aftermath. The link unveils the characteristic way that the Duma community’s response 
to the aftermath of violence overlaps the Christian narrative with the cultural reference. 
This overlapping, however, is neither recognized nor identified officially. As a result, the 
multiple layers of this complex relationship, which reemerged during the violence and 
again in the community’s aftermath response, are not utilized optimally as an important 
resource for the community’s theological response to the dual historical challenges of 
Islam and indigenous beliefs (see Haire 1981, 315-326). During the aftermath of the 
violence, these dual challenges have reemerged, thereby requiring a new approach.  
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Re-appropriating Martyrdom: a Collective Witnessing to Life 
Religious communal violence in North Halmahera, particularly the June 19 
violence, has become the relevant historical reference as well as the appropriate Sitz im 
Leben for the Duma community’s use of the discourse of martyrdom. Framing the 
violence within this discourse implies that the June 19 attack was religious persecution 
against the Christians. This understanding is constitutive to the construction of the 
community’s collective identity as a community of witnesses whose collective life 
testifies to the possibility of interreligious healing in the aftermath of religious violence. 
The Dumas’ application of the discourse of martyrdom, therefore, not only discloses a 
process of historicizing, of contextualizing the traditional reference of the discourse; it 
also affirms the “need for a generous set of criteria for understanding martyrdom” 
(Cunningham 2005, 455; cf. Sobrino 2003, 120-122). The open criteria of martyrdom allow 
for a new way of relating to the Christian narrative of faith, witness, and sacrifice.   
The concept of martyrdom is a working framework for the Duma community’s 
narrative of religious violence. The concept, however, not only frames the narrative; it 
also preserves the events of violence as “part of the [community’s] collective memory” 
(Leemans 2005, xiv). The community’s use of martyrdom affects its collective life, ad 
intra and ad extra (Leemans 2005, xv). It suggests a new space for speaking about and 
relating with its Muslim neighbors.  
The Duma community’s use of the concept of martyrdom highlights particular 
characteristics of its aftermath narrative. The concept of martyrdom signifies three 
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elements of the Dumas’ narrative of martyrdom: the religious status of the June 19 
victims, the theological implication of martyrdom in the community’s collective practice, 
and the public dimension of the concept, particularly in the community’s relationship 
with its Muslim neighbors. First is the religious status given to the dead as martyrs. The 
community on its own extended the criteria of martyrdom to the victims, using the three 
forms of authority: the ecclesial, the communal, and the societal (the public). The 
question of authority involves the pastoral, theological, and missiological aspects of both 
individual and collective life in the village. Since part of the claimed authority in 
bestowing the designation of martyrs on the victims of the June 19 violence comes from 
the Church, the way the community looks at the event of violence is refocused as a new 
source of its wisdom and knowledge of God, of themselves, and of others. 
The leadership and ministry of the GMIH synod leaders, particularly as noted in 
the moderator’s speech of June 19, 2003, which affirmed the status of the victims as 
martyrs, in part reveals the church’s authority in and acknowledgment of the naming of 
the martyrs. But it is the Dumas’ collective authority, within the leadership of Nita 
Church session and ministers, which makes this concept meaningful and workable for 
the community. The Dumas’ adoption of martyrdom is consistent with the traditional 
Christian concept, in which the death that was brought upon the victims was a response 
to their shared identity as Christians. They died in odium fidei, because of the hatred 
against their faith (Cunningham 2005, 453). The hatred was revealed not only in the acts 
of killing but also in the accompanying graffiti that consisted of curses and denigration 
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of Jesus, His mother Mary, and the triune God, graffiti that covered many parts of the 
damaged walls of Nita Church. 
The Dumas’ collective reference to martyrdom, furthermore, shows the extension 
of this concept. The naming of the victims as martyrs ignores gender and age, which is 
unusual in this male-oriented culture in its inclusion of women and children, especially 
in reference to war heroes. The group of victims may also cut across the social status of 
the individual within the community. Naming all the victims as martyrs of the 
congregation brings together those of lower and higher status into equal status within 
the religious sphere. The collective nature of the killings and the faithful deaths of the 
victims make the concept of martyrdom applicable for the Duma community.  
The second significance is in the theological implications of the discourse, which 
is represented by both the location of Dodara Garden and the June 19 ritual. These two 
elements play a significant role in shaping the Dumas’ distinct Christian identity. On the 
one hand, they preserve the collective memory of the martyrs, whose deaths exemplified 
living faith in Jesus Christ. On the other hand, they create a liturgical space for 
remembering the dead, an unusual feature in the Dumas’ church tradition. As a 
Reformed church, the Nita Church congregation did not inherit a collective or 
communal way of commemorating the dead (cf. Gordon 2000, 87-109; Gordon and 
Marshall 2000, 9-10). Yet, by blurring the boundary between the cultural and the 
ecclesial in the June 19 ritual, the congregation has created a new space in which the 
church liturgy can be enacted harmoniously in members’ houses, in the church worship 
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area, and at the cemetery of the martyrs. Here, the community uses its cultural reference 
of salabe and wonge, the individual and communal place of the dead, to transform the 
limited liturgical space. The June 19 ritual, hence, unveils the cultural dimension of the 
Dumas’ Christian practice. The Dumas use their Christian reference, though not 
necessarily Reformed, to transform the limited cultural understanding of salabe and 
wonge by placing Dodara Garden in the churchyard. Here, the location of Dodara 
Garden points toward the faith dimension in the Dumas’ cultural practice. Both 
therefore reveal an emerging theology of the living and the dead which shapes the 
Dumas’ understanding of its collective identity as Christian. 
Placing the cemetery of the martyrs in the churchyard may be seen as embedding 
it in the long Christian history of the cemetery as “the bosom of the church” (Aries 1982, 
40). Although it is not clear whether the Dumas make reference to this history in their 
practice, it is evident that by placing the martyrs in the churchyard the community 
incorporates the dead into its understanding of the church. The new sense of “the sacred 
that the dead had inspired” has created a new understanding of living faithfully (Aries 
1982, 46). The inspiration of the sacred is thus maintained in the everyday, without 
breaking the congregation’s own denominational tradition which is suspicious of 
superstition. The community views the sacredness of June 19 in relation to the attack 
and the death of the martyrs but not necessarily in relation to their graves. In the June 19 
ritual, therefore, there is no liturgical space for naming the dead (memoria) (cf. Gordon 
and Marshall 2000, 4). The church service, which marks the climax of the day of the 
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martyrs, also does not include the breaking of bread in communion, which might be 
expected to symbolize the communal feast. The congregation’s Reformed tradition does 
not allow a collective liturgical space and practice to be offered in memory of the dead.9 
The community, however, manages to point to the significance of the martyrs in its life 
without naming them in its ritual. What is evident in the community’s June 19 ritual, 
therefore, is the ambiguous relationship between the cemetery (the dead or the culture) 
and the church (the living or the religion). It is, even more, about the ambivalent 
relationship between the local church and the universal (e.g., Reformed) church teaching 
about the dead. Yet the Duma community, in its own particular way, lives out such a 
paradox.  
Finally, the third significance of the Duma community’s narrative of martyrdom 
is its missiological or public dimension. The June 19 attack is a snapshot of real life 
(Cunningham 2005, 464). The Dumas’ narrative of religious communal violence is in the 
first place all about that snapshot. Narrating that moment in time functions to remind 
the community, and the next generation, that their martyrs suffered “real death in the 
face of real violence” which came upon them because of their shared identity as 
Christians (Cunningham 2005).  
Martyrdom becomes emblematic of the Dumas’ aftermath collective identity in 
the way it binds the community with the dead and with future generations (cf. Booth 
2006, 77). The inscription on the martyrs’ headstones (“Do not waste our struggle”) is 
                                                 
9 Ester Pudjo Widiasih, telephone conversation with author, September 20, 2010. 
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the official reference to what martyrdom stands for and what the life and the death of 
the martyrs mean for the community.  
The Duma community’s narrative signals the imperative of demystifying 
martyrdom (Sobrino 2003, 119-133). First, the demystification points to the core of the 
Dumas’ narrative of martyrdom, which is rooted in the community’s experience of death 
in faith but is even more ingrained in its experience of life in faith in the post-conflict 
context. Martyrdom for this community is not only about the dead but is also about the 
living. It is about living life in faithful witness to the life of Jesus. It is about life that finds 
meaning only after walking through death. This practice is also a theological necessity 
that will reorient fundamental questions about mission in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence. 
Calling the victims of the June 19 violence martyrs is not just the community’s 
way to refuse to let the victims become unknown victims of violence. It is also the 
community’s way to ensure that such violence will never take place again. The Duma 
community’s narrative of martyrdom, therefore, using Sobrino’s term, is about “the 
crucified people” who have become the subjects of history in their own struggle to make 
sense of their experiences of violence, through which they develop a new understanding 
of God, of themselves, and of others (Sobrino 2003, 5).  
The community’s defining its experiences of violence as a faith experience, 
therefore, implies the act of witnessing to Jesus. The deaths of the community’s martyrs 
are considered the deaths of those who struggle until death to champion their Christian 
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faith. The martyrs are seen to have died like Jesus, so now, using the death of the martyrs 
as its faith reference, the community struggles to live like Jesus. It is a witnessing life of 
“faithfully following Jesus,” of “being like” Jesus (Sobrino 2003, 123). It is a life that 
witnesses to the life and ministry of Jesus, which brings justice and hope for the 
suffering. It is a witness to the death and resurrection of Jesus, which makes life a living 
promise for those who struggle for peace and justice. The concept of martyrdom is being 
reconfigured in the local Christian practice of witnessing to the unspeakable event of 
violence that occurred on June 19. Martyrdom is not a determinant element in this 
practice. Rather, martyrdom is being re-appropriated through the community’s call to 
remember. It is the community’s collective testimony that determines the relevance of 
martyrdom in the aftermath. 
Second, the demystification of martyrdom also calls for a new practice that 
embeds the concept of martyrdom in the daily life of the community. Reconnecting with 
its Muslim neighbors, struggling to overcome their past violent encounters, and 
weaving a new possibility of relating non-violently are the principles behind re-defining 
the relevance of such a concept within the aftermath interreligious relationship. How 
this collective testimony communicates in ways that are accessible and plausible to the 
community’s interreligious environment is another question.  
The Nineteen Attitudes (see Chapter Three, pp. 168-169), disclose in some detail 
the Duma community’s description of what life in the aftermath requires of it, both 
internally and externally. Connecting the inscription on the headstones with the list of 
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attitudes demonstrates the character of the community’s aftermath narrative as a call to 
witness to life and hope for a better relationship with the religious Other.  
Predicting that Muslim perceptions of the Dodara cemetery’s inscription (“Do 
not waste our struggle”) might harm the reconciliation efforts between the two 
communities and, especially, might damage the interreligious relationship among 
youths in the area, the Nita Church session at its meeting on June 25, 2009 decided to 
maintain the inscription but added the Nineteen Attitudes of Returning Home as the 
official explanation of the meaning of the word struggle (perjuangan). The list of the 
nineteen attitudes is written on the fence in front of Dodara cemetery and was dedicated 
on July 17, 2009 when the congregation celebrated its 136th anniversary.10 This internal 
conversation discloses not only the way the site is part of the community’s complex 
history but, even more, how it is part of the community’s imagination and hope for a 
future beyond violence.  
The Dumas’ aftermath practice of martyrdom needs to reverse the traditional 
odium fidei significance of being martyrs, which denotes a witnessing through death in 
which being a martyr is equivalent to being willing and having the courage to die. It 
should rather refer to the significance of being martyrs out of odium iustitiae, (“hatred of 
justice” – they were killed because others hate justice) which indicates the willingness to 
live and to struggle for justice. Martyrs, therefore, are those who “live to tell [the] story,” 
whose testimonies are “discourses of survival for hope and hope for survival” (Chopp 
                                                 
10  Hontong, email to author, June 28, 2010. 
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Winter 1998, 6). These dimensions of martyrdom as related to faith and justice are 
projected in the Duma community’s experience of the cross during the violence and in 
the post-violence context.   
For the people of Duma, the cross was the symbol of God’s faithful presence and 
protection during the period of violence. For some, looking at the cross provided them 
with a mirror in which to see the suffering of Christ through their own suffering, and 
vice versa. The cross gave the community a medium for speaking about the authenticity 
of their experiences of the violence as a faith experience. The violence, even more, gave 
them a framework for understanding the depth of Jesus’ suffering and death. Jesus’ 
suffering and death provides them a faith reference that makes their own suffering and 
the loss of their loved ones meaningful. For many, the communal violence has created a 
new reference to what the cross and the faith in Jesus should mean, that is, to be stronger 
in their faith despite the unbearable suffering and the immeasurable loss they had to 
endure. If, however, the only reference to the cross is to the community’s suffering and 
loss, what role does the cross play in the community’s current efforts for peace and 
reconciliation? 
Attributing the title of martyrs to the victims of June 19, 2000, enables the 
survivors and witnesses of the event to transform not only the concept of death that is 
embedded in martyrdom but also their witnessing of a tragic experience into a new 
witnessing of a hopeful experience. This is a journey beyond hatred, trauma, and 
distrust. The journey makes it possible for this local Christian community to contribute 
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to the construction of a shared public space within and beyond its particularity. 
Martyrdom for the Duma community is, therefore, its collective witnessing of the 
religious communal violence and its aftermath as it is reflected in the interconnection of 
the village’s landscape, the aftermath additions, and Christian symbols and expressions. 
 
Aftermath Ritual: Bearing Witness to the Possibility  
of Life After Trauma 
The Dumas’ annual June 19 ritual is called the aftermath ritual to emphasize its 
two central features that make it a form of “rituals after disaster” (Post et al. 2003b, 43). 
First, it was formulated in the wake of religious communal violence, which is 
understood as a human-made disaster. A disaster is an event that is characterized by 
“powerlessness of the individual; loss of structure in everyday life; the extent of the 
destruction and human suffering; its collective nature; unexpectedness” (Post et al. 2003, 
23). The first three aspects (“loss of control, loss of certainty, and suffering”) correspond 
with those of a traumatic event, which is central in the Dumas’ description of the 
violence, particularly of the June 19 attack. The second central feature is its collective 
character, which implies the collective “consequences of a disaster” that is not 
sufficiently grasped if it is approached on the “individual level alone.” By referring to 
the communal violence as a disaster, this section underscores not only the “collective 
occurrence” of the violence, which “primarily overcomes a group,” but also the 
importance of the socio-cultural context of the violence within which the focus on the 
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individual is given (Post et al. 2003). Hence, the significance of the collective is 
interlinked with the individual, and vice versa  
As a ritual after disaster, the Dumas’ aftermath ritual has something to do with 
“almost all the genres” of rituals (Post et al. 2003, 43). The Dumas’ ritual to some degree 
comprises some elements of each of the six basic genres of ritual actions as delineated by 
Catherine Bell: “rites of passage,” “calendrical and commemorative rites,” “rites of 
exchange and communion,” “rites of affliction, feasting, fasting, and festivals,” and 
“political rites” (Bell 1997, 93-137). The manifestation of these categories in the Dumas’ 
aftermath ritual demonstrates what Bell suggests as “a pragmatic compromise between 
completeness and simplicity” (1997, 94). Understanding the aftermath experience of the 
Dumas through the community’s June 19 ritual, therefore, reveals how a local religious 
community combines the collective and the individual, the religious and the cultural in 
its communal practice. The compromise between completeness and simplicity manifests 
the community’s collective memory of violence and its hope for a future that surpasses 
violence and hatred. The ritual, moreover, is seen as having both historical and religious 
significance. It functions not only to remind the people of the deaths of the martyrs but 
also to remind them of the violence of the event that changed their destiny. Although the 
Dumas’ aftermath ritual notably has a Christian desacralising tendency which denies the 
sacredness of places, persons, and objects, it uniquely maintains “a sacred reference to 
forces, powers and dimensions that surpass us, a reference to the transcendent through 
which we can rise above the banality of the ordinary” (Post et al. 2003a, 44). The June 19 
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ritual thus provides a space for individuals to rise above the difficulty of the ordinary in 
the post-violence life.  
The June 19 violence is seen as part of the history of both the fall of the village 
and of God’s protection that led the people through the turmoil. Looking back to the 
violence, therefore, allows the community to also remember God’s powerful and 
compassionate presence. In the Dumas’ aftermath ritual, the aesthetic dimension 
(particularly the songs, which are often “the language of the ritual”) and the elements of 
“coping or processing trauma” (words of support and encouragement during 
meditation) are interconnected (Post et al. 2003, 50).  
The Dumas’ narrative is the community’s three-fold enactment of its memory of 
what happened, its faith in a nonviolent future, and its activities in the present life of the 
community. It is, therefore, the community’s telling about the violence, remembering it, 
and imagining the future without violence (cf. Hopewell 1987, 149; Schreiter 1998, 27-29). 
The Duma community not only remembers the violence but also makes its shared 
experience of religious communal violence its new historical and theological references.  
Trauma has become a new local vocabulary in the aftermath of violence. Nils 
Bubandt identifies the significance of the concept of trauma and how it has entered into 
the local popular imagination by linking it with the North Malukans’ narrative of drakula 
in the post-conflict context. As a local phenomenon, trauma is not necessarily a 
“disturbance in individual minds” but rather an “event that takes place in the social 
intersection between spirits and humans” (Bubandt 2008, 276). Furthermore, as Bubandt 
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explains, the popular perception of both trauma and drakula merges the spiritual and the 
political into an overlapped space that shows how the two concepts are “fused with 
local ideas of spiritual revenge” (2008, 276). Trauma, as a concept, entered into North 
Malukan public discourse through the phenomenon of the spirit world and became a 
lens through which the North Malukans remember the violence. Thus, in the aftermath 
of the violence local communities have adopted the concept of trauma and have 
reconfigured it within their own narratives of traumatized spirits such as the suanggi 
(“cannibal witch”) or drakula (“traumatized ghost”) (2008, 272, 280). The drakula 
narratives embody the relationship between violence and memory in the popular local 
imagination. 
Bubandt’s analysis positions trauma in the context of the North Malukans’ 
remembrance of the past through the lens of revenge. The revenge by “traumatized 
spirits,” therefore, becomes a “positioned [way] of speaking about violence, self and 
social morality” (2008, 276). The narratives also point to the fact that spirits are not only 
primary elements in the North Malukan collective memory but, like humans, are 
considered “historical beings” and hence “can be traumatized” (2008, 296-97). In the 
aftermath, therefore, the global discourse of trauma is being vernacularized through the 
local spirit world (Bubandt 2008, 288, 300).  
An analysis of the Dumas’ aftermath response needs to consider the local 
concept of trauma and its effect on the people’s perception of the violence and its 
indirect implications concerning the interreligious relationship. The general and 
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increasing attack from reformist Islam and the Protestant Church (the GMIH) on “the 
idea of spiritual revenge,” which denies the interconnection between the living and the 
dead in the North Malukan’s employment of the trauma concept, unveils the complexity 
of the interreligious and the ecclesiological context in which the Dumas’ response to the 
reality of trauma is positioned (Bubandt 2008, 298). Within the wider recognition of a 
general ambivalence in the North Malukan Christians’ attitude toward the “local spirit 
world,” the Duma community reveals a unique way of dealing with its collective trauma, 
not by negating the existing indigenous belief in the spirit world but by negotiating a 
way to relate with it by creating an alternative Christian response (295). 
Trauma for the Dumas is also a way to describe their collective experience in 
which withdrawal, anxiety, hatred, and distrust impinge on the community’s sense of 
self. Although trauma did not necessarily create the aftermath Duma community, the 
community’s aftermath experience significantly discloses the “social dimension” of 
trauma (Erikson 1995, 185). To look at this local community’s aftermath experience 
through the lens of trauma, therefore, primarily requires a perspective on the 
relationship between trauma and community, between trauma and the collective. The 
Dumas’ aftermath experience, specifically, gives insight into how violence wounds not 
only the community’s sense of belonging but also the wider interreligious sense of 
communality. For this local community, healing the trauma of the violence equates to 
healing its collective body. Identifying the symbolic and the spiritual significance of the 
village in the aftermath transcends the Dumas’ way of healing the wounds of its 
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collective body, which is emblematic of its collective identity. The challenge, however, is 
complex and multi-layered. How does one perceive the Dumas’ collective trauma in its 
individual traumatic remnants? How should the story of the minister who still feels 
anger every time he sees a long-bearded man with a long robe pass by, even though he 
is working with his congregation for reconciliation efforts, be reconfigured within the 
collective trauma of the community (Hontong 2008)?  Or, how does one access the 
individual stories of those women who still feel pain and fear every time they see the 
three aftermath additions; or of a mother who still cannot visit the site behind the church 
where her young daughter was killed; or of a woman who still remembers how 
panicked she was as she stacked the plastic seats to help her escape through the church 
window during the shooting; or of a mother whose body still shivers with panic attacks 
every time she hears the sound of an electric pole being beaten because the sound 
reminds her of the time that same sound signaled the imminent attack on the village, 
leading her to flee with her small, crying child?11  
These stories reflect a situation that is seen in many other post-conflict 
communities. Connecting these individual stories with Duma’s collective story is 
integral to the community’s vision of a peaceful and just relationship with the Muslims. 
It is a challenging task to integrate the Dumas’ collective efforts to heal the trauma with 
the Muslim efforts to do the same. Such a communal trauma healing process is crucial, 
                                                 
11 Ina Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, October 13, 2007; Retna Aemba, interview 
with author, Duma, October 15, 2007; and Margaretha Sumtaki, interview with author, Duma, 
October 19, 2007. 
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and it should be integrated with each community’s own healing process, both 
collectively and individually. 
Dirk G. Lange’s profound analysis and reflection on the way in which trauma 
disrupts the language of theology is helpful (Lange 2010). Lange employed trauma 
theory in his reading of Martin Luther’s shift from theological language to liturgical 
language. His study is relevant in its explanation of a “grammar of event” in relation to 
an event of trauma. It is a grammar whose “disrupting return heightens an awareness of 
the res absens, of that which is absent in every event” (2010, 167). This grammar is a 
“demand for a response [that] renders the individual and the community attentive to 
life” (167). Lange’s discussion provides a perspective on the importance of the Duma 
community’s ritual as a projection of the community’s ability to reclaim a “grammar of 
event” long embedded in its own faith-narrative. In its ritual, the Duma community 
reclaims the grammar that allows it to address both its unspeakable violent past and its 
imagination of the non-violent future. 
Reclaiming this grammar, moreover, allows the community to enact the 
unimaginable experience of the violence, to respond to the unspeakable event of 
violence, and to speak when words become meaningless. Reclaiming this grammar not 
only opens a way to respond to the event of violence but it also offers a way to 
rediscover the living co-existence between the Christian narrative and the Duma 
traditional narrative, providing the roots of the community’s own idiom of life without 
violence.   
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The June 19 ritual provided a space in which the community collectively 
remembered and commemorated the sacrifice of the martyrs. Sadness about losing the 
martyrs remained the common feeling expressed during the ritual, despite people’s 
thankfulness for God’s guidance and protection in the community’s life after the 
violence. The ritual was also seen as a thread that connected the people with the martyrs 
and with the next generation. The ritual, therefore, became an event that maintained the 
community’s sense of continuity despite the violence that threatened the continuity of its 
history as the community of first believers. June 19’s violence was seen as part of the 
history of both the fall of the village and of the continuation of God’s protection that led 
the people through the turmoil. Looking back to the violence allowed the community to 
also remember God’s power and compassionate presence.  
Remembering this event within this faith narrative provided a way for the 
community to see the significance of the June 19 violence as a historical event that 
should never be forgotten. The ritual, therefore, should be maintained, for it will always 
remind the community of its present and future responsibility, namely to remain faithful 
to the struggle (as a martyr would), to have a better relationship with their Muslim 
neighbors, to organize a better way to minister, and, most of all, to make sure that such 
an event will never happen again.     
The event of violence disrupted the community’s sense of history, hence its sense 
of identity. The event creates in part a new space for interpretation, in which the 
disruption not only remains intact but, even more, is “like an addition” that demands to 
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be enacted, to be responded to through an “impossible responsibility” (Lange 2010, 167, 
169). It is the responsibility towards life, despite the shadow of death, which remains.  It 
is the attentiveness to life that shifts the June 19, 2000, attack from an “historical 
occurrence in a space-time continuum” to the annual June 19 ritual, which allows the 
community to enact the event as the promise of hope (Lange 2010, 167). It is in its ritual 
that the community shifts from asking why to asking how. Instead of asking, “Why did 
such violence happen to us?” they ask, “How can we make sure that such violence will 
never happen again?”  
The Dumas’ aftermath ritual provides a profound theological model of how a 
community may reconnect with its Muslim neighbors by using its Christian resources 
without excluding the Other. June 19 has become the community’s “sacred time [and] 
ritual date”(Post et al. 2003b, 200). The June 19 attack, “utterly symbolic in force, binds 
[the Dumas] together, and in so doing, defines [the Muslims]” (Post et al. 2003). 
Furthermore, it symbolizes the Dumas’ collective identity and also the Muslims’ identity. 
It continues to create a Christian collective memory that calls for a new conversation, 
allowing the emergence of transforming interreligious memory. The date has become a 
“liturgical text” that prescribes the community’s collective activities (Post et al. 2003). 
Moreover, it has become the community’s rite of passage that transforms “a moment with 
a before and after so distinct that one can never return to the previous state” (Post et al. 
2003, 208). Looking at the importance of June 19 within the context of the aftermath 
additions, therefore, reveals the overlap between liturgy and ritual in the community’s 
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response to both its internal and external process of healing from the trauma of the 
violence.  
The Dumas’ June 19 ritual is a collective event of remembering the violence and 
of testifying to the community’s survival and its hope for a non-violent future. Looking 
at the June 19 ritual repertoire as the local Christians’ liturgical response demonstrates 
how the community’s memory of its violent past reclaims the importance of 
remembering the dead. Although there are no specific prayers or phrases said in 
reference to the dead, the community’s actions (fasting, singing, cleaning, strewing 
flowers, and meditating at Dodara Garden) suggest ongoing practices that are related to 
the dead. These practices also demonstrate the need to identify a liturgical space for 
remembering the dead. Meditating at Dodara Garden, in particular, captures the 
liturgical action of how the community connects the dead (the graves) and the living in 
its ritual. This local congregation’s aftermath ritual, therefore, hints at the need for a 
liturgy that gives place to the recognition that in Christ there is no boundary between 
the living and the dead. It is a liturgy that provides a space for remembering the dead, 
thereby creating a Christian reference for the Dumas’ efforts in navigating and 
responding to the dual challenge of Islam and local beliefs in the spirit world in the 
aftermath.  
The Dumas’ June 19 ritual gives community members an opportunity to 
integrate their memory of the violence with their hope for a non-violent future, which is 
crucial for rebuilding their relationship with their Muslim neighbors. A challenge for the 
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Dumas is to relocate the significance of its ritual within the interreligious public sphere, 
so that the dichotomy between self and the Other, between Christian and Muslim, is 
transformed. Reconnecting through religious rituals, therefore, remains a challenging 
task ahead for both communities.  
             
On Hospitality: Retelling the Local Christian Narrative  
about the Muslims and Reclaiming  
the Cultural Practice of Hospitality 
This final section demonstrates how the shift in the Dumas’ aftermath setting 
and the changing character of its narrative is embedded in its vision of rebuilding a 
hospitable relationship with its Muslim neighbors. The rebuilding of a hospitable 
interreligious relationship thus becomes the plot, the core of the Dumas’ aftermath 
narrative. Central to this plot is the way the community locates its memory of the 
violence within its effort to retell a new narrative of the Muslims, a narrative of 
reconciliation which is ingrained in reclaiming its cultural practice of hospitality.  
 
A New Narrative about the Muslims 
The Dumas’ aftermath narrative includes the reconstruction of the Christian 
community’s perception of the Muslims. It tells about the possibility for interreligious 
healing in the post-conflict context. The remaking of the narrative takes place in the 
community’s journey beyond the boundary that has separated it from its Muslim 
neighbors. The journey bears witness to the lingering effects of the grief, anxiety, and 
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trauma of violence that have left painful memories in the life of the community. It also, 
however, testifies to the community’s persistence in “passing over” to its neighbor’s 
place and “coming back” with a new perspective on how life beyond violence is not only 
possible but is worth the struggle (Dunne 1978, 220). This is not only a spiritual but also 
a political journey.  
As a spiritual journey, the new narrative allows the community to face its own 
trauma by reaching out to available outside resources as well as reaching into its own 
resources of faith for healing. Using the Christian text (the Bible), a Christian symbol (the 
cross), and Christian narrative (hymns and song, as well as dreams and visions) as its 
main references, the community defines its experience of violence and its subsequent 
reality as the context in which its journey with God takes place. Claiming the presence of 
God provides a sense of strength and confidence that the journey of forgiveness and 
reconciliation is bearable and worth taking.  
As a political journey, the new narrative creates a new and safe public space. The 
primary objective of the aftermath public space is the healing of communal 
interreligious trauma through reconciliation. This does not deny the importance of the 
cooperation between the religious communities and the local government in making this 
communal effort a grassroots movement, integrating the official and the non-official so 
that peace and reconciliation along with healing become a new interreligious way of 
relating. The community’s political journey is also about re-interpreting the significance 
of Dodara Garden within the local interreligious and cultural public rhetoric, relocating 
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its narrative within the Muslim-Christian common search for a just and safe public space. 
Here the community’s political journey refers to the community’s effort to integrate its 
aftermath additions in the public sphere.  
This spiritual and political journey also shapes the formation of the Dumas’ 
aftermath identity as a community of memory (see Booth 2006; Lipsitz 1990). Correlating 
community with memory implies, as Flora Keshgegian notes, that “memory exists as both 
problem and resource for identity, witness, and transformation” (Keshgegian 2000, 17). 
Memory also complicates the aftermath identity construction that supports the 
willingness and the ability to live in the ambiguity of victims-survivors and of survivors-
witnesses. Here, Miroslav Volf’s challenge “to remember rightly in a violent world” 
should be taken into serious consideration (Volf 2006, 11). The process of “remembering 
rightly” compels both the victims and perpetrators, individually and communally, to 
identify a common ground in which their stories can be listened to and their pain be 
recognized (Volf 2006). Right remembrance is the journey, in which the memory of 
violence becomes a legitimate source for building interreligious peace and reconciliation 
instead of maintaining hatred and distrust. 
The details of the three aftermath additions (i.e., the inscriptions on the 
gravestones and on the monument and the interior and exterior designs of the House of 
Prayer and the new church) and the annual June 19 ritual remind one of the 
community’s “demand to remember” (Schwartz 1997, 161). It implicates a “demand for 
recognition of [the community’s] particular histories and [its] attempt to make ethical 
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claims in the contemporary context” (Keshgegian 2000, 16). The demand to remember 
has a dual purpose: to remember the past history of violence and to locate memory in 
the historical particularities of the present, where the voice and practices of the 
victims/survivors/witnesses are rendered ethical.  
The demand for remembrance, moreover, profoundly marks the community’s 
aftermath journey beyond the boundary of viewing the Other as enemy. This journey 
requires the re-negotiating of religious boundaries that have been violently affected by 
the past conflict. It also reveals that often the boundaries between the Christian and the 
Muslim, the enemy and the friend, the outsider and the insider, the personal and the 
communal, and finally the private and the public, are blurred. The aftermath 
construction of a Christian collective identity, therefore, belongs to this new space that 
has many overlapping streams of influence without confining one within the other. 
The following brief look at the Muslim ritual of the dead and the Muslim concept 
of martyrdom aims to provide an understanding of how the Dumas’ aftermath narrative, 
which links the Christian discourse of martyrdom and the cultural reference of the dead, 
can function within the context of post-violence Muslim-Christian cooperation. This 
section, furthermore, highlights the possibility of making the cultural reference to the 
dead and the religious discourse on martyrdom important dimensions in constructing 
an aftermath interreligious common ground.  An inside “rethinking [of] martyrdom” 
should therefore be in constant dialogue with the Muslims’ own reconsideration of 
martyrdom if the Dumas’ experience and knowledge of the June 19 martyrs is to 
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contribute to the creation of a new interreligious common ground in the aftermath of 
violence (Okure, Sobrino, and Wilfred 2003).   
 
The Muslim Ritual of the Dead 
A consideration of the Muslim community of Ngidiho in Galela is helpful. In her 
research on the Ngidihos’ practices, Adeney-Risakotta noted the particularity of the 
Muslim’s relationship with the dead that is allowed by the attitudes of Islam toward 
indigenous beliefs that are more accommodative than Christian attitudes (Adeney-
Risakotta 2005, 146). Seven days and nights after the passing away of a community 
member, the living, mostly men, read a chapter of the Qur’an called Surah Yasin, and on 
the seventh day they hold a tahlilan (2005, 147).12 This practice is also typical in other 
Muslim communities in Indonesia.  
During the seven days, the deceased’s personal belongings (e.g., “sarongs, shirts, 
clothes, peci [rimless cap], shoes, sandals, books, etc.”) are collected and put in the 
deceased’s bed (2005, 147). On the tahlilan day, after the reading of Surah Yasin, all the 
belongings are distributed to the kin-family. The Islamic prayer of the dead frames these 
                                                 
12 Tahlilan, from the word tahlil (“praise to God by repeating la ilaha ilallah”), is a 
“gathering at which that confession is chanted” (Stevens and Schmidgall-Tellings 2004, 985). 
Tahlilan is derived from the Arab tradition of Zikr (Arabic “reminding oneself” or “mentioning”). 
It is a “ritual prayer or litany practiced by Muslim mystics (Sufis) for the purpose of glorifying 
God and achieving spiritual perfection.” At Tahlilan, Muslims do the dhikr, which is “essentially a 
‘remembering’ of God by the frequent repetition of his names.” The dhikr has gradually become 
“a formula” (e.g., la ilaha illa 'llah, “there is no god but God”; Allahu akbar, “God is greatest”; al-
hamdu li'llah, “praise be to God”; astaghfiru'llah, “I ask God's forgiveness”). “The dhikr, like fikr 
(meditation), is a method the Sufi may use in his striving to achieve oneness with God” 
(Encyclopedia Britannica Online, s.v. “Dhikr”).  
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cultural practices of collecting and distributing the deceased’s belongings. Although this 
ritual “has been Islamized,” it maintains the locals’ reference to their indigenous beliefs. 
The Muslims perceive such a passing-over ritual as a prerequisite to transforming the 
deceased “into an o goma or ancestral spirit.” From being an o goma, the spirit of the dead 
can be transformed into an o dilike (an ancestor from one’s own family). This final 
transition is only relevant for the indigenous Galelans (o Galela ma dutu), not for mixed-
blood Galelans (2005, 148). The Galelan Muslims’ way of maintaining both the Islamic 
ritual of tahlilan and the indigenous reference to the spirit world demonstrates the 
complex yet accommodative relationship between religion and culture that has shaped 
the Galelan “local model of Islamic cosmos” (Woodward 1988, 74). The Galelan Muslim 
view of the dead, furthermore, seems to maintain the religious significance of a cemetery 
in the Muslim sense of communality.  
A similar accommodative attitude is reflected in another practice of the Ngidiho 
Muslims. As a communal tradition, a month before Ramadān (the month of fasting), the 
villagers “go on a pilgrimage to their family graveyards” where they “clean and put 
flowers on the tombs” (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 146). This tradition is similar to the 
Javanese practice of nyekar (the root word sekar means flower). The Indonesian Muslim 
scholar Sukidi tells about his family tradition of nyekar in his town of Sragen, Central 
Java. During the month that precedes Ramadān (ruwah), the family visits the relatives’ 
graves to do nyekar by carrying water to clean the graves and by strewing flowers. At the 
graves, his family says prayers for the dead and for the living. Although the prayers 
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vary from family to family, the main purpose is to ask for God’s forgiveness for the dead 
and for a spacious place for the dead in heaven. Each prayer is always accompanied 
with a reading from Surah Yasin.  
Sukidi adds that there are two specific dimensions of nyekar. The first is a ritual 
purity intended to purify the family members before they enter Ramadān. Nyekar, 
therefore, symbolizes a state of purity and of sincerity in preparation for Ramadān. The 
second is that nyekar is a collective tradition. The practice of nyekar can include the entire 
family and community. It includes not only the living but also the relationship between 
the living and the dead. At the graves, the family members ask for God’s forgiveness for 
the dead as well as for themselves, an act which implies forgiving each other. Such 
collectivity is also manifested by all the family members participating in cleaning up the 
graves, which symbolizes the purification of their mistakes. At the end the family leaves 
bouquets of flowers on the graves in vases of water. While flowers symbolize scent, the 
water symbolizes freshness.13 Another cemetery-related practice is that the parents of 
brides and grooms “go to the ancestral graveyards to pray for security and blessings for 
the wedding rituals” (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 146). It is also a common practice in the 
wider Muslim community to visit the graves of relatives as part of the official 
celebration of ‘Id al-Fitr (“Feast of Fast-Breaking”).14 In this celebration graves, 
                                                 
13 Sukidi, email to author, July 28, 2010. 
14 Encyclopedia Britannica Online, s.v. “Ramadan.” It is worth mentioning similar 
practices in other religious communities. Although it is not part of the official church practice, 
many Christians, including those in my hometown of Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi, often clean, 
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particularly those of the ancestors, symbolize the unity of the physical and spiritual 
world of the Muslim community. These common Muslim grave prayers suggest the 
importance of graves, either metaphorically or scripturally, in the Muslim view of the 
place of the dead in the spirit world.15  
While Sukidi’s emphasis is on the Javanization of the Islamic pilgrimage, Adeney-
Risakotta’s emphasis is on the Islamization of the Galelan tahlilan ritual. These 
comparisons unveil two different ways of understanding the relationship between 
religion and culture that are not uncommon within the Duma community or in the 
wider community of GMIH member churches, even in the wider realm of Indonesian 
Protestant churches. Lothar Schreiner (Schreiner 1972) and Theodorus Kobong (Kobong 
2008), though using different approaches in regards to the Gospel relationship to local 
cultures, are among the few theologians who have focused their research on the way 
missionaries’ views and indigenous religiosities have gone through a long process of 
confrontation and negotiation. This process unveils how the Gospel and cultures have 
co-existed in official and non-official views of the churches and their members. Schreiner 
addresses the German Lutheran Rheinische Mission in the context of the Batak’s 
customary law (adat) in North Sumatra; Kobong addresses the Dutch Reformed 
                                                 
put flowers, and light candles on the graves of their deceased relatives a few days before 
Christmas day or on the birthdays of the deceased.  
15 The grave prayer (doa kuburan) seems to be an “invented tradition” after the time of the 
Prophet. The prayer is perceived as a “religious call” that demonstrates the unique relationship 
between a believer and graves, especially graves of those who are considered holy (Sukidi, email 
to author, July 18, 2010).  
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Gereformeerde Zendingsbond (GZB) in the context of the Torajas’ practice and view of 
the Tongkonan (their traditional cosmology) in South Sulawesi. Such examples of unique 
co-existence are a constant reminder of the church’s continuing task of identifying the 
Gospel as it is recognized in the culture (Schreiner) or as it transforms the culture 
(Kobong).  
The relationship described above between graves and rituals in religious 
communities in Indonesia is not uncommon. This relationship symbolizes a long 
tradition regarding the place of the dead (e.g., ancestors, forebears, and the holy ones or 
saints) in indigenous beliefs (see Chambert-Loir and Reid 2002). Even more, the 
“worship of sacred graves” is an important phenomenon in Indonesia, especially in Java 
(Chambert-Loir and Reid 2002, xvii). When considered against this background, the 
cemeteries in North Halmahera, particularly in the Galelan Christian and Muslim 
communities, reflect the common yet complex religious and cultural practices in 
Indonesia. Although religious communities, particularly the Muslims, may be divided 
about “the legitimacy of such practices,” it is common that “potent dead” (e.g., ancestors, 
saints, and national heroes) have “power . . . over the living in contemporary religious 
thinking and practice in Indonesia” (Chambert-Loir and Reid 2002, xvii, xix-xxiii). The 
significance of communal graves in the aftermath of religious communal violence can 
provide insight into the phenomenon of the dead not only as it takes on a particularly 
new meaning but, even more, as it influences interreligious relationships in the post-
violence context. In both Muslim and Christian communities, therefore, graves have 
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significance (Rundkvist 1999). Because cemeteries are important in communities’ social 
lives, they may have a symbolic role for both in the reconstruction of interreligious 
relationships.  
The aftermath experience reveals an important difference, however, that is 
ingrained in the two communities’ different interpretations of the significance of 
cemeteries in their own sense of collectivity. For Muslims, on the one hand, the spiritual 
relationship with the dead signifies the centrality of the cemetery in their religious 
practice. Their relationship with the cemetery is more spiritual than it is for Christians 
and “borders on the supernatural” (Chambert-Loir and Reid 2002, xvi). For Muslims, the 
grave is a metaphor for the supernatural world and for the dead. Praying at the graves 
of relatives signifies the family’s responsibility to make sure that the dead have an 
appropriate place in the world of the dead and “have a spacious place in heaven.”16 The 
Muslims’ relationship with graves, therefore, suggests not only that graves have a 
religious significance but also that the dead play an important role in the life of the 
living.  
For Christians, on the other hand, the meaning of the cemetery lies in its 
significance as a memorial. In regards to Dodara Garden, especially, it memorializes the 
community’s experience of the violence and its memory of the dead. In the aftermath, 
therefore, the cemetery signifies the Christians’ collective memory of religious 
communal violence.  
                                                 
16 Sukidi, email to author, July 28, 2010.  
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The significance of Dodara Garden, furthermore, is embodied in the June 19 
event itself, the commemoration of the nineteenth of every month, and in the garden’s 
shared space with the Nita Church and the House of Prayer. For this community, the 
cemetery is significant in its spatial experience where the spiritual plays an important role, 
yet the spiritual aspect does not have any physical manifestation in the community’s 
relationship with the cemetery. The dead do not affect the life and experience of the 
living. The three aftermath additions, however, signal an emerging signifier within the 
Dumas’ collective meaning-making process which carefully locates the relationship 
between the Christian self and the religious Other at the intersection between the past 
and the future, the dead and the living.  
The aftermath posits a common challenge to both religious communities, namely 
to create a shared public interreligious space. The other challenge lies in the fact that 
both communities have gone through a similar process of faith-culture confrontation, 
negotiation, adaptation, and separation in which the conscious effort to identify their 
collective selves as “true Muslims” or “true Christians” has, perhaps, become the first 
religious boundary that they have constructed against each other. The return to a 
cultural common ground should therefore be transformative in the two communities’ 
reconciliation process. 
Dodara Garden symbolizes the paradox between the religious and the cultural 
that the Duma community has struggled to maintain in its meaning-making process in 
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the aftermath. Comparing Dodara Garden to the other two aftermath additions reflects 
how this paradox is projected in its collective relationship with the Muslim community.  
The post-violence context frames a specific characteristic of the challenge to the 
Dumas’ response to the interreligious environment that overlaps with the indigenous 
beliefs and the Islamic cosmos or perhaps, as suggested by Woodward in his analysis of 
the Javanese practice of Selametan, the overlap discloses a “local model of the Islamic 
cosmos” (1988, 74). Woodward’s analysis echoes Haire’s earlier analysis of the two most 
important challenges to the GMIH: Islam and indigenous beliefs (Haire 1981, 217-273).  
 
  
The Muslim Concept of Martyrdom 
The Dumas’ reference to the Christian discourse on martyrdom requires 
sensitivity towards the way in which martyrdom is manifested in their Muslim 
neighbors’ corresponding aftermath practice of shahid:  
The Islamic designation shahid (Arabic: witness) is equivalent to and in a sense 
derivative of the Judeo-Christian concept of martyr. The full sense of ‘witness unto 
death’ does not appear in the Qur'an but receives explicit treatment in the 
subsequent Hadith literature, in which it is stated that martyrs, among the host of 
heaven, stand nearest the throne of God. While details of the status accorded by 
martyrdom (e.g., whether or not a martyr is exempt from certain rituals of burial) 
have been debated among dogmatists, it is generally agreed that the rank of shahid 
comprises two groups of the faithful: those killed in jihad, or holy war, and those 
killed unjustly.17 
                                                 
17 Encyclopedia Britannica Online, s.v. “Martyr.” Sefnat Hontong briefly identified this 
aspect in his research on the post-violence Muslim-Christian relationship in North Halmahera 
(Hontong 2008, 86-87). 
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To consider martyrdom as a possible post-violence common ground between the 
communities requires an emphasis on the life-centered dimension of martyrdom. A 
reinterpretation of the Christian discourse on martyrdom, which would allow for the 
possibility of interreligious relationship beyond the commonly shared experience of so-
called religious persecution, should take into serious consideration the non-violent 
dimension of the Muslim concept of shahid. However, the rethinking of martyrdom 
within the Muslim-Christian relationship in Indonesia should also critically consider the 
way in which the concept has been embedded in the term jihad, which was glorified by 
radical Muslim groups in their “anti-Christian discourse” during the Indonesian 
political transition at the turn of the century (Hasan 2003, 14). Political power in the 
contested religious public arena should therefore be recognized as an important 
dimension when reexamining the significance of martyrdom for the post-violence 
Muslim-Christian relationship.   
Nadera Shalhoub-Kevorkian, in her research on Palestinian mothers’ narratives 
of the loss of their martyred children, helpfully illustrates the way in which such 
narratives are not only meaningful in a religious sense but also achieve political 
significance when they are positioned within the “history and reality of the Palestinian 
nation under occupation” (Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2003, 391). Martyrdom for the 
Palestinian mothers is hence both a religious and cultural concept that demands their 
sacrifice (i.e., “to suppress their grief when their children are killed”) (Shalhoub-
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Kevorkian 2003, 393). Here, as Robert Wuthnow notes, martyrdom or Shahadah requires 
the sacrifice of martyrs, or shahid:  
In its purest form, martyrdom is a voluntary, conscious, and altruistic readiness to 
suffer and offer one’s life for a cause. The Christian martyr seeks certain death. 
Islamic tradition gives first place to a soldier dying in a holy war, or jihad, who 
aimed to defeat an adversary without, necessarily, losing his own life. Jewish 
tradition assigns the honor not only to those who affirm the faith against threat, but 
to victims such as those of the Holocaust, who were not given the choice (as cited in 
Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2003, 394). 
 Within the Palestinian political context, a martyr is considered a hero for 
sacrificing his or her life in the “struggle for freedom” (Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2003, 394). 
The mothers’ narratives, nevertheless, unveil a different layer of personal voices where 
the pain of losing their children to sudden death has to be hidden with “great 
pride, . . .accepting death as an act of God and for God, for it is the Child’s fate and 
destiny“ (2003, 394). Furthermore, the mothers’ personal experiences of having to face 
international or outside accusations about their willingness to re/send their children to 
become martyrs or to die complicate their ability to reconcile their own pain and trauma 
with the religious, political, and cultural demands of motherhood (2003, 394). Their 
narrative hence unveils the way in which martyrdom affects the living, particularly the 
women, in different ways. The Palestinian mothers’ stories suggest the importance of 
looking at the personal side of the political and religious discourse of martyrdom in the 
aftermath of religious communal violence. 
Rethinking martyrdom in the post-violence Muslim-Christian relationship 
requires discovering the individual voices, especially of the women, who have lost their 
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loved ones. The martyrs of the June 19 attack left behind their mothers, wives, husbands, 
fathers, and children. The living also become associated with martyrdom. They become 
the mothers, the fathers, wives, husbands, and children of the martyrs. Realizing that 
their Muslim neighbors have gone through similar experiences of losing their loved ones 
to the holy war can provide the Dumas with a sense of shared story in facing the deaths 
of the martyrs. Martyrdom has provided the Dumas, especially the women, with a 
religious framework for accepting, although it remains difficult, the deaths of their loved 
ones. This religious concept, while embedded in death or a sacrifice-oriented practice, 
has a life-oriented dimension that will allow both religious communities to orient their 
aftermath practice in search of a just and non-violent relationship. The rethinking of 
martyrdom hence requires from both communities the willingness to find the dimension 
of life in the deaths of their martyrs.  
The death of the martyrs “is still death,” said Umm Mahmoud, a narrator quoted 
in Shalhoub-Kevorkian’s research (2003, 403). Another narrator replied, “How can we 
reach a point where we can get more support from God and others without losing our 
loved ones?” (403). These Muslim women’s voices resonate with the voices of so many 
women in Indonesia who have lost their loved ones in the communal violence. Their 
voices should remind the religious communities that the deaths of the martyrs should 
not be repeated. It is the life of the martyrs—the life that brings “life and safety to 
others”—that should continue (403).   
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 Reclaiming the Local Cultural Practice of Hospitality 
The gifting of mujair fish is an example of the Duma community’s intentional 
efforts to rebuild its relationship with its Muslim neighbors by using its own cultural 
reference of hospitality (see Chapter Three, pp. 170-171). This practice of hospitality 
takes place both in official and non-official settings. During the author’s stay in Duma 
village, three kinds of food were always served at my host’s house, at church events, or 
at communal gatherings: steamed or fried banana, cassava, and mujair fish. In Galela, 
banana and cassava are considered the main staple foods beside rice. In fact, the three 
daily meals are always served with banana and cassava. In comparison, during the 
author’s stay in Tobelo, mujair was rarely served. Various kinds of ocean fish were 
served at the author’s host family’s house or at various informal and formal events in 
Tobelo, which is a town on the sea. However, mujair is a freshwater fish from Galela 
Lake and is therefore rare on the coast. Because of the importance of mujair in the 
communal life of Duma and the other Galelan villages, it is appropriate to suggest this 
fish as an effective symbol of interreligious hospitality, in addition to the banana and 
cassava. The long tradition of a rice cultivation cycle that adjusts to the fish season, as 
well as the Duma community’s practice of bringing mujair to Muslim leaders, proves the 
effectiveness of mujair both in the mission, post-mission, pre-religious communal 
violence and, particularly, in the aftermath. The symbolic importance of these foods 
does not in any way suggest the disappearance of the cultural significance of rice in 
Galelan communal life. In fact, for many communal events, such as tahlilan for Muslim 
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families, or bidston (Christian home worship), or other church-related events, people, 
especially the women, still prepare or bring wajik (sticky rice cooked with palm sugar, 
coconut milk, cinnamon, and pandan leaf) as a main food (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 147, 
and the author’s personal experience in Duma and Mede villages and in Tobelo town in 
summer 2004 and fall 2007).    
The Reconciliation Project unveils the principle of reciprocity, as seen in the 
Galelan gift exchange, as a common (interreligious) practice, not only in this particular 
area but also in many other parts of the country (see Chapter Three, pp. 171-174). Within 
Galelan society, ritual exchange is common and usually involves rice. The Dumas and 
Dokulamos gift exchange reflects the primary purposes for exchange in Galelan culture, 
which have to do with economic exchange, religious ceremonies, and friendship or 
brother/sisterhood (Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 138). What is more significant here, however, 
is not the exchange per se but the symbolic meaning that is represented in each gift.  
The Dumas’ gift of money to the Muslim community represents the Christian 
community’s willingness to share the burden of working and struggling for peace. It is 
the sharing of peace, therefore, that makes giving money for the rebuilding of the 
mosque relevant. Since the Dokulamo mosque was attacked by the Dumas during the 
violence, the gift of money may be interpreted as a sign of asking for forgiveness. The 
Dokulamos’ gift of bamboo has the same significance. The use of the bamboo poles for 
the church construction, however, begs another reading on the link between church 
architecture and the interreligious environment, as suggested by Sutanto (Sutanto 2000, 
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16-17). The use of bamboo from the Dokulamos to support the Nita Church while it is 
being constructed speaks not only about the church’s space for the religious Other but, 
even more, about the religious Other’s willingness to accompany the church’s effort to 
restore the Christian space which was destroyed on June 19, 2000. The Dumas’ gift of 
money, therefore, is also about the Christians’ willingness to accompany the Muslims in 
their efforts to restore the Muslim worship space, which was also destroyed during the 
communal violence.  
The Reconciliation Project, therefore, reveals an important dimension of a local 
interreligious gift exchange, which is the recovery of religious space through the 
rebuilding of its ultimate symbol (the house of worship). Since the central element in the 
exchange is the principle of reciprocity, which includes many members of both 
communities, the work for reconciliation should be understood as a reciprocal gift. This 
symbolic practice, however, can only be effective if it is understood analogously rather 
than affirmatively. The gift exchange in itself does not have the power to reconcile the 
people. The power resides in the two communities’ willingness and ability to bring into 
reality what they have agreed upon ritually through the reciprocal practice of gift giving.  
The reconciliation ceremony transcends the significance of religious and cultural 
symbols in the locals’ approach to reconciliation. It also shows a non-elite dimension to 
the elite way of performing reconciliation. The question that remains, however, is, 
whether the elites’ and outsiders’ “revival of adat” can significantly impact the 
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interreligious reconciliatory relationship in the aftermath (Duncan 2008b, 224; cf. 
Tindage 2006a, 110-111). 
The Reconciliation Project and the Dokulamos’ bamboo gift overcome the non-
elite and elite, the insider-outsider binary. The gift also indicates that the journey of 
reconciliation is a long, complicated, and even conflicting one, and not a fait accompli. It 
requires the courage and creativity of the people who are themselves the subjects of the 
process. By working together to restore their religious spaces, the Dumas and the 
Dokulamos show that local interreligious communities can break the dichotomy of 
religion and culture, of Muslim and Christian, by embedding their reconciliation in a 
cultural practice that has meaning for them. 
The Reconciliation Project, furthermore, hints at the Galelan hospitality, 
particularly through its traditional house known as the Bangsaha. North Malukan 
society, especially the subdistricts Galela and Tobelo of North Halmahera, are known for 
their tradition of hospitality, which is symbolized in their traditional houses (see 
Chapter Three, p. 282). These traditional houses function metaphorically to describe the 
closeness of “solidarity among kinfolk”(Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 122). The communal 
function of the Galelan traditional Bangsaha can be used as a local analogy to show that 
reconciliation is possible, but also to show that weaving religions and cultures is 
necessary in making this effort successful. By its shape, which is constructed “from the 
center out to the eight corners,” and its layout, which encourages openness and 
friendship, the house lays out the basic principles of interreligious dialogue (Adeney-
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Risakotta 2005, 34). The Bangsaha should, therefore, be reclaimed as a local metaphor for 
interreligious dialogue in the aftermath of the violence.  
Both the Galelan Bangsaha house and its gift exchange practice are important 
elements in the role of this local community’s practice of hospitality as a basis for 
constructing a shared public space in the aftermath. The challenge is to identify the 
effectiveness of this cultural symbol and practice in creating an alternative interreligious 
aftermath practice, one that will be a crucial aspect of the new, shared public space. That 
space needs to be constructed on the principles of openness, reciprocity, and the ability 
to negotiate the old and new narratives of interreligious relationship. The paradox of the 
aftermath additions, even more, suggests that another important dimension in this local 
hospitality is that of organizing all efforts for interreligious transforming relationship in 
order “to engage the sacred in dialogue with issues of public concern” (Wuthnow 1994, 
4). Here, local hospitality is considered an aftermath interreligious practice, which 
redefines the public sphere as a context in which religions are called to engage the sacred 
through mutual respect and in readiness to work with each other beyond the boundary 
of each religion’s dogma.  
   
The Aftermath: A Journey beyond the Enemy Boundary 
The Duma community’s aftermath narrative is about relearning how to live 
interreligiously. This process demonstrates the Christian capacity and willingness to 
embark on a long and uncharted journey of crossing the enemy boundary. It is, 
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moreover, about a process in which the Duma community finds a way to renegotiate its 
collective identity while remaining faithful to its Christian faith and, as a result, 
rebuilding its relationship with its Muslim neighbors.  
Rather than employing the boundary-crossing image, however, this chapter uses 
the boundary-journeying image to emphasize the long and complex process through 
which the locals struggle to give meaning to the post-conflict reality and to work for 
peace and reconciliation. The journey beyond the enemy boundary describes the process by 
which the Duma community rebuilds its life and, central to it, reconnects with its 
Muslim neighbors. The process is shaped by the burden of the community’s history of 
violence, its experience of displacement, its struggle to survive and to return to the 
village, its efforts to make meaning of the experience, and the scars left from the trauma. 
Through all of these, the Duma community finds ways to reach out in hope of another 
way of living interreligiously. The aftermath for this local community is, therefore, about 
a journey of encountering the Other beyond the border of the enemy.  
This journey includes the choices the community makes about what to remember, 
how to tell and retell its story, and whom to include and exclude. All these decisions 
determine how the community chooses to live its life in the present (see Lipsitz 1990, 34). 
The journey is also marked by the complexity of the shared history of violence and of 
the religious and cultural negotiation, all of which overlap with the community’s 
individual and collective identities. This journey makes the construction of a distinctive 
Christian identity riskier than ever. Specifically, it discloses how the formation of a 
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collective Christian identity (i.e., an identity shared by individual Christians) is 
ingrained in the three interrelated aspects of the Christian narrative, the practice of 
religious difference, and the creation of a new and non-violent interreligious public 
space.  
The Muslim-Christian communal violence not only confronts Indonesian 
interreligious tolerance; it also raises questions about the capacity of religion to shape 
the formation of civil society, which has become one of the central challenges in post-
New Order Indonesia. The aftermath of violence, particularly, challenges the concept of 
religious pluralism as one of the central foci in the civil society discourse. The 
construction of the post-conflict Indonesian Christian theological response to religious 
difference, therefore, should use the local congregation’s post-violence experience as a 
central element. 
The grassroots aftermath practices demonstrate how the community 
communicates its identity and its relations with the religious Other within the 
construction of a “larger civic ‘map’” of new religious and cultural collectivity 
(Lichterman 2007, 143). The aftermath suggests a new understanding of how religious 
practices and expressions may “complement or inhibit” different kinds of civic action, 
which surpass the past and violent interreligious encounters. It also offers a new 
perspective on how “civically engaged people do things with religion” by overlapping 
the cultural and the religious, the global and the local (2007, 143). The overlapping of 
these elements, however, discloses that interreligious memory in context of post-
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religious violence is complex and multilayered and thus complicates any peace and 
reconciliation efforts. 
Radical Muslims’ public discourse on “the Other as enemy,” prior to and during 
the period of religious and ethnic communal violence, has become one of the central foci 
in the theological analysis of the root of the recent communal violence in Indonesia 
(Ahnaf 2006, 11). Although such discourse does not necessarily correlate with the 
physical violence among the religious communities, it does, admittedly, communicate 
an implied “symbolic violence” by Muslims (i.e., the discursive and monolithic 
information that serves the political power by “discrediting the Other”) in the projection 
of the Other (non-Muslims) as antagonistic towards Islam, even demonic (Ahnaf 2006, 
41, 45). Such a discourse uncovers not only the emerging and conflicting religious 
interpretations within the Muslim communities but, even more, the deeper problem in 
the contested interreligious public discourse in the search of a commonly shared post-
New Order Indonesia.  
The experience of religious communal violence is specific to religious 
background and identity. The Christian aftermath practice of religious difference affirms 
the possibility of deconstructing the commonly accepted “antithetical representation” of 
the religious Other and providing an example of the reconfiguration of a public space, 
which is embedded in a transforming interreligious practice and in solidarity with the 
Other (Ching 1997, 6). The aftermath is, moreover, a new public sphere in which 
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religious communities show how religions rework themselves in order to be relevant 
again for the life shared beyond violence. 
The aftermath, therefore, displays the centrality and the complexity of religious 
difference as an immediate and challenging reality. Religious groups need to orient this 
public space effectively toward the common vision of justice and peace. Here, the Duma 
community can participate by exemplifying a model of Christian civic formation that is 
integral to the shaping of civil society.  
The aftermath unveils the congregational and local dimensions of the Christian 
contribution to the formation of a just public sphere. As the Dumas’ private 
(congregational) space, on the one hand, the aftermath is shaped by the intertwining of 
the collective and the individual meaning-making process. This private sphere unveils 
the internal negotiation and reinterpretation of Christian narratives and symbols along 
with the cultural narrative and their implications for the community’s collective self-
understanding. As a public (communal) sphere, on the other hand, the aftermath is 
characterized by boundary-journeying practices which reveal how religious communal 
violence inform the community’s understanding of its identity and the subsequent 
challenges to rebuild its relationship with its Muslim neighbors. The aftermath also 
discloses how the Dumas’ self-understanding is linked with their (new) way of relating 
with the religious Other. The Duma community’s aftermath narrative is, therefore, a 
story that is embodied in the community’s interreligious-oriented practices in the post-
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religious communal violence. It is a three-dimensional story of Christian collective 
identity, martyrdom, and hospitality.  
 
Conclusion 
The Dumas’ aftermath narrative exemplifies Christian civic formation that takes 
place through a local congregation in the post-violence environment. The three 
aftermath additions to the village indicate the theological and the spiritual, as well as the 
political, processes by which the Dumas are reconstructing their self-understanding by 
correlating three elements: identity, martyrdom, and the local practice of hospitality.  
This process indicates the long and complex journey of the Duma community’s 
efforts to reconnect with its Muslim neighbors, and to heal their wounded relationship. 
The post-violence context reveals that the formation of religious civic engagement is 
embedded in the theological and political practice of remembering the violence and of 
reconnecting with the religious Other.  
The three aftermath additions unveil the ways in which the construction of the 
local Christian community’s collective identity is intertwined with the individual self-
understanding and that they correspond to the challenges of the post-violence 
interreligious encounter. The community’s reference to the Christian narrative of 
martyrdom and its cultural narrative of the living-dead provides an example of how 
overlapping of the religious and the cultural shape a local community’s response to the 
aftermath of religious communal violence. Yet through its own creativity, the 
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community makes the faith and the cultural narratives applicable to its internal need of 
affirming its religious identity while responding to its external need of restoring its 
relationship with the religious Other.   
The local traditional house Bangsaha and the gift exchange ritual symbolize the 
local practice of hospitality that provides an appropriate cultural foundation for 
interreligious relationship. These cultural references, therefore, demonstrate the 
availability and the relevance of using local resources in practicing transformative 
interreligious dialogue in the post-violence context. They also disclose the need to weave 
together cultural and religious practices in creating a non-violent public space in the 
aftermath of religious communal violence.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE CROSS, CHRISTIAN WITNESSING, AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE:  
THE THEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE LOCAL CHRISTIANS’  
AFTERMATH NARRATIVE 
 
 
This chapter juxtaposes the Dumas’ reflections on their experiences of violence 
and its aftermath with the works of selected Indonesian and western Reformed 
theologians. The major interlocutors in this chapter include Serene Jones on trauma 
theory. The two key elements of the Duma Christian community’s narrative: martyrdom 
and hospitality, will be brought into conversation with the works of the Indonesian 
Reformed leading theologians: Andreas A. Yewangoe on the relevance of a theology of 
the cross in the context of the Indonesian multi religiosities and unjust suffering, and Th. 
Sumartana, an Indonesian Reformed mission theologian, on the importance of 
interreligious dialogue as a key element for the construction of an Indonesian post-
colonial mission theology. The work of Serene Jones, an American feminist Reformed 
theologian, on the connection between trauma and grace in the aftermath of violence, 
provides a key theological perspective in understanding the way in which trauma 
changes Christian relationship to the cross and to the witnessing practice. In one 
subsection on the story of the Road to Emmaus, Jones’s interpretation of the text will be 
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linked with Anthony Gittins’s, an American Roman Catholic theologian, reading of the 
story in order to provide a change of perspective in the missiological reading of the text 
brought by an understanding of the effect of trauma on those who have witnessed 
traumatic events in their life.  
The conversation between the local narratives and the Christian theologies aim to 
reflect on the implications of this local narrative for theologies of the cross, Christian 
witnessing, and interreligious dialogue. This chapter argues that in the aftermath, three 
things need to be rethought in terms of traditional theology: the cross, Christian 
witnessing, and interreligious dialogue. The rethinking of these aspects affects the 
church’s response to the challenge of religious difference as a key connector of these 
three theological elements.  
By highlighting the local women’s individual narratives, this chapter 
demonstrates the complex layer of the local Christian’s collective narrative. The 
narratives of the women of Duma and the female ministers of the GMIH disclose 
overlapping layers between religion and culture and between faith and tradition in the 
way the local Christian community remembers the violence, tells its story, and responds 
to the aftermath. Their narratives, furthermore, demonstrate how a person’s gender, 
physical location, social position, religion, and culture all play important roles in the 
women’s and the community’s perception of and response to the violence and its 
subsequent effects.  
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The women’s stories unveil another dimension in the Christian testimony of 
religious communal violence, one in which scripture, Christian hymns and songs, 
dreams and visions, prayers and persisting hope, and a strong sense of leadership play a 
central role. The different church positions of the women (i.e., lay and ordained), 
furthermore, inform their understanding and responses to the violence and its aftermath. 
Women found themselves in different locations during the violence. They were inside 
the church sanctuary, navigating life in the forest after being expelled from their villages, 
witnessing the death of their loved ones amidst the violence or the aftereffect of the 
violence, waiting in the designated areas or inside the church for the return of the 
Christian force, leading the Christian force in ritual before and after the battle, or 
tending to their family’s needs for food and clothes, all while ensuring the safety of their 
children and wounded family members and relatives, and even maintaining a sense of 
normalcy regardless of the situation. Their varied locations during the violence demand 
a new theological reflection on the complexity of the local Christian women’s post-
violence narrative. This theological reflection, in turn, should be “accountable to and 
validated by” the very local community whose “standpoint” is “claimed to [be re-
interpreted and] rearticulate[d]” (Kamitsuka 2007, 57). Its narratives, moreover, become 
the basis for this chapter’s theological reflection on two biblical texts: first, on the new 
missiological significance of the Gospel story of the road to Emmaus (Luke 24:13-43), and, 
second, on the healing dimension of the Book of Psalms for the survivors of communal 
violence. 
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This context-based reflection shapes the formulation of this chapter into three 
sections: the cross, Christian witnessing, and interreligious dialogue. 
  
On the Cross  
 
The local Christian community’s vocabulary of martyrdom is brought into 
conversation with Andreas A. Yewangoe’s reflection on the cross. The Duma 
community’s reference to martyrdom enables the community to transition from the 
stage characterized by fear and hatred to the stage characterized by courage and the 
ability to navigate life in the aftermath. This local community’s reference thus offers a 
theological insight into martyrdom as Christian collective witnessing to the cross and the 
aftermath. The community’s use of martyrdom as its public voice to the aftermath of 
religious communal violence signals the need to relook at the ways in which the 
Indonesian Protestant theological reflections on suffering and violence has played a key 
role in maintaining the embedded concepts of death and sacrifice in the way Christian 
community perceives its victimization and survival of the communal violence. By using 
the cross as its primary Christian symbol for responding to the immediate call for 
interreligious healing and reconciliation, the question to the Duma community is 
whether its reference to the cross can provide a relevant vehicle for communicating its 
message of healing knowing that the cross was also used as a symbol for Christians 
during attacks to Muslim villages.  
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In reference to Asian theologians and their influences in shaping Asian 
theologies of the cross, and on Martin Luther’s theologia crucis, Yewangoe claims the 
importance of the cross as a relevant Christian response to the reality of suffering and 
injustice in the religiously pluralistic society of Indonesia (Yewangoe 1987). He is well 
known for embedding the Christian concept of suffering in the two Indonesian 
interrelated concepts of korban (victim) and kurban (sacrifice). His theology of the cross is 
therefore developed relying primarily on the narratives of victims of violence and of the 
sacrificial dimension of Christian response to violence. The two most current different 
avenues: the social and natural catastrophes in Indonesia and his personal encounter 
with the Timorese women, however, have seemed to reshape Yewangoe’s theology of 
the cross by reemphasizing the significance of the cross within the development of an 
Indonesian theodicy in place of a theology of punishment.  
Yewangoe’s first avenue of approach is his most recent in-depth reflection on the 
meaning of suffering and catastrophe. In the collective publication by Protestant, 
Catholic, and Muslim scholars (including a few western ones), Yewangoe offers a 
modified theology of the cross by emphasizing the need for the church to refocus its 
attention to the concept of theodicy. In his search for a theology of disaster, (teologi 
bencana) in Indonesia, Yewangoe lifts up the suffering God as an alternative to the 
punishing God (Yewangoe 2006, 221-251). In his reflection Yewangoe directly links 
God’s suffering to the community’s ability to endure suffering without having to carry 
the blame (sin) of being the cause of the suffering. He disconnects God’s punishment 
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from suffering by locating the recent communal violence and natural disaster outside 
the theological framework of God’s anger, but by maintaining human responsibility for 
nature and human solidarity. Thus, the theological question of whether God allows 
catastrophe to happen, he argues, must be connected with human efforts to discern 
God’s presence and suffering with the victims of disasters. The theological (God’s 
suffering) and the socio-anthropological (human solidarity) responses to human 
suffering must therefore be linked (Yewangoe 2006, 246-249). 
The second approach evolves from a recent visit to Timor Leste. Yewangoe 
tellingly described his reaction to the testimonies of the local women survivors of rape 
by the Indonesian military personnel during the Indonesian military operation in what 
was then Indonesia’s 27th province. When he met with the women, he found himself 
falling silent as he listened to the survivors’ stories.1 In Yewangoe’s encounter with the 
Timor Leste women, a theology of the cross is being engendered. A survivor, who was 
not only raped but also gave birth to the child of her rapist, states that all she needed 
from the man who raped her was his confession that he had committed the crime. 
The theologian’s encounter with the woman exemplifies how the testimony of a 
survivor of violence challenges the theology of the cross. The theology has to witness 
and thus construct a theological response or question based on the complexity of the 
                                                 
1 Interview with Andreas A. Yewangoe (Jakarta, May 27, 2008). After the two decades of 
resisting the Indonesian occupation and annexation, backed by international supports East Timor 
gained its independence from Indonesia through an Indonesian government referendum on 
August 30, 1999 (Encyclopædia Britannica Online, s.v. “East Timor,” 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/596313/East-Timor, (accessed: November 15, 2010). 
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suffering it witnesses. Framing the survivor’s story within the Easter narrative, however, 
Yewangoe uneasily wondered whether the confession would ever take place. The 
theologian’s uneasiness, which is based on his knowledge of the long history of the 
Indonesian state’s denial of justice to the women survivors of military violence, is an 
area where an aftermath theology of the cross should be located.  
Yewangoe’s account of the Timor Leste women signals the need to position a 
theology of the cross at the intersection of the Indonesian history of military oppression, 
the women’s struggle to voice the truth and their demand for justice, and the anonymity 
of the perpetrators. In Yewangoe’s story, a theology of the cross has to witness to the 
testimonies of suffering and survival within a reality where violence and injustice are 
faceless. In the Duma community’s and the women’s stories, a theology of the cross has 
to witness to the testimonies of survival and of hope within the aftermath reality where 
violence can still be projected onto the faces of the Other, their neighbors. Still in the 
tradition of the great Asian male theologians of the cross (Kazoh Kitamori, Kosuke 
Koyama, and Choan Seng Song), Yewangoe maintains the relevance of the cross as a 
symbol of the Suffering God in the midst of the suffering victims of social and natural 
catastrophes (Yewangoe 2005, 246-249). His encounter with the Timor Leste women and 
his reflection on the social and natural catastrophes in Indonesia, however, are yet to 
provide Yewangoe with a new realization for the need of repositioning the meaning of 
the cross, of the suffering the Christ endures, from within a Christian discourse on 
healing. Although he mentions briefly the need for an understanding of trauma, it is 
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only to point to the relevance of a theology of the suffering God, such that survivors not 
be entrapped by long and unhealed trauma because of the inability to be liberated from 
the concept of carrying one’s own cross, that is, one’s own sin (2005, 249). Yewangoe’s 
theology of the suffering of God reflects the urgency of developing an Indonesian 
Christian theology of healing that will position the significance of the cross in a different 
avenue in relationship to the complex reality of the aftermath of violence and 
catastrophe. Similarly, the local Christian’s aftermath narrative signals the need for a 
theological framework through which the death and sacrificial embedded dimension of 
the cross can be linked with a Christian narrative of healing while recognizing the 
persistence of pain and suffering in the community’s daily life.  
The local Christian aftermath narrative, especially, that of the women’s 
experience, requires a positioning of the discussion on suffering within the complex 
intersection of trauma, grace, and interreligious reengagement. This local experience and 
naming of suffering also suggests another layer of the complexity and multiplicity of the 
Indonesian religiosities. It modifies the commonly accepted and generalized 
characterization of Asian (e.g., Indonesian) society as being poor and being religious. The 
local narrative signals the need for establishing a narrative of healing that is emerged 
out of the local religious communities’ daily encounter with the aftermath of communal 
violence. 
This section highlights three specific “crucified imaginings” in the Dumas’ 
aftermath narrative: the broken cross, the “mirrored cross,” and the empty cross (Jones 
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2009, 70, 75). These disclose the complex intertwining of violence, death, and trauma 
with grace, hope, and life in the community’s narrative. Such intertwining particularly 
challenges the simplistic view that one’s identification with the cross reinforces one’s 
victimization. 
These local stories of the cross, moreover, demonstrate the multiplicity of 
Christians’ imaginings of the cross, even within the seemingly generalized picture of the 
cross as a Christian symbol of sacrifice and victory amidst violence. These stories show 
the varying perspectives from which Indonesian theologians should reflect on the 
multiple faces of the cross during communal violence while noting the theological and 
social significances of the cross on the post-communal-violence interreligious 
cooperation. This section also undergirds the way in which the community’s stories of 
the cross reveal the dimensions of their collective identity as survivors and witnesses.  
Generally, the acts of testifying and witnessing are carried out by survivors and 
witnesses, as Jones describes,  
In testifying, the survivor gives voice to previously unspeakable agony, and in 
witnessing, the receiver of the testimony is able to confirm that the survivor’s voice 
is heard and that the plight no longer needs to be hidden in a dark corner of the soul, 
but can be pulled into the light of day and affirmed as a reality worthy of sustained 
lamentation and possible redress. As this reciprocal play of speaking and hearing 
unfolds, the two conversation partners together begin to undertake the task of 
writing a story about the trauma that allows it, in the long run, to be integrated into 
a broader and more expansive story of hope and hence of future possibilities for 
fullness of life (2009, 54).  
The Duma community’s aftermath narrative, nevertheless, reveals the 
overlapping of testifying and witnessing. Positioning the women’s stories (the 
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individual, the survivor) vis-à-vis the three aftermath additions and the June 19th ritual 
(the collective, the witnesses) shows the particular way in which these two acts intersect. 
The architecture of the additions made in the aftermath functions as a collective, visual 
witness to the survivors’ stories of the violence. The visual witnessing of the aftermath 
additions enables the ongoing interpretation within the Duma community of what it 
collectively hears from each survivor’s story. The aftermath additions and the June 19 
ritual are “able to confirm that the survivor’s voice is heard and that the plight no longer 
needs to be hidden in a dark corner of the soul, but can be pulled into the light of day 
and affirmed as a reality worthy of sustained lamentation and possible redress”(54).  
Here, the role of the June 19 ritual becomes more important. The annual ritual needs to 
provide a space in which the collective self of the Duma community can confirm, mourn, 
and amend the traumatic narrative of the survivors and re-narrate them within the 
“divine speech” that allows the brokenness and pain in the souls of the survivors to be 
woven into the fullness of God’s embracing grace (54). The task remains complex given 
that the Duma community, especially the ministers and the elders, are not fully 
equipped for such a profound theological and psychological task. The community, 
including the leaders, has been collectively traumatized by the violence. This local 
community therefore needs to be accompanied in its dual task of testifying and 
witnessing to each other’s story.  
This complexity is reflected in the pastor Sefnat Hontong’s story. He created The 
Nineteen Attitudes, and has been active in creating and leading the June 19th ritual (see 
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Chapter Three, p. 159-166). His sadness combined with positivity is evident in his story. 
But he states that when he was studying in Java, every time he saw a long-bearded 
Muslim dressed in a long robe he was reminded of the Pasukan Jihad; anger filled his 
heart, and the impulse to attack emerged.2 His story represents many whose lives in the 
aftermath are spent coping with trauma on a deep level while maintaining a surface 
appearance of normalcy. 
The details of the June 19 ritual, as described in the previous chapter, hint at the 
community’s need to testify and to witness to what happened to them. Yet, in its own 
way that need articulates a form of visual witnessing that captures the community’s 
testimony of its survival while pointing toward its hope for a restored relationship with 
its Muslim neighbors. Witnessing to the June 19 event becomes a collective practice that 
informs both the communal and the individual lives of the Dumas.  
The naming of the June 19 victims as “martyrs of the congregation” takes place 
simultaneously at the collective and individual levels that characterize the Dumas’ 
Christian practice in the aftermath of the violence. The practice, moreover, blurs the 
difference between collective and individual. The collective response primarily informs 
the individual response to the violence and its aftermath, yet it is continuously being 
informed by the individual dimension of the witnessing practice. The details of the June 
19 ritual, however, do not provide a space where the individual testimonies are being 
witnessed in a way that allows the survivors’ stories to be witnessed in their brokenness. 
                                                 
2 Hontong, interview with author, Yogyakarta, March 10, 2008. 
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Thus, the community needs a space for the many unvoiced wounds as they are detailed 
in the women’s stories. The House of Prayer can be envisioned as a testifying-witnessing 
space. Such a space points toward an aftermath interreligious practice of testifying-
witnessing as a crucial step in the long process of healing and reconciliation.  
 
The Broken Cross, “the Mirrored Cross,” and the Empty Cross:  
Remembering Death, Embracing Life 
The minister, wearing the sweaty and crumpled robe he had worn for two days, 
ran to the still-standing pulpit as he ordered the congregation to escape from the church 
sanctuary for their own safety. In the midst of shooting, bombing, and the killing of his 
people, he stretched out his hands, and shouted “Eli, Eli, lamasabakhtani?” (My God, 
my God, why have you forsaken me?). 3 The minister spoke the powerful words of Jesus 
on the cross as his own words. The phrase captured his feeling at his closest encounter 
with death, when hope for the safety of his congregation began to crumble, when the 
feeling of abandonment reached its peak, and when surrendering to death became a 
faithful act.  
This particular moment makes the June 19, 2000, attack on the Nita Church a 
crucifixion scene. It also suggests the Duma community’s association of its collective 
suffering with the cross of Jesus. Many have said that the attack was the community’s  
experience (both collective and individual) of the cross (see Chapter Three, pp. 137-138). 
                                                 
3 Smith Dungir, interview with author, Tobelo, November 12, 2007. (The scripture 
reference is from Matthew 27:45.) 
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The cross, therefore, has become the central symbol of the community’s collective 
memory of the violence. Maintaining the cross as a Christian symbol in the post-violence 
interreligious environment, however, requires a theological reflection on its relevance 
for an interreligious healed memory. The suffering and sacrificial embedded-meaning of 
the cross as it is projected in the Duma community’s experience of the violence needs to 
be located within the community’s efforts for peace in the aftermath. The theological 
repositioning of the cross hence provides a possible way for the community to hold 
together its narratives of suffering and survival and also its hopes for healing and for 
peace.   
The June 19 crucifixion event resonates with Yewangoe’s insisting claim that a 
theology of the cross is still relevant for the Indonesian churches. Yewangoe’s insistence 
that a theology of the cross should center on the idea that God suffers with the sufferers 
challenges the perception of suffering as God’s punishment. Suffering is an event of 
God’s accompanying and enabling presence. The cross is more about the presence of God 
than the absence of God. Such presence, however, is seen by many who hold the common 
view of suffering both as God’s accompaniment as well as God’s punishment. While the 
sense of accompaniment provides a sense of assurance of God’s continuing protection 
over their lives, the punishment aspect instills a sense of obligation to repent for their 
sins (i.e., of having turned away from God in their daily conduct). Implied here is that 
the June 19 attack and the communal violence in general were punishment from God. 
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God is thus present through punishment. Can God’s punishing presence be also seen as 
providing a dimension of God’s healing presence? 
Similar to Yewangoe, a leading Indonesian Reformed Old Testament scholar, E. 
Gerrit Singgih, argues that a theology of the cross should be maintained as an alternative 
to a theology of punishment. Instead of a symbol of punishment, the cross should be 
seen as a manifestation of God’s suffering with the sufferers. Singgih identifies the 
commonality among religious communities in perceiving suffering as God’s punishment 
that demands human repentance and self-introspection (Singgih 2006, 256). He further 
investigates whether the Indonesian people, especially those in poor communities, ask 
the theological question of why amidst their sufferings. When the suffering community 
asks and looks for the reason behind its suffering, as in the case of the community of 
Kedungombo in Central Java that was denied their rights by the New Order regime in 
the 1980s, the community will find strong motivation to fight for their rights. In other 
cases he finds that even when the question why is not asked by the suffering community, 
theologians raise the question and find meaning in the suffering. Singgih complicates 
the theology of punishment by differentiating the voices of theologians from the voice of 
the suffering community that often sees God’s punishment as the reason they have been 
denied justice (Singgih 2006, 265).   
Yewangoe and Singgih agree that the suffering of God, rather than God’s 
punishment, should remain the center of the search for a theology of disaster in 
Indonesia. In relation to Yewangoe’s reflection on a theology of disaster, Singgih further 
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suggests that locating the why question in Jesus’ own question on the cross allows the 
sufferers to find meaning in their suffering. This implicates two theological actions that 
Christians should take for and with Others: to be in solidarity with the sufferers and to 
struggle to overcome the suffering, with praising God as the center of this struggle 
(Singgih 2006, 267). Both theologians see God’s suffering and God’s punishment, 
therefore, as viable theological themes in the Indonesian Christian communities’ search 
for meaning amidst suffering. Yewangoe further suggests that the reflection on the cross 
should be located in the narrative of the incarnation, the entire journey of God becoming 
human that gives wider room to live in the always troubled world (Yewangoe 2006, 249). 
Singgih similarly suggests that a theology of the cross should be located within the 
theology of Easter. Self-denial should be understood within the framework of 
resurrection so that the cross does not invoke a masochistic significance (Singgih 2006, 
268). Their views represent the common perception of the cross by Indonesian Protestant 
(ecumenical) theologians.  
A conversation between a Duma minister and a member of her congregation 
amidst the violence illustrates the two sides of theological reflections on the cross. 
“When we suffer like this, is the Lord Jesus present?” a woman asked the minister. She 
continued, “Where is He?” The minister (crying as she relayed this conversation), 
answered, “The Lord is suffering together with us!”4 This conversation reveals the 
process of theological meaning-making as the women witnessed to each other amidst 
                                                 
4 Monike Papuling, interview with author, Duma, October 11, 2007. 
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the violence. Remembering that revealing moment, the minister later stated that the 
cross was a symbol of strength. Having the symbol of the cross with her allowed her to 
face and to walk through the time of violence.  
The aftermath of the experience of the local Christian community of Duma, 
however, requires a different understanding of the cross in the Christian community’s 
imagination of life during and beyond the violence. A theology of the cross beyond 
sacrifice is needed. A reflection on the cross, in Heim’s words, needs to be “saved from 
sacrifice” while recognizing the various sacrificial images that are embodied in local 
communities’ relationships with the cross during the violence and their impact on the 
healing of the Muslim-Christian relationship in the aftermath of the violence (Heim 
2006).  
The local “crucified imaginings” challenge Indonesian Protestant discourse on 
the cross (Jones 2009, 70). It is necessary to re-narrate the crucifixion, but not primarily as 
a dogmatic and speculative exercise. The meaning of the cross needs to be relocated at 
the intersection of the biblical and the local Christian community’s imaginings of Jesus’ 
crucifixion. The local imaginings of the crucifixion often reflect on the varying images of 
suffering and sacrifice without necessarily identifying them as redemptive. The local 
community’s experience of communal violence provides it with a socio-political context 
where the cross is manifested in the reality of the community’s suffering, sacrifice, and 
survival. The cross is thus about violence and suffering, sacrifice and survival as a 
reality. Living through and beyond this reality is the community’s own collective cross. 
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In this community’s way of telling about the symbol of the cross, the story of Jesus’ 
suffering and resurrection becomes a real story. It is a story that is embodied in its 
church sanctuary during the attack and in the stories of the women who witnessed the 
killing of their loved ones and friends. Jesus’ story of the cross finds its historicity in the 
community’s life. To expect that Jesus’ story of the resurrection can find its historicity in 
the community’s post-violence life, therefore, is theologically plausible.  
Three local images of the crucifixion hint at the centrality of the cross in the 
community’s collective and individual remembering of the violence and their suffering  
and also in their willingness to forgive. The common references to God, fear, sin, and the 
Other in their narratives specifically challenge Indonesian Protestant theological 
discourse on the cross to reframe theological questions about personal sin and social sin 
within the construction of a theological view of trauma and God’s grace. 
 
The Broken-yet-Victorious Cross 
For the Duma minister who defined the meaning of the June 19 attack as a 
physical defeat to his congregation yet also as their victory in faith, the June 19 event 
revealed the brokenness of the cross in the faces of his people as they ran for their lives 
and witnessed the killing of their loved ones. 5 The victory is expressed in the fact that 
they were able to remain faithful in the incomprehensibility of God’s presence amidst 
the violence. 
                                                 
5 Dungir, interview with author, Tobelo, November 12, 2007. 
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  An overwhelming majority of the Duma women and of the ministers state that 
the violence was either God’s punishment for their sins, God’s educational tool to test 
them, or God’s challenge to them to deepen their faith (see Chapter Three, p. 194-195). 
Such understandings are not uncommon in Indonesia. In the details of their stories of 
the violence, many dimensions of the cross are identified; the people interweave the 
cross with their experiences in unique ways.  
Most of the women and the ministers regard the communal violence as the 
benchmark that deepened their understanding of and their relationship with the cross. 
Many remember feeling safe and calmed whenever they saw or wore a symbol of the 
cross. The physical presence of the cross, especially, gave the Duma women a way to 
acknowledge the defeat of their village without being trapped in the despair of losing 
the most distinctive symbol of their collective identity, the Nita Church.  
Holding both the suffering and the victorious dimensions of the cross has 
become this community’s theological approach to the aftermath. The holding together of 
these two dimensions allows a theological reframing to take place. Looking 
simultaneously at suffering and life, death and resurrection, can offer an alternative to a 
language of victory that cannot mediate the incomprehensibility of their suffering. A 
theology of the cross can offer a moment of pause in which the testimony of suffering is 
re-narrated within the story of the resurrection.  
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The Mirrored Cross 
The women’s stories of the cross show how both ministers and laywomen 
perceive the cross as a mirror of their experiences of the communal violence. The cross, 
for them, is not merely the cross of Jesus. It is their own cross that, as faithful people, 
they are called to bear, just like Jesus carried his own cross. Although the language they 
used implicitly refers to the concept of sacrifice, such sacrifice is projected differently. 
The June 19 attack, for these women, was, in Jones’s phrase, Jesus’ “mirrored cross” 
(Jones 2009, 75). The cross of Jesus becomes a mirror for the women’s experiences of 
violence and suffering.  
Framing the attack as a narrative of the mirrored cross, furthermore, elevates in 
the women the feeling of being understood; they sense that Jesus understands their 
suffering. The crucifixion narratives provide a relevant language for their suffering that 
implies the equation of suffering with sacrifice. Yet, none of the women identify sacrifice 
with passivity or being victimized.  One minister states, “The cross is the [source of] 
strength that made us willing to struggle . . . .  [we had to] fight those who attempt to 
massacre the Christians.”6 In the same story, the minister also shares how her Muslim 
and Christian relatives helped and saved each other from the brutal killings. Here the 
common description of the violence as a massacre of Christians is held up while 
identifying the unusual situation of Muslims and Christians protecting each other.  
                                                 
6  Mery Langi Mailoa, interview with author, Tobelo, November 8, 2007. 
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Reflecting on her experience of leading her congregation into the forest after 
escaping from their village, one minister stated that the communal violence is a “part of 
Jesus’ suffering.”7 The violence was the path of the cross, the path they took as they 
passed by graffiti that mocked Jesus as they were expelled from their village, walking 
day and night in the forest. Jesus’ own path to the cross provides them with a mirror to 
see the significance of their journey in the forest. The suffering they endured is their 
crucifixion experience.  Jesus taking up his cross mirrors their own struggle of taking up 
their crosses individually and collectively. The experience of the communal violence 
gives new meaning to the cross. The violence creates a new realization of the cross as a 
real and new experience. Most of the women view their experience of the violence as 
their collective cross to carry, just as Jesus did.  
Many of the women use the cross as a medium to point to aspects of their 
experience that cannot be put into words. The cross thus becomes their collective speech, 
both for finding meaning and for finding a space that can contain the 
incomprehensibility of their suffering and of their struggle to survive. Some say that 
seeing their experiences of the violence as a story of crucifixion has given them comfort 
and even reassurance that the past will be remembered within a meaningful faith 
narrative larger than their own story. Jesus’ presence gives them a sense of purpose in 
their experience of the most unreasonable and tragic event of their collective life. Most of 
the women remember the violence as an event where Jesus was present. This claim 
                                                 
7  Alfrina Tidore, interview with author, Tobelo, October 26, 2007. 
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simply means that Jesus knows and understands their pain because he was with them in 
their time of suffering.  
 
The Empty Cross, the Easter Cross, and the Public Cross  
The cross is the main Christian symbol in many other GMIH ministerial areas in 
North Maluku. At numerous official church events signs of the cross are placed along 
the main road and around the arena with many colorful banners.8 As the Christian 
symbol of collective self- identity, therefore, it is crucial for a reflection on the cross to 
capture the complex layers of the local Christian narrative of the cross that are shaped 
both by the communal violence and by the communal effort for non-violent 
interreligious living together.  
Regarding the Easter crosses in Duma village, Hontong stated that he had 
explained to the community the meaning of the cross as a symbol of peace and 
reconciliation instead of suffering.9 While his explanation is important, it has yet to be 
integrated with the images of the crucifixion held by individuals in Duma in a way that 
allows their stories of suffering and survival to be recognized and renarrated within the 
story of peace and reconciliation. The cross’s dual dimensions of violence and non-
                                                 
8 The author observed this during her participation in the GMIH 26th Women’s Pre-
Assembly and Synod Assembly in Ibu sub-district, West Halmahera in July 2007, and on several 
road trips I took in GMIH ministerial areas in summer 2004 and fall 2007.  
9 Email to author, September 2, 2010 
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violence present to the community the choice that it faces in its efforts for peace and 
healing in the aftermath of conflict.  
These public crosses hint at the possibility of seeing the cross through a non-
sacrificial lens. In the women’s narratives, a link is made between the violence as God’s 
punishment and the aftermath as the time to forgive. The aftermath is an integral 
component of the practice of repentance for God’s forgiveness. Such an understanding 
implicates not only the community’s ability to survive but also its obligation to forgive 
Others. Hence, looking at violence as God’s punishment results in the forgiving of 
Others as a requirement for God’s own forgiveness.  
The Duma women and the female ministers expressed the two seemingly 
conflicting views of the cross. On the one hand, they see the cross as the Christian 
symbol for struggle, sacrifice, and suffering, and even as a sign for the enemy to kill 
Christians. On the other hand, the cross is seen as a relevant interreligious symbol that 
challenges the oppressive political power.10 The particular Christian story of crucifixion 
is thus extended to embrace the religious Other through the shared story of 
victimization by unjust political structures. The cross, however, has been a problematic 
symbol. Its meaning should be recovered and reintroduced if it is to be an effective 
Christian response in the post-violence interreligious reengagement. If theology 
functions to narrate what is yet to be imagined, the challenge to an Indonesian 
Protestant theology of the cross is to offer an new framework to retell the crucifixion 
                                                 
10 Jerda Djawa, interview with author, Tobelo, October 27, 2010.  
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story where the cross can be seen as both the site of violence and of grace. The local 
Christian women have started to imagine such a possibility whenever they hold the two 
seemingly opposite views of the cross together.  
 
On Christian Witnessing 
 
Trauma and Grace: The Biblical Narrative and the Aftermath Narrative  
of the Christian Self and the Religious Other 
The Dumas’ narratives of violence and its aftermath frame this section’s 
theological reflection on the relationship between trauma and grace that draws 
primarily on the work of a Reformed feminist and systematic theologian, Serene Jones, 
in Trauma and Grace: Theology in a Ruptured World (2009). Jones’s work is selected for two 
reasons. First, her employment of trauma studies in re-emphasizing and re-interpreting 
the significance of the cross from a Reformed perspective makes her study important in 
providing a theological framework for relocating trauma and grace within the local 
Christian women’s aftermath narrative of the cross.  
The interconnection between trauma and grace sheds light on the complex 
relationship among the local Christian women’s expressions of God’s grace, their 
traumatic experience of religious communal violence, and their hope for a better 
relationship with their Muslim neighbors. Jones’s work is especially helpful in providing 
a perspective on understanding the influence of Reformed teaching concerning the cross 
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on the Duma women’s narratives of violence and its aftermath and on their collective 
experiences of the cross that give a different view of the cross.  
Second, Jones’s selection of a Reformed text (i.e., Calvin’s Commentary on the Book 
of Psalms) for her analysis gives her linking of trauma and grace a plausible theological 
reference for positioning the Duma women’s aftermath narrative as a local Reformed 
narrative of trauma and grace. The fact that both the Dumas and the Indonesian 
theologians referred to here are from the Reformed tradition makes Jones’s study 
appropriate. Jones’s work provides an important reference for further understanding the 
Duma community’s aftermath narrative as a collective narrative of a Reformed local 
community that perceives its traumatic experience of violence and its effects through the 
lens of Christian discourse on trauma and grace.  
Trauma is the word that the Duma community often uses to refer to the 
unspeakable events of the violence. As a new addition to the local vocabulary, the word 
“trauma” may mean different things to different members of this community. Yet the 
seemingly random words the women have used to describe the traumatic events of 
violence (e.g., loss, death, pain, uncertainty, frozenness, fear, disconnected, anger, 
hopelessness), including some physical reactions they displayed during the interviews 
(e.g., crying, uneven breathing, long silence, uneasy laughter, sadness) give evidence of 
“central features of trauma” (Jones 2009, 13). The often-used phrase of “religious 
massacre” that refers to the June 19 attack strongly parallels the more widely-accepted 
definition of a traumatic event as an event “in which a person or persons perceives 
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themselves or others as threatened by an external force that seeks to annihilate them and 
against which they are unable to resist and which overwhelms their capacity to 
cope”(Bessel van der Kolk and Judith Herman in Jones 2009, 13). The overwhelming 
effects of the violence, the loss of words to describe the event, and the vivid and often 
haunting memories that remain and inform the Duma women’s aftermath narrative all 
hint at the features that Jones elaborates in her working definition of trauma.  
In reference to the two leading scholars in trauma studies, Bessel van der Kolk 
and Judith Herman, Jones employs an understanding of the Greek word for trauma 
(which means “wound”) that emphasizes the physical injury that is inflicted by violence 
upon the body. She further elaborates trauma as a “wounded psyche” that violence 
inflicts upon the collective and individual sense of self (see also Erikson 1995, 185; Jones 
2009, 12).  
Emphasizing the Dumas’ aftermath narrative from the trauma-grace perspective 
also extends Nils Bubandt’s insightful investigation, as described in the previous chapter, 
of how the North Malukan’s narrative about the local spirit world informs their use of 
trauma vocabulary in their references to communal violence. Bubandt’s analysis gives a 
helpful insight into how the narrative plays a decisive role in the way the locals 
remember the violence and its effect on their lives in the aftermath. His investigation 
also looks briefly at the importance of using gender analysis when examining the issue 
of trauma in the aftermath of religious communal violence. Seeing the Dumas’ collective 
narrative through the stories of the women uncovers the often unidentified reality that 
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women and men relate differently to the aftermath due to the fact that the communal 
violence affects them differently. Many women, especially those who lost their husbands 
to the violence, should play a dual role as the bread-winner and as the adults who have 
to take care of the spiritual, emotional, and physical needs of their children with the risk 
of neglecting their own needs for healing.  
This subsection consists of reflection on the new missiological significance of the 
Emmaus story based on the Duma community and the Duma women’s aftermath 
encounter with their Muslim neighbors. The reflection refers to Serene Jones’s and 
Anthony J. Gittins’s interpretations of the story, highlighting the image of being on the 
journey. The aim is to demonstrate how the conversation among the Indonesian local 
Christian women’s aftermath narrative, the Gospel story of the road to Emmaus and a 
feminist theologian’s and a mission theologian’s interpretations of the story can provide 
a new mission narrative that is both locally based and globally linked. This subsection is 
thus an effort to make the story of the road to Emmaus relevant to post-violence 
interreligious solidarity. 
One of the most famous mission images is that of being in pilgrimage. Mission is 
depicted as a journey from one’s own place to another, often foreign, place to encounter 
other people in their own places, in order to proclaim the Good News of the Gospel of 
Christ. Embarking on this journey involves one’s identity as a missionary. Consequently, 
one of the most-cited Gospel narratives is the story of Jesus’ encounter with his disciples 
on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24:13-43) (see Gittins 2002; Woodberry 1989). 
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Now on that same day two of them were going to a village called Emmaus, about 
seven miles from Jerusalem. They were talking with each Other about everything 
that had happened. As they talked and discussed these things with each Other, 
Jesus himself came up and walked along with them; but they were kept from 
recognizing him.  
He asked them, “What are you discussing together as you walk along?” They stood 
still, their faces downcast. One of them, named Cleopas, asked him, “Are you only a 
visitor to Jerusalem and do not know the things that have happened there in these 
days?” 
 “What things?” he asked. “About Jesus of Nazareth,” they replied. “He was a 
prophet, powerful in word and deed before God and all the people. The chief priest 
and our rulers handed him over to be sentenced to death, and they crucified him; 
but we had hoped that he was the one who was going to redeem Israel.  And what 
is more, it is the third day since all this took place. In addition, some of our women 
amazed us.  They went to the tomb early this morning but didn’t find his body.  
They came and told us that they had seen a vision of angels, who said he was alive. 
Then some of our companions went to the tomb and found it just as the women had 
said, but him they did not see.” 
He said to them, “How foolish you are, and how slow of heart to believe all that the 
prophets have spoken! Did not the Christ have to suffer these things and then enter 
his glory?” And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he explained to them 
what was said in all the Scriptures concerning himself. 
As they approached the village to which they were going, Jesus acted as if he were 
going farther. But they urged him strongly, “Stay with us, for it is nearly evening; 
the day is almost over.” So he went in to stay with them. 
When he was at the table with them, he took bread, gave thanks, broke it and began 
to give it to them. Then their eyes were opened and they recognized him, and he 
disappeared from their sight. They asked each other, “Were not our hearts burning 
within us while he talked with us on the road and opened the Scriptures to us?” 
They got up and returned at once to Jerusalem. There they found the Eleven and 
those with them, assembled together and saying, “It is true! The Lord has risen and 
has appeared to Simon.” Then the two told what had happened on the way, and 
how Jesus was recognized by them when he broke the bread (Luke 24:13-35). 
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Anthony J. Gittins’s employment of John Dunne’s passing over and coming back as 
a missionary journey in his reading of the Emmaus story is helpful in emphasizing the 
missiological dimension of the Duma community’s aftermath narrative (Gittins 2002, 2-
3). Gittins’s reading of the story allows an imagining of the road to and from Emmaus as 
the Dumas’ risky aftermath journey of passing over to their Muslim neighbors and 
coming back to their own place, and the conversation, silence, fear, uncertainty, 
surprises, realizations, interventions, and eagerness that have been experienced as they 
(re)encounter each other.  
Serene Jones’s reading of the road to Emmaus story within the platform of the 
trauma and grace connection offers another way to address the post-violence 
interreligious relationship (Jones 2009, 24-26). Rereading this story within the Dumas’ 
aftermath narrative, moreover, underscores other dimensions of reconfiguring a trauma-
caused perspective on otherness and difference and thus of being transformed within 
the Gospel narrative of grace. In Jones’s explication of the Emmaus story, she details the 
role of the Bible in reordering imagination as a central step in healing the traumatized 
memory (38).  
Reading the Emmaus story as “a tale of trauma and survival” as well as a story 
of “the agile, insistent presence of grace in our midst,” Jones considers the American 
“collective [and] lived experience in a post 9/11 United States” and gives meaning to the 
role of the church as provider of a healing Christian language and of “narratives that are 
available from the Christian tradition” (Jones 2009, 26). The September 11 event and its 
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subsequent effects in the United States, therefore, become Jones’s primary lens in 
reading the Emmaus story.  
Identifying the two disciples as “disoriented witnesses [and] trauma survivors” 
of the traumatic death of Jesus on the cross, Jones suggests three particular implications 
that are relevant to this section. First, Jesus’ appearance tells about the “coming of God 
into the place of disordering violence” (2009, 39). Here, the task is to proclaim that God 
is already present among us (39).  Second, Jesus’ intervention in the disciples’ story of 
the cross “breaks their pattern of storytelling” (39-40). At this point, their traumatized 
way of telling the story of Jesus’ death is reconstructed by “reorder[ing] the disciples’ 
imagination” into the story of Jesus’ life and even further “into the history of God’s 
relation with Israel” (39-40). Finally, in the “simple ritual action” of breaking bread, the 
disciples’ “memory [of Jesus] is sparked” and they experience God’s grace breaking into 
their midst through an act of compassionate embracing (40). Through the ritual “[t]he 
repetitive [violent] cycle is broken, and [the disciples’] imaginations are reframed 
around a shared table . . .  of healing and fellowship” (40). In Jones’s reading, trauma is 
re-narrated within the Gospel story of God’s persisting grace that intervenes in the 
disciples’ imagination and memory of Jesus’ horrific death. Reframing it around the 
story of life, of resurrection, makes the healing of memory possible.  
Jones’s reference to imagination as “the thought stories that we live with and 
through which we interpret the world surrounding us” is helpful (20). Reading the story 
of the road to Emmaus through the Duma women’s narratives therefore functions to 
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reveal the healing power of this biblical narrative to reorder the community’s 
imagination that has been shattered and scattered by the violence. This way of reading 
embeds the Gospel narrative in the Dumas’ interreligious environment in the aftermath, 
making the story of the road to Emmaus the Dumas’ own journey. A careful paralleling 
of the interreligious dimensions of otherness and difference is necessary, however. As a 
context-specific reading, the connection of the Gospel story with the local Christian 
aftermath narrative aims to give an example of how the Bible can speak to the particular, 
making it universal for the intended readers, whose narrative is used as the primary lens, 
and making it meaningful for other Christian communities in post-conflict situations. 
Using Jones’s post 9/11-related reading of the road to Emmaus story as a biblical 
perspective for understanding the Duma women’s aftermath relationship with their 
Muslim neighbors underscores two important theological dimensions: the journey and 
the healing encounter with the Other. These two dimensions resonate with the 
evangelization-oriented reading of the story that projects the road as a Christian journey 
of evangelization (see Woodberry 1989). The aftermath-specific reading, however, 
emphasizes a different dimension. It seeks to know what happens on the way to and 
from Emmaus, to both the disciples and to Jesus, and what effects this way of reading 
may have on the effort to re-narrate the Dumas’ traumatic experience within the 
framework of healing the community’s wounds and its wounded relationship with its 
Muslim neighbors.  
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Embodying the Emmaus story in the Dumas’ own journey allows engagement 
with Jones’s trauma-grace related reading that is focused primarily on the internal 
healing of the traumatized community. Or, presuming that the church’s task is “to 
minister to a people in the midst of . . . an immediately traumatized world,” the reading 
of the text can be extended as the journey of a community of witnesses. Hence it is 
possible to correlate the community’s internal healing process with the external 
interreligious healing process (Jones 2009, 26).  
The references to Anthony J. Gittins’s “missionary as stranger” perspective as 
well as to Serene Jones’s trauma and grace perspective are carefully maintained in 
reading the Emmaus story in order to illustrate how the traumatized Christian 
community of Duma goes through its own memory of pain, reaching out to its 
traumatized Muslim neighbors and rediscovering God’s grace and accompaniment 
along the way (2002, 142-150).  
Keeping the two approaches to the Emmaus story together provides an 
important perspective on the Duma community’s journey of traveling from “stranger to 
friend,” as emphasized in Anthony J. Gittins’s reading of the story.  It is also a journey 
through a traumatic experience while reclaiming its call “to do and to be in times of 
collective trauma” within and outside itself, while keeping its hope alive as emphasized 
in Jones’s reading of the story (Jones 2009, 26). Framing this local narrative as a new 
mission narrative thus requires recognizing the intertwining of trauma and grace and of 
the violence and healing in which this narrative is embodied.  
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The two disciples are on their way to Emmaus after they have received the news, 
earlier that same day, that Jesus’ body is missing. Luke does not explain why the 
disciples left Jerusalem on what was presumably such a momentous day for them. On 
the road, the two seemed to be engaged in an intense conversation. At first the disciples 
are just “talking with each other” (v. 14). The intensity increases as they talk and discuss 
(v. 15). Something more intriguing seems to emerge in the conversation that needs to be 
discussed.  
The readers are left in uncertainty about the nature of the topic that shifts the 
disciples from talking to discussing. And while the conversation intensifies, Jesus comes 
upon them unnoticed: he “himself came up and walked along with them” (v. 15). The 
disciples “were kept from recognizing him” (v. 16). While they are discussing their fear 
and uncertainty, the survivors cannot turn their faces and look at the person who has 
just joined them (Jones 2009, 39). The event of Jesus’ crucifixion and the haunting 
disappearance of his body becomes the disciples’ primary lens for looking at reality. The 
lens disconnects them from their past experience with the living Jesus. This event gives a 
pause, an in-between moment that takes place on the road. There is no mention of the 
disciples and Jesus stopping for a while. But it can be suggested that Jesus walks very 
close to them, silent and listening attentively to their conversation. His question, then, 
should be perceived not as a casual question, but as intentional, even revelatory, when 
he asks them, “What are you discussing together as you walk along?” Jesus maintains 
the intensity of the disciples’ conversation by referring to the conversation as discussion, 
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yet he positions himself as an outsider by defining the disciples as “you . . . together,” or 
insiders. The disciples perceive Jesus as a total stranger, an outsider, an-Other (Gittins 
2002, 149). At this moment, the insiders’ trauma narrative is interrupted by the outsider. 
They, however, are still traumatized: “They stood still, their faces downcast” (v. 17b). 
They do not look into Jesus’ face. The trauma remains the lens that prevents them from 
being re-connected with the aftermath Jesus. The earlier intensity decreases, however. In 
sadness, yet astonished by the seemingly ignorant visitor, Cleopas challenges Jesus’ lack 
of information. The outsider responds with still another question, “What things?” (v. 19).  
The answer is the telling of a traumatic event by “disoriented witnesses” (Luke 
24:19b-24) (Jones 2009, 39). As he listens to this telling, Jesus, still an outsider, 
authoritatively addresses these witnesses, “How foolish you are, and how slow of heart 
to believe” (v. 25). The disoriented and traumatized witnesses are now foolish and slow-
hearted. The trauma has not only impeded their ability to remember rightly, but it also 
has wounded the very essence of their being as disciples. Their ability to trust, their 
capacity to believe has been broken. This is what the traumatic event has done to the 
disciples. It has wounded the very relationship between the disciples and their Lord. 
Their own Lord has become an outsider.  
Remaining an outsider, but now full of knowledge, Jesus re-narrates the 
disciples’ trauma narrative by giving a new speech that is rooted in the memory of their 
shared religious tradition, embedded in the prophecy of Moses and all the prophets (v. 
27). The disciples are brought back to the earlier memory of their lives intertwined with 
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Jesus’ life, before the traumatic event ruptured their sense of self as Jesus’ disciples. The 
speech seems to be accepted, but it is yet to be embodied. “As they approached the 
village to which they were going, Jesus acted as if he were going farther. But they urged 
him strongly, ‘Stay with us, for it is nearly evening; the day is almost over.’ So he went 
in to stay with them” (vv. 28-29). On the road to Emmaus, starting as traumatized and 
disoriented witnesses, the disciples have become foolish and slow-hearted insiders. On 
the same road, Jesus, a stranger, an outsider, turns into a guest (Gittins 2002, 149).  
The transformation affects both Jesus and the two disciples. The perception of 
self and of the Other gradually changes, but it is about to take a different turn through a 
real, simple, but familiar collective practice. “When he was at the table with them, he 
took bread, gave thanks, broke it and began to give it to them. Then their eyes were 
opened and they recognized him, and he disappeared from their sight” (vv. 30-31). The 
familiar ritual of eating together becomes the turning point in the disciples’ realization 
of who their guest is. It is in and through the ritual practice that the disciples’ broken 
sense of self is restored, and their traumatized memory is reconfigured within the 
transforming memory of breaking bread with Jesus. At that moment their “memory is 
sparked – a lost truth recalled,” and they recognize Jesus (Jones 2009, 40). In the simple 
ritual, the self is recovered. The ritual enables a new recognition of the Other. The 
recovery of the disciples’ self-understanding shifts their perception of Jesus from one 
who is merely their guest to the One whom they already know. “They see differently. 
The repetitive cycle is broken, and their imaginations are framed around a shared 
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table . . .  a table of healing and fellowship” (Jones 2009, 40). The outsider, the Other is 
not a stranger anymore. Jesus, however, disappears. He does not dictate what to 
remember nor does he show them what to do next.  
The ritual, the very presence of Jesus through a familiar practice, reveals to the 
disciples a new way to remember, a way to remember the traumatic event rightly. The 
later part of Luke’s account describes a transforming remembrance: “Were not our 
hearts burning within us while he talked with us on the road and opened the Scriptures 
to us?” (v. 32). Re-embedding their traumatic memory in the long history of prophecy 
gives the disciples a sense of continuity, the very element that had been disrupted by the 
trauma. They are able to see the hopefulness of a future still with Jesus, who has 
accompanied them as both victim and host.  
This new awareness of their story reconfigured within the continuing history of 
God’s presence shifts the ending of the story: “They got up and returned at once to 
Jerusalem” (v. 33). There is a turning point not only in the characters of the story but also 
in the orientation of the narrative. They return to where all began.  
As they see the other disciples, telling each other what they just witnessed, a new 
story emerges. It is a story of new witnesses. They now not only have survived the 
traumatic event, but they have also relocated their witnessing experience within the 
framework of their faith tradition. The story continues. By way of ending the narrative, 
Luke adds a new dimension, re-emphasizing the shifts in characters and plot: 
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While they were still talking about this, Jesus himself stood among them and said to 
them, “Peace be with you.”  
They were startled and frightened, thinking they saw a ghost. He said to them, 
“Why are you troubled, and why do doubts rise in your minds? Look at my hands 
and my feet. It is I myself! Touch me and see; a ghost does not have flesh and bones, 
as you see I have.”  
When he had said this, he showed them his hands and feet. And while they still did 
not believe it because of joy and amazement, he asked them, “Do you have anything 
here to eat?” They gave him a piece or broiled fish, and he took it and ate it in their 
presence. 
He said to them, “This is what I told you while I was still with you: Everything 
must be fulfilled that is written about me in the Law of Moses, the Prophets and the 
Psalms…” (Luke 24:36-44).  
Jesus appears in their midst and announces, “Peace be with you.” The same body 
that testified to violence now testifies to peace. The resurrected One has now come and 
inspires a new way of living between the memory of the cross and the promise of the 
resurrection. This new encounter takes place in an ordinary place, at an ordinary time, 
but it contains extraordinary meaning. In order to remember rightly, the disciples are led 
to touch the wounds of violence: “Look at my hands and my feet. It is I myself! Touch 
me and see; a ghost does not have flesh and bones, as you see I have.” The violence is 
real. It has left scars on Jesus’ body. Touching its marks not only brings back haunting 
memories of violence; it also reconfigures the memory in the presence of God’s grace 
that is embodied in the wounded yet healed body of Jesus. Jones notes, “Whatever grace 
we see – and seek to proclaim – will and should be a grace haunted by the ghost of the 
violence it addresses . . . the way forward will be into the heart of the wounds. By being 
receptive to grace that continually vanishes and returns, we learn that it will come when 
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we are ready” (Jones 2009, 41). The healing process continues for both Jesus and the 
disciples through another ordinary, even intimate moment.  
The resurrected Lord is hungry. A piece of broiled fish becomes his aftermath 
meal in the presence of his now already transformed disciples. Touching the body of the 
resurrected and hungry Jesus can symbolically refer to the paradox of trauma and 
healing, and to the formation of an aftermath community of witnesses. Touching the 
wounds of the resurrected One presents the disciples with a new way of imagining life 
beyond the violence of the past that includes the possibility of healing their own wounds 
incurred by witnessing the tragic death of Jesus. Responding to Jesus’ need for food 
unveils the present-ness, the remaining trauma that has attacked their ability to imagine 
life (Rambo 2009/10, 19).11 Their faith-embodied transformation, furthermore, provides 
the disciples with a new imagination, a new way of imagining life beyond violence.  
Jones’s reference to the role of faith in reordering traumatic imagination is 
helpful. She states, “The Christian faith provides a manner of imagining that inspires a 
way of life shaped deeply by biblical stories, rituals, and traditions, and it has its own 
ways of ordering the imagination” (2009, 21). Reading this story through the Dumas’ 
aftermath narrative demonstrates how this local community’s imagination of life beyond 
violence that is “shaped by grace might meet and heal an imaginative world disordered 
by violence” (21). Furthermore, the community’s imagination of life beyond 
                                                 
11 This Gospel story sheds light on the role of theology as an “imaginative work [that] 
attempts to make sense of the human story in light of the divine story, to connect life experiences 
to sacred scriptures” (Rambo 2009/10, 19). 
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interreligious hatred and distrust might be a part of the healing process of and by the 
Other, part of the community’s collective imagination of Muslims as Other. 
Jones uses her reading of Jesus as stranger to suggest the task of seeking peace 
includes learning lessons from strangers (Jones 2009, 42). Gittins, on the other hand, puts 
more emphasis on the missiological aspect of the story. He discusses extensively the 
impact of seeing Jesus as stranger, particularly when understanding mission as a 
practice of being with “nobodies” in order to change the world, “from the margins to the 
centers” (Gittins 2002, 153). Gittins’s reflection on the story of Emmaus provides a link 
between margin, both as a socio-political and theological locations and mission as a 
Christian witness to the continuing presence of Jesus Christ in the lives of those who are 
in the margins of history and society. The transformation of margin as a place of 
strangers, of marginalized communities becomes a key mission practice.  
The idea of Jesus as one who continues to be a host in the present may provide a 
way of including the Muslims into the community’s narrative just as Jesus as host 
welcomes everyone through and beyond the experience of brokenness. The ritual of 
Jesus’ breaking bread before his disciples illustrates the way in which God intervenes 
and heals the brokenness that is caused by violence and the trauma of being wounded.  
The breaking of bread at Emmaus provides an analogy of brokenness. The One 
who breaks the bread is the One whose life has been broken. The broken bread thus 
symbolizes the brokenness of Jesus’ own life that is caused by violence. It is the 
brokenness that is shared by all whose lives are being broken by violence. Jesus’ 
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brokenness is thus manifested in the lives of those victims and survivors of violence. If 
the breaking of bread is seen as an invitation to all broken people, it implies that the 
invitation is to both Christians and Muslims as recipients of the same brokenness.  
The Duma women tell stories of walking day and night in the forests, then 
having to live in the refugee camps, and finally having to face life in the aftermath as the 
main breadwinners of their families after losing their husbands to the violence. 
Reconfiguring these stories within the Emmaus story can provide a framework for 
retelling their traumatic experience within the wider narrative of God’s grace. This 
reading gives a new perspective on the Emmaus story as a story of reencounter with the 
Other in the journey with Christ for the healing of self and of the Other.  
Using the Bible as a compatible, even primary lens for redefining otherness and 
difference, the local Christian community can negotiate its experience of the threatening 
and fearful Other during the communal violence in order to perceive a different, a more 
human Other in the aftermath. When the Bible and the community’s narrative of 
violence are linked as compatible references, the community’s understanding of self and 
of Other is unveiled. Looking at Muslims as the recipients of Jesus’ brokenness is 
necessary for the community to be able to forgive. The people of Duma have to place 
this spiritual exercise in the context of the reality that they themselves have also been the 
(dangerous) Other to the Muslim community, since the Dumas attacked Muslim villages 
(e.g., the Dokulamo mosque). Here, brokenness becomes a shared interreligious 
experience.  
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Indonesian Protestant discourse on otherness and difference is challenged to 
respond to this new local narrative of shared-brokenness. This aftermath context is a 
theological locus in which a local Christian community uses its Christian resources, 
carefully looking for different meanings in their cultural wisdom in order to maintain 
the connection between faith and culture. All the while, the community tells a new story 
of how its faith not only has inspired its survival but has provided the possibility of 
embracing the “otherness” of the Other and of celebrating the differences that persists 
among them.  
This local community offers a narrative faith resource for Indonesian theologians 
in their task to “re-narrate to [many more local religious communities] what [they] have 
yet to imagine” in the aftermath of religious communal violence (Jones 2009, 21). In this 
locale of theological space, the question of interreligious solidarity is not primarily a 
matter of political action; at its very core, it is a spiritual practice. It is embedded in the 
practice of religious imagination, of transforming how communities understand 
themselves, and in their readiness to embrace others with all the risks involved. Perhaps 
this local aftermath narrative of otherness and difference will begin to re-narrate to the 
Indonesian Protestant theologians what they/we have yet to imagine. 
The Dumas’ aftermath narrative provides insight into how the Christian 
discourse on martyrdom can re-emerge and be manifested in the local Christian 
construction of self and of Other in the post-conflict context. The narrative also 
illustrates how and why the cross has become the most appealing Christian symbol for 
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the community. Linking the cross and martyrdom requires a complex theological 
argument to make them plausible Christian sources for peace in the aftermath. The 
challenge for this community is to find a new way of introducing the cross and its view 
of martyrdom within a framework that is grounded in an image of healing and peace.  
 
A Story of Survival and Hope: the Book of Psalms  
and the Local Christian Women’s Narratives  
 
In this subsection, Serene Jones’s conversational reading of Calvin’s Commentary 
on the Book of Psalms with Judith Herman’s Trauma and Recovery (1992) serves to provide 
meaningful insight (Jones 2009). Jones’s reading of the Book of Psalms helps to highlight 
the healing dimension of the Psalms in the Duma women’s reading of this book of the 
Bible and its aftermath significance.  
By referring to Calvin’s commentary on the three particular chapters of Psalm 
that the Duma women read over and over again during this violence, this section 
demonstrates how the Book of Psalms offered a sense of safety and protection during 
the violence. The Psalms also provided a biblical framework for the women to find a 
collective resonance for their often unspoken trauma and reassurance of the legitimacy 
of expressing their anger and pain.  
Jones compares the three stages of Judith Herman’s trauma recovery (“safety,” 
“remembrance and mourning,” and “reconnection”) with the “three stages of Psalmic 
healing” in Calvin’s commentary (“Psalms of Deliverance,” “Psalms of Lament and 
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Mourning,” and “Psalms of Thanksgiving”) (Herman, 155-213; Jones, 55-63). By doing so, 
Jones emphasizes the traumatic and healing dimensions of Calvin’s understanding of 
the Psalms.  
Jones’s interpretation of the three stages offers the local women an authentic 
reference in the Book of Psalms, and the Bible in general, for giving meaning to their 
experiences. It is important to bring into conversation Jones’s reading of the Psalms by 
using Calvin’s interpretation as her main reference, and the Duma women’s reading of 
the Psalms, with their experience of violence as their main reference. Jones’s 
interpretation of Calvin’s commentary helps to retell the Dumas’ narrative within the 
wider narrative of the Psalms, providing a “pattern of thinking, acting, and feeling” in 
relation to their trauma (52). This way of reading implies both a spiritual and ethical 
practice in the local community’s context in the aftermath, regarding its experience of 
suffering and its image of God. As Jones suggests: 
… Calvin offers no trivial answer, no easy fixes, and no abstract platitudes. Like the 
psalmist, he refuses to blithely tell readers that their faith will carry them through 
hard times if they just believe strongly enough, or that God has preordained their 
persecution and they should therefore endure it patiently. Even more important, he 
does not glorify their suffering or suggest that their mental anguish is a test 
designed by God to measure the depth of their piety. Rather, he enters into the 
depths of their traumatic anguish: instead of explaining why they are suffering, he 
offers them a concrete “practice” to hold their suffering. He lays before them a 
collective pattern of thinking, acting, and feeling that he believes has the power to 
sooth their mental distress even as they continue to experience the ravaging force of 
traumatic events. The practice  . . . he offers is deceptively simple; it is the practice 
undertaken by the psalmist himself: prayer (52). 
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The Duma women’s ways of relating with the Psalms unveil the central role of 
this book of the Bible in giving meaning to the women’s experiences of violence (see 
Chapter Three, pp. 130-132). Moreover, their reliance on particular psalms shows how 
the Book of Psalms provided the paradigmatic lens for naming their physical, emotional 
and spiritual struggle. In this struggle they lost the capacity to comprehend the depth of 
their suffering, and yet in the same depth they have been able to see traces of God’s un-
shattered grace. Similar to the Duma women, most of the female ministers looked at the 
violence as an event where God’s help clearly existed. Their strong sense of God’s 
presence carried them through the darkness of their suffering and provided these local 
women a reassuring space in which to remember their experiences of the violence.  
Reading or chanting the passages from the Psalms provided the women with a 
space to soothe their pain while they faced the “ravaging force” of their trauma (2009, 
52).  All the women mentioned how prayers helped them to navigate their lives during 
the period of conflict and its aftermath. The role of reading the Psalms and prayers as a 
space for soothing their pain therefore needs to be elaborated in the community’s 
aftermath rituals. The annual June 19 ritual, in particular, needs to be seen as a collective 
effort to provide a spiritual space in which individuals can embrace the promise of 
healing in their ordinary lives.  
Most of the women (lay and ordained) mentioned experiencing unfathomed 
calmness, despite the violent situation, through a pattern of thought and action in 
prayers. Having limited resources for trauma healing, the women returned to this 
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ancient Christian text and practice of prayer and found a familiar pattern that has 
helped them navigate life during and in the aftermath of violence.  
Jones offers the important suggestion that Calvin’s naming of the Book of Psalms 
as An Anatomy of All The Parts of The Soul provides a “map of a human soul, divided, 
torn, haunted, rageful, terrorized, and yet amazingly made ever hopeful through the 
enduring presence of grace awakened in prayer” (2009, 43). The Psalms provide a mirror 
for the women to see and understand what happened to them and to see how God is 
continuously present throughout their journey of pain and suffering and their journey of 
hope and grace.  
Reading the Psalms as the women’s own Book of the Soul suggests that the local 
Christian women embody the biblical narrative and that their aftermath life finds 
meaning through this practice. Here the Bible becomes, in Serene Jones’s term 
concerning the function of doctrines, their “imaginative lens” to look at their world and 
their place in it (16). The women’s experiences, at the same time, give them a location 
from which the lens is used. The local Christian women’s reading of the Book of Psalms, 
furthermore, shows how the Bible mediates not only the women and the reality of 
violence but also the women and their perception of the violence. Here, the women 
position their own narratives of violence and its aftermath within the biblical narrative. 
This gives them a sense of reassurance that their experiences of defeat and of survival 
are faith experiences.  
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The Grace is in the Details: The Local Christian Women’s  
Testimony to God’s Accompaniment 
Grace is in the details of these local Christian women’s testimonies. Only by 
reading their narratives in detail can the women’s reference to God’s grace, which 
shapes their telling of the violence and its aftermath, be identified. The reference to grace 
is especially manifested in the women’s descriptions of their experiences of fear, 
uncertainty, helplessness, and loss. Fear of the Muslims and uncertainty about their lives 
are interwoven with a strong sense of confidence in God’s grace that grants the women 
strength to face the dangerous Other and the unpredictable future. Various expressions 
of God’s grace emerged every time the women made reference to their fear of violence 
and of the Muslims, and to the uncertainty of life in the future. Most of the Duma 
women stated that God’s presence and help, and the fact that God did not abandon 
them, gave them strength, hope, and life. Some looked at the aftermath as God’s miracle, 
God’s answer to their prayers, and God’s forgiveness for their sins, and they consider 
the aftermath a time for giving thanks. These local expressions resonate both with the 
traditional conception of grace as being solely originated in God and with a more 
contemporary view of grace as “God’s loving power that provides security throughout 
human history” (Ross 1996, 133). The challenge for the community, however, is to view 
and experience God’s grace as it “occurs in connections between persons,” particularly 
in their post-violence connections with Muslims (1996, 133). Here, grace implies ethics 
within the communal interreligious actions for peace and justice. God’s grace for an 
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individual is hence understood within its communal interreligious significance. While it 
is generally recognized as God’s own mercy, God’s grace is always manifested in the 
particularities of human experiences. Such an understanding of grace can be expanded 
into the community’s view of sin, both personal and communal, that is central to the 
construction of interreligious reengagement for peace and reconciliation in the aftermath.  
The women’s common claim that the violence they experienced is God’s 
punishment reflects the Reformed tradition’s strong emphasis on sin. That and the 
image of the sovereign God who is a feared Judge explain the common theme of fear in 
the community’s inherited theological tradition (Japinga 2006, 3). The release from 
violence as well as the prevention of such violence in the future, therefore, can only be 
granted by the grace of God that demands the community’s collective confession and 
repentance (i.e., lifestyle changes) since the gracious God is “not easily satisfied” (2006, 
3). Here, the tension between God’s grace and God’s punishment is maintained. The 
details of the women’s stories, nonetheless, reveal the persistent awareness of God’s 
grace that is present in the midst of their difficulties. For the women, God’s grace is 
primarily about God’s presence and protection that provides them a sense of calmness, 
certainty, and hope despite the circumstances. The common association of God’s grace 
with God’s chosen people is maintained not in opposition to the Muslims as the un-
chosen, but in the belief that their own survival is dependent on God’s protection (cf. 
Japinga 2006, 18). Thus the voices of those who claim God’s grace are the voices of those 
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who are in the midst of violence and the struggle to survive, in need of assurance that 
they are worthy of life.  
The women’s narratives of God’s grace shed light on the particular meaning of 
the community’s use of and reference to the cross and the Bible during the communal 
violence. For the women, these two symbols bespeak the persistence of God’s presence 
and protection.  The aftermath for the community is the time when God’s continuing 
presence leads them along the way. Their persistence is derived from both their prayers 
and from their new sense of healing that is found in fellowship, the June 19 ritual, and in 
the aftermath’s additions of the House of Prayer, Dodara Garden, and the unfinished 
new church.  
The ordinary times of story telling, the prayers said at various fellowship events, 
the singing together at church (especially of the songs that remind them of the violence 
and of their survival), the sites where the image of Jesus has been seen, the burial place 
of their loved ones, and many other reminders provide the women holistic yet scattered 
remnants to be quilted into a new story of grace and the Other.12 Many of them have 
memorized songs that they sang during the period of violence and in the refugee camps. 
                                                 
12 In some instances, on her way to or from the women’s houses, or during the casual 
gathering at her host family’s house, the women showed the author the places where they found 
the bodies of their loved ones, or the sites (under a tree, behind the church wall, near the old 
village cemetery, a small path way to their houses) where they were able to hide or to escape 
from the violence. At their evening gathering at the author’s host family’s house, the women 
shared their stories of the feelings they have every time they visit or pass by the sites where the 
violence took place. As they shared the late snacks that they prepared (fried and steamed 
bananas with the local traditional hot drink of goraka [made of brown sugar with ginger mixed 
with kenari nuts] the women started to sing songs that reminded them of their experiences of the 
communal violence (personal journal, October 21, 2007).   
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These songs apparently provide them a safe way to remember their painful experiences 
(see Chapter Three, pp. 115, 121-124).  
During the violence not just the words, but, even more, the rhythm of the songs 
gave the women a sense of calmness and safety regardless of the violent situation in 
which they were trapped. Singing the songs several years after the event reminds them 
of how God protected them and led them through the painful and desperate situation of 
June 19, 2000, and their time in the refugee camps. The dreams and visions of Jesus’ 
presence, protecting them and holding their hands, as well as the appearances of Jesus in 
the village and the memory of the church bell being rung by an unknown person are 
part of their narratives of grace (see Chapter Three, pp. 126-13). These different 
embodiments of grace narratives, furthermore, are not only about God’s presence 
amidst difficulties; they also show how their experiences of violence and its aftermath 
provide them with a comforting sense of being with God. Singing or humming the 
rhythm of songs that have significance to them and telling about their dreams and 
visions become the local women’s ways of remembering and of placing the trauma 
narrative within the wider narrative of God’s grace.  
The local women do not speak in systematic and polished theological terms and 
concepts, but their narratives signal a challenge to Indonesian theologians to find new 
ways of theologizing the concepts of grace, of prayers, of songs and dreams, and of the 
power of the Bible to deal with post-violence reality. To enter into these women’s and 
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the local community’s narratives of violence and its aftermath is to grasp their multiple 
and often complexly layered-stories where trauma and grace are evocatively linked.  
The women’s voices are presented as theological visions in which pain and 
suffering, hope and survival are intricately woven. The details of their stories, the 
rhythm and humming of their songs, the tears they shed, and the giggling, and even the 
laughter they expressed when sharing their stories, as well as the walls, small pathway, 
lake, main road, yards, cross, church bells, cemeteries, and many other things have 
become mirrors that reflect the unspeakable memories of the violence. These local 
Christian women’s aftermath narratives give evidence not only of the centrality of grace 
in the Reformed tradition, but even more, of God’s persistent grace in their interreligious 
aftermath experience. Such persistence enables them to remember the violence within 
the framework of God’s presence, rather than of God’s absence. It is the presence that 
reminds them of the grace that has carried them through the violence and into the post-
violence context. 
 
 
On Interreligious Dialogue: Reintroducing Hospitality,  
Retelling Local Christian Mission Narrative  
In this final section the local Christian community’s aftermath practice of 
hospitality is brought into conversation with Sumartana by focusing on the way the 
post-communal violence context has challenged the Christian view of religious 
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difference and Otherness, and, therefore, signals the urgency for rethinking the practice 
and meaning of interreligious dialogue.  
Sumartana challenged the Indonesian churches and Christian communities to 
rethink the idea and the practice of mission within the plurality of the Indonesian society. 
In his main publication on mission, Sumartana emphasized the need for a shift in 
Christian missiological reflection on culture and religion, particularly on the existence of 
Islam (Sumartana 1993, 309-343). Drawing particularly on Hendrik Kraemer’s exclusivist 
theology of religion, Sumartana demonstrated the need for a post-Kraemer theology of 
religions that would redefine the Christian construction of the Other (i.e., the Muslims) 
and of culture that had been negatively portrayed in the Christian missiological 
construction of religions (1993, 309-343). Mission in Indonesia is at a crossroads today 
concerning exactly these two issues. Implicit in Sumartana’s argument is the challenge to 
develop a post-colonial mission theology that is characterized by a redefinition of 
mission within the context of the Indonesian challenges of Islam and syncretism. 
Accordingly, a post-colonial mission theology is a theology of religions (see 1993, 313-
314).  
While Sumartana’s proposal is relevant, as it demonstrates the need for a 
pluralistic mission theology of religion, it needs to be relocated within the particular 
challenges of the aftermath. The aftermath reveals an element of the changing contours 
of the Indonesian Muslim-Christian relationship that implies a different practice of 
interreligious dialogue. It will be an intentional dialogue at all levels, and one that is 
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rooted in the complexities of religious communal violence and interreligious 
reengagement in the post-violence context. 
The Duma and Dokulamo communities’ official and ceremonial encounter (see 
Chapter Three, pp. 171-173 ) discloses several important elements of an aftermath 
interreligious practice: the location (each religious community’s house of worship and 
also a public area), the participants (both communities’ members and leaders [cultural 
and religious], plus local government leaders), the medium (local cultural practice or 
adat), the action (celebratory, symbolic, and responsive to the collective needs of the 
communities), and the purpose (to create a safe place where both communities can 
publicly reengage with each Other). This post-conflict encounter, moreover, unveils a 
particular form of interreligious reengagement that is the reclaiming of public space as a 
place in which the practice of hospitality is reintroduced and thus is undomesticated.  
 
 
 
Reintroducing Local Hospitality  
Hontong notes that the practice of sharing communal meals in areas of Galela 
had involved both Muslim and Christian communities before the violence.13  Several 
forms of meal sharing have been practiced since then. At the Dokulamo and Duma 
reconciliation event, he remembers, the communities shared the local snack of wajik and 
                                                 
13 Email to author, November 18, 2010.  
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bread. He also noted that the sharing of meals at weddings and funerals is still practiced, 
but the practice of gifting meals and snacks during religious holidays has decreased in 
comparison to pre-violence life.  
The post-violence encounter takes place in public space and involves the 
religious communities collectively. Here, interreligious dialogue is manifested in the 
communal and public dimensions, particularly in inter-village reconnection. The 
challenge is to apply this communal and public encounter in careful and intentional 
daily practices as well as in interpersonal reengagement between the two communities. 
Only by looking at the reconciliation event as the starting point of the long process of 
post-violence interreligious dialogue can the public effect of this official encounter be 
envisioned. The reclaiming of this public area, furthermore, implies the recovery of 
religious spaces that symbolically points toward the gradual healing of the religious 
communal body from its traumatized history of violence.  
Many local practices of hospitality involve a meal and sharing one’s table with 
another, both at private and communal events. In fact, hospitality has mostly been 
identified as the practice of sharing meals. The communal violence, however, demands a 
careful reexamination of this practice, especially as to how it has informed the 
community’s collective sense of identity both before and after the violence. The Duma 
community’s practice of gifting uncooked mujair fish to the Muslim leader (see Chapter 
Three, pp. 170-171) reveals this post-violence reexamination of the practice. The Duma 
women explain that if they bring cooked fish they are afraid that their gifts will be denied 
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or even be thrown away.14 This sensitivity is based on their knowledge of the association 
of Christian meals with haram (non-halal) practices that was already an association made 
by Muslims prior to the violence.  
 This communal dialogue reveals in particular the overlap between the cultural 
and the religious that characterizes the local practice of hospitality. It also offers a certain 
way of dialogue as a practice of reconnecting the survivors of religious violence. The 
inter-village dialogue, even more, hints at interreligious dialogue as a grassroots way of 
reengaging the particularities of the religious Other.  
Reconciliation through the local gift exchange can also be seen as an indication of 
the revival of adat in the public space. In this context, the local culture can provide a new 
resource for a public space where the meeting of religions can take place beyond the 
ceremonial stage. This obliges religious communities to refigure their roles, to re-
imagine their presence, and thus to reinterpret their public voices. The public 
renaissance of local cultures is proposed not for sentimental reasons (i.e., the 
construction of so-called authentic cultural or ethnic identities, which in itself has been 
politically problematic in view of the New Order’s construction of a collective identity of 
Indonesia-hood). It is rather for a practical reason: the re-imagination of the role of 
religion in contributing to transformative public discourse and to the construction of a 
just and peaceful public space.  
                                                 
14 This was mentioned during my casual conversations with a few of Duma women 
during my stay in the village (personal journal, October 11, and 14, 2007). This was also 
confirmed by Hontong. Email to author, September 2, 2010. 
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 The Dumas and Dokulamos public and ceremonial encounter can play a crucial 
role in this transformation if the encounter is re-embedded in the communities’ daily 
and ordinary public companionship as well as in interpersonal relationships. The 
ordinariness of such encounters makes the formation of public civic life possible. 
Religious narratives then provide resources for religious communities to be in living and 
creative dialogue and to be in a kind of “mutual fecundity,” as “lovers give each other 
life in [the] birth of [public] ethics” (Brodribb 1992, 109). Public space in the aftermath, 
therefore, relies on the willingness of religious communities to bear witness to a new 
public space that is beyond ethnic or primordial imagination while bearing witness to 
Indonesia as “communal heavens” (Castells 2010, 5). It is Indonesia not only as an 
“imagined community,” but perhaps also as a “communal image” (2010, 30). This image 
can only be developed and experienced by the communities who have shared the 
wounds of violence and who are on the journey to weave together their efforts for 
healing and reconciliation.  
The political dimension of the gift exchange ritual, therefore, should be focused 
on local negotiations for reconciliation (cf. Adeney-Risakotta 2005, 339-340). This is the 
dimension that brings the transforming role of religion back into the public arena. The 
aftermath provides a new setting where the religious communities can reclaim the 
reconciliatory rituals of their traditions or even find new rituals of reconciliation (209, 
339). The Dumas’ June 19 ritual should be reconfigured, therefore, to include an 
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interreligious and reconciliatory ritual in which the two communities’ memories may be 
transformed and forgiveness can take place. 
The aftermath provides a crucial opportunity for the local communities to 
reconfigure their shared experience of communal violence within their newly shared 
experience of life beyond violence. The aftermath can be their new shared interreligious 
experience, providing a new common ground where imagining a public religious space 
becomes possible and within reach. Discontinuity with the old shared experience of 
violence as well as continuity with newly shared experience in the aftermath should be 
developed. The religious communities’ experiences of the aftermath rightly demonstrate 
that language, ethnicity, territory, and religion do not suffice to build a new sense of 
being a community (Castells 2010, 32). A new sense of community in the aftermath is 
created by the awareness that both communities have experienced the struggle to 
survive the violence, the traumatic experience, and the hope to live just and non-violent 
lives. The shared experience of the aftermath makes it possible for these two 
communities to imagine a new communal image of transforming communities where 
histories, projects, and narratives are perceived as shared by all. Yet the term share does 
not imply a negation of differences but rather allows for maintaining the integrity of 
differences.    
North Halmaheran traditional houses (i.e., the Tobelos’ Hibualamo and the 
Galelans’ Bangsaha) can be used analogously as a reference for the locals’ effort to create 
a public space. Here, religious communities have to refigure their roles as well as 
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reconfigure their positions as part of the multiple layers that formulate the public space 
that is Indonesia. The Hibualamo is a large eight-shaped house without dividing walls. 
The roof is made of forest palm tree leaves (woka). The Hibualamo functions not only as 
a place for communal consultative meeting and as a place of worship but also as a 
meeting place for communal meals. Its social function is to unite many ethnic groups, 
and it is therefore not limited to one particular ethnic or religious community (Tindage 
2006a, 23). 
 
Retelling Local Christian Mission Narrative 
The Dumas’ three aftermath additions should be interpreted against the local 
references to and practices related to communal houses. As new landmarks of the 
Christian landscape, furthermore, the additions’ significance needs to be placed within 
the context of their relation to and dialogue with the Muslim landscape. Interreligious 
dialogue for these local communities relies not only on the ordinariness of their 
companionship but also on the way they can imagine an interreligious landscape that 
for centuries has not been possible. The willingness to imagine such a transforming 
landscape implies the ability to establish a religious landscape that accommodates their 
own demographic, religious, and socio-economic conditions, and even to live beyond 
the limits of the current landscape.  
The Dumas’ aftermath additions demonstrate this local Christian community’s 
capacity to transform their landscape. Even more, the additions hint at the community’s 
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willingness to remember the traumatic events of violence from a different perspective, 
namely from the perspective of a vision of healing of Muslim-Christian relationships. 
The House of Prayer, in particular, becomes a collective metaphor for the community’s 
invitation to their Muslim neighbors. Such an effort, nevertheless, demands another 
dimension of such an invitation: the willingness to wait for their neighbors’ acceptance 
to the invitation. It also about waiting for an invitation, or experiencing a lack thereof, 
from their Muslim neighbors as part of the aftermath journey, namely, a long process of 
healing the relationship between religious communities. The community prepares itself 
for passing over into the Other’s sacred space. Yet the journey depends on the Other’s 
invitation.  
This local community’s aftermath landscape gives evidence to the shift of the 
mission paradigm within the context of interreligious cooperation. This Christian 
landscape visualizes a Christian invitation to the Other while being sensitive to the 
fragility of the post-violence interreligious connection. It is, therefore, an invitation that 
is offered without requiring the Other to accept it. The fact that the House of Prayer 
remains within the Duma community’s space can be interpreted as an invitation that is 
rooted in the community’s sense of self. It will remain an invitation, leaving the choice 
up to the Muslims of whether to accept or not. While the Christian community sees that 
a healing interreligious relationship in the aftermath is possible, its task is also to refrain 
from imposing such confidence onto its neighbors. In this local reality, mission is both 
an invitation to and a practice of waiting for the Other in a shared liminal place. 
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Practicing mission in this liminal place illustrates the local Christian community’s 
aftermath identity as a liminal community.  
The aftermath additions, which overlap the site of violence and the site of grace, 
the site of death and the site of life, open up a new possibility for understanding the 
local “landscapes of worship” of both Muslims and Christians as sites of violence and 
sites of reconciliation without negating the religious “landscapes differences” (Park 1994, 
213-215).The significance of religious landscapes in the aftermath unveils the way in 
which the communal violence and its aftermath revolve around three practical and 
strategic issues in the lives of the local communities: religion, geography, and definitions 
of the sacred (cf.  1994, 213-215). Interreligious dialogue in the aftermath thus should 
take the correlation among these three elements into serious consideration.  
Interreligious dialogue in the post-conflict period needs to be reconfigured with 
reference to the significance of interreligious landscapes of worship and landscapes of 
differences. The discursive has to be re-embodied through the manifestation of the 
sacred in the communities’ experiences of worship spaces, with their distinctive 
identities continuously challenged by their integrative dimensions. If interreligious 
dialogue is about engaging the sacred at the discursive level, it should be ingrained in 
the ways local communities create the sacred spaces. In the past such discursive 
engagement failed to prevent the violence because it was disconnected from many local 
realities. In the aftermath, however, it should engage the different, even contested, ways 
in which local communities create their sacred spaces. The explicit link between the 
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discursive and practical engagement with the sacred is essential to the creation of a just 
and safe public space.  
The challenge for the collective character of this aftermath dialogue is to witness 
to the experience of both communities’ survivors of the violence. The House of Prayer 
offers that possibility. The House can be envisioned as a space where the two 
communities come together to testify and witness to each other’s story. The details of the 
women’s narrative give evidence of the particular challenge to the community to 
recognize the individual testimonies within the collective efforts to reconnect with the 
Muslim community. 
From within this local community’s collective narrative, a story of mission has 
emerged. It has no epilogue. It is told while being practiced. It is about a journey at a 
boundless boundary where death and life meet and reside. This same journey reminds 
theologians that the aftermath provides them not only with a new context for 
theologizing but also with an imaginative theological space for which a new mission 
theology in regards to post-religious communal violence still needs to be constructed.   
To say that the communal violence is simply an effect of the political struggle is 
to deny the meaning-making process that takes place within the religious communities. 
For them the suffering, the killing, and the survival should find significance in their 
understanding and explanation of what happened to them. Being denied direct access to 
the political discourse, they cannot find any other plausible explanation of why they 
killed each other and why the hatred still haunts them.  The only available and viable 
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framework is their religious narratives. Although experts may maintain that the 
communal violence is rooted in the political corruption of the New Order regime, such a 
theory is not sufficient to explain the particularities of local religious communities’ 
experiences and imaginations that give distinctive faces to the communal violence in 
turn-of-the-century Indonesia. For local people to find meaning in their tragic 
experiences of violence and their struggle in the aftermath, they must go deep into their 
faith narratives. The aftermath of the violence, therefore, is also about the struggle to 
find a reason for their sacrifice and survival and to know that their experiences are not 
meaningless. To deny religious interpretations of the communal violence is to deny the 
ongoing meaning-making process within the local religious communities that enables 
them to see beyond the boundary of the memory of violence and to embrace the 
possibility of life beyond violence, where interreligious solidarity is a risky but necessary 
practice.  
Identifying the communal violence in the North Halmahera, especially in Galela, 
as religious highlights one dimension of the complexities of the communal violence in 
turn-of-the-century Indonesia. This story of religious communal violence is a narrative 
of a local Christian community. It is a story that its narrators continue to seek to place 
within the wider Indonesian narrative. It is the Christian collective retelling of what, 
where, and when the violence took place, but it retells most especially how the violence 
has affected the community’s sense of identity and relationship with the Muslims. What 
the communal violence has done to the religious communities and their lives in the 
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aftermath, and how the local religious communities respond by using both their faith 
and culture resources – that is the subject of this narrative.  
      
Conclusion 
This chapter has reflected on the three theological implications of the local 
Christian’s aftermath narrative: the cross, Christian witnessing, and interreligious 
dialogue. The focus on the cross emphasizes the effects of locals’ use of the concept of 
martyrdom on a Christian theology of the cross and suffering in the aftermath of 
religious communal violence. The various images of the cross that emerge out of the 
conversation between the local Christian community’s narratives of the crucifixion and 
Indonesian Reformed reflection on the cross highlights the importance of locating the 
cross in the public space of interreligious relationship, whereby providing a way for the 
cross to remain a relevant and healing-oriented discourse on interreligious relationship.  
The highlight on the women’s narratives suggests the importance of linking the 
individual stories of religious communal violence and its aftermath with the Christian 
collective testimony of the aftermath. The details of the women’s narratives disclose the 
intertwining of trauma and grace and of the cross and the resurrection as the local 
Christian community responds to the violence and its subsequent effects. The women’s 
practices of prayer and of reading of the Bible, particularly of the Book of Psalms, 
provide the women with a pattern of thought and action to address their traumatic 
experience within the faith narrative of God’s presence. Their narratives also raise the 
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question of what happens to theology when confronted with local Christian aftermath 
testimonies. Their narratives demonstrate the witnessing dimension of theology as an 
important element in defining how theology can respond to the interreligious life in the 
post-violence context. Reflection on the details of the women’s narrative also gives light 
to the complex layers of the local Christians’ collective narrative of the aftermath. Such 
complexity in turn demands a theological response.   
Serene Jones’s Trauma and Grace, in particular, frames this conversation so that 
the intersection of trauma and grace reveals a new area where the Indonesian Protestant 
theology can discuss the aftermath dimension of the cross and suffering, and its effects 
on the Muslim-Christian relationship. 
The way the aftermath changes the theological reflections on the cross affect the 
church’s response to interreligious dialogue. Practicing hospitality as a Christian 
approach to interreligious dialogue must therefore be relocated within the complex 
history of religious communal violence and its multilayered interreligious responses in 
the aftermath.  
Reading the Emmaus story as a story of the local Christians’ journey beyond the 
enemy boundary gives the lessons of the complexity of the aftermath of religious 
communal violence in which the encounter between the Christian self and the religious 
Other is located in the intersection of trauma and grace, and of the passing over and the 
coming back to one’s own space. The story furthermore reflects the significance of 
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bringing into conversation the local Christians’ story of the aftermath with the Bible and 
the theologians’ reading of a Gospel story. 
Finally, this chapter has identified the areas on which a theology of mission in 
the post-religious communal violence should refocus: on Christian witnessing, the Holy 
Spirit, and on hospitality. These are key elements in establishing a Christian public voice 
as a crucial Christian mission practice in the aftermath of religious communal violence. 
This practice must be woven into the Indonesian people’s common search for a safe 
public space. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
RISKY HOSPITALITY: TOWARDS A MODEL OF MISSION  
IN THE AFTERMATH OF RELIGIOUS COMMUNAL  
VIOLENCE IN INDONESIA 
 
 
This dissertation started with a description and interpretation of the recent 
history of communal violence in turn-of-the-century Indonesia so as to provide a broad 
socio-political context (i.e., the intersection of the national and the local histories of 
communal violence) for the study. The detailed retelling of the local Christian narrative 
of the recent Muslim-Christian communal violence, particularly of the June 19, 2000, 
Muslim attack on the Christian village of Duma in North Halmahera, provides a 
complex layer describing the local and religious dimensions of the violence. The 
narrative also unveils the ways in which a community of faith makes use of its religious 
and cultural resources (i.e., adat) to give meaning to its experience of violence and to 
respond to the aftermath of that violence. Despite the ongoing debate about the root 
cause of communal violence in Indonesia, the story of the Christian community of Duma 
gives evidence of the ways in which religious narratives, symbols, texts, and practices 
are intertwined with cultural references to the spirit world in this local community’s 
response to religious communal violence and its aftermath. In addition, this local 
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Christian story provides insight into the centrality and the challenges of interreligious 
(Muslim-Christian) relationship in the post-violence context of Indonesia. 
The focus on the multiple layers of the collective and the individual stories, the 
visual and the physical (the village), arts and architecture, scripture and prayer, liturgy 
and ritual, discourse and practice is intended to highlight the need for theological 
reflection on the multiple layers of local Christians’ responses to the aftermath of 
violence. The June 19 attack, the Duma community’s memory of the attack, and its 
aftermath practices are all reminders of how a community’s response to violence and its 
aftermath can be understood by knowing its physical place. Here, the community’s story 
is inseparable from its place, Duma village. That is, knowing what happens to the village 
is central to understanding what happens to the community, and vice versa. Nancy C. 
Lee, illustrating such a connection in her research on the role of oral poetry in the 
context of lament over the fall of cities, both in the biblical tradition and in the 
“contemporary lament literature” from the former Yugoslavia, states, “for where the city 
or village is felt to be a persona, a living entity, there is genuine community. That when 
any part of it is injured, the whole body really does suffer and calls for compassionate 
attention, intervention, and healing” (Lee 2002, 195-196). Responding theologically to the 
local Christian narrative in its entirety is therefore crucial.  
Locating the local Christian story of the aftermath within the whole body of the 
community reveals the importance of identity, martyrdom, and hospitality. Reclaiming 
the theological significance of these issues highlights the task of theologizing the three 
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themes of the cross, Christian witnessing, and interreligious dialogue. These themes are 
closely related to the local Christian’s context, and in this dissertation they are 
specifically discussed as a theological response to the challenges of the aftermath. The 
aftermath reveals the changing context of doing theology in Indonesia, particularly the 
challenges to Christian mission practice from within the intersection of the shared 
history of religious communal violence and the religious communities’ work for peace.  
This final chapter offers a model of mission as risky hospitality. The model is 
constructed around two elements of the aftermath: the aftermath practices of public 
mourning and public testimony, and the poetic witness as an aftermath practice of risky 
hospitality. This model is a response to the changing context of mission in Indonesia that 
focuses on the public role and significance of Christian mission practice that is 
embedded in the call to bring communal reconciliation. 
This chapter argues that Christian mission practice in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence should be relocated to public space. Here, two theological 
dimensions of public space are highlighted: “liminal” and “middle.” Liminal space is 
defined as a space in which the private and the public, the individual and the communal, 
and the religious and the political intersect. The term is used particularly in reference to 
Christine Pohl’s definition of hospitality as a Christian practice in the space where 
hostility and marginalization are the marks of the space (Pohl 1999, 106-107). Using this 
term specifically for the Indonesian context, it refers to the complexity of public space 
that is shaped by the contested religious claims, the complex relationship between 
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politics and religion, and, most importantly, by the Indonesian state’s philosophy of 
Pancasila. The relocating of mission in public space, therefore, is meant to address the 
liminal space in which the contested religious claims, the challenges to the normative 
role of Pancasila in shaping and maintaining the pluralistic character of Indonesia, are 
taking place. The second theological dimension of public space is as “middle” space. 
This refers to Shelly Rambo’s term “middle” as the “figurative site in which death and 
life are no longer bounded,” a space of survival (Rambo 2010, 7). This is a public space 
that is shaped and is therefore changed by the stories and the testimonies of survivors of 
religious communal violence. These two theological dimensions of public space reshape 
the orientation and practice of mission in the aftermath of religious communal violence. 
The aftermath Christian mission practice should be embodied in Christian public 
testimony to the possibility of a just and healed interreligious relationship as an integral 
dimension for the construction of an Indonesian civil society. Religious communal 
violence has shattered the Muslim-Christian relationship in Indonesia. This study uses 
the socio-political situation of Indonesian Christians as a minority group as its 
contextual reference for proposing risky hospitality as a model of mission that is 
embedded in the life and practice of Christian minority in Indonesia. It is a community 
whose aftermath response to the religious communal violence manifests both the 
complexity and the urgency of reclaiming the public significance of Christian testimony 
as that of a minority group.  
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This chapter uses the works of Tod Linafelt, Nancy C. Lee and Rebecca S. Chopp 
for the discussion on the biblical practice of lament and the theological reflection on 
poetics of testimony to demonstrate the viability and the relevance of lament and 
testimony as a language and a form of Christian witness in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence. The works of Christine S. Pohl, Letty Russell, and Frances S. 
Adeney are the main interlocutors for the discussion on mission as hospitality, and of 
Robert J. Schreiter in the discussion of shared identity as a key component for the 
process of interreligious reconciliation. The works of Shelly Rambo and Amos Yong will 
be used as the main interlocutors for demonstrating the importance of a 
pneumatological framework for rethinking mission in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence.  
Five mission images will be used simultaneously throughout this chapter, 
namely journeying, creating space, remaining, breathing, and extending hands in order to 
capture the fragility and the complexity of the process of rebuilding an interreligious 
aftermath relationship in which the trauma of the violence and the commitment to bring 
peace and healing to the communities are entwined. These images illustrate a dance 
movement that is embodied in the religious communities’ various ways of reconnecting 
with each other. The movement (journey) indicates both the proactive (extending hands 
and creating space) and the meditative (remaining, breathing) dimensions of the 
recovery and healing process. The images are the elements upon which the model of 
mission as risky hospitality is established. Two additional terms that will be used 
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throughout this chapter require definition: improvisation and imagination. The term 
“improvisation” is used in reference to Margaret Kamitsuka’s metaphor of 
“improvisational dance” in her proposal for a new way of thinking about solidarity that 
avoids the either/or binary. The “improvisation orientation,” she argues, illustrates the 
ways in which “solidarity and adjudicating validity claims” can be connected rather 
than placed in opposition to each other (Kamitsuka 2007, 154-155). Thus, in this chapter, 
improvisation refers to the ways in which interreligious relationship in the aftermath of 
violence takes multiple forms and spaces beyond traditional concepts and practices. The 
second term to be defined is imagination, which is used in reference to Serene Jones’s 
use of the term as “the thought stories that we live with and through which we interpret 
the world surrounding us” and Shelly Rambo’s sense of it as a “more tenuous and 
suspect term than ‘hope’” (Jones 2009, 20; Rambo 2010, 168). Here imagination thus 
refers to the way faith and cultural stories provide particular lens through which the 
Christian community lives and relates to the world and to the community’s capacity to 
embrace the uncertainty while seeing the unfolding of something new. 
Both improvisation and imagination describe the essential dimensions of bearing 
witness in the aftermath of religious communal violence. Being a witness requires a 
capacity to improvise boundaries that place religious solidarity in opposition to the 
validity of faith claim. It requires an ability to imagine life in the face of death. Both 
these capacities unveil the “ethical and aesthetical” dimensions of Christian mission 
practice in the aftermath of religious communal violence (2010, 168).    
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The local Christian’s reference to martyrdom in shaping the aftermath 
interreligious public space is responded but by upholding the witnessing dimension that 
is embedded in the healing process of interreligious relationship. Connecting the biblical 
narrative on public mourning with theological reflection on public testimony, this chapter 
claims the importance of Christian aftermath witnessing that is relevant to the 
interreligious healing. Lament and testimony are therefore key elements for the 
construction of a model of mission that is responsive to the particular challenges of the 
aftermath of religious communal violence.   
The reintroduction of the Holy Spirit as an important aspect of the Christian 
“healing discourse” requires the recognition of two local challenges in Indonesia: the 
cross-oriented narrative and the community’s alienation from the local spirit world 
(Rambo 2010, 9). This chapter uses Shelly Rambo’s “theology of remaining” to argue for 
the relevance of the Christian narrative of healing in the aftermath interreligious 
relationship (2010, 7-8). Here, the church and Christian community are called to witness 
to the pain and suffering that remain in the aftermath. This offers a perspective that 
encompasses the persistence of wounds in the aftermath interreligious relationship. The 
Christian narrative should respond to this continued suffering while being attentive to 
the need for recovery from past violent encounters.     
The focus on the public dimension of the Indonesian local practice of hospitality 
gives a theological basis for using the post-violence religious landscape as a metaphor 
for interreligious hospitality in the aftermath. The local practice of hospitality is 
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embedded in the communities’ shared ethnic identity. The violence has not only 
wounded the hospitable foundation of the relationship, but it has also shattered the 
cultural basis of the communal identity. This chapter demonstrates both the challenge 
and the possibility of reclaiming hospitality as a post-violence Christian practice of 
interreligious solidarity. 
This chapter is divided into two sections: 1) aftermath practices: public mourning 
and public testimony; 2) mission in the aftermath: risky hospitality. This final part is 
divided into three subsections: aftermath public space, the House of Prayer as the space 
of risky hospitality, and mission as poetic witness.  
   
Aftermath Practices: Public Mourning and Public Testimony 
Two dimensions of Christian practices in the aftermath of religious communal 
violence are proposed by linking the biblical (the Book of Lamentations) tradition of 
public mourning and the theological reflection on public testimony. These dimensions refer 
to the use of public space as a location for Christian aftermath practices. They also 
emphasize the public dimension of Christian confession that is central to the dimension 
of Christian witnessing that obliges witnesses (martyrs) to confess the validity of their 
faith, even at the cost of their lives (Stone 2007, 283). The two dimensions of public 
mourning and public testimony, however, are emphasized to provide an alternative to 
the complex Christian discourse and practice of sacrifice. Locating witnessing in public 
space implies the space as both a contesting and a validating realm for the aftermath 
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construction of a healed interreligious relationship. The practice of reimagining 
martyrdom, furthermore, is embedded in the vision of a safe and just public space 
where religious difference is recognized and celebrated as a central element in the 
construction of civil society of Indonesia. 
 
Public Mourning 
This section is built on the important work of Tod Linafelt and Nancy C. Lee on 
the significance of the biblical tradition of lament for the contemporary context of the 
aftermath of violence (Lee 2002; 2010; Linafelt 2008). Linafelt focuses on the two 
dimensions of survival in the book of Lamentations, namely as “literature of survival” 
and the “survival of literature” (Linafelt 2000, 19). His emphasis on Lamentations as 
“literature of survival” is important in providing a framework for reading the aftermath 
narrative of the local Christian community of Duma as a narrative of survival. It further 
lends a biblical basis to the argument for the relevance of a Christian public form of 
mourning that addresses the persistence of pain and suffering in the aftermath and that 
voices the hope and expresses the struggle for justice and peace. Here the reimagining of 
martyrdom implies the ways in which survivors’ voices telling what happened to them 
transform the public space into a space for compassion and justice.  
Linafelt’s emphasis on the survival dimension of the book of Lamentations also 
provides a space for connecting the contemporary voice of lament with that of the 
biblical voice of lament. The contemporary voice is seen as the continuation of the 
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biblical voice. He states, “reader after reader has contributed to the afterlife of the Book 
of Lamentations by attempting to complete the incompleteness by filling the void that 
exists in place of an ending” (Linafelt 1998, 282). The local Christians’ narrative of 
survival is thus perceived as part of the afterlife, as part of the survival of the Book of 
Lamentations. Here the local Christian community is perceived as a community of 
survivors whose narrative reveals elements of mourning that are parallel to 
Lamentations and that are crucial for constructing a practice of public mourning. 
Referring to the Japanese word seizonsha, a term for survival that strongly 
emphasizes the “idea of being alive,” Linafelt argues for the need to refocus the 
discussion on survival using on two other Japanese concepts: hibakusha (“explosion-
affected person”) and higaisha (“victim or injured party”) (Linafelt 2000, 22- 23). The 
focus on these latter terms shifts the emphasis on survival from the “experience of 
remaining alive,” as in the former term, to the “experience of that which one has lived 
through” (2000, 23). Employing these latter terms consequently requires a new 
theological reflection on the meaning of surviving religious communal violence.  
In contrast to Sigmund Freud’s argument that mourning can be “overcome after a 
certain lapse of time ” and that melancholia is a “pathological disposition,” Linafelt insists 
that “mourning may prove impossible to accomplish, to be done with once and for all” 
(Linafelt 1998, 280, 289).  “Mourning always exists,” and it is melancholia that 
“preserves mourning as force, as virtuality” (1998, 289). Linafelt’s argument is important 
in disclosing mourning as a persistent force. The question is, then, how should the 
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understanding of the persistence of mourning shape theological reflection on surviving 
religious communal violence? What are the implications for Christian mission practice 
of knowing that mourning exists even long after religious communal violence has 
ended?  
The Indonesian word for survival is sintas. Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia Daring 
(The Indonesian Big Dictionary/KBBI Daring) defines this word as “terus bertahan hidup, 
mampu mempertahankan keberadaannya” (remaining alive, able to continue one’s existence). 
Similar to the Japanese seizonsha, the term sintas emphasizes the reality of being alive. As 
a result, it limits the possibility of deepening the understanding of survival beyond the 
“traditional opposition between ‘living and dying’”(Linafelt 2000, 23). Relocating 
survival from within the experience that one has lived through necessitates a theological 
perspective on survival as a reality in which mourning exists. Thus the challenge to 
theology in the aftermath is to reflect not only on the “complex relationship between 
survival and atrocity,” but also on the connection between survival and mourning (2000, 
23).  
Perceiving the local Christian story as a narrative of survival creates a connection 
between the local story and the book of Lamentations. Linafelt rightly challenges the 
reader to “somehow deal with the pain and devastation represented by the book, 
especially as it challenges the reader’s theology or notions of how religious language 
should properly sound” (Linafelt 2000, 2). How should a biblical book that ends with 
devastation be read in conversation with the local Christian story of hope?  
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The biblical poetic tradition is seen as a relevant Christian form for an aftermath 
reconstruction of interreligious relationship. Reclaiming the public implications of the 
biblical tradition of lament and also reengaging with the depth of its lyrics establishes a 
compatible reference for reclaiming the public and transformative significance of the 
Indonesian local traditions of mourning. Here the great depth of mourning combined 
with its poetic nature is seen as an important dimension for transforming interreligious 
public space.  
Walter Brueggemann questions the lack of attention to the wider (political, 
liturgical, theological, and social) impacts of lament from within the context of the 
United States. He argues:  
We have yet to ask what it means to have this form available in the social 
construction of reality. What difference does it make to have faith that permits and 
requires this form of prayer? . . . [Without it] a theological monopoly is re-enforced, 
docility and submissiveness are engendered, and the outcome in terms of social 
practices is to re-enforce the political-economic . . . status quo. . . . In regularly using 
the lament form, Israel kept the justice question visible and legitimate (as cited in 
Lee 2002, 9).  
Brueggemann’s critique is relevant in suggesting the significance of reading 
Lamentations as a religious practice with social-political effects. Consequently, 
reclaiming the urgency of reading Lamentations from within the context of the 
aftermath should emphasize the social and political impact of mourning on the post-
violence interreligious relationship in Indonesia.  
Two reading strategies are offered. The first is the strategy of identifying the 
voices and practices of mourning in the Dumas’ aftermath narrative as parallels to the 
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book of Lamentations, especially chapters 1 and 2. This reading attempts to highlight the 
existence of mourning within the complex layers of the local Christian story of hope.  
The second reading strategy positions the Dumas’ story as part of the complex 
narrative of minority groups in Indonesia that are denied justice and compassion. The 
strategy aims to offer a perspective on the way in which the linking of a local Christian 
songs of mourning with the wider Indonesian tradition and songs of lament can result in 
a properly sound Protestant theological response to the questions of justice, peace, and 
healing in the aftermath. 
The first strategy is particularly relevant to Nancy C. Lee’s reading of 
Lamentations, whereas the second strategy extends both Lee’s and Linafelt’s approaches 
to Lamentations. Nancy C. Lee compares the two core genres of the book of 
Lamentations, namely “the communal dirge and the lament (prayer)” with “the 
dirge/lament songs orally performed among South Slavs” in the past and also within the 
context of the “recent wars, sieges of cities and villages, and suffering of individuals” 
(Lee 2002, 3, 8). Her work provides an important insight into oral and communal 
laments/dirges and their social-political implications for a post-violence transforming 
interreligious relationship (Lee 2002, 8; 2010, 183-208). Lee further reveals the power of 
the biblical and contemporary poetic traditions of lament that provide faith and cultural 
sources for demanding justice and bringing a proper response to the continuing voices 
of mourning throughout human history.  
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Reading Lamentations 1: 1-22 in conversation with  
the Indonesian communal dirge and lament  
Bringing the Duma community’s aftermath lament in conversation with 
Lamentations and with the wider Indonesian tradition of lament provides a context-
based theological reference for reclaiming the existence and the relevance of using 
lament in shaping public space as a place in which the reimagining of martyrdom as an 
aftermath Christian practice of interreligious solidarity should take place. This 
subsection will end by referring to the importance of lament in other religious traditions, 
such as Islam, that can be claimed as part of the post-violence interreligious practice of 
public mourning. 
Nancy C. Lee identifies the use of “communal dirge genre” in Lamentations 1 that 
begins with the post-destruction Jerusalem as its context (Lee 2002, 78). This subsection 
will focus on two of the five elements that Lee identifies in her comparative reading of 
Lamentations and Jeremiah, namely, the use of “genres” and “imagery/themes” (Lee 
2002, 127).1 These elements specify the link through which the reading of Lamentations 
from within the context of the aftermath of religious communal violence is created.  
The genre of communal dirge/lament and the use of imagery/themes in the 
Duma community’s aftermath practices in music and songs is discussed in parallel with 
the oral and poetic laments of the wider Indonesian communities (in the forms of the 
                                                 
1 For a thorough analysis of the other three elements (terms, rhetorical technique, and 
content), see Lee (2002, 97-127). 
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communal dirges from two other Indonesian ethnic groups, and a popular song of 
lament).   
Lee divides Lamentations 1 into eight stanzas to highlight the centrality of 
communal dirge/lament in the biblical poetic tradition (1-9b: communal dirge; 9c: 
lament; 10-11a: communal dirge; 11b-15b lament to communal dirge; 16: mourning 
speech; 17: communal dirge; and, 18-22: communal dirge to lament) (2002, 77). For an 
easier reading, her outline of the twenty-two verses of Lamentations 1 is given below. 
The chapter is an example of the poet’s “response to the context of the destruction of 
Jerusalem” (2002, 76). The verses are as follows:  
1-9b First poetic singer (communal dirge) 
 
1 How lonely sits the city 
  that once was full of people! 
How like a widow she has become, 
  she that was great among the nations! 
She that was a princess among the provinces 
has become a vassal. 
 
She weeps bitterly in the night, 
with tears on her cheeks; 
  among all her lovers 
   she has no one to comfort her; 
  all her friends have dealt treacherously with her, 
  they have become her enemies. 
 
Judah has gone into exile with suffering 
and hard servitude; 
  she lives now among the nations, 
   and finds no resting place; 
  her pursuers have all overtaken her 
  in the midst of her distress. 
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The roads to Zion mourn, 
for no one comes to the festivals; 
all her gates are desolate, 
her priests groan; 
her young girls grieve, 
and her lot is bitter. 
 
Her foes have become the masters, 
her enemies prosper, 
  because the LORD has made her suffer 
   for the multitude of her transgressions; 
  her children have gone away 
  captives before the foe. 
 
From daughter Zion has departed 
all her majesty. 
  Her princes have become like stags 
   that find no pasture; 
  they fled without strength 
   before the pursuer. 
 
Jerusalem remembers, 
in the days of her affliction and  wandering, 
  all the precious things 
   that were hers in days of old. 
  When her people fell into the hands of the foe, 
   and there was no one to help her, 
  the foe looked on mocking 
   over her downfall. 
 
Jerusalem sinned grievously,  
so she has become a mockery; 
  all who honored her despise her, 
   for they have seen her nakedness; 
  she herself groans, 
   and turns her face away. 
 
Her uncleanness was in her skirts; 
she took no thought of her future; 
  her downfall was appalling, 
   with none to comfort her, 
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9c  Second poetic singer: Jerusalem’s Poet (lament) 
 
“O Lord, look at my affliction, 
   for the enemy has triumphed!” 
 
10-11a First poetic singer (communal dirge) 
 
Enemies have stretched out their hands 
over all her precious things; 
  she has even seen the nations 
   invade her sanctuary, 
  those whom you forbade 
   to enter your congregation. 
 
All her people groan 
as they search for bread; 
   
11b-15b Jerusalem’s poet (lament → communal dirge) 
 
they trade their treasures for food 
   to revive their strength. 
  Look, O Lord, and see 
   how worthless I have become. 
 
Is it nothing to you, all you who pass by? 
Look and see 
  if there is any sorrow like my sorrow, 
   which was brought upon me, 
    which the LORD inflicted 
   on the day of his fierce anger. 
 
From on high he sent fire; 
it went deep into my bones; 
  he spread a net for my feet; 
   he turned me back; 
  he has left me stunned, 
   faint all day long. 
 
My transgressions were bound into a yoke; 
by his hand they were fastened together; 
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  they weigh on my neck, 
   sapping my strength; 
      the LORD handed me over 
   to those whom I cannot withstand 
 
The LORD has rejected 
all my warriors in the midst of me; 
  he proclaimed a time against me 
   to crush my young men; 
   
 
15c First poetic singer (communal dirge) 
 
the LORD has trodden as in a wine press 
   the virgin daughter Judah. 
 
Jerusalem’s poet (mourning speech) 
 
For these things I weep; 
my eyes flow with tears; 
  for a comforter is far from me, 
   one to revive my courage; 
  my children are desolate, 
   for the enemy has prevailed. 
 
17  First poetic singer (communal dirge) 
 
 
Zion stretches out her hands, 
but there is no one to comfort her; 
  the LORD has commanded against Jacob 
   that his neighbors should become his foes; 
  Jerusalem has become 
   a filthy thing among them. 
 
 
18-22 Jerusalem’s poet (communal dirge → lament) 
 
The LORD is in the right, 
for I have rebelled against his word; 
  but hear, all you peoples, 
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   and behold my suffering; 
  my young women and young men 
   have gone into captivity. 
 
I called to my lovers 
but they deceived me: 
  my priests and elders  
   perished in the city 
  while seeking food 
   to revive their strength. 
 
See, O LORD, how distressed I am; 
my stomach churns, 
  my heart is wrung within me, 
   because I have been very rebellious. 
  In the street the sword bereaves; 
   in the house it is like death. 
 
They heard how I was groaning, 
with no one to comfort me. 
  All my enemies heard of my trouble; 
   they are glad that you have done it. 
  Bring on the day you have announced, 
   and let them be as I am. 
 
Let all their evil doing come before you; 
and deal with them 
  as you have dealt with me 
   because of all my transgressions; 
   for my groans are many 
   and my heart is faint. 
 
Lee’s outline shows the key elements of dirge, from the “weeping/mourning 
speech” to “complaint about death/destruction” to the call for “justice, revenge, or a 
curse” (2002, 78).  Dirge also covers the “mourning over the incomprehensibility of the 
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event,” the effects of violence on survivors, praise for the deceased, and occasional 
prayer to God (2002, 79).  
In Duma village on June 19, 2003, the rhythm of lament was heard as two men 
played traditional saxophones responsively with the ringing of a church bell – a typical 
way to announce the passing away of community members (see Chapter Three, p. 155). 
The antiphony between the saxophone playing “In the Midst of Difficulty” in high tones 
and the ringing of the church bell set the stage for the climax of the communal lament as 
the long procession of community members carried the hundreds of coffins of the 
martyrs to their final resting place at Dodara Garden. The song was one of the most 
sung songs during and in the aftermath of the violence. Many members of the Duma 
community associate the song with their experiences during the violence (see Chapter 
Three, p. 121). 
The lyrics of the song reflect the implicit lament language in the community that 
is framed by the language of hope. The lyrics are divided into three stanzas, the first two 
of which are composed of a set of two lines of lament and two lines of hope. Different 
from the first two stanzas, however, the third stanza is composed of a circular form of 
plea, affirmation, and plea to form a prayer. The stanzas are as follows:2 
1 In the midst of struggle, caused by my sin [voice of lament] 
Rises the hope, the help of the Lord [voice of hope] 
 
2 Despite my journey in the difficulty of war [voice of lament] 
Jesus, the Help of my life [voice of hope] 
                                                 
2 The numbers of the stanzas is for easier reference in the analysis that follows. 
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3 Grant me serenity [a plea] 
Pray that I always do [an affirmation] 
Lead me, O God [a plea] 
 
Whereas Lamentations 1 is embedded in the communal lament/dirge, the song is 
embedded in the interchange between lament and hope speech. The personal experience 
of being “in the midst of struggle” that is caused by one’s sin (line 1a, lament) is 
intensified in line 2a (lament) that associates struggle and sin with one’s “journey in the 
difficulty of war.” Similarly, the hope in “the help of the Lord” (line 1b, hope) is 
intensified in making a faith statement that “Jesus [is] the Help of my life” (line 2b, 
hope). The last line (3) offers a conclusion in a form of prayer.  
This song has become a mirror for community members in defining what they 
have gone through, how they have survived, and how they perceive life in the aftermath. 
Here the lament language takes form in the theological concepts, particularly those 
concerning personal sin, struggle, and personal journey. The song is about a personal 
journey with God in times of war and violence. It is about a life of prayer that is 
entwined with the struggle to overcome one’s sin. Consequently, violence and 
destruction are perceived as God’s punishment of the sinner. When the song was played 
during the procession of the martyrs’ coffins, a personal-oriented song of lament became 
a communal-oriented song of lament. The individual story of violence and hope thus 
becomes the collective narrative of catastrophe and hope. Here the direct link between 
individual and collective sin and God’s punishment and help is evident. 
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Different from the first song that draws correlations between one’s suffering and 
one’s sin, in Lamentations Zion makes “little correlation between her sins and her 
suffering” (Lamentations 1:12-16) (Linafelt 2000, 45). The biblical lament speech thus 
provides an alternative to the commonly accepted correlation between suffering and sin 
by raising a complaint—even an accusation—against the God who has afflicted 
Jerusalem. The singer even attributes “active verbs of violence” to God (2000, 45).  
The character of the song discussed above is different from that of the song 
“Show Your Power” (Tunjukkan Kuasa-Mu) that was sung by an elderly woman of Duma 
during an interview (see Chapter Three, p. 123). I have outlined the song’s two stanzas 
to highlight the lament character of the song. The first stanza uses an alternating 
statement/lament/question/lament that shapes the dialogical nature of the song. The 
singer (the mourner) seems to be in dialogue with God (the listener), even though God’s 
answer is never given. The first stanza is as follows:3 
1 The founding of this nation, O Lord, is your will [statement/lament]  
 The sorrow of this land is not undisclosed before you, O Lord  
 
2 Have you not seen in every disturbed heart, [question/lament]  
 Your holiness becomes further away?  
 
3 Away from this life [statement/lament] 
 In this land, O Lord, in this land of yours. 
 
                                                 
3 Numbers have been added for easier reference in the analysis 
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The second stanza is formulated into a prayer that ends with a plea for God’s 
direct and immediate response (line 5) to overcome the dark powers that have 
overshadowed God’s power (line 4): 
4   Father, do not let darkness, shortcoming, disgrace, [and] sin overpower  
     your power [plea] 
5 Show the power that is in your hand [plea] 
      Show it, O Lord, so we can understand and understand it in life. 
 
This song is a demand and a prayer. There is no specific reference to personal sin 
or struggle, as in the first song. The song opens with a statement about the founding of 
the nation (i.e., Indonesia) as God’s will. Similar to Lamentations 1 that personifies 
Jerusalem as the suffering woman—a widow—who sits alone (vv. 1-2b), the song 
personifies the land as being sorrowful (line 1). Violence and destruction are perceived 
as manifestations of the fading away of God’s holiness from the land (line 2). Moreover, 
they are indications of the power of “darkness, shortcoming, sin, and disgrace” that go 
against God’s will and that can only be overcome by God, who holds the ultimate power 
(line 5a). The end of the devastation is therefore dependent on God’s use of power.  
Whereas the first song is oriented toward the individual (personal journey, 
struggle, and sin), the second song is oriented toward communal images of nation, land, 
and people. The darkness, sin, and disgrace that are the causes of suffering are thus 
perceived as a communal responsibility. These songs can be identified as aftermath 
songs of lament, that is, the songs that are reclaimed (“In the Midst of Difficulty”) and 
created (“Show Your Power”) to capture the incomprehensibility of the communal 
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violence that survivors have gone through. They also illustrate the way in which 
survivors interpret their experiences through a particular lens of faith.  
In comparison to the theme of God’s punishment, the themes of making a 
complaint to God, asking the “why” question to God amidst suffering, and even 
accusing God of being the source of suffering are foreign themes in the local Indonesian 
Christian communities’ worldview. Although Indonesian Protestant theologians are 
familiar with the theological discourse on the accusation against God as the cause of 
misery, there has been a lack of in-depth reflection on the practical implications of a 
community of faith complaining to God from within their suffering, crying out to God 
for the misery that they have to endure. Refocusing on the language of lament can 
provide an alternative to the common theological reflections on God as “fellow sufferer 
and enabler” (see Mojau 2006; Singgih 2006). The lack of considerable attention to this 
theological dimension perhaps has played a role to the theological silence in the area of 
mourning and survival from within the context of violence and destruction.  
Complaining to God, even arguing with God, should be allowed in the 
Indonesian Protestant theological discourse as a way to provide a theological framework 
for giving the power back to the survivors to lament their loss without having to fall into 
disbelief and as a way to imagine a different future out of their difficult dialogue with 
the One whose presence allows them to imagine a future beyond violence. This 
approach is especially relevant to minority groups that often are not allowed a safe 
public space to voice their complaints to those in power for the misery that they have to 
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endure. Giving a theological space to voice such a burden to the Most Powerful God 
should open a different avenue for those who are suffering by inserting confidence that 
voicing their complaint to those in power, while a risk, is one worth taking. This 
theological complaint should be part of the Christian public mourning in the aftermath 
of religious communal violence.  
Another alternative form of theological reflection is to compare these songs with 
two local Indonesian traditions related to funeral prayers. The comparison aims to 
underscore the existence of lament language in local communities and to argue that 
these songs can be reclaimed as a relevant resource for Christian public mourning in the 
aftermath of religious communal violence.  
Aguswati Hildebrant Rambe, in her dissertation research on rites of death and 
mourning, identifies the traditions of funeral songs in two Indonesian local communities. 
One is the ludu ratu (priest’s lament) in Sumba of West Nusa Tenggara that is central in 
the local religion of Marapu. The other funeral prayer tradition is the three types of 
communal dirge in Nosu, Mamasa of West Sulawesi: meroa (praise for the deceased sung 
by a priest or tomakada), bating (priest’s lament at the center of the communal dirge), and 
badong (praise for the deceased sung in a circle by a group of men).4 These practices 
reveal the central role of the priest and of males in leading and participating in funeral 
songs.  
                                                 
4 Hildebrant Rambe, email to author, March 4, 2011.  
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In Sumba, for example, a ludu ratu that consists of a speech about the heroism of 
the deceased is only performed for noble or aristocratic families (Maramba) and priest 
families (Ratu). Ludu ratu is performed in antiphony between the leader (a priest) and a 
group of male mourners, and it is accompanied by the rhythmic beating of a gong. The 
sound of the beating gong is considered sacred since it functions to call the spirits of the 
ancestors in the ritual for the dead. Typically the dirge is performed for three 
consecutive nights prior to the funeral.5  
There is no funeral song for ordinary people (Ata), nor is there one for women, as 
there is no specific term for a dirge for a deceased woman. Yet the women still sing a 
funeral song in a group while sitting near the body of the deceased. As they cover their 
heads with sheaths (sarung), the women repeatedly say phrases of lament that sound as 
if they are singing.6 In contrast to the male lament, the female lament is not accompanied 
by beats of a gong. Hildebrant Rambe thus concludes that since there is no word for 
women mourners in the local language, and since their songs are not accompanied by a 
gong, women’s lament speech is not included in the category of ritual for Marapu 
adherents.7 She further states that almost all rites, including the rite for the dead in the 
Marapu religion, are performed and led by men, for men.8 
                                                 
5 Due to the highly sacred nature of the song, the community did not provide Hildebrant 
Rambe with the lyrics of the ludu ratu during her observation because of her being an outsider 
who was not seen as able of capturing the depth of the lament (Ibid.). 
6 Ibid. 
7  Ibid. 
8  Ibid. 
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Reclaiming the importance of the local women’s funeral song is appropriate. A 
theological imagining is needed in which the speech of the female lament singers of 
Jerusalem in Lamentation 1 is perceived as the voice of the Sumbanese women and their 
presence sitting near the deceased body as a manifestation of the Jerusalem lament 
singers. Bringing these two essentially distanced groups of women into an imaginative 
connection hints at the possibility of making the biblical language of dirge relevant to 
the contemporary context by embodying it in the present situation of Indonesian women 
and giving voice to the silent speech of local women’s funeral songs. Imagining the 
Sumbanese women as the women in the conflict areas who cover their heads with 
sheaths while sitting and lamenting the loss of women and children, of men and the 
elderly, during the communal violence in Indonesia, and hearing the lament speech of 
Zion in their voices, is a powerful illustration of the possibility of bringing the lament 
speech of minority groups into the public space. Here, the intertwined biblical and local 
lament speeches become a relevant source for voicing the continuing violence against 
minority groups and the long denial of justice to the victims and survivors of communal 
violence in Indonesia.  
Similar to ludu ratu, the communal dirges of Nosu in Mamasa (meroa, bating, and 
badong) are only performed for high-class families or for nobility. The use of a gong to 
accompany the song shares the same intention as with the ludu ratu of Sumba. In 
contrast to the Sumba funeral song, however, the Nosu dirge is also performed for 
women. Two funeral songs or praises for the deceased (meroa and bating) for a deceased 
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man and a woman from Mamasa hint at the local culture’s perception of the role of men 
and women before and in the afterlife. In the meroa for a deceased male, two images are 
used: a banyan tree that protects the family and community in the lifetime of the 
deceased and a lord (puang) that protects them in the afterlife. In the bating for a 
deceased female, two different images are used: a mother who gives birth in her lifetime 
and who becomes a sign or a symbol in the afterlife.9 These funeral songs highlight the 
differences in the assigned roles to men (public, protector, and higher position) and 
women (private/domestic, birth giver, and unidentified position).  
In contrast to the female mourner of Lamentations 1, the local funeral songs are 
primarily oriented toward the leadership and roles of men. Both Nancy C. Lee and Todd 
Linafelt have suggested that reclaiming the role of the female mourner in Lamentations 
functions, in part, to challenge the primacy of the male mourner (the suffering male) in 
the biblical interpretation of Lamentations 3. Linafelt and Lee reclaim the “value of 
lament language” in contemporary biblical theology, where silence, survival, and the 
voices of grief can be expressed to prevent future violence and destruction (Lee 2002, 9; 
Linafelt 2000, 14). They, furthermore, recover the centrality of the figure of Zion as the 
                                                 
9 The meroa: Layaknya pohon beringin tempat berlindung, dia telah tumbang ditebang. . . 
Sekarang dia sudah meninggal karena kehendak Tuhan dan telah menjadi tuhan (puang) (“As if 
a banyan tree, a place to get protection, he has been cut down . . . Now he has died because of the 
Lord’s will and he has become a lord” [puang]). The bating: Ibu yang kami sayangi dari semua 
keluarga. Yang melahirkan perempuan dan laki-laki sekarang sedang tidur di luar 
kehendaknya . . . ia akan menjadi sebuah tanda, ia akan menjadi sebuah simbol. Sudah kehendak 
Tuhan, kehendak Maha Pencipta (“Our beloved mother of all families who gave birth to men and 
women are now asleep beyond her will … she will become a sign, she will become a symbol. It is 
God’s, the Creator’s will.”). The original speech is in the Nosu language; the Indonesian 
translation is from Sau Toding (Ibid.).  
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female mourner over the fall of Jerusalem, which has been overlooked in contemporary 
biblical interpretation that puts more emphasis on the male figure of the “Suffering 
Man” (Lee 2002, 75-162; Linafelt 2000, 5-18). The focus on the figure of Zion provides an 
alternative to the patiently suffering man that offers no place for the realm of lament in 
which the demand for God’s answer, the devastation over the destruction of Jerusalem, 
and the persistence of suffering are seen as both possibility and challenge for the 
construction of a properly sound theological response. Although many Indonesian 
theologians have referred to the Indonesian context of suffering and injustice as their 
theological locus, the significance of the book of Lamentations, particularly in 
responding to post-violence or post-disaster reality, has rarely been part of the wider 
discussion. Instead, the discourse on suffering and injustice has overwhelmingly 
centered on the suffering man as a prototype of the figure of Christ in Lamentations 3.  
This section does not focus on the shift from the male to female mourner, as in 
the two scholars’ approaches discussed above. Rather, it attempts to highlight the 
different layers of funeral songs in local communities and to show the importance of 
using both male (official) and female (unofficial) songs in constructing a proper model of 
inter-religious public mourning. Thus, traditions available in local communities that 
have been labeled as domestic are brought into the public arena (the wider interreligious 
space). Using the intertwined biblical and local model of communal dirge and lament, 
the Christian community can predict or even prevent communal violence and 
destruction. This is the “prophetic concern” that the Christian minority can testify to in 
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shaping a just and transforming public space with other faith communities (Lee 2002, 79). 
In the public space, moreover, the connection with other religious practices of mourning 
can be developed, such as with the Islamic du‛ā΄ or “lament-type prayer of supplication” 
(Lee 2010, 3).  
Reclaiming the significance of lament language is therefore urgent for the 
construction of the Indonesian post-violence Protestant missiological discourse. The 
language of lament not only functions as a reminder of the persistence of grief, silence, 
and suffering even in the aftermath of violence. It also further challenges the practice of 
mission to be relocated within the complex relationship between survival and atrocity, 
in which references to hope and healing should not gloss over the existence of mourning 
and suffering. The aftermath mission practice needs to give room to the persistence of 
mourning and suffering, to the demand for God’s answer, and to the long denial or even 
loss of justice, while voicing hope for healing and reconciliation.  
The use of an inter-textual approach in this subsection has shown the importance 
of reclaiming biblical language of lament in the public space and its socio-political effects 
by bringing it into conversation with a local communal lament/dirge and a traditional 
funeral prayer.  
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Reading Lamentations 5:1-22 in conversation with an Indonesian  
popular lament song and a traditional funeral prayer 
This subsection focuses on the last chapter of Lamentations and uses Nancy C. 
Lee’s and Tod Linafelt’s interpretations as interlocutors. Linafelt’s reading of 
Lamentations through the lens of contemporary literature of survival (i.e., the 
Holocaust) mainly shapes the focus of this subsection on survival. His emphasis on the 
strong shift in Lamentations from “the death represented by the genre of the funeral 
song . . . toward the drive for life represented by the genre of lament” is crucial in that it 
provides a perspective on how to understand the persistence of mourning from within 
the “strong move away” from death to life experienced by the one who is lamenting. 
Here, lament is understood as it “proceeds through the survivor’s acute experience of 
suffering”(Linafelt 2000, 44). The experience of the one lamenting needs thus to be 
acknowledged in making the connection between survival and lament (2000, 44).   
Here Lee’s and Linafelt’s interpretations of Lamentations 5 are read in 
conversation with an Indonesian popular lament song by Ebiet G. Ade, “Berita kepada 
Kawan” (A Message to a Friend), and a funeral prayer from Sumba, “Pangandingu 
Langu”(a lament prayer by a a Marapu priest [rato] before the body is taken outside the 
house for the funeral) (Rambe 2010, 32-34). The aim is to identify images and metaphors 
of survival and lament in these texts and the ways in which they are relevant to the 
construction of a model of Christian public mourning as a central element in healing an 
interreligious relationship in the aftermath of violence.  
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Ebiet G. Ade’s song is chosen because it is widely known among Indonesians 
since its release in 1979, and it has remained the most-quoted song in ecological, justice, 
and lament-related references and events. The Sumba prayer is chosen for its 
embeddedness in the communal dirge of a local community and for its use of rich 
images and metaphors of life and death.  
The section on public mourning offers the possibility to intertwine biblical 
language with local and popular language, thus making biblical language relevant to the 
contemporary Indonesian context. An aftermath lament language needs to shape the 
construction of a just public space in which religious communities can communicate 
with each other in ways that touch their deep sense of being human, of having the 
responsibility to take care of each other in and beyond their own religious and cultural 
borders. This kind of language can be included in what St. Sunardi, an Indonesian 
Roman Catholic biblical scholar, calls a “humanist language for present-day 
Indonesians” (Sunardi 2006, 1). 
Following Merriam-Webster’s definition of “intertextuality” as the “complex 
interrelationship between a text and other texts taken as basic to the creation or 
interpretation of the text,” this subsection uses an intertextual approach to link three 
different texts of lament: the Book of Lamentation, Indonesian funeral prayers, and an 
Indonesian popular lament song (Merriam-Webster, s.v. “Intertextuality,” 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/intertextuality [accessed April 21, 2011]). 
The aim is to provide an example of how Christian and other religious communities can 
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use the scriptural language of lament, popular (Indonesian) lament-type songs, and the 
local tradition of funeral prayers to process “painful tragedy, and in so doing [can find] 
the hope to join together in transforming society with calls for change and justice, 
appealing for human and divine intervention through the power of music, prayer . . . 
song [and arts in general]” (Lee 2010, 5). Here, “genres and lyrics of lament” are 
elements in constructing a Christian practice of mourning that is oriented toward 
healing and transforming the wounded interreligious relationship in the aftermath (2010, 
5).  
Lamentations 5 is the first text for the inter-textual reading. 
1 Remember, O LORD, what has befallen us; 
  look, and see our disgrace! 
2  Our inheritance has been turned over to strangers, 
  our homes to aliens. 
3 We have become orphans, fatherless; 
  our mothers are like widows. 
4 We must pay for the water we drink; 
  the wood we get must be bought. 
5 With a yoke on our necks we are hard driven; 
  we are weary, we are given no rest. 
6 We have made a pact with Egypt and Assyria, 
  to get enough bread. 
7 Our ancestors sinned; they are no more, 
  and we bear their iniquities 
8 Slaves rule over us; 
  there is no one to deliver us from their hand. 
9 We get our bread at the peril of our lives, 
  because of the sword in the wilderness. 
10 Our skin is black as an oven 
  from the scorching heat of famine. 
11 Women are raped in Zion,  
  virgins in the towns of Judah. 
12 Princes are hung up by their hands; 
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  no respect is shown to the elders. 
13 Young men are compelled to grind, 
  and boys stagger under loads of wood. 
14 The old men have left the city gate, 
  the young men their music. 
15 The joy of our hearts has ceased; 
  our dancing has been turned to mourning. 
16 The crown has fallen from our head; 
  woe to us, for we have sinned! 
17 Because of this our hearts are sick, 
  because of these things our eyes have grown dim; 
18 because of Mount Zion, which lies desolate; 
  jackals prowl over it. 
19 But you, O LORD, reign forever; 
  your throne endures to all generations 
20 Why have you forgotten us completely? 
  why have you forsaken us these many days? 
21 Restore us to yourself, O LORD, that we may be 
  restored; 
     renew our days as of old –   
22 unless you have utterly rejected us, 
      and are angry with us beyond measure. 
 
The chapter begins with a “direct plea/lament” to God (Lee 2002, 192). Lee, on 
the one hand, states that Lamentations 5 is a “communal lament from the people’s point 
of view who are left behind in the aftermath of devastated Jerusalem and Judah” (2002, 
192). It is a lament that consists of a plea, complaint, and affirmation of God’s 
sovereignty. The details of destruction and violence in certain parts of the lament are 
“suggestive of a woman’s point of view” (Lee 2002, 192). For example, in verses 2-16 the 
poet speaks of the communal losses while detailing the personal and individual losses 
typical to women’s situation (loss of “inheritance, homes, and family members, and 
orphans and widows . . .  women are raped”) also to women’s activities (collecting water 
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in verse 4 and securing bread in verses 6 and 9) (2002, 193). This chapter is thus the 
lament of a woman survivor who voices the communal lament of her people in the 
aftermath of violence and destruction (see 2002, 192-193).  
Linafelt, on the other hand, emphasizes that chapter 5 exhibits “the purest 
instance of a communal lament in Lamentations, though the description of misery is 
unusually long (5:2-18)” (Linafelt 2000, 59). With a very short line of praise, essentially a 
brief pause—“But you, O LORD, reign forever; your throne endures to all generations” 
(v. 19)—Lamentations ends with a “plaintive appeal” (vv. 20-22) (2000, 60-61). The final 
appeal of verse 22 (“unless you have utterly rejected us, and are angry with us beyond 
measure”) holds a clue to the dimension of survival in Lamentations that is embedded 
in the key Hebrew word kî ‘im in this verse. Linafelt proposes an alternative translation 
of kî ‘im as “then,” in contrast to the commonly accepted translations as “unless” or “for 
if” (2000, 60). He disagrees with those who perceive the final phrase as a conditional 
statement. He thus adds an empty space in the second line by putting the elipsis (. . . ) in 
the final phrase of verse 22, “For if truly you have rejected us, bitterly against us . . . 
“ since, he argues, the second colon does not necessarily “state the consequence of the 
first as would be expected in a true conditional statement” (2000, 60). Instead, he states: 
I have chosen to translate the line as a conditional statement that is left trailing off, 
leaving a protasis without an apodasis, or an “if” without a “then.” The book is left 
opening out into emptiness of God’s nonresponse. By leaving a conditional 
statement dangling, the final verse leaves open the future of the ones lamenting. . . 
And by arresting the movement from an “if” to a “then” the incomplete clause 
allows the reader, for a moment, to imagine the possibility of a different “then,” and 
therefore a different future. (60-61) 
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The book of Lamentations ends with God’s nonresponse. Yet God’s nonresponse 
is not the end of the book’s life. Linafelt’s argument continues: 
Zion’s rhetoric of survival remains strong, even if unmet. So reader after reader has 
attempted to complete the incompletion by filling the void that exists in the place of 
YHWH’s response and by addressing Zion’s anguished concern over the fate of her 
children. Within the borders of Lamentations Zion’s children do not survive, but in 
moving beyond those borders, to the afterlife of this biblical text in other texts, 
survival becomes possible. And in moving beyond the borders of the book, one 
moves also from literature of survival to the survival of literature. (61). 
Linafelt’s argument is crucial in that it offers a biblical basis for staying true to 
the existence of lament before moving to praise. This tension between being presently 
attentive to mourning and being ready to move to praise illustrates the reality of 
survival that demands a thorough theological response (2000, 61).  
Bringing Linafelt’s interpretation of Lamentations 5 into conversation with an 
Indonesian popular song of lament and with a traditional funeral prayer unveils a 
complex layer of lament language and reveals how the songs illustrate different images 
of survival that are important to the construction of Christian public mourning. I will 
examine two specific elements in my analysis of the two songs: the use of images and of 
metaphors of death, survival, and life, and how the songs end. The end of each song, 
similar to Linafelt’s approach to the last verse of the book of Lamentations, represents 
the author’s (in the popular song) or the community’s (in the funeral song) perceptions 
of death, lament, survival, and life.  
Ebiet G. Ade’s song, “A Message to a Friend,” is a ballad that was released in 
1979. Ade is a pioneer in creating songs of ecological awareness and justice. “A Message 
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to a Friend” is his masterpiece. His melancholic voice, the sound of his guitar, and the 
lyrics of his song make the piece a well-known lamentation: 
This trip feels so devastating [statement] 
It is a pity that you, my friend, are not sitting beside me [complaint] 
There are many stories that you should have witnessed [statement] 
in the dry and stony land. 
 
My body is shaken, thrown by the shaky road [misery] 
My heart is trembling by the dryness of the grass 
This journey is like my witness [statement] 
The little shepherd crying in sadness  
 
Friend, listen to his answer [direct plea] 
When I ask “why”? 
His father and mother have long gone [lament] 
Swallowed by the disaster of this land 
 
Arriving at the sea, I speak to all [lament → testimony] 
To the rocks, the waves, and to the sun 
But they all are silent. But they all are mute [complaint] 
It is me alone captivated by the sky 
 
Perhaps the answer is there 
Why disaster has happened in my land 
 
Maybe God has gotten bored with our behavior [lament] 
We always make mistakes and are proud of our sins 
 
Or nature has started to be reluctant to befriend us 
Let us ask the swaying grass.10 
                                                 
10 Berita kepada Kawan 
 
Perjalanan ini terasa sangat menyedihkan 
Sayang engkau tak duduk di sampingku kawan  
Banyak cerita yang mestinya kau saksikan  
Di tanah kering berbatuan 
 
Tubuhku terguncang dihempas batu jalanan  
Hati tergetar menampak kering rerumputan  
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This song is a poetic lament over the devastation of Indonesia brought by natural 
disaster. In this song, Ebiet G. Ade positions himself as a poet who sings a message of 
lament to his friend about his long, tiring, even devastating and lonely trip along a dry 
and shaky road. He uses the word “witness” twice (stanza 1, line 3, and stanza 2, line 3). 
The first one is applied to his friend who should have come along with him to witness 
the desperation that shakes the poet’s body and makes his heart tremble (stanza 1). 
Having no one with him, the poet personifies the trip itself as a witness that sees the 
little shepherd crying sadly over the deaths of his parents (stanza 2 line 4) who were 
“swallowed by the disaster of this land” (stanza 4, line 4).  
                                                 
Perjalanan ini pun seperti jadi saksi  
Gembala kecil menangis sedih 
 
Kawan coba dengar apa jawabnya  
Ketika ia ku tanya "Mengapa?"  
Bapak ibunya telah lama mati  
ditelan bencana tanah ini 
 
Sesampainya di laut ku khabarkan semuanya  
Kepada karang, kepada ombak, kepada matahari  
Tetapi semua diam, tetapi semua bisu  
Tinggal aku sendiri terpaku menatap langit  
 
Barangkali di sana ada jawabnya  
Mengapa di tanahku terjadi bencana  
 
Mungkin Tuhan mulai bosan melihat tingkah kita  
Yang selalu salah dan bangga dengan dosa-dosa  
Atau alam mulai enggan bersahabat dengan kita  
Coba kita bertanya pada rumput yang bergoyang 
 
(lyrics from http://www.lyricsmode.com/lyrics/e/ebiet_g_ade/, Accessed: March 5, 2011.) 
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The end of the trip takes place as the poet arrives at the sea. Having witnessed 
the pain and suffering of and in his land, the poet testifies (“speaks to all,” stanza 4, line 
1), to the entire universe (the rocks, the waves, the sun, and the sky). He looks for an 
answer to the devastation that he has witnessed throughout his trip. But silence is the 
only response he receives. The last stanza ends with the image of the poet standing 
alone, looking at and captivated by the sky (stanza 3, line 4) as he struggles with God’s 
nonresponse and the silence of the universe: “Perhaps the answer is there / Why disaster 
has happened in my land” (stanza 3, lines 5 and 6).  
In contrast to Zion’s complaint to and demand for God’s answer in the final 
verse of Lamentations 5, Ade ends his song with a confession of the communal 
ignorance of the common responsibility to take care of nature, which has caused God’s 
and nature’s silence toward the devastation in his land: “Maybe God has gotten bored 
with our behavior / We always make mistakes and are proud of our sins / Or nature has 
started to be reluctant to befriend us” (stanza 4, lines 1-3). The song ends with the 
singer/poet’s self-reflection that shifts from first-person singular (“I” or “my”) to third-
person plural (“our” and “us”). The use of the communal term seems to embed the 
devastation and the natural catastrophe in the lack of communal responsibility or the 
denial of shared responsibility to take care of nature. There is no explicit claim that the 
disaster has been caused by God’s punishment. Rather, it happens in the silence of God. 
From within this silence, from within the suffering that he has witnessed, Ade provides 
a metaphor for living, “Let us ask the swaying grass” (stanza 5 line 4). Amidst the dry 
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and stony land, the grass is still swaying. In the midst of a dry and hot day on his trip, 
the wind still blows the grass. It is a symbol of life not from above but from below, from 
the weakest section of nature. The swaying grass stands for the vulnerability of life 
amidst catastrophe. Here, similar to Tod Linafelt’s interpretation of kî ‘im as “then” 
instead of “if,” Ade envisions a different “then,” a different future, where the wind 
blows and brings a possibility of life precisely out of the silence of God and of nature. 
God’s silence thus is not the end of Ade’s message to his friend. Rather, it is a space for 
human reflection in which to envision a different and better future after having survived 
the natural catastrophe.  
Similar to Ade’s “A Message to a Friend,” the Sumba funeral prayer, 
Pangandingu Langu, contains rich images of journey, death, separation, borders, and 
life.11 This is a long prayer (28 stanzas) with detailed lyrics (129 lines), and it consists of 
praise for the dead.12 The prayer constructs an afterlife reality in ways that mirror the 
present life yet go beyond the human historical horizon. Each stanza begins with the 
same summons that mentions the name of the deceased and is followed by the same 
                                                 
11 This version of the prayer is from a Marapu priest, Hunga Marawali, who led a funeral 
procession for a noble man in 2003. The full text in the original language of Kambera (one of the 
largest ethnic groups in East Sumba) and in Indonesian are provided in Aguswati Hildebrant 
Rambe’s dissertation (2010, 32-34). The full text is in appendix 1. 
12 The stanzas and lines are numbered in order to simplify the analysis of the structure 
and content of the prayer. 
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phrase, “walk, keep walking” (melangkah berjalanlah terus).13This is like a sending off for 
the deceased who is embarking on a long journey to and in the afterlife.  
Each stanza describes a different stage of reality that the deceased will pass by in 
his afterlife journey. The first stanza describes the beginning of the journey that will take 
the deceased to the border between life and the afterlife. Stanzas 2-6 tell about the places 
where the soul will depart from the body and will be cleansed. Stanzas 7-15 are about 
the places that the soul has to go through before arriving at the place of no return (stanza 
16). The deceased will continue to the place where he will see many people from earth 
and sky under a banyan tree. They all belong to one big family (stanza 17). The soul will 
then walk through the different realms of the universe (stanzas 18-23) that will bring 
him to the covenant stone (stanza 24). The next journey will take him to the ocean border 
(stanzas 25-26) that will eventually bring him to his final destination in the garden of the 
eternal home (stanza 27), where he will climb and reach the highest room (stanza 28). 
There he will sit with the Creator as he awaits the rainy and dry seasons when his soul 
will return to the earth and be manifested in the sprouts of rice and corn through which 
a new human will be born to replace his name.  
The funeral prayer represents the local belief in an afterlife. Using the image of a 
long journey along a winding road, the prayer describes a lonely adventure that the 
deceased’s soul has to take in order to reach the final destination. Yet the finality of the 
death is manifested in the beginning of a new life in the emergence of new sprouts of 
                                                 
13 Hildebrant Rambe (2010, 32-34) 
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rice and corn on earth.14 The funeral prayer thus reflects the local perception of the cycle 
of life—life, death, afterlife, life—where death is not the end but rather is part of the 
continuing cycle. Similar to Tod Linafelt’s suggestion of a “then” and Ebiet G. Ade’s 
open-ended final line about looking for an answer to the disaster in his country in the 
swaying grass, the funeral prayer ends with the future tense: “Melalui padi dan jagung, 
akan lahirlah manusia baru, pengganti namamu”(Through rice and corn a new human, 
a substitute to your name, will be born).” Although they all are oriented toward a “now 
and then,” the funeral prayer is more precise in describing the beginning of a “then,” the 
beginning of a new future.  
Reclaiming these varied texts and the local oral practices of lament as a relevant 
resource for constructing a Christian practice of public mourning is important. But, as 
Nancy C. Lee suggests, the key to making public mourning viable and relevant for 
transforming interreligious public space in the aftermath of violence is in the reclaiming 
or the “’process of creating’ laments—a process of restoring or returning to an 
empowerment of community members toward greater participation through the 
imperative of finding and expressing one’s own lament song or poetry lyrics” (Lee 2010, 
15).  Here the process of lament, the journey of finding and expressing one’s own lament 
                                                 
14 The image of rice or other crops as a new creation in the aftermath of death is common 
in other Indonesian local beliefs such as the story of Unyang Bulaan of Kalimantan or Dewi Sri of 
East Java. In contrast to the Sumba prayer that represents a man’s death as the beginning of a 
new life, in the stories of Unyang Bulaan and Dewi Sri, women’s deaths bring life to their people 
through rice. All stories, however, illustrate an agricultural perspective that views the seeds of 
crops (rice and corn) as a symbol of the beginning of a new cycle of life.  
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forms, is itself the real purpose. In the creative process, the dialogical dimension (the 
antiphonic way of singing the funeral song) of the local communal dirge can be used as 
a model. The local funeral songs that are mainly performed for nobles or aristocrats need 
to be brought into conversation with various practices of funeral songs that are 
performed by ordinary people in local communities. The connection may provide a 
model of lament that can across social (including gender) barriers, and, thereby shaping 
the equality dimension of the public space in which lamenting the suffering brought by 
the communal violence must take place. The dialogical, equal, and communal 
dimensions of these practices thus need to be integrated in the aftermath process of 
lament (2010, 51). 
The experience and the vision of those who have gone through the tragedy and 
are now lamenting need to be acknowledged while building bridges to those who 
witnessed the tragedy and share the public space in order to mourn the loss, the death of 
solidarity, and the denial of justice. The aftermath lyrics of lament need to give space to 
the experience of loss in ways that can “powerfully transport . . . the deepest longings of 
our hearts and souls into the presence and power of God, and drive . . . our rebuilding of 
society and community” (2010, 15). The local community’s religious and cultural 
traditions and language of lament provide potential components of the “improvisation 
of forms and ideas” that will introduce transforming or educational concepts that may 
heal the interreligious relationship while challenging the powers that be as they manifest 
in the narrow view of majority against minority (2010, 50). The Christian practice of 
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public mourning needs to provide an avenue where the larger community can share its 
grief. “There is someone else’s response to one’s expression of suffering, someone who 
comforts and resonates with the pain, and a ‘village’ or community that shares the 
burden” (2010, 51). Christian practice thus needs to be linked with other religious 
communities’ practices and oral traditions of lament.  
The Duma community’s three aftermath additions, especially the House of 
Prayer, can be envisioned as a place where interreligious public mourning can take place. 
This is the place where Muslim and Christian communities can process their grief 
together in ways that are relevant to their religious and cultural traditions. The place can 
be seen as a cathartic space in which both communities can create and sing laments, 
songs that are embedded in their own creativity where they can call and respond to each 
others’ pain and suffering. In this space of mourning, a new process of healing their 
relationship can occur, not in the short term but through a long journey where both 
communities can relearn the beauty of their differences while remaining true to their 
own faith claims.  
 
Public Testimony 
This subsection connects the traditional Christian understanding of testimony 
that has been associated with preaching and/or proclamation with Rebecca S. Chopp’s 
work The Poetics of Testimony and its implications concerning the role of theology in 
shaping public space (Chopp 1998a; 1998b). Thus, this subsection engages 
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simultaneously the practice of testimony, which “carries an evangelical flavor” and has 
received less attention in Indonesian Protestant (ecumenical) theological reflection, and 
the feminist approach to testimony (Florence 2007, 2). The work of Rebecca S. Chopp is 
particularly important for its perspective on the depth and complex layers of testimonies 
by those who have gone through violence and suffering and the impact of their stories in 
shaping the Christian theological voice in the public space.  
Chopp defines “poetics” as discourses that “speak of the unspeakable, and tell of 
the suffering and hope of particular communities who have not been authorized to 
speak” (1998, 6). Applying her definition to the Indonesian local Christians’ aftermath 
narrative requires a new understanding of the role that this collective Christian story can 
play in shaping the practice of Christian public testimony as the second dimension of the 
aftermath practices.  
Chopp identifies the emergence of a poetics of testimony that reverses the rule of 
reason. Using the image of a modern courtroom, she describes the division between 
reason and revelation and shows how such division has resulted in a theology that 
serves as a theoretical framework that judges testimony that falls outside the category of 
reason as true or false. In the “reversal courtroom,” therefore, theology has to hear 
testimonies instead of judge them.    
Unlike other composed and well-narrated discourses such as the Latin American 
testimonies or the African-American witnessing discourses (art, poetry, and novels), or 
the testimonies of the Holocaust survivors, the Dumas’ testimonies are messy, scattered, 
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mostly unwritten, and take form in various plots and voices. Furthermore, defining this 
local narrative as a testimony implies a theological reflection on its character as a 
“discourse that refers to a reality outside the ordinary order of things” (Chopp 1998, 6). 
The community that has gone through communal violence and its aftermath is a 
community whose testimony goes beyond the true-false category. The testimony is 
embodied in the community’s collective Christian identity that is shaped by the 
intertwining of the history of mission and the recent history of Muslim-Christian 
communal violence. The persistence of mourning, the memory of the violence that is 
woven into the community’s persistence of hope that is embodied in its communal 
testimony, consequently challenges the ordinary order of doing theology.  
A Christian collective response to the aftermath of violence in North Halmahera 
that has gained little attention in the wider Protestant theological reflection is the 
publication of the testimonies of local Christians about their experiences during the 
violence and accounts of how they survived the violence. At the author’s first meeting 
with Nita Church Session in early October 2007, she was presented with a copy of the 
collection of the local Christians’ (including those from Duma) testimonies about their 
experiences of the violence (Tim Penginjilan Metanoia Halmahera 2002). The book 
represents the fact that “testimony has been a practice of proclamation particular to 
marginalized Christians, including women,” yet this kind of publication is generally 
considered irrelevant reference for academic reflection (Chopp 1998a, 6). Reclaiming the 
“marginal location and character of testimony” of the Christian public practice in the 
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aftermath requires a rethinking of proclamation as a Christian public discourse that is 
oriented toward the creation of a safe, just, and compassionate public space (Florence 
2007, 2). It also challenges the religious communities’ ideas about otherness, difference, 
and power.   
The very existence of this community in the aftermath needs to be embedded in 
its public testimony about what happened to its people, how they survived, and how 
they have responded to the post-violence interreligious relationship. Its communal 
identity provides a basis for reclaiming public space as a sphere in which the voice of a 
Christian minority group should be allowed. Here, an aftermath mission theology 
should deal with the public dimension of Christian testimony. It should respond to the 
fact that in the public space the community’s testimony will be interrogated and will 
even be judged by the common true-false category that will fail to listen to the power of 
the collective testimony since it is embedded in “discursive practices” and is spoken in 
“various voices” (i.e., hymns, prayers, architecture, ritual, scriptural texts, and the 
interreligious practice of reconnecting) that “seek to describe or name that which 
rational discourse will not or cannot reveal”(Chopp 1998b, 2). The specifics of the 
community’s collective and individual experiences of violence are woven into the 
Dumas’ testimony and can be characterized as “a host of jarring witness,” which is “a 
chaos of disjoined and discrepant narrations, and yet, while all of these can by no 
possibility be received as true, at the same time not one of them can be rejected as 
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false.”15 This local community’s witnessing, which expands from individual experiences 
to particular sites (e.g., graves, buildings, monuments, the lake) and to the collective 
ritual, reveals that bearing witness, as Rebecca Chopp puts it, is in itself “the realm of 
blooming confusion, the jarring messiness of history itself” (Chopp 1998, 6). Embedding 
the aftermath Protestant theological discourse in this local testimony provides a new 
resource for shaping Indonesian public discourse. In fact, testimonies of this kind 
comprise the earliest literature in the Christian tradition and the oldest forms of 
Christian speech, or as Anna Carter Florence claims that “testimony [is] one of the oldest 
forms of Christian witness” (Florence 2007, xviii). This kind of testimony has also been 
part of Indonesian local communities’ forms of witnessing. One example is a Muslim 
women’s NGO known as Flower Aceh in what was then Banda Aceh that published the 
stories of women survivors and witnesses of the violence against Acehnese women 
under the New Order’s Indonesian military occupation in Aceh. 16 The other is The 
Testimony Project Papua: A Collection of Personal Histories in West Papua edited by Charles 
Farhadian (2007). These local testimonies provide examples of how “poetics of 
testimony” are already familiar forms of witnessing in Indonesia, yet they are not 
considered mainline resources in the Indonesian Protestant theological discourse on 
mission and religious pluralism.  
                                                 
15 This quote refers to F. H. Bradley’s justification of Baur and Strauss’s work on New 
Testament testimony in his The Presuppositions of Critical History (cited in Chopp 1998, 5).  
16 Putu Oka Sukanta (ed.). 1999. Nyala Panyot Tak Terpadamkan: Prosa-Puisi Kekerasan 
terhadap Perempuan Aceh [The light of panyot is not extinguished: Poems and prose about violence 
against Acehnese women]. Banda Aceh: Flower Aceh. (Panyot is a traditional Acehnese oil lamp).  
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The local Christian narrative exhibits the particular and various ways that what 
the community has said and why, and also how it has said these things, may be ruled 
“unspeakable or not worthy of speech in the public” (1998a, 7). By giving the example of 
the roles of black and feminist theologies in contributing a genre of “poetics of 
testimony” to public discourse, Chopp argues for the importance of “combining diverse 
genres with an ethical summons to be responsive to those who suffer” (1998a, 7). The 
local Christian community’s poetics of testimony, such as that of Duma, provides a 
resource for Indonesian Protestant theology in the aftermath of violence for bringing the 
Christian voice into the public discourse by using the genre of poetics, which is poetry, 
songs, stories, prayers, theatrical performance, and dance.   
Chopp’s identification of the poetics of testimony as a genre that “gathers 
together poetry, theology, novels, and other forms of literature that express how 
oppressed groups have existed outside modern rational discourse,” while important, 
needs to be expanded to cover the multiple forms of oral practice that the marginal 
communities have used to speak about their experience of violence and their survival. 
The multiple voices in songs, music, dance, dreams, visions, and even architecture 
through which the community has testified to the persistence of their faith throughout 
the violence and its aftermath, particularly in its efforts to rebuild their relationship with 
their Muslim neighbors, give evidence to the viability of using poetics as a medium for 
Christian public testimony.   
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The Dumas’ poetics of testimony can also be identified in the naming of the June 
19 victims as martyrs. The naming is neither a code nor a statement. It is, rather, a 
testimony. It is the Dumas’ collective “vow to tell to promise and produce” a beyond-
violence faith experience which connects the private and the public spaces (Chopp 1998, 
2). This local community’s testimony is thus in itself a speech of faith (1998, 2). 
Specifically, the martyrs of Duma include those who survived – those who live to bear 
witness to the possibility of a just and peaceful relationship between Muslim and 
Christian communities, whose testimonies are narratives of struggle and of the hope to 
journey beyond the boundary of the Other.  
The aftermath reaffirms that without a public testimony the existence of the 
Christian community will be irrelevant to the construction of a public discourse of civil 
society. The Dumas’ narrative demonstrates the urgency of linking the missiological and 
political dimensions of Christian testimony. This local narrative, moreover, signals a 
new reversal. It interrogates and summons theology, namely the Indonesian Protestant 
discourse on religious pluralism, to “respect, to hear, to respond to the otherness [that] 
testify to what really happened [that] shape the narrative identity [of the Indonesian] 
with true words and forms, and in so doing, change the direction and outcome of the 
story” about Indonesia (Chopp, 1998a, 11).  
The local Christian testimony illustrates the way in which a faith community can 
remain true to its faith and speak the language of its faith while being attentive to other 
religious languages in the aftermath of violence. This local community’s poetics 
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testimony speaks about the persistence of faith in the aftermath of religious communal 
violence. The language of faith becomes its primary medium in giving meaning to the 
incomprehensibility of the violence and the beyond-the-ordinary nature of its response 
to the violence. The challenge is to make its grammar of faith viable and relevant to the 
aftermath public discourse in Indonesia.  
The Dumas’ poetics of testimony reveals their dual aftermath practice of 
testifying and witnessing. This double-sided process is “not so much to argue as to 
refigure, to reimagine and refashion” the interreligious boundary (i.e., interreligious 
relationship) (Chopp 1998b, 6). This boundary has been profoundly marked by the 
reminders of death as well as survival and by the persistence of mourning, all within the 
collective orientation toward a new life. 
In line with Jürgen Habermas and Nancy Fraser, Chopp assumes public space as 
the “sphere of rational discourse in which citizens are free to debate matters of interest 
in the social order” (Chopp 1998a, 2). Liberal democracy, civic associations, free speech, 
and a number of historical factors have accompanied the arising of the public space. In 
the case of theology, she identifies the importance of supplementing the “broad sense of 
the social public” with the “publics of church and the academy” so that all three spheres 
interconnect, overlap, and reinforce one another (1998a, 2). In reference to Benedict 
Anderson’s concept of the ‘imagined community,’ Chopp infers that the public is an 
“’imagined community’ based on the narration of memory, inclusivity, shared 
commonness” (1998a, 3). The public is thus a sphere in which remembering and telling 
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what happened, and imagining what is to come, takes on a new shape, a new journey 
where competing, selected, and transforming memories and imaginations reshape the 
story of the public.  
In Indonesia the public discourse has been embedded in the state philosophy of 
Pancasila, although not without a long and complex history. The public debate on civil 
society that marks the transition from the New Order regime to the reformation era, for 
example, illustrates the fact that the discourse on Pancasila is a contested realm in 
Indonesia (see Yewangoe 2009, 43-49). The Muslim proposal to replace the term civil 
society with the Islamic version of Masyrakat Madani (a concept of society that is based 
on the Medina constitution during Prophet Mohammad’s rule in the sixteenth century), 
although it sparked controversies for only a brief time (Titaley 2008, 84). Along with the 
Muslim moderate/liberal groups and the nationalist groups, the church and Christian 
communities have reclaimed Pancasila as the sole foundation for constructing the post-
New Order public space in which religious difference and freedom are acknowledged. 
Here, the church and religious communities are called upon to play a role in the creation 
of the broader social public. The overlapping of these publics, however, brings back the 
old challenge to the church and the Christian community, that is, how to maintain the 
Christian particular shared narrative identity within the call to reclaim Pancasila as the 
narrative identity of the Indonesian people.  
In the twenty-first century, the political context is different. There is no longer an 
authoritarian political power that had for many years provided a protection of religious 
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minorities but that had also silenced the Christian minority’s creativity and its ability to 
voice difference. Christians are now called to respond to the changing context of 
Indonesia that is marked by contested discourse on the narrative of Indonesia. This 
narrative is rooted in the Indonesian people’s story of themselves. It is the “story we tell 
ourselves that defines our ‘we’” (Chopp 1998a, 3). This characterization of the public is 
relevant and important for theological reflection because it accommodates the key 
assumptions, images, and values upon which the collective norms such as respect, 
dignity, and compassion are built (1998a, 3). Religious communal violence, however, is 
an ironic example of how the “’we’ fails to fully represent the real” (1998a, 3). It fails to 
exhibit the imagined community as a community in which difference and dignity are 
respected and embraced.  
 Religious communal violence not only violates the Muslim-Christian 
relationship, but it moreover wounds the religious communities’ ability to imagine a 
shared and healed public space. The aftermath hence poses a shared challenge to the 
communities to re-imagine a public space in which their past experiences of violence can 
be remembered while the communities are attentive to the fact that living together in 
peace is their only viable choice. The local Christians’ testimony tells the Indonesian 
community, especially the religious communities, who they are. It shapes their 
understanding of Christian self-identity in the present by remembering the past of 
religious communal violence. The local Christian’s testimony also empowers the church 
to imagine a future where Christians and others can live differently (1998a, 11-12). The 
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local narrative, furthermore, reveals a new way of doing theology as a poetics of 
testimony that requires “truth about the past and insists on justice as the goal of the 
future” (12). Theology as testimony tells a story with a future orientation. It is a story 
that is told with a purpose for life.  
In the aftermath public discourse, theology has three characteristics. First, it is 
about truth-telling that constitutes the reality of the narrative identity of the Indonesian 
people (1998a, 8). As a testimony in public space, theology narrates a story that “allows 
the transcendent, the possibility of the new to break in and open us to change and 
transformation” (1998a, 8). The public space (both social and ecclesial) thus is the place 
where the church is called to track the transcendence. In and through the encounter, the 
building and rebuilding of relationship, and the shaping of public space for 
transformation, the work of ‘naming God’ or tracking the spirit is taking place. 
Theology’s response to the present historical reality is embedded in its perspective on 
the transcendent that makes its narration of suffering, hope, and life real. Second, 
theology in the aftermath is about the “ethical summons to attend to the ‘other’” (1998a, 
9). It calls the people in public space to serve the suffering, the survivors in their 
particularity, and to listen to the voices of survivors who dare to imagine hope and 
transformation (1998a, 9). Third, theology needs to be open to “diverse voices, broken 
language, and multiple discourses” that testify to the possibility of living a future in 
which difference and otherness are embraced rather than violated (1998a, 10).  
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The aftermath directs the church and Christian communities to new challenges. 
The aftermath public space challenges the church and the Christian communities to 
reimagine themselves, like the poet in Ebiet G. Ade’s song who, after a long, tiring, and 
hard journey of witnessing to the pain and suffering in his land, arrives at the sea, where 
he stands and looks at the entire universe and “speak[s] to all.” This involves speaking 
to the world, testifying to the public about what the church and Christian communities 
have witnessed in their journey. Theology as poetics of testimony also suggests the 
importance of the performance dimension of theology. Various existing art 
performances within theological communities, such as the theatrical performance of 
Dekker J. Mauboi of East Nusa Tenggara and the dance related to the issue of justice 
performed by theology students at the Jakarta Theological Seminary at the seminary’s 
68th anniversary in 2002, need to be reclaimed as the poetics of testimony that are crucial 
in the construction of the Christian public discourse in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence (Mauboi 2003, 33-42).17  
                                                 
17 Dekker J. Mauboi’s script of The twelve Women Apostles reflects his deep commitment to 
justice and liberation (the original text is in the Indonesian language). The script was performed 
by twelve female students of the Jakarta Theological Seminary in 1990. The more recent example 
is from the congregation of Gereja Kristen Indonesia Taman Yasmin in Bogor, a small city with an 
hour’s drive of Jakarta that has been banned from worshipping in its own church building since 
2009. The city officials’ approach in regards to the demand of a Muslim radical group denies the 
right of the congregation to worship freely in its own building. In March 2010 the city officials, in 
defiance of a Supreme Court order, sealed off the building that, in fact, had already been granted 
a permit in 2006. The congregation and other church leaders and Christians as well as Muslims 
who are in solidarity with the Christians on this issue have been holding Sunday services on the 
sidewalk outside the church gate ever since, as well as seeking legal assistance to challenge the 
government’s unjust policy. On March 20, 2011, hundreds of the military and the local security 
personnel closed down the street in front of the church, thus blocking off all places the 
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The church is called to become a community of poets who speak the truth, 
although in broken language, to testify to the life that is yet to be envisioned, and to the 
impossibility of hope from the depth of suffering and desperation. The church is called 
again to become one with its testimony. In the Indonesian language, the root word for 
testimony (kesaksian) is saksi (witness). The identity of a witness is embedded in the 
testimony that one gives. Furthermore, in testifying the witness embodies the message. 
This is what the traditional concept of martyrdom/martyr entails. In the reimagining of 
martyrdom, however, the emphasis is on the message that is incarnated in the life of the 
messenger, the living survivors, and the witnesses to the aftermath of violence. 
Resilience for life, surviving in order to tell the stories, mourning for the loss of life, the 
suffering, and the denial of justice, and being persistent in hope are the dimensions of 
the reimagining of martyrdom in public space.  
The local Christians’ aftermath songs of mourning, the Indonesian local tradition 
of funeral prayers, and the popular lament song discussed above all point to the 
availability of various resources for reclaiming the testimony of the church and the 
Christian community as a public discourse in the construction of the Indonesian 
narrative identity at the turn of the century. The Christian minority should take all the 
                                                 
congregation might gather for worship. Despite this situation, the congregation, along with those 
present in solidarity, were able to pray for a few minutes together, and they later distributed 
flowers to the military personnel who had blocked the street since 5 a.m. 
(facebook.com/pages/Peduli-Yasmin, accessed xx March 2011). The response of the Yasmin 
congregation and those in solidarity with it reveal a collective form of the poetics of testimony 
that demand justice for a minority group by joining their voices together and challenging those 
who use their power unjustly.  
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risks necessary to testify to its faith that has allowed it to survive the violence, to repent 
for its failure to challenge the powers that be, and to build bridges with other religious 
communities to create a public space that allows different voices and different languages 
to speak the truth that each religious community has witnessed out of the misery of the 
communal violence.  
Fridolin Ukur was among the very few Indonesian theologians whose works 
manifest the poetics of testimony that are embedded in the life, struggle, and hope in the 
church and Christian communities in Indonesia. Ukur was known for his work as a 
theologian/poet/church minister of the Evangelical Kalimantan Church (the Gereja 
Kalimantan Evangelis/GKE) as well as for his leadership of the Indonesian ecumenical 
movement. Yet, his poetry remains marginal in the broader development of the 
Indonesian Protestant theological discourse. His poem Advent (1961) manifests the 
prophetic voice of Protestant theology in Indonesia through the power of poetics, but it 
still occupies a marginal place within the current construction of Protestant theology 
(Ukur 1961, 9-12).  
In Ukur’s poem, the Indonesian reality becomes the historical context for the 
church’s and Christian communities’ pleas for the immediate coming of Jesus Christ. It 
is in four stanzas, as follows, with my annotations in square brackets:18 
                                                 
18 The original text is in the old version of the Indonesian language. To facilitate 
understanding, I have written the text in the new version of the Indonesian language, without 
changing any words. Translating the poem is a particularly difficult task. I may fail to grasp the 
depth and the enormity of the poem. Yet as a witness to this poem, the translation is, in a sense, 
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I  
Stretching out the night on the soil [lament19] 
Deep revenge against my nation 
Stuffed in the darkness of nightfall 
 
There is still a burning wick [hope] 
Scattered around in small pieces 
O LORD, open your door for my nation [prayer/plea] 
 
Night stretches out in the soil [lament] 
My people get crazy in the darkness 
that seems formless these nights  
There are still your little prophets [hope] 
resisting the night, weighing down the eyes 
O LORD, send your morning with the eternal sunlight [prayer/plea] 
  
II 
Black night [lament] 
Long 
Deep 
 
The longing for dawn [misery] 
Burns the self 
The sun still hides in silence 
 
 
The atmosphere of war decays in the sphere of night [lament] 
Ferocity scratches the faces  
of those who do not love darkness  
 
My Christ! [prayer/plea] 
Come soon! 
 
Look into the faces. 
Take these hands 
(tired of searching) 
                                                 
my own interpretation of what I hear as the testimony of the theologian/poet (see the Indonesian 
version in appendix 2). And such is the advantage of the multivalence of art. 
19 The poem is outlined into the four characteristics of lament/hope/prayer/lament for 
easier identification of its nature.  
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into the coming of the sunny morning 
 
III 
in the night with deadly face [lament] 
there are no more places to cling 
we are crippled, diverted by fear 
 
the dim of night darkened [lament] 
the dark of night blackened  
the fright of night drowned 
 
the glance falls on the bloody darkness [lament] 
fingers touch nothing  
 
O LORD, show your face! [prayer/plea] 
O LORD, give your light! 
 
IV 
No one complains [lament] 
at seeing the falling trees 
Human beings who fall 
to the offered pleasure 
 
Two stories one body [lament] 
“sin and death” 
Wanting human beings to cling 
to the world – their entire possession 
 
The four stanzas comprise a cycle that begins and ends with a lament. The four 
elements of lament/hope/prayer or plea/lament shape the character of this poem as a 
lament prayer of a theologian/poet upon witnessing the devastation in his land. Using 
the opposite images of darkness versus light, night versus day, nightfall versus dawn, 
Ukur projects the reality of fear, ignorance, desperation, and violence as the context 
where the waiting for Christ is taking place. The story of sin and death is the ultimate 
story that needs Christ’s immediate return (stanza II, lines 10-11, and stanza IV, lines 4-
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8). Although the poem puts more emphasis on images of darkness and desperation, 
stanza 1 particularly reveals the dialogical character of the poem in which the intense 
exchange between lament speech and hope speech is revealed. Thus, while orienting his 
message toward the hope for Christ’s return, Ukur tells about the real as it is manifested 
in the suffering of his nation. The power of darkness is overwhelming as it is illustrated 
in the night that stretches out in the soil (stanza I, lines 1 and 7). Yet hope remains, 
although it takes form in the vulnerabilities of a burning wick (stanza I, line 4) and of 
little prophets (stanza I, line 10) who are waiting for the arrival of Christ that breaks into 
the morning with the eternal sunlight (stanza I, line 12).  
Stanzas II and III are overwhelmingly filled with images of desperation and fear 
of violence, even the death of hope, when the voices of those who struggle against 
violence, the lives of the vulnerable witnesses of hope are being shattered: “ferocity 
scratches the faces of those who do not love darkness” (stanza II, lines 8-9). The 
immediate coming of Christ is thus the only liberation for his prophets: “My Christ! 
Come soon! Look into the faces [of your prophets]. Take [their] hands [that are] tired of 
searching [your face/light] into the coming of sunny morning” (stanza II lines 10-15). 
The last lines of stanza III (lines 9-10) reemphasize the image of “the coming of the 
sunny morning” as the coming of the Lord who will show his face and give his light to 
the nation.  
Fridolin Ukur’s poem unveils two important things in terms of the availability of 
poetry as the poetics of testimony and its position within the mainstream Protestant 
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theological discourse. First, the poem illustrates the availability of poetics as an old 
resource in the Indonesian church and Christian communities, showing that it has been 
used to theologize amidst suffering and devastation. Second, however, like testimony in 
the traditional sense, poetics has been marginalized in contemporary Indonesian 
theological discourse. Reclaiming poetics as a viable source for Christian public 
discourse requires recognition of the marginalization that is represented in both the 
voice and the source. Being a minority group, Christians run the risk of being 
marginalized in the construction of the Indonesian narrative identity in the public space. 
Furthermore, using poetics as its medium for testifying in the public space demands a 
preliminary task of freeing poetics from its marginal location within the Christian 
theological discourse. Public testimony is a simultaneous task for the church and the 
Christian community; that is, by freeing its own resource of poetics, the Christian 
community frees its own voice in the public space. It is true, however, as Dana Robert 
suggests, that the “multivalence and marginality of the poetics are both strengths and 
weaknesses.”20 They can allow truth to be spoken in multiple ways and thereby to be 
embraced by many. But the indirect speech of truth may make the powers that be refuse 
to be confronted with the truth or even to ignore the truth. Here, the poetics of testimony 
in their public manifestations reveals the different realm in which the relationship 
between Christian witness and truth-telling must be rethought. The poetics of testimony, 
furthermore, complicates the social-political location of the Christian minority in 
                                                 
20 Personal communication to author, April 20, 2011.  
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Indonesia. Christians must negotiate ways in which direct speech, which can place 
Christians in conflict—even in danger—and the poetics of testimony in their multivalent 
forms must be seen as the whole body of Christian witnessing. This makes risky a key 
adjective to any witness to the truth of the persistence of suffering and pain caused by 
the continuing marginalization of minority groups (i.e., religious, ethnic, gender, social- 
economic, and political) in Indonesia.  
 
 Mission in the Aftermath: Risky Hospitality 
This final section engages the broader biblical and missiological discourses on 
hospitality as a Christian fundamental practice by bringing into conversation the local 
Christian aftermath practice of hospitality with the works on hospitality by Christine 
Pohl and Letty Russell. These theologians’ works provide helpful references to locate the 
importance of hospitality within the biblical tradition and in the different contemporary 
approaches (Pentecostal and feminist) (Pohl 1999; Russell 1993; 2006; Russell, Shannon-
Clarkson, and Ott 2009; Yong 2008). Frances Adeney’s research on the Indonesian 
Christian women’s practice of hospitality, showing how it serves within complex layers 
as a source of communal linkage and as a personal deterrent to women taking public 
roles, is a helpful reference for the Indonesian context (Adeney 2003, 107-110). Their 
works are the interlocutors for this section’s focus on the relevance of hospitality as a 
Christian interreligious practice in the aftermath of religious communal violence in 
Indonesia. Robert Schreiter’s reflection on the importance and the challenge of 
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establishing a shared identity in the aftermath of violence provides an insightful 
reference for the challenge and possibility of constructing a shared identity as part of the 
continuing narrative of interreligious relationship (Schreiter 2008).    
This section highlights the urgency and relevance of relocating the practice of 
hospitality in public space. It argues that undomesticating hospitality can recover public 
space that has been violated by religious communal violence. The rich traditions of 
Indonesian local hospitality have been mainly limited to the private sectors (among 
families or communities of the same ethnic groups or within the shared geographical 
boundary). Various local practices of hospitality are often addressed or performed 
among the communities themselves. However, the Duma Christian and the Dokulamo 
Muslim aftermath practice reveals how hospitality can be undomesticated and then be 
reintroduced as an interreligious-based public practice. Here, religious differences that 
are embraced in local practice of hospitality need to be publicly reclaimed. Furthermore, 
hospitality has most often been perceived as a gender-based practice that, by implication, 
positions women in the domestic arena of household work. The proposal to 
undomesticate hospitality here is also to reclaim the importance of so-called women’s 
work, especially its role of maintaining the life and continuation of the household.  
In the aftermath of violence, the local practice of hospitality, for example, the 
tradition of Pela Gandong in Maluku, has been discussed as a relevant resource for 
Christian public ethics (see Ruhulessin 2005). In addition, the Duma community’s 
aftermath narrative (i.e., the three aftermath additions and the June 19 ritual) reveals 
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aesthetics as an important dimension of aftermath hospitality. The local practice of 
hospitality that binds religiously different communities, allowing them to share life 
beyond their religious boundaries, is perceived as a relevant foundation for 
reemphasizing the public dimension of the local practice of hospitality. The Duma 
Christians’ aftermath practice of restore its relationship with its Muslim neighbors 
through simultaneous collective efforts (rebuilding their worship places and sharing the 
gifts of mujair fish during religious festivities, and the creation of the House of Prayer) 
and various individual ways of reconnecting with each other unveil the intertwining of 
ethics and aesthetics. These elements are central in the undomesticating of hospitality as 
an interreligious practice in the aftermath.  
Religious communal violence and its aftermath are manifested in the attack on 
and the recovery of religious space (worship places). Practicing interreligious hospitality 
in public space, therefore, must symbolically be linked to the character and the 
treatment of religious landscape in turn-of-the-century Indonesia. The question is, does 
the aftermath religious or Christian landscape illustrate the possibility of practicing 
hospitality in public space? Does the wider interreligious landscape in turn-of-the-
century Indonesia reflect such a possibility?  
Three considerations shape the formulation of this section: aftermath public 
space, the space of risky hospitality, and mission as poetic witness as an aftermath risky 
practice of hospitality in the aftermath. These three dimensions link the discourse and 
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practice of hospitality in public space that is oriented toward the healing of 
interreligious relationship as it is interconnected with the recovery of religious spaces.  
 
Aftermath Public Space: Contested, Threatening,  
Pluralistic, and Shared  
There is as yet no in-depth analysis of the way in which religious landscapes in 
Indonesia project both the problem and the possibility of constructing a just and healed 
interreligious relationship. In this context, a Christian theological reflection on the way 
the interreligious relationship has been deeply informed and shaped by the competing 
religious landscapes suggests the need for further study on how religious landscapes are 
constitutive of the ways in which religious communities perceive themselves within the 
wider contested public space. The religious landscape is a symbol of the complex link 
between politics and religion, particularly its effect on the Muslim-Christian relationship 
in Indonesia. It literally reshapes public life. Therefore, in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence religious communities should consider religious landscape (i.e., 
religious worship place) as a new public space to be hospitable to each other.  
The term “religious landscape” in this section is mostly used to refer to the 
physical presence of religious places, especially places of worship, and the way they 
shape the character of religious communities’ living spaces and their interactions among 
each other, as in the case of Duma village. This term is also sometimes used to refer to 
the way in which religious groups (majority-minority) are linked to cultural practices to 
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shape public policy in regards to the role of religious groups in politics and 
reconciliation in the aftermath of violence. For example, in North Halmahera the 
renaissance of the local cultural practice of Hibualamo (big house) that is linked with the 
sharing of power among Christians and Muslims in the direct election for the regent is 
perceived as a model of communal reconciliation (Rozi et al. 2005, 283). 
E. Gerrit Singgih, observing the Indonesian Christian attitude toward other 
religious groups, especially toward the Muslim majority, states that many Christians 
suffer from a “minority complex” (Singgih 2004, 22). This is a catch phrase that defines 
Christians who have difficulty acknowledging their numeric identity as a minority 
group. In reference to Hans Ucko’s critique of Indonesian Christians’ failure to raise 
their critical voice as a minority group, Singgih further states that this kind of attitude is 
reflected in theology that is formulated with a pro-status quo mindset; it is a theology 
that is in support of the existing unjust political power system (2004, 22). Many critical 
voices within Indonesian Christian communities have also stated that this attitude 
reflects the Protestant church leadership’s weakness under the New Order regime 
shown by its giving up its independent voice to the co-opted state power in order to 
receive protection from the majority power. John A. Titaley, an Indonesian Protestant 
theologian, argues for the need for an Indonesian Christian post-colonial theology that is 
embedded in the church’s response to the call to “make [its] contribution to the unity of 
the Indonesian people” (Titaley 2008, 86). He provides historical evidence of the role of 
the Christian minority in shaping the political existence of Indonesia as a nation-state 
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with Pancasila (five principles) as its philosophical foundation. His proposal is, in part, a 
response to the problem of the “narrow notion of majority rule in a country like 
Indonesia [that] has caused the Christians to reconsider their theology of living with 
people of other faiths” (2008, 86). These theologians’ observations underscore the 
challenge to churches and Christian communities precisely because of their identity as 
members of a minority. The question is, how can the Christian minority be both faithful 
and effective in the aftermath construction of a just and healed public space (Yoder 2009, 
7)? 
The proposed relocation of mission in the public space of the construction of 
Indonesian civil society entails the journeying beyond oneself and one’s community in 
the post-violence vulnerable interreligious relationship. In this context, mission is an 
invitation to embark, in Walter Brueggeman’s phrase, on a “journey to the common 
good” in which “faith, anxiety, and the practice of neighborliness” are interwoven 
(Brueggemann 2010, 1).  
 In this section, religious landscapes are discussed as a metaphor for practicing 
risky hospitality in public space. Opening one’s place for the other, hosting a communal 
meal during religious holidays, and supporting each other’s work to benefit the lives of 
the wider communities are among the practices that can be reclaimed as public elements 
in creating a hospitable relationship between religious communities. The practice of 
sharing meals has been a longstanding practice of religious communities in Indonesia. 
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Reclaiming its role in shaping the public practice of sharing space is, therefore, necessary 
and urgent.  
Proposing public space as an aftermath locus for mission as risky hospitality 
requires a perspective on its contested nature within the complex relationship of politics 
and religion in Indonesia. The four adjectives (contested, threatening, pluralistic, and 
shared) illustrate this complexity from three particular dimensions: the recent history of 
religious communal violence, the manifestation of the state philosophy of Pancasila in 
the public discourse on civil society that has been discussed in Chapter Two and the 
previous sections, and the complex Muslim-Christian relationship. This subsection 
focuses on the way these four elements intertwine and manifest in the symbolic and the 
political significance of religious landscape in the aftermath of religious communal 
violence.  
The Duma village’s three aftermath additions, particularly the House of Prayer, 
reveal a local creativity and imagination of a future of interreligious relationship that is a 
strong example of the practice of hospitality in public space. It is a creativity and 
imagination that is embedded in the community’s use of its cultural and religious 
sources. The cultural (i.e., the long practiced hospitality that connects the religious 
communities and the shared narrative of being part of Galelan community as it is 
symbolized in the significance of the traditional house of Bangsaha) and religious (i.e., 
the biblical narrative of Christ’s hospitality) resources facilitate its creativity to establish 
a physical shared space for the two communities. The House of Prayer is, furthermore, a 
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manifestation of a local community’s imagination that surpasses the remnants of the 
violence. It expresses the community’s belief that healing is possible. Such possibility 
must therefore be manifested in the willingness of the religious communities to enter 
and share the new space of healing within the historic site of violence.  
Beyond the architecture exists a local cultural and Christian virtue of embracing 
the religious Other by inviting them into a shared public space. This local space unveils 
the relevance of Christian understanding and practice of relating with the religious 
Other in shaping the aftermath religious landscape. Yet, repositioning it in parallel with 
issues related to the religious landscape in Indonesia and the trauma of religious 
communal violence reveals a more complex reality.  
First, in comparison with the religious landscape in the city of Kendari in 
Southeast Sulawesi, the Dumas’ aftermath additions reveal a similarity to the local 
practice of sharing interreligious landscape. In Kendari city the landscape has for many 
years been characterized by the harmonious presence of Christian churches and Muslim 
mosques. In several particular areas, especially in the old town, churches and mosques 
have been built next to each other. In fact, there is one place where a Pentecostal church 
building shares a wall with a mosque. This apparently old practice is not unique to 
Kendari city. It is, however, a rare interreligious experiment. Behind this interreligious 
landscape exists the local religious communities’ belief in the importance of sharing 
public space in ways that provide links to each other instead of attempting to erase 
differences. How much does such a landscape represent the harmonious living of a 
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religious community? Can it symbolically communicate the message of interreligious 
peace that can help to prevent religious communal violence?  
The Kendari case provides a reference for the fact that religious harmony, as it is 
represented by the harmonious presence of different religious worship places, is an 
ancient practice among Indonesian religious communities. The fact that, for example, the 
Great Mosque of Istiqlal in Jakarta was designed by a Christian architect is additional 
witness to this long-lived practice. The significance of aesthetics (the beauty of the 
symbolic presence of religious buildings), however, has not been thoroughly addressed 
in interreligious discourse. This weakens the ability of religious communities to imagine 
life in their differences as part of the beauty of being faithfully interreligious. 
Second, the Duma community’s trauma due to the communal violence signals a 
very important dimension of constructing a theological response to the function of 
interreligious landscape in the aftermath of religious communal violence. The 
phenomenon of communal violence at the turn of the century in Indonesia is 
characterized by attacks on religious spaces. In fact, the long and complex history of the 
Muslim-Christian relationship, and the interreligious relationship by and large in 
Indonesia, is characterized by attacks on religious spaces, especially places of worship. 
The Communion of Churches in Indonesia (Persekutuan Gereja-gereja di Indonesia/PGI) 
has reported on the continuing trend of attacks, bans on worship, and the closing of 
churches and Christian-related places in the first decade of the twenty-first century. 
During the period of 1945 to 2010, therefore, the problems of church closings, attacks on 
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churches, and bans on Christian worship by groups of identified Muslim radicals or 
unidentified mobs, and the difficult procedures for obtaining permission to build a 
church or Christian-related building from the local government, have not been resolved.  
The increasing difficulty of obtaining permits to build churches adds to this complexity. 
This phenomenon discloses a complex relationship between politics and religion 
in Indonesia that, in large part, manifests in a longstanding problem within the Muslim-
Christian relationship. Many studies and analyses have focused on the discourse on 
politics and religion, particularly on the way it defines the majority-minority 
relationship.  
The fact that the Duma community is a minority Christian community in the 
majority Muslim sub-district of Galela, yet within the majority Christian community of 
the North Halmahera district, shows the complexity of this boundary. The Duma 
women’s aftermath narrative reveals the role of Christianity in providing a sense of self-
affirmation and of confidence that enables this community to go beyond the boundary 
of majority-minority as a necessary step in shaping a safe interreligious public space that 
is grounded in interreligious solidarity. 
The Muslim-Christian relationship in the post-religious communal violence 
period must consider the effect of the Indonesian New Order rhetoric on the religious 
Other. The government’s policy on religious tolerance politicizes tolerance as a tool to 
stabilize and thus control the interreligious relationship that negates the capacity of 
religious communities to construct a mutual recognition of their differences without 
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having to negate the validity of their faith claims. An Indonesian post-communal 
violence interreligious discourse, therefore, musk ask different questions, not only by 
problematizing the New Order’s discourse on religion, which has solidified religious 
diversity as a politically correct category in assuming the existence of an Indonesian 
universal religious experience, but also by identifying the impact of the violence on the 
traumatized Muslim-Christian relationship. The question of religious difference in the 
Indonesian context, moreover, should recognize the embedded colonial concept in the 
New Order rhetoric of religion, which is centered on a political power structure that co-
opts religious freedom and identity into the politics of religious tolerance. The political 
and legalized construct of religious tolerance unveils the submission of religion to the 
political domination by making religious otherness and difference a source of fear of 
social instability. Here, an Indonesian Christian theology of religions needs to discuss 
religious tolerance from within the matrix of majority-minority that has created a 
political and religious boundary among religious communities, particularly between the 
majority Muslim and the minority Christian. Here the boundary is not just about 
religious attitudes, or what some Indonesian Protestant theologians consider a “minority 
complex,” which describes the way in which its situation as a minority group has 
determined the Christian attitude and participation in the Indonesian public space. For 
example, Indonesian Christians are often dependent on the political power (i.e., the New 
Order) to face the dominance of the Muslim majority, or they are afraid of exercising 
their rights. The boundary must also be identified as it takes form in the physical 
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presence of religious worship spaces that create a feeling of threat for those who do not 
belong to the religious groups that are represented by the worship place.   
An aftermath theological view on religious difference should, therefore, literally 
reconfigure the role of Christianity in constructing the Christian self and the religious 
Other within the matrix of the majority-minority dynamics of the Indonesian Muslim-
Christian relationship. Here, the majority-minority dimension must be exposed as a 
political construct that has created an unchallenged interreligious boundary in the 
interreligious discourse and practice during the aftermath, which has resulted in the lack 
of a thorough analysis of the role of the two religions’ unequal relationship in shaping 
the aftermath public discourse on politics and religion. Mujiburrahman’s analysis of the 
Muslim-Christian relationship during the New Order’s regime as characterized by the 
Muslim fear of Christianization and the Christian fear of an Islamic Indonesian state also 
provides a solid basis for identifying an element of fear or of feeling threatened that has 
shaped the public space of interreligious relationship (see Chapter Two, p. 45-46). 
Bringing the Christian voice into the public space requires a persistent creativity 
to interrupt the rise of the dominant voice that challenges—and even denies—the 
pluralistic character of the public space. One such denial is the prohibition of Christian 
worship in local Christians’ own religious space in Bogor city, which represents a 
common phenomenon in Indonesia. The necessary creativity also involves joining the 
various networks that promote differences and that have tried to reposition religious 
difference as a central element in creating the Indonesian civil society. Reclaiming the 
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Christian voice in the public space, furthermore, must also engage the polemic between 
the nature of religious pluralism and religious relativism that has been emphasized by 
Islamic organizations like the Indonesian Ulema council (Majelis Ulama Indonesia/MUI), 
whose controversial 2005 decrees condemned religious pluralism, which it sees as 
promoting religious relativism.21  
The above description illustrates the current condition of the public space, which 
is also shaped by the discourse on the role of the Indonesian state philosophy of 
Pancasila in defining the pluralistic character of Indonesia.22 The discussion of the public 
sphere in Indonesia must, therefore, include the role of religion (i.e., Islam as the 
majority religion) and Pancasila. Although Pancasila has provided both the philosophical 
and socio-political basis for defining the pluralistic character and the function of the 
public sphere in Indonesian society, the current discussions on the role of Pancasila in 
providing political and ethical basis for the practice of diversity have challenged its 
authoritative position. As a central character of Indonesian society, religion plays a 
crucial role in shaping the nature of civil society in Indonesia. Thus, any interpretation of 
                                                 
21 The influence of this decree is evident in the comments of two Muslim leaders on the 
recent movie “?” (“Question Mark,” in Indonesian ”Tanda Tanya”) by a young Indonesian 
director, Hanung Bramantyo, who characterizes the plurality of Indonesia by bringing forward 
his interpretation of the religious plurality that is the daily reality of Indonesia. After watching 
the movie trailer, the two leaders condemned the movie as being vulgar and as depicting a 
stereotypical Islam that destroys the Islamic concept of harmony by promoting a pluralism that 
negates the religious (Islamic) truth claim. The two leaders interviewed are Adian Husaini, 
chairperson of the Dewan Dakwah Islam Indonesian (the Council of Indonesian Islamic Da’wah) 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBPJW2EBIE) and KH. A. Cholil Ridwan, a chairperson of MUI 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWS2-Etk6s) (accessed April 8, 2011).  
22 See Chapter Two, footnote 16, p. 30 to see the description of the five principles of 
Pancasila. 
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the role of Pancasila in shaping the public space must always consider the central role of 
religion, particularly that of Islam. However, positioning Pancasila at the center of the 
discourse should take into consideration the fact that there has been a significant 
decrease in public knowledge about its meaning.  
Andreas A. Yewangoe, illustrating the current response to Pancasila within the 
public discourse on civil society, states that a survey of university students revealed that 
only 4.1% have memorized the five principles of the state philosophy (Yewangoe 2009, 
48). Furthermore, he notes that in the speeches of public officials, the term Pancasila has 
almost always been avoided. In cases where Pancasila was actually mentioned, it was 
mostly in relation to critiques of its failure. Yewangoe argues that while it is true that the 
New Order’s legalistic interpretation of Pancasila has manipulated it in order to maintain 
its own power, the values of Pancasila as serving the Bonum Commune (common good) by 
strengthening the civil society should be reclaimed (2009, 48).  
Yewangoe’s argument reflects the common vision that is held, particularly, by 
Indonesian Protestant theologians, who argue that Pancasila should be reclaimed as the 
foundation for the Indonesian construction of civil society within the context of religious 
plurality and the challenges of modernity and/or post-colonialism (see Intan 2006; 
Titaley 2008).23 Arguing that “Indonesian religion” (i.e., Islam and Christianity) can only 
                                                 
23 Eka Darmaputra was a strong proponent of Pancasila, and this made him a distinctive 
Christian theologian. His academic and practical works, especially in the late 1980s to the early 
2000s, were devoted to reclaiming the public role of Pancasila, especially by providing a political 
and ethical foundation for the acknowledgment of the plurality of Indonesia and, in particular, 
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perform its public role within the realm of civil society as a manifestation of the first 
principle of Pancasila (One Lordship), Benyamin F. Intan, similar to Yewangoe, proposes 
Pancasila as the source of common good for religion’s public function. Within the 
framework of Pancasila, especially the first principle, religion can function in the public 
realm by promoting “human rights, nationalism, democracy, and social justice,” as explicitly 
stated in the last four principles of Pancasila (Intan 2006, 2-3, 22,  234). Intan argues that 
Pancasila’s first principle, the Principle of One Lordship, provides a transcendental 
dimension for the public function of religion to promote the pillars of civil society. Here 
the four pillars from the other four principles become a transcendental manifestation in 
the public realm (Intan 2006, 234-235). Pancasila characterizes the Indonesian public 
sphere as non-secular but also as not based on one particular faith or religious claim. It is 
constructed as a response to modernity from within the newly independent Indonesian 
nation’s quest for identity (see Darmaputera 1982). It uniquely provides a political 
foundation that maintains the tension between the public role of religion and the 
recognition of each religion’s authentic truth claim without lifting up any one religion 
claim as ultimate. Here, Intan’s thesis that the “public roles of religion [are] legitimate 
only if they stay within the framework of Pancasila” becomes relevant to the question of 
the public role of religion in shaping civil society in Indonesia (2006, 19). Consequently, 
Islam and Christianity can play their roles as public religions only by sharing and 
                                                 
for the construction of a relevant Christian identity that is integral to the common search for a 
democratic state of Indonesia alongside the construction of a civil society.   
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functioning in the complex layers of public space, without imposing their own truth 
claims but being true to their call to promote human rights, nationalism, democracy, and 
social justice as the common good (2006, 245).  
Benyamin F. Intan’s argument represents a common approach held by Muslim 
and Christian pluralist and moderate intellectuals who are reclaiming Pancasila as the 
political and ethical foundation for carrying out the public role of religions in Indonesia. 
Within this context of public space in Indonesia, mission as an invitation to embark on 
what Walter Brueggemann describes as the “journey to the common good,” as 
mentioned earlier, can be interpreted as the journey to reclaim Pancasila as the public 
source of common good, as the foundation for living out and embracing religious 
differences as a virtue of sharing the public space (Brueggeman 2010, 1). Here, mission 
practice and discourse become a public manifestation of Christianity in the aftermath 
public space. The challenge for the church and Christian communities in Indonesia 
within such a space can be envisioned as two-fold: the quest for an aftermath Christian 
identity must be linked with works to promote the common good for all.  
Pancasila has provided the framework that makes the public sphere viable as a 
place where contested religious claims may be negotiated. The framework aims at 
constructing religious solidarity for the sake of building a common and just public 
sphere. Here, the Christian minority idea of public space needs to be defined and 
practiced while recognizing the link between the Islamic concept of shari’a (the “divine 
norm”) and waqf (the “institution of charitable endowment”) that shapes the Muslim 
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understanding of public space.24 Correlatively, the Muslim majority idea of public space 
needs to recognize the minority Christian vision of public space that is embedded in its 
understanding of God’s welcome to all in sharing the table (the space) of God (Christ’s 
hospitality) (see Russell, Shannon-Clarkson, and Ott 2009).  
From the local Christian aftermath perspective, however, this Pancasila-framed 
public space requires the construction of a shared identity that is both rooted in the 
broader narrative of Pancasila and in the current history of religious communal violence. 
That the public space is also a space that has been shaped by the history of religious 
communal violence should not negate the importance of constructing a shared narrative 
identity that takes seriously the impact of this history on the way the religious 
communities perceive each other and the possibility of restoring their wounded 
relationship. The final section offers a Christian perspective on how the creation of an 
aftermath public space for interreligious reengagement requires the creation of a 
hospitable space wherein the construction of a shared narrative identity can take place. The 
creation of this aftermath space and the construction of an interreligious shared 
narrative identity are the elements that make practicing mission in the aftermath a risky 
undertaking. The riskiness is embedded in the courage and sensitivity to reconnecting 
the Christian self and the religious Other. The space becomes the arena in which the 
                                                 
24 See Miriam Hoexter’s summary of the link between shari’a and waqf that shapes 
Muslim public space (as cited in Salvatore 2007, 17 
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narratives and memories are re-shaped in respect to the past history of violence. A new 
story is literally reshaped and is reshaping the interreligious relationship.  
In this space the Christian narrative of God’s hospitality must be re-embedded in 
the Christian hospitable relationship to the religious Other. Here, a Christian approach 
to communal reconciliation within the framework of Pancasila is seen as a viable 
proposal for making Christian mission a relevant practice in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence.  
 
The House of Prayer: The Space of Risky Hospitality 
In this subsection, the local Christian aftermath practice of building the House of 
Prayer is brought into conversation with biblical and theological reflections on 
hospitality by Christine D. Pohl, Letty Russell, and Frances S. Adeney, and also with 
Robert J. Schreiter’s reflections on the importance of constructing a shared identity 
between the divided parties in a post-violence situation. Christine Pohl’s reflection on 
the vulnerability and liminality of hospitality, and Robert J. Schreiter’s reflection on the 
importance of constructing a shared identity in the post-violence context shape the two 
central features of this subsection: the House of Prayer as a symbol of vulnerable 
hospitality and the House of Prayer as a symbol of a shared identity (Pohl 1999; 
Schreiter 2008).  
The stories of the June 19, 2000, attack on Duma village, the Dumas’ return to 
their village through the phased repatriation of 2002 and 2003, the rebuilding of their 
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lives, and the reconnecting with their Muslim neighbors are contained in a single space: 
the place of worship. The June 19 event and the fall of the village are profoundly 
symbolized by the attack on Nita Church. Upon returning to their village, the Dumas 
allocated the greatest amount of their money and energy to the building of a new church. 
Furthermore, their efforts to rebuild their relationship with their Muslim neighbors were 
formally actualized by their gift of money for the rebuilding of the Dokulamo Mosque. 
In return, the Dokulamos presented the Dumas with bamboo to support the new Nita 
church while it is under construction. In sum, the aftermath scene is played out in the 
Duma village’s aftermath additions. 
The centrality of the place of worship before and during the June 19 attack and in 
the aftermath of the violence reflects the significance of the religious landscape in 
Indonesia that must be taken into serious consideration in discussing the possibility of 
restoring a positive interreligious relationship in the post-violence context. Furthermore, 
the increasing number of attacks on churches and bans on Christian worship in the 
wider public space in Indonesia signal the urgency of re-centering the religious 
landscape in the political and theological discourse on interreligious relationship. The 
public treatment of places of worship signifies a link between politics and religion that is 
embedded in the role of religion in shaping the public realm in Indonesian society. In 
many cases, the communal violence and riots of the early 2000s in Indonesia often began 
with attacks on places of worship. The public significance of the worship place unveils 
what Scott Appleby terms the “ambivalence of the sacred” (Appleby 2000). The 
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ambivalence is expressed in the symbolic meaning of the place of worship as a sacred 
site that can easily be turned into a site of violence (profane). This subsection’s argument 
for the public significance of the House of Prayer as a local symbol of hospitality finds its 
relevance in the effort to reposition the religious landscape in the center of the 
discussion concerning the role of religion in the aftermath public space in Indonesia.  
The Dumas’ internal negotiation that resulted in the transformation of the 
damaged Nita church into the House of Prayer reveals two interconnected dimensions 
of mission as hospitality, namely, the extending of hands to the religious Other and the 
creation of a hospitable place in the public space. The Duma Christian community’s 
House of Prayer reflects the possibility of making the religious landscape a new locus for 
establishing a reconciling interreligious relationship. By transforming the ruins of their 
church into an open and inviting house of prayer for themselves and their neighbors, the 
Dumas have shown the ways in which religion can play a role in transforming a 
damaged public space into a space of healing and reconciliation. The physical location of 
the House of Prayer in between the under-construction Nita Church and Dodara garden 
symbolizes the complex history of the violence and the pain and suffering of the 
community that are intertwined with the community’s hope for a healing relationship 
with the religious Other. In addition, by locating the House of Prayer in a shared site 
with the church and the cemetery, this local community’s improvisation manifests the 
function of architecture as a form of public testimony to the possibility of healing in the 
midst of pain and memories of death. 
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Proposing the House of Prayer as a space of risky hospitality implies two 
dimensions of practicing hospitality in the aftermath of violence: space and riskiness. 
First, as a space, the House reflects the two intertwined dimensions of public space: 
liminal and middle. It is a liminal space in that it is situated in the intersection between 
the individual and the communal, the private and the public, the religious and the 
political. In addition, it defines the liminality of the local Christian community’s practice 
of hospitality in that it imagines beyond the ordinary about the possibility of opening a 
hospitable space from within the site of violence. The House also fits Rambo’s idea of 
middle space as it is physically located in between Nita Church (a sign of hope of a new 
beginning for the Duma community) and Dodara Garden, the cemetery of the martyrs (a 
symbol of the community’s collective memory of the past communal violence). As a 
middle space it, therefore, can be perceived as a site from which the witnessing to the 
ongoing suffering and the persistence of love can be practiced. This two dimensional 
space implies the riskiness of practicing hospitality. As a space to welcome the religious 
Other, it also provides a space to protect and thus to create a safe environment for the 
self. Here, the riskiness is embedded in the capacity of both religious communities to 
enter into the House with the willingness to build trust and to witness to the emergence 
of truth even as it moves beyond the capacity of reason. Building trust in a safe and 
protected space is the essential rule that must be maintained in the use of the House of 
Prayer.  
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If the House of Prayer is seen as the space of risky hospitality, there are two 
important implications for interreligious relationships. First, the House of Prayer 
undomesticates the household Christian practice of sharing table, of eating together, but 
not by negating the importance of sharing. It rather applies the idea of sharing to a 
communal space. Sharing this space is the Christian community’s vulnerable response to 
local resistance to sharing cooked meals with their Muslim neighbors. Respecting the 
religious Other’s reference of not receiving cooked meals from the Christians on the 
basis of fear of being impure here, however, does not constrain the Duma community 
from developing a new approach.25 In these practices, the damaged space becomes a 
healing space. Second, the House of Prayer is an invitation to the Muslim neighbors to 
journey together across the boundary of the violent past. The House is a symbol of a 
Christian context-based approach to the intertwinement of the history of the damaged 
place of worship (a shared history of violence) with the new narrative of a restored place 
of worship (a new shared narrative of healing and reconciliation). The restored building 
is now a shared place. Furthermore, reading the significance of the House within the 
entire site of the aftermath additions highlights a new dimension of the aftermath 
Christian narrative: the restoration of the Christian place of worship that is 
interconnected with the creation of a shared and healed interreligious space. 
                                                 
25 See the discussion on this unsaid principle of not eating or receiving cooked meals 
from Christians because the fear that Christians may put something related to pork (the not-halal 
meat for the Muslims) in their meals in Chapter Three, p. 172. 
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The House of Prayer symbolizes local efforts to make hospitality a relevant 
interreligious public practice. It can be further interpreted as a symbol of making the 
public space a welcoming place for reconnecting with the religious Other. Because the 
House is located in a primarily Christian site in a Christian village, however, there must 
be a process for constructing a narrative of the House as a locus for a shared identity 
between the Christian and the Muslim communities. Here, two theological dimensions 
of the significance of the House as a hospitable space for constructing a shared narrative 
identity between the religious communities are important to consider.  
  
The House of Prayer as a symbol of vulnerable hospitality 
The first dimension is based on Christine D. Pohl’s linking of “marginality, 
liminality, and welcoming of strangers” in her discussion of the function of the Christian 
practice of hospitality (Pohl 1999, 104-112). Here, the House of Prayer is seen as a 
liminally communal place. The second dimension is based on Robert J. Schreiter’s 
linking of “memory and narration” in “establishing a shared [interreligious] identity” as 
integral to the significance of hospitality in the aftermath as an approach to communal 
reconciliation (Schreiter 2008, 7,9). Here the House is perceived as a site for the retelling 
of memories and for the construction of the interreligious aftermath narrative. 
When employing Christine Pohl’s three interconnected elements of hospitality to 
look at the theological significance of the House of Prayer as the local Christian 
community’s approach to communal reconciliation, one must, however, be aware of the 
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local code of interreligious relationship, particularly in regards to the sharing of meals. 
Pohl’s argument that both “household and church” must be the fundamental settings for 
Christian hospitality is important in that it locates the sharing of meals with one another, 
with strangers, in the familial and ecclesial contexts of Christian tradition (1999, 58). Yet, 
the local practice of hospitality, in the context of the villages of Duma and Dokulamo, 
demands a repositioning of these settings precisely because of the local practice’s 
embeddedness in the sensitive issue of interreligious meal sharing. The local code of 
Christians bringing fresh, uncooked mujair fish to the Muslims signals a certain 
constraint in the local practice of hospitality.  
This local interreligious constraint thus requires the contextualization of the 
biblical symbol of hospitality as sharing meals or sharing the table if this symbol is to be 
employed as an aftermath interreligious practice. By implication, the Christian 
household and ecclesial settings of hospitality must be undomesticated, thereby 
transforming the aftermath setting of hospitality to a new, communal setting. The 
communal setting, however, is in itself a liminal space. As Pohl suggests, and as briefly 
mentioned in the previous chapter, the liminality of this new setting affects the Christian 
communal identity. The liminality of the space is engrained in its position as a middle 
space between the private and the public life of the Christian community, and as a 
consequence this requires the community’s personal and collective commitments (Pohl 
1999, 151).  
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The commitment of this community of survivors to reconnect with the religious 
Other that once was considered its enemy touches the theological question of 
vulnerability. As a symbol of undomesticated hospitality, the House of Prayer reflects 
both the vulnerable dimension of public space and the public dimension of the vulnerable 
interreligious relationship in Indonesia. On the one hand, the above discussion of the 
aftermath public space reflects the vulnerability of the Indonesian public space as it is 
shaped by contested religious claims that challenge the normative position of Pancasila 
as the political and ethical bond among different religious communities. The Protestant 
theologians’ proposal to make Pancasila the ultimate framework for religion’s public role 
reveals the current face of the complex relationship of politics and religion in Indonesia 
that manifests, in part, in the unbalanced power struggle between the majority and the 
minority in shaping public space. Mujiburrahman’s thesis of the Muslim-Christian 
“feeling threatened” relationship locates this vulnerable dimension in the tension 
between the forms of the Indonesian nation state (i.e., the Christians’ perception of the 
Muslim’s campaign to establish an Indonesian Islamic state) and the public role of 
religion (i.e., the Muslims’ perception of the Christianization of the public space) (see 
Chapter Two, p. 46). Taking into account this vulnerable dimension of public space, 
reflection on the nature of Christian mission practice in the aftermath becomes critical.  
On the other hand, the House of Prayer reveals the public dimension of the 
vulnerable interreligious relationship in Indonesia as it is shaped by the history of 
religious communal violence and by the way it affects the interpersonal relationship 
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among religious communities. This may be reflected in the theological dimension of 
hospitality as making room for others. Pohl suggests that a first step in creating a place 
for hospitality is “[making] room in our hearts” for others (1999, 152).    
The use of hearts, in particular the hearts of survivors of violence, as a metaphor 
for a hospitable space for others must be understood as a space that is made from 
broken hearts. Using the metaphor of broken hearts to reflect on the public function of 
the House of Prayer can appropriately highlight the central character of that local 
hospitable space as a narrative site in which the telling of the stories of death and life, of 
the persistence of suffering and the promise of healing, can take place. Emphasizing the 
vulnerability of the House allows it to function properly as a place where the wounded 
communities themselves are the subjects, are the story-tellers of what has happened in 
their history of interreligious relationship. In this vulnerable space the wounded 
communities are also called to relearn how to relate with each other in ways that allow 
their pain and hurts to be recognized while the communities remain open to the 
possibility of rebuilding trust. Meeting at this vulnerable space, making room for each 
other from their broken-heartedness, is precisely a dimension of prayer. As Hasidic 
wisdom puts it, “The only true prerequisite for prayer is a broken heart” (as cited in 
Chittister 2009, 36). Relearning how to be vulnerable to each other may reveal a new 
way to restore the interreligious relationship between neighboring Christians and 
Muslims. Recognizing the pain that has been caused by the violence may unveil a way 
of peace and healing. In this vulnerable public space, furthermore, the local religious 
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communities may exemplify a new dimension of interreligious relationship in the 
aftermath of violence, starting at a vulnerable place where the boundary between the 
majority and the minority is transformed.  
The link between vulnerability and hospitality, as described above, highlights the 
risk of practicing hospitality, especially in the post-violence context. The history of 
religious violence in Indonesia, the traumatized interreligious relationship that it has 
caused, and the fear of the religious Other that is often intertwined with guilt over 
violence committed against the Other during communal violence are the elements that 
makes practicing hospitality “simultaneously mundane and sturdy, mysterious and 
fragile” (Pohl 1999, 127). The relocating of hospitality to public space highlights 
vulnerability as its key theological dimension. Being vulnerable in public space is a very 
risky step that the church and Christian communities in Indonesia must be willing to 
take in order to make their witness to God’s hospitality in the aftermath relevant. Yet, 
the traumatic experience that this local community has been through requires some 
parameters around this vulnerability. Here the idea of risk must include an attentive—
even protective—set of acts. In this liminal space, risky hospitality must cultivate trust 
that allows persons to be vulnerable, to maintain and cultivate openness while also 
being attentive to the vulnerability of self that is caused by trauma.26 In this space, 
furthermore, hospitality becomes a risky and paradoxical practice because it has to be 
                                                 
26 Shelly Rambo. Personal communication to author, April 21, 2011 
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open to the Other while being protective to the self. Being vulnerable in this space thus 
requires a simultaneously different orientation toward self and Other.  
This vulnerable space, furthermore, is a theological locus that has been known by 
many minority groups (ethnic, religious, gender, political, and socio-economic) in 
Indonesia. By returning to this shared space of minority, the voice of the Indonesian 
church against violence in all its manifestations can find its legitimacy.  
 
The House of Prayer as a symbol of a shared identity 
The second dimension of the discussion on the function of the House of Prayer as 
the space of risky hospitality is based on Robert J. Schreiter’s reflection on “establishing 
a shared identity” as a key element in the journey of reconciliation (Schreiter 2008). 
Schreiter argues that the construction of shared identity must consider the “cultural 
pattern” (i.e., rituals of forgiveness and reconciliation and “rules of silence and saving of 
face”) and the outside forces that may impede or foster the reconciliation process 
(Schreiter 2008, 7). These elements are important for acknowledging that there is no 
single formula for reconciliation that is applicable to any situation. This subsection offers 
a perspective on how the House of Prayer can manifest a Christian contribution to the 
fostering of a communal safe space in which religious communities can be forged into 
communities of memory and communities of witness. This is a key element in the 
establishing of a shared interreligious identity.  
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The “shaping of memory” and the “healing of memory” are central to the 
construction of a post-violence common identity (Schreiter 2008, 9). In Chapter Four the 
link between memory and identity in its two particular manifestations (religious 
landscape and religious boundaries) was discussed at length. These two dimensions 
highlight the ways in which the aftermath changes to the religious landscape and to the 
boundary separating enemies affect the local Christian community’s perception of its 
collective identity. This identity is informed by the intertwining of the traditional 
Christian concept of martyrdom and the local Galelan cultural understanding of the 
living-dead that is projected by the three aftermath additions. The additions, 
furthermore, unveil the community’s visual (architectural) and verbal ways of 
communicating its collective identity that provide a practical basis for claiming the 
importance of aesthetics in the Christian aftermath interreligious practice. The House of 
Prayer stands as a symbol of how architecture can communicate an invitation to a 
journey of healing and reconciliation even while it is situated at the physical site where 
some of the violence occurred. The House of Prayer, furthermore, must be able to reflect 
the Muslim-Christian aftermath journey of healing the interreligious memory of 
communal violence.  
The House of Prayer offers new theological possibilities for constructing a shared 
identity in the aftermath. The decision to build the House of Prayer reflects the internal 
and external conversation between the community’s initial intention of preserving the 
damaged Nita church as a way of keeping alive the memory of what happened during 
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the June 19 attack and an outsider’s proposal of transforming the memory of the 
violence of that day into the possibility of healing the interreligious relationship.27 The 
House and the site of the aftermath additions, therefore, reflect the local community’s 
shared efforts to preserve the memory of the past while constructing a new narrative of 
the future interreligious relationship. The effectiveness of these negotiations, however, 
depends on the way both religious communities perceive the meaning of the House as 
an invitation to journey together for healing and reconciliation. The communal function 
of the House of Prayer therefore relies on the willingness of both the Christian and 
Muslim communities to establish a new and shared narrative identity in which the 
creation of a common memory can be constructed. The “narrative should be both 
witness to the past and constructive of the truth that emerges as reconciling and 
restoring” for both religious communities (Schreiter 2008, 9).  
In its journey beyond the enemy boundary, the Duma Christians’ memory of the 
June 19 attack, which makes public reference to the Christian concept of martyrdom (in 
Dodara Garden’s inscriptions), must always be read in creative tension with the 
meaning of the House of Prayer. The death-embedded meaning of martyrdom can, 
therefore, be linked with the community’s imagination and life-oriented practices that 
gesture toward interreligious reconciliation.  
                                                 
27 See the section on the Duma minister’s discussion of the future role of the damaged 
church with the leader of Blessing Indonesia Foundation (Yayasan Berkati Indonesia) in Chapter 
Three, p. 145-146 (footnote 84). 
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The Duma community’s imagination of the House as a communal hospitable 
space must offer the possibility for both communities to share their memory and 
narration. In this space, by sharing their memories of the past violence, the communities 
can start to link their stories in order to find a basis upon which a shared identity can be 
established. By listening to each other’s story, they provide a space to witness to the past. 
In this witnessing process a long process of healing and restoration in their communities 
can take place.  
The function of the House as a hospitable interreligious public space must 
further be positioned within the wider Indonesian public realm in which the process of 
social reconciliation in the aftermath of communal violence is part of the construction of 
a shared identity among the wider religious communities in the Indonesian public 
sphere (Schreiter 2008, 7, 9). In this public space of a local community, the two-fold 
dimensions of recovery take place: the recovery of the practice of hospitality in the 
public space and the recovery of close interreligious communities (see Pohl 1999, 161). In 
particular, the recovery of the practice of crossing the boundary that separates enemies 
is integral to the recovery of the religious communities’ relationship. This aftermath 
practice may be appropriately referred to as “the will to co-existence,” to use Cecelia 
Clegg’s phrase (Clegg 2008, 82). This practice provides an example of the strong will of 
the local Christian community to co-exist with its Muslim neighbor. Many local religious 
communities in Indonesia have shown a similar attitude in the post-communal violence 
context. They use different ways to co-exist with each other, knowing that co-existence is 
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the most life-enhancing, although, difficult option in the aftermath. The Duma women’s 
experiences of daily reconnecting with their neighbors through casual conversation, 
smiling at each other, and starting to visit their Muslim relatives provide local examples 
of how the long process of communal reconciliation starts from the local community’s 
simple yet familiar actions.  
These local ways of reconnecting at the level of daily life proves the sustainability 
of communal (community-based) reconciliation in comparison to political (structure-
based or power-based) reconciliation (Clegg 2008, 81). Yet, these two aspects of 
reconciliation must be seen as interconnected since they are embedded in the cultural 
structure that binds the Muslim-Christian communities together. Here is where the 
meaning of the official reconciliation ceremony held by the Dumas and the Dokulamos 
must be seen within their already available cultural symbol of communal sharing in the 
form of Bangsaha (the Galelan traditional big house). Framing the significance of the 
House of Prayer within the people’s own cultural reference of hospitality is therefore 
crucial.  
The House of Prayer becomes the “meeting point” between the religious and the 
cultural understandings of hospitality. The House, furthermore, reveals a local 
imagination of safe space in which the journey beyond the boundary of the enemy, 
“embracing a threatening other,” is a crucial step for establishing a shared identity so 
that reconciliation can take place (Clegg 2008, 81). The House of Prayer as a symbol of 
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safe space becomes an important element for envisioning the steps toward a communal 
reconciliation in Galela and in North Halmahera in general.  
The Duma community’s awareness of the way its collective remembering of the 
victims of June 19 by making public reference to martyrdom can limit its effort to reach 
out to its Muslim neighbors provides an important insight into the difficult practice of 
establishing a shared identity between the Muslim and Christian communities by 
embedding it in the sharing of the House of Prayer. It is a difficult process because it is 
shaped by the fragile aftermath interreligious relationship. The fragility unfolds when 
the narrative of the June 19, 2000, attack on Duma village is linked with the story of the 
Dumas’ attack on Dokulamo village, symbolized by the damage to the Dokulamo 
mosque. This fragility is based on the two communities’ shared history of violence. 
Linking these stories of attacks on places of worship with the aftermath reconciliation 
ceremony at which the Dumas gave a gift of money for the renovation of the Dokulamo 
mosque and the later event at which the Dokulamos gave the bamboo steleng for the 
construction of the new Nita Church highlights the importance of practicing hospitality 
in the public space. This aftermath practice thus holds a promise of the beauty of public 
practicing of interreligious hospitality. 
Embedding the meaning of the House of Prayer in these two interconnected 
narratives of violence and restoration creates a theological frame for the healing of 
interreligious relationship that is central to the message that the House embodies and, 
thus, communicates to the wider religious communities in North Halmahera and 
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beyond. What is required from the Duma community in this public space is that the 
Dumas be ready to accept a similar invitation that may come from the Muslim 
community, in whatever form it may take.  
Letty Russell defines hospitality as the “practice of God’s welcome by reaching 
across difference to participate in God’s actions bringing justice and healing to our 
world in crisis” (Russell 2009, 19).  In her imagining of hospitality as God’s welcome in a 
world of difference, Russell proposes the “reframing of a theology of hospitality” 
(Russell, Shannon-Clarkson, and Ott 2009, 77). In reference to Letty Russell’s argument 
in favor of reframing a theology of hospitality, the House of Prayer can be interpreted as 
a local community’s theological reframing of hospitality in a way that affects both the 
Christian and Muslim communities’ perceptions of their relationship to each other and 
their acts, bringing peace and healing into their shared public space.  
The traditional idea and practice of hospitality, Russell argues, have been framed 
by fear of otherness and difference. Building her proposal on George Lakoff’s idea of 
“reframing” as “changing the way we see the world and therefore the way we speak and 
act in the world,” Russell argues for the need to reframe a theology of hospitality that 
will consequently affect the way the church perceives and practices its response and 
relationship to those that it considers the Other (2009, 77-78). Consequently, by 
reframing its theology of hospitality, the church can respond effectively to the “fear of 
difference in a pluralistic and dangerous world” (78). Bearing in mind that the Christian 
community’s experience on which this study is based (the village of Duma in the 
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aftermath of violence) is different from the one Russell was referring to (the dominant 
Christian perspective that has influenced the Christian imperialistic-mission practice 
that links the idea of hospitality with the creation of “a global Christian empire”), 
employing Russell’s proposal of reframing hospitality within the context of the 
aftermath remains important in two regards: first, the Indonesian socio-political context 
of religious plurality and the Christian reality as a minority group, and, second, the 
history of religious communal violence (2009, 81).  
The reframing is in relation to the undomesticating of the Christian practice of 
hospitality. Frances S. Adeney’s research on Indonesian Christian women reveals how 
the practice of hospitality can paradoxically function as both “link and deterrent” for 
women (Adeney 2003, 107-110). Her research, furthermore, reveals the frequent 
identification of hospitality with domesticity that highlights the domestication of 
women’s important practice of sharing and connecting with the religious Other. The 
women’s practices of hospitality that she describes include the sharing of food and 
shelter across religious, ethnic, and even national boundaries. From her encounter with 
her Muslim Pakistani friend, Masooma, who opened her home not only to her 
Indonesian servant but also to her servant’s daughter, Adeney learned the theological 
reasoning behind the woman’s Muslim practice. Masooma told Adeney: “[f]ood and 
shelter belong to Allah. . . . I do not own them. It would be wrong of me to withhold 
them from others. They are given to be shared” (2003, 107). This experience of 
hospitality in the so-called women’s realm revealed to Adeney the importance of the 
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practice as a bridge among neighbors that are separated by ethnic and religious 
identities. Her research on the Indonesian Christian women scholar’s domestic practice 
of hospitality, however, demonstrates to her the way in which practicing hospitality can 
prevent women from playing a role of leadership in the public realm. She states, 
“[a]lthough hospitality can forge a link to new theologies and dynamic of spiritualities, 
it can also distract a woman from her calling to Christian leadership. Without a strong 
sense of moral agency directing her choices, a woman can devote too much time and 
energy to hospitality” (2003, 109). Here, the identification of hospitality as women’s 
domestic practice reveals the gender dimension of the importance of reclaiming public 
as a new realm of practicing interreligious hospitality. The domestic place of hospitality 
that has been traditionally assigned to women must therefore be undomesticated for the 
women’s practice of building bridges across differences can be applied to the vulnerable 
public space of interreligious relationship in the aftermath of violence.  
Second, the history of religious communal violence requires the reframing of a 
theology of hospitality as a practice of reconnecting with the religious Other, of 
rebuilding trust in order to transform the interreligious public space. The following 
example is from an interreligious women’s group in Ambon. The Women Care 
Movement (Gerakan Perempuan Peduli) exemplifies the undomestication of hospitality 
during and in the post-communal violence public space. A group of Muslim, Protestant, 
and Catholic women of Ambon started it in August 1999. It was their immediate public 
response to the first eruption of communal violence in Ambon in January 1999. The most 
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significant aspect of their approach was the use and sharing of public space by women 
who were concerned about family and community for various activities such as 
distributing green ribbons as a symbol of life, facilitating meetings between Muslim and 
Christian leaders to prevent future violence, starting regular meetings for youth that 
introduced them to ways to prevent and overcome violence, and giving loans to both 
Muslim and Christian women vendors at the market.28 The women’s simultaneous 
reclaiming and sharing of public space from various angles (religious, educational, and 
economic) exemplify the effectiveness of women’s practices of hospitality in the fragile 
public space that has been shaped by religious communal violence.  
The Duma Christians’ aftermath symbol of the interreligious journey of healing 
memory as part of the construction of shared identity, plus the other examples of 
women’s practices of hospitality in domestic and post-violence public spaces, provide an 
important reference to the particular challenges of otherness and difference in practicing 
hospitality in the religiously pluralistic society of Indonesia. The pluralistic character of 
the Indonesian public space makes it a viable location where religious communities can 
learn to restore their relationships in ways that embrace their differences while 
respecting the validity of their truth claims. 
The previous discussion of the aftermath public space in Duma emphasized the 
role of Pancasila as the common basis for establishing a shared public space. The post-
New Order discourse on Indonesian diversity has focused on the question of the role of 
                                                 
28 Monike Hukubun, email to author, October 16, 2008.  
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Pancasila as a key framework for the construction of a common memory of the 
Indonesian people. The wider Indonesian public space reveals the need to reclaim the 
normative role of Pancasila as a key foundation for establishing a shared identity in the 
post-New Order period, a period marked by widespread communal violence that has 
critically affected the interreligious relationship and, consequently, the public role of 
religion in shaping a democratic and pluralistic public space. Duma’s House of Prayer, 
as a local religious community’s improvisation that creates a new path of relating its 
memory of the violence of the past to its imagination of a peaceful future interreligious 
relationship, can only find its relevance in the wider public space in the post-New Order 
Indonesia if it is situated within the framework of Pancasila.  
The basis of the House of Prayer, and of the three aftermath additions in general, 
is the premise of the Christian practice of hospitality that embraces the religious Other, 
even the threatening religious Other, in the shared space of God’s hospitality. This 
Christian practice of hospitality that is embedded in the realm of the sacred can only be 
practiced, and thus find its relevance, in the Indonesian Pancasila-oriented public space 
because this philosophical foundation of the Indonesian nation-state allows for a space 
where religious language, narratives, and symbol can be spoken of and witnessed to. 
Deconstructing Pancasila from its long-dominant New Order interpretation is necessary, 
of course. The deconstruction, however, must be linked with religious communities’ 
voices and their efforts to shape the public space that has been wounded by the long 
history of communal violence (both ethnic and religious), with its continuing message of 
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religious hatred and agony that competes with the marginalized voices of religious 
pluralism and with the grassroots interreligious creativity and daily-life actions that 
exemplify the hope and promise of interreligious peace and reconciliation in Indonesia. 
Positioning the significance of the House of Prayer within the wider Indonesian 
public space is important in regards to Robert J. Schreiter’s linking of memory and 
nationalism as an important basis for constructing a shared identity between conflicting 
parties. In the post-violence context of divided religious communities, the state must 
“seek a common coherence and commitment from communities.” During the years since 
it was established, Pancasila has played a normative role in the establishment of the 
Indonesian nation and the construction of Indonesian common memory of: colonialism, 
the commitment among various local religious and ethnic communities and leaders to 
fight for the single independent nation of Indonesia, and the Old Order system under 
Soekarno that brought this new post-colonial nation into a long struggle to maintain its 
common identity as a diverse-but-unified nation that had yet to formulate its political 
role within the regional and global renaissance of nationalism.  
Over the years, Pancasila has served as a “’thick’ kind of memory” for the new 
post-colonial nation (Schreiter 2008, 11).29 It provides a framework for remembering 
what it meant to be a colonized people in the past, and what it means to be a people that 
                                                 
29 See Schreiter’s lengthy discussion, in reference to W. J. Booth’s Communities of Memory, 
on the two different kinds of nationalism. The first kind, that is, “one that sees coherence arising 
out of shared ethnicity and tradition,” is here referred to as a type of Indonesian state that is 
based on Pancasila (Schreiter 2008, 11).  
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is now struggling to maintain its freedom while also struggling to realize this newly 
shared identity in the democratic and shared space of the post-colonial Indonesian 
nation. The arrival of Soeharto’s New Order with its construction of the Indonesian 
collective memory as a nation that shares the struggle to eradicate the Communist party 
unveiled the other dimension of how the Indonesian common memory came into being. 
The New Order’s construction of the nation’s common memory during its thirty-two 
years of power made otherness and difference a reality to be feared or to be controlled. 
Arising out of this historical background, the discourse of the role of Pancasila as a 
political framework for providing a safe and democratic space for interreligious and 
inter-ethnic relationships beyond violence and hatred must therefore be linked with the 
complex ways in which the Indonesian state has successfully sought a common 
coherence and commitment from various local ethnic and religious communities. Yet, in 
its development into a large, successful nation-state under the New Order, has failed to 
maintain and to keep its promise to respect and to provide a safe space in which that 
common coherence and commitment serves as a basis for constructing a shared identity. 
It is a shared identity that could prevent the widespread violence that made Indonesia 
one of the most violent nations in the twentieth century. The healing of the Indonesian 
public space therefore requires the restoration of people’s perception of the role of 
Pancasila as coherent and as a common good for the pluralistic nation.  
The memory of the Indonesian nation is complex and multi-layered. In 
accordance with Schreiter’s argument that “thick memory is enmeshed in a long history 
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of historical relationships that are acknowledged and appropriated by the citizens of a 
state,” the Indonesian history upon which the meaning of Pancasila is embedded is a 
history that is shaped by competing collective memories of the nation. Recognizing such 
complexity in any efforts to reposition Pancasila as the foundation for establishing a 
common memory and a shared identity in the post-New Order era is therefore crucial. If 
the House of Prayer has been envisioned as the locals’ way of creating “a safe and 
hospitable [communal] space” in which religious communities can come and “give their 
narration” of the violence and of a future beyond violence, there must be a new 
collective effort to imagine Pancasila. Here Pancasila can be perceived as a metaphor for a 
safe and hospitable socio-political space that helps to “restore the [Indonesian people’s] 
capacity to trust” in the ability and willingness of the state to seek coherence and 
common commitment once again among Indonesian religious and ethnic communities 
in the aftermath of communal violence (Schreiter 2008, 15). The local practice of 
providing a hospitable space in which religious communities can witness to each others’ 
narratives can be a model for the wider post-violence interreligious relationship if it is 
linked to the possibility of healing interreligious and interethnic, even intercommunity, 
relationships, which has been one of the main agendas of the Reformasi political 
leadership.  
The following and final section brings this study full circle by reflecting on how 
the intersection of the Indonesian local and global situation at the turn of the century is 
full of challenges, while also providing an opportunity to identify a new dimension of 
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the Christian mission practice of hospitality that is oriented toward healing the 
interreligious relationship. This is a risky undertaking since it requires that the healing 
of the relationship with the religious Other must take place simultaneously with the 
healing of the Christian self. Here, witnessing to the wounds of the Christian community 
must be linked with witnessing to the wounds of the community of the religious Other. 
 
Mission as Poetic Witness: A Risky  
Aftermath Practice of Hospitality 
This final section reflects on the three threads that link all the chapters of this 
dissertation: space/boundary, poetic witness, and hospitality. Religious communal 
violence challenges the understanding and practice of Christian hospitality in two 
regards: healing and interreligious dialogue. In order to reclaim the importance of 
healing as a key dimension of the Christian mission practice of hospitality in the 
aftermath of religious communal violence the works of two authors are used as the main 
conversation partners: Spirit and Trauma: a Theology of Remaining (2010) by Shelly Rambo, 
a feminist constructive Christian theologian, and Hospitality and the Other (2008) by 
Amos Yong, a Pentecostal theologian. Locating healing at the center of Christian mission 
practice in the aftermath challenges both the understanding and practice of Christian 
hospitality. This final section thus details the answer to the question: “What does 
Christian witness entail in the aftermath of religious communal violence?”  
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In particular, this section is a response to the local Christian community of 
Duma’s public and collective reference to the Christian concept of martyrdom in its 
response to the aftermath of religious communal violence. This collective and public use 
of martyrdom by a local group of Christians needs to be missiologically reframed for it 
to be a relevant Christian language in the aftermath fragile interreligious relationship. 
The Dumas’ aftermath additions (the Nita church, the House of Prayer, and the 
cemetery of the martyrs) provide the possibility for identifying the site as a new place. It 
is a place from which witnessing as a Christian practice in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence can be repositioned. Rambo argues that:  
Witnessing occurs at the tenuous intersection of death and life: it is a middle 
activity . . . [it is] largely defined by its positioning. This tenuous middle placement 
allows the witness to see, but never directly; to hear, but never directly; and to touch, 
but never directly. This indirectness allows the witness to acknowledge and attend 
to that which rarely emerges into speech. Different forms of life are imagined in and 
through this witness (Rambo 2010, 40). 
This witnessing position implies the twofold meaning of being a witness. First, in 
regards to suffering, the witness can “see truths that often escape articulation” (Rambo 
2010, 40). Second, in this middle position, the witness is “subject to the continual elisions 
that make it impossible to see, hear, or touch clearly” (40).30 This place, the place of 
survival, offers a metaphor of mission as poetic witness. It is a place that one must enter 
in order to witness the continuing suffering that escapes speech while being attentive to 
                                                 
30 For an important work on the witness dimension of martyrdom in regards to a 
Christian community’s collective memory of suffering, see Castelli. Martyrdom and Memory: Early 
Christian and culture making (2004). See also Rambo’s discussion of the witness dimension in 
reference to Castelli’s (Rambo 2010, 39-41) 
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the promise of life. The Dumas’ aftermath additions provide such a place. This section 
offers a different emphasis on the place’s meaning as a new site of witness in the 
aftermath of religious communal violence. 
Witness is a term that describes the most ancient Christian speech and practice. 
Witnessing requires the life and death of a witness to prove the validity of her/his 
message. One dimension of witness is proclamation, in word or speech, which includes 
the basic capacity of a witness to convince his/her listeners. In proclamation or testimony 
of this kind, witnessing entails the act of convincing and conversion. Here, proclamation 
is regulated as a form of evangelism. The other dimension of witness is practice: the 
embodying of the message. This entails the life—and even the death—of a witness who 
embodies the truth of his/her message. Here, embodying the message is classified as 
taking the risk of imitating the life and death of Jesus Christ (see Rambo 2010, 39-41). 
Martyrdom as the form of imitating Christ is “no less a matter of public confession and 
sacrifice that often leads to suffering, ostracization, and in some cases death” (Stone 2007, 
283). The word and deed of witness entail the fixity and directness of the message about 
Jesus Christ. From within the aftermath of trauma, however, Rambo challenges this 
fixation by asking profound questions and, thereby, showing a different direction of 
Christian witnessing practice:  
What if conceptions of Christian witness acknowledged the incommunicability, the 
indirectness, the questionable reception of witness? What if the content of what is 
being witnessed is continually elided, shifting the focus from the content to the 
practice of witnessing? Instead of a straightforward truth to be proclaimed, the lens 
of trauma turns us to uncontainable truths to be witnessed (Rambo 2010, 43) 
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The experience of religious communal violence and its aftermath and the 
ongoing struggle of survivors to discern the meaning of their survival require a new 
theological framework. This section offers a pneumatological framework that 
reemphasizes the importance of Christian witness from a different realm: the life of 
survivors from which the practice of Christian witness must take a different turn, a turn 
to uncontainable truths.   
Shelly Rambo offers an urgently needed framework for theology as a “healing 
discourse” in her recent publication (Rambo 2010, 9). Her pneumatological framework 
provides an important theological reference to identify a different dimension of mission 
in the aftermath. Furthermore, her theology of healing bridges the perspective on the 
important model of hospitality as Christian mission practice amidst religious plurality, 
such as in Amos Yong’s pneumatological view of hospitality as gifts of tongue, to the 
reality of the aftermath of violence that changes the Christian way of understanding and 
practicing mission.  
Using trauma as a lens to relook at and reshape theology in the aftermath of 
violence, Rambo offers a compelling image of middle space—a space between the cross 
and the resurrection, between death and life—as a theological location from which she 
approaches the contemporary discourse on “suffering, the cross, and redemption” (2010, 
144, 156). In order to explicitly use the image of middle space as a response to the 
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aftermath of trauma, Rambo defines the middle as the space that the survivors-witnesses 
can inhabit (2010, 3).31  
Rambo’s model of middle space offers a fresh and crucial re-examination of the 
way in which the contemporary discourses on the cross and suffering have failed to 
respond to the persistence of suffering precisely by marginalizing the healing speech 
that is embedded in the “middle Spirit” (2010, 144). Based on Urs von Balthasar’s 
theology of the Holy Saturday—the middle day between Good Friday and resurrection 
Sunday—and her interpretation of the concept of to remain (Greek: menein) in the 
Johannine Gospel (John 15:9b), Rambo explains the way the middle Spirit works in 
witnessing to the persistence of suffering in the aftermath (45-110). The Holy Saturday 
and the Johannine Gospel thus provide her with thick theological-biblical resources for 
relocating the centrality of the Holy Spirit in the traditional Christian Trinitarian 
discourse in order to offer a sound theological response to the continuation of suffering 
without “rush[ing] to life” and glossing over the details of one’s testimony of suffering 
and survival (Rambo 2010, 9).  
Shelly Rambo’s theology of remaining is basically a rethinking of the Christian 
narrative of redemption in response to the persistent suffering in the complexity of the 
aftermath of trauma. Redemption for her is a “much more encompassing term under 
which the range of images and language for speaking about God’s relationship to the 
world are contained” (2010, 144). Responding pneumatologically, she recenters the 
                                                 
31 Here she refers to Serene Jones. 
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narrative of the Holy Spirit in the Christian discourse on suffering, thereby recovering 
the often glossed-over or the insignificant, noting the lack of a thorough theological 
discourse on the persistence of suffering and how this affects Christian theological 
response in the aftermath of trauma. Thus, instead of turning away from the contested 
discourse on redemption, Rambo interrupts the dominance of the redemption narrative 
by placing it alongside a “pneumatological reading” that yield a “different vocabulary of 
truth telling, testimony and witness” (2010, 164). She critically engages the ways in 
which the redemption narrative functions within the context of the U.S. (it may either 
provide a way to respond meaningfully to the surrounding suffering or it may “justify 
suffering and mask self-interest”) (146). By reapproaching the cross and resurrection 
(death and life) relationship from the Spirit-inhabiting space of the middle, Rambo 
provides a new perspective on the way the Christian understanding of testimony and 
witness can function properly from within the aftermath of trauma. In her words, she 
states, “If we look between the cross and resurrection, we are directed to a new way of 
being, to a form of life that is not triumphant. Instead, it is life configured as remaining” 
(144). Rambo engages the dominant Christian discourse on redemption, not from the 
cross nor from resurrection, but from the middle space (147-148). She writes:  
I enter this conversation from the site of the middle, in the territory of remaining . . . 
Interpreting from the middle, I claim that we are oriented differently in relationship 
to suffering. The middle does not yield a narrative that calls us to suffer but instead 
calls us to witness suffering in its persistence, its ongoingness. If viewed from the 
middle, redemption is about the capacity to witness to what exceeds death but 
cannot be clearly identified as life. Redemption finds new expression in the always 
here, in the persistent witness to what remains. (2010, 144)  
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For this study, Shelly Rambo’s theology of remaining is relevant in providing a 
pneumatological link between testimony and survival that is central to this chapter’s 
intention of demonstrating the ways in which the aftermath reveals the importance of 
reclaiming Christian testimony from within the reality of survival for the construction of 
a model of mission. It furthermore provides a perspective for rethinking the cross as a 
Christian symbol that speaks to “persistent witness to what remains” and its 
implications for the interreligious relationship in the aftermath (144).   
This subsection focuses on two of Rambo’s central features of a theology of 
remaining, namely the images of remaining and breathing. The following discussion 
attempts to demonstrate the ways in which these two images can be used as relevant 
mission images for the context of post-religious communal violence in Indonesia. They 
further emphasize the inside-out reimagining of Christian mission practice in the 
aftermath.  
The first part reflects on the image of mission as remaining by linking Rambo’s 
pneumatology of healing with Amos Yong’s “pneumatological theology of guests and 
hosts” (Yong 2008, 118). This part highlights the dimension of mission as healing as it 
takes place in the relationship between the Christian self and the religious Other, noting 
that healing must include the interreligious space. The holistic healing of 
people/community and space thus makes practicing hospitality a risky undertaking 
because it involves the movement between opening a space for the Other while 
protecting the same space for the sake of the vulnerable self. Here the paradox between 
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the urgency of practicing hospitality as a Christian response to the aftermath 
interreligious relationship must entail attentiveness to the limit of hospitality, as it also 
has to provide a protected space for the survivors of violence. The main question that 
this first part will answer is: How is it possible to be hospitable to the religious Other, 
while protecting the self, from within a liminal space that is the site of both violence and 
grace?  
The second part, emphasizing the importance of Dana Robert’s proposal, offers 
an image of mission as breathing (Robert 2010b). It highlights the riskiness of practicing 
hospitality in the aftermath of religious communal violence since hospitality entails a 
journey of being reconnected to the wounded self while extending hands to the religious 
Other. Both images provide a basis for reclaiming the importance of poetics in Christian 
understanding and in the practice of hospitality in the aftermath of religious communal 
violence. Furthermore, they emphasize the centrality of healing in Christian mission 
practice as Robert states that “healing remains a major focus of mission in the twenty-
first century because it shows God’s love for the whole person – both in bringing 
spiritual and physical health and in bringing wholeness to human relationships” (2010a, 
121). The final section thus locates the importance of healing within the poetic realm of 
witnessing to the breath of the Spirit.  
Practicing hospitality in the aftermath of religious communal violence must take 
the form of poetic witness because it provides a way for the church and Christian 
communities to “struggle to discern what exceeds conceptual limits” (Rambo 2010, 61). 
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Poetic witness points to the “middle” space, in Rambo’s terminology, as a new location 
for mission in the aftermath (2010, 159). From that middle, the space between the cross 
and the resurrection, Christian mission becomes an “attempt to witness to events that 
exceed the boundaries of comprehension and resist articulation” (Rambo, 2010, 61). In 
the aftermath of religious communal violence, practicing hospitality from the middle 
space is a risky undertaking since it is haunted by the persistence of suffering and pain 
in the lives of survivors while looking at the promise of new life as it unfolds through a 
long and fragile process of restoring relationship with the religious Other. This   
subsection ends by offering an image of a new dance as a metaphor of Christian poetic 
witness in the aftermath of religious communal violence.  
   
Mission as remaining  
A Duma woman was speechless and shocked as she witnessed the killing of her 
husband, the head of Duma village, as the Muslim force attacked Nita Church on June 
19, 2000 (see Chapter Three, p. 116). What does it mean for her that she has survived? 
Then, she asked for the killers’ mercy to let her husband live, but they killed him. What 
does it mean for her that she remains?  
In the afternoon of the attack, the living buried the dead before they left their 
village behind. As darkness slowly covered the village, the survivors made a vow that 
they would return to rebury the dead with a proper funeral service (see Chapter Five, p.  
314). What does it mean for them that they remain? For a couple of years in the 
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aftermath of the attack, the village was abandoned while the villagers found refuge in 
various places in Tobelo town of North Halmahera, in North Sulawesi, and in some 
other places. During the two stages of repatriation in late 2002 and early 2003, the 
Dumas returned to what remains: their damaged village.  
The two events above illustrate the way in which the aftermath points to a new 
context where the understanding and practice of mission should be re-embedded in the 
complex intertwining of death and life instead of in their opposition. By implication, the 
significance of Duma community’s public cross needs to be relooked at again from the 
community’s experience of survival. This is a new site from which the reading of the 
cross, in its haunting presence, challenges the language of reconciliation that ignores the 
persistence of the traumatic suffering (see Chapter Three, p. 116). The experience of 
surviving traumatic religious communal violence should, in Rambo’s words, “turn us to, 
rather than away from, this haunting” (2010, 158). However, she continues, the 
“theological meaning cannot be found in turning away or turning to the cross, but, 
instead, in the turning itself, the movements between that acknowledge a more tenuous 
relationship between death and life” (158).32 Giving this haunting a glorifying or 
redemptive significance may fail to “receive it for the ‘truth that it speaks’” (158). The 
turning, the movements between, are like an Indonesian traditional dancer whose 
                                                 
32 Italics are mine.  
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movement creates meaning not necessarily in the directions of her fingers, hands or feet 
but in the turning between directions.33   
The two events, in addition, disclose a momentum to which a mission theology 
in the aftermath needs to respond; they also point to the event of remaining in the tragic 
faces of violence and death. The woman’s individual witness and the villagers’ collective 
witness of the killing of their loved ones and their vows to return and rebury their fellow 
villagers inform the reality of remaining as a starting point to think of witnessing as a 
practice that requires a “capacity to imagine beyond an ending, to imagine life where it 
is not, in face of the impossibility of a future” (Rambo, 2010, 168).  
In witnessing to those who remain, therefore, theology should speak, as Rambo 
puts it, in a “language that survives” (165). It is a language that is “forged through 
death . . . a language that is haunted . . . that calls from the abyss” (165). It is the 
language that is spoken by the woman as she witnessed the brutal killing of her husband, 
where her ability to speak is bound into the phrase, “kill me . . . just kill me!” (see 
Chapter Three, p. 116). This haunting language also reveals, in reference to the 
discussion on Tod Linafelt’s interpretation of the Book of Lamentations in the previous 
section, the survival of language, that is, the language of lament.  
In witnessing to the killing, the woman reveals the use of lament speech that is 
yet to be reclaimed in the community’s collective witnessing in the aftermath. In their 
                                                 
33 See for example the movements of Tari Piring (Plate dance) of Sumatra or harmonious 
group movement of Tari Saman (Saman dance) of Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam.  
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decision to return to the village, many mentioned that the village is the only thing that 
connects them with their past, especially their sense of belonging and sense of history. 
The return to what remains, here, refers to the journey to reclaim what they once knew 
as their collective narrative identity. Yet the narrative has changed, and hence there 
needs to be a proper response to its changing character. The local community’s survival 
of the communal violence, therefore, needs to be reclaimed as a new space from which 
the theological response to the aftermath of religious communal violence is constructed.  
The reality of survival reveals how theological language changes in the aftermath.  
Furthermore, it discloses a new way to rethink mission as both a discourse and a 
practice that speaks with a language that “testifies to truth that cannot be contained” 
instead of a language that claims to tell about the truth (Rambo 2010, 165). Here, 
Christian mission needs to reclaim the relevance of Christian testimony, but not through 
confident or triumphant discourse. It is, rather, through its witnessing speech. It is a 
speech that is embedded, in Rambo’s reference to the Johannine Gospel, in love that 
remains in the middle of ongoing suffering and the imagining of life (143-153). By 
implication, the Duma women’s individual decisions and the community’s collective 
decision to return to what remains for them in the damaged village can be read as a 
journey to remain in love (John 15:9b). Here, the challenging task for the Indonesian 
Christian minority is to take the risk of speaking out, of testifying about the persistent 
suffering that manifests in the lives of marginal groups precisely by being in the 
vulnerable space of witness.   
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The Dumas’ narrative unveils two manifestations of Rambo’s explication of 
remaining: the person/people and the village. Similar to the definition of the English 
verb to remain as “to be left after the removal or appropriation of some part, number or 
quantity; to continue in the same place; to abide, stay,” Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (The 
Indonesian Language Big Dictionary) defines the word sisa as referring to the thing or 
place that is left after being eaten or removed.34 The use of sisa in casual conversation, 
however, often implies a pejorative aspect or, even, someone who is unworthy, used up, 
and insignificant. This term may, however, be reclaimed theologically precisely because 
of these pejorative associations.  
The other side of these connotations is their implicit attribution to something or 
someone who is broken, incomplete, and therefore changed. To characterize Christian 
mission practice in the aftermath with the latter adjectives requires the ability to imagine 
mission as a journey of witnessing to the brokenness, the incompleteness that remains 
where “death haunts life and life bears death within it” (Rambo 2010, 155). Christian 
witness in the aftermath, therefore, should respond to a new, compelling question that 
Rambo asks, “What remains between death and life? (156). The centrality of the cross in 
the Christian response to the aftermath thus reveals the ways in which “traumatic 
suffering shifts the locus of theological discussion about suffering and redemption,” and 
as a result it changes the Christian community’s relationship to suffering (2010, 157). A 
                                                 
34 The English explanation is from the Oxford English Dictionary Online 2000 (as it is cited 
in Rambo 2010, 102).  
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new relationship is created from the middle space where the Spirit witnesses the 
haunting of death, even in the aftermath of the cross. The middle—the Spirit-inhabiting 
space—is now also a “haunted territory” (159). From this space, “suffering is 
accompanied; it is witnessed” (159). Rambo marks this new theological position of 
witnessing the persistent suffering in its haunted remaining:  
Spirit maintains a connection to the events of the cross and resurrection but 
dismantles a certain way of reading the relationship between the two. . . . The 
middle Spirit . . . testifies to death’s persistence and also points to the distinctive 
movements of life in the aftermath. Fragments of death remain, yet the breath of 
witness remains there as well. The cross haunts the territory of remaining, yet this 
haunting is met with pneumatological possibility. . . . [The movements of Spirit]: 
tracking the undertow and sensing life . . .  attend to suffering that remains long 
after an event is over. They also witness to forms of life that appear tenuous and 
fragile. . . . [They] also told another story that . . . did not . . . register in the formal 
theology. They narrated a witness to the between—to the disorientation of 
discerning divine presence in hell and to the weary trickle of love trying to make its 
way toward life. The shape of life in the Spirit is . . . the work of testifying to the 
oozing of love into the space of life and of discerning life where it is not. The Spirit 
persists there. This persistence is an oscillation between death and life, tracking 
what remains and sensing a way ahead (159-160).  
In this haunted territory, the persistent suffering is witnessed in the persistent, 
yet fragile, love. In the aftermath, love survives. It remains. In the aftermath of religious 
communal violence therefore one must witness “not just to death’s remaining but to 
love’s survival” (Rambo 2010, 160). The Spirit witnesses, and thus accompanies the 
journey of the woman, whose husband was brutally killed in front of her in the church 
yard, with her fellow villagers as they return to their village, to the site where death 
haunts and the new life is still unformed. The Spirit witnesses the people’s journey to the 
place where, as in Fridolin Ukur’s line of poetry in the previous section, “darkness . . . 
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seems formless”; it is a place where death remains in the territory of the not yet formed 
life. Indonesian Christian mission theology thus needs to name this witnessing, to claim 
this Spirit witness as a basis for responding to the ongoing suffering in the aftermath of 
religious communal violence with the capacity to testify to the love that remains. In the 
aftermath, furthermore, the Christian mission needs to practice a bi-lingual theology, 
that is, to speak and to listen to the persistent lament speech and love speech.  
Employing the image of mission as remaining in conversation with Amos Yong’s 
proposal of hospitality of guests and hosts in Christian’s relationship with other 
religious communities requires a re-examination of two aspects of Christian hospitality: 
boundary/space and the relationship with the Other. In the aftermath of religious 
communal violence, the understanding of hospitality as a Christian practice of being 
guests/hosts demands a definition of boundary. In reference to Christine Pohl’s 
argument that boundaries must refer to a “place physically and psychologically safe,” 
Yong admits that “Hospitality needs to preserve the alterity of the other in at least two 
senses: in recognizing the distinctiveness with which the other represents the image of 
God and in rejecting the attempts of the unholy other to overwhelm and destroy the 
self” (Yong 2008, 123). In the aftermath of religious communal violence, however, 
redefining boundary must take place in the paradox between creating a safe space for 
the traumatized self and opening a space for the presence of the Other.  
This recreating of boundary makes practicing hospitality more about a journey 
rather than a crossing of a boundary. It implies a long and fragile process of building 
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trust among divided communities, recreating a shared space in which truth-telling and 
the witness to truth that escapes reason can take place. The journey, furthermore, refers 
to the process in which the Christian self and the religious Other, who are both 
traumatized from the experience of religious communal violence, can establish their 
own safe spaces while building new bridges to relate to each other in ways that go 
beyond what they had imagined in the past.  
The new boundary, therefore, reshapes the theological understanding of the 
Christian practice of being guests and hosts in an interreligious relationship. It 
emphasizes the dimension of attentive speech and attentive embodying of Christian 
witness to the aftermath of religious communal violence. It requires the capacity to 
witness the embodying of guests/hosts in the practice of hospitality when a witness still 
cannot see clearly, hear clearly, or touch clearly, as in the story of the road to Emmaus when 
Jesus’ disciples cannot comprehend the truth that is being revealed to them both during 
their conversation with Jesus and as Jesus breaks the bread in front of them.  
Yong’s proposal of “the gifts of the Pentecost” as the basis for practicing mission 
in the context of religious plurality therefore needs to be rethought within this particular 
context of the interreligious relationship that has been reshaped by the traumatic 
experience of religious communal violence. The “many tongues and many types of 
hospitable practices . . . in the interfaith encounter” must reach the boundary of the 
unspeakability of suffering and the fragility of opening one’s space, of offering one’s 
place for the Other (Yong 2008, xv).  
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Mission as breathing  
This last part is a reflection on poetic witness as the embodied mission of 
hospitality in the aftermath of religious communal violence. In her recent response to the 
questions concerning the nature of and the challenges to Christian mission in the 
twenty-first century at an international conference on global Christianity and mission, 
Dana Robert offers a beautiful image of mission as breathing to emphasize how essential 
mission is to the identity and life of the church (Robert 2010). She draws the image from 
the story in John 20:22 of the resurrected Jesus who came to his disciples who were 
overcome by fear upon his death. After greeting and showing them the marks of the 
cross on his body, “he breathed on them and said to them, ‘Receive the Holy Spirit.” 
Robert further emphasizes that just as we (the church) need to breathe in and breathe 
out for our life, mission is like a movement of “breathing in or inhaling” (receiving 
others’ invitations) and “breathing out or exhaling” (inviting others). If the church does 
not breathe, it will die. Similarly, if the church denies its identity as being in and doing 
mission, it will die.  
Robert’s image of mission illustrates the centrality of pneumatology in the 
contemporary mission discourse. Amos Yong names this phenomenon a 
“pneumatological orientation” or “pneumatological imagination” (Yong 2005, 28).35 The 
concept is acquired, in large part, from the late-nineteenth-century Holiness movement 
                                                 
35 The concept is acquired in large part from “the late-nineteenth century Holiness 
movement’s quest for understanding sanctification and its relationship to the baptism of the Holy 
Spirit” (Yong 2005, 28).  
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that searched for the connection between sanctification and baptism by the Holy Spirit. 
The movement resulted in an explosive attention to what was later termed 
pneumatological theology (2005, 28). Its coinciding with the rise of the charismatic-
renewal movement in the last fifty years of the twentieth century among the mainline 
and Roman Catholic churches, Yong argues, has positioned pneumatology at the center 
of the theological discussion that is resulting in the “rethinking [of] traditional 
theological loci” from a pneumatological perspective (28). Amos Yong’s argument 
provides a context for locating the mission image of breathing within the broader 
missiological conversation.  
Providing the specific historical and socio-political context of this study is the 
post-violence life of an Indonesian local Christian community. The theological approach 
requires an inside-out pneumatological imagination that is rooted in the discussion on 
the Spirit from within the context of the aftermath. Here is where Shelly Rambo’s 
theology of remaining is crucial in that it claims the importance and relevance of 
pneumatology to the Christian response to the reality of trauma and its aftermath. Her 
discourse, consequently, provides a rare space in which to rethink mission from the 
particularity of traumatic suffering.  
Linking Rambo’s image of the Spirit as “divine breath,” which provides a 
pneumatological correlation to the centrality of “reconnecting people with their own 
breath” in the early stages of trauma healing, with Robert’s image of mission as 
breathing thus provides a basis of responding to the question of what mission looks like 
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in the lives of those who have gone through the traumatic experience of religious 
communal violence (Rambo 2010, 163). What does Christian witness entail in the lives of 
survivors of religious communal violence?    
Rambo’s reference to the Spirit as divine breath is also based on her 
interpretation of Jesus’ last breath on the cross as the event of “transmission (the 
handing over of the death-breath)” (2010, 159). Jesus’ proclamation from the cross: “it is 
finished” must be witnessed (159). It does not only agonize those who receive it, but it 
marks a “more chaotic beginning than that of a miraculous resurrection” (159, 167). She 
continues, “This radical ending cannot simply be followed by the proclamation of new 
life. . . . [T]o receive the breath released on the cross is to be oriented differently in the 
world” (167). This different orientation toward life in the midst of remaining death is 
about witnessing. She writes,  
Witnessing demands a relationship to life that exceeds the boundaries of logic. 
Instead, witness requires an imaginative capacity—a capacity to imagine beyond an 
ending, to imagine life where it is not, in face of the impossibility of a future. This 
capacity of imagination is ethical and aesthetic.  . . . [R]esurrection is not guaranteed 
life, but life that must be witnessed into being. The practice of imagining life in new 
ways and in new forms is an essential aspect of witness. (2010, 167-168)  
The unfolding of new life as it is entwined with haunting fear in the aftermath of 
the cross becomes the core of the disciples’ testimony to those whose lives are marked 
with persistent fear and have yet to find a way to discern what the aftermath of Jesus’ 
death means for them.  
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Robert’s reference to John 20:22 highlights a typical image of mission as a 
sending-out. Explicit in this event is the concept of the Holy Spirit as the breath of the 
living Jesus. This divine breath is the handing over of the living breath. And, as the 
transmission of the death-breath must be witnessed, this too has to be witnessed. The 
exhaling of the Lord symbolizes a sending out of the disciples who have received the 
breath and inhaled it. This event can be further interpreted, in line with Rambo’s 
discussion on the Spirit as witness to traumatic suffering, by locating the disciples in 
their traumatic fear after witnessing Jesus’ death and its aftermath: “When it was 
evening on that day, the first day of the week, and the doors of the house where the 
disciples had met were locked for fear of the Jews . . .” (John 20:19). Looking at the 
disciples as witnesses to the traumatic event of the cross here implies two theological 
consequences. 
In reference to the discussion in Chapter Five of Serene Jones’s Trauma and Grace, 
the event of the divine exhaling breath and the disciples inhaling the breath is the event 
where the disciples’ traumatic story of the cross is disrupted by the divine narrative of 
grace. A theological imagination can take place here by employing Rambo’s image of the 
middle space differently. There may be a moment in-between, a middle that is taking 
place as Jesus breathes onto his disciples and the disciples inhale or receive the breath. 
That brief moment can be imagined as a space where trauma meets grace. It is a space 
that, according to Serene Jones, the traumatic witness can inhabit. Here the divine breath 
is a healing breath. It reconnects the disciples with their own breaths for them to be able 
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to breathe, to be reconnected with their bodies before they will be able to receive and 
understand the implication of this breathing encounter in the summons that follows 
directly: “If you forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them; if you retain the sins of 
any, they are retained” (20:23). This reading brings to the fore two missiological 
implications: the healing of the disciples takes place prior to their sending forth, and 
their sending out is a healing journey, a journey to forgive. This journey is a process 
where the aftermath of the cross haunts the journey while the new life is still unfolding.  
For example, Thomas’ reactions to the rest of the disciples’ testimony of their 
encounter with and through the divine breath and Jesus’ personal response to Thomas 
illustrate this difficult path of testifying from the middle, the Spirit-inhabiting space. 
Thomas’ reaction and Jesus’ response illustrate the event where the persistent marks of 
death and the unfolding of the formless life are interwoven:  
But Thomas, . . . one of the twelve, was not with them when Jesus came. So the other 
disciples told him, ‘We have seen the LORD.’ But he said to them, ‘Unless I see the 
mark of the nails in his hands, and put my finger in the mark of the nails and my 
hands in his side, I will not believe.’ A week later his disciples were again in the 
house, and Thomas was with them. Although the doors were shut, Jesus came and 
stood among them and said, ‘Peace be with you.’ Then he said to Thomas, ‘Put your 
finger here and see my hands. Reach out your hand and put it in my side. Do not 
doubt but believe.’ Thomas answered him, ‘My Lord and my God!’ Jesus said to 
him, ‘Have you believed because you have seen me? Blessed are those who have not 
seen and yet have come to believe.’ (20:24-29) 
The primary framing that has been given to these particular verses is that of a 
disbelieving or unfaithful disciple. Thomas is held up as a bad example of how the 
disciples should respond to the news of resurrection. Yet, positioning this story within 
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the survivors-witness framework unveils another dimension: Thomas’ first response is 
as a survivor whose fear of the consequences of the cross remains. His second response 
reveals a different realm of encounter where he stands before Jesus as a survivor-witness.  
“A week later . . . Jesus came and stood among [the disciples] and said, ‘Peace be 
with you” (v. 26).  He greets the disciples, but he specifically speaks only to Thomas, 
saying, “Put your finger here and see my hands. Reach out your hand and put it in my 
side. Do not doubt but believe” (v. 27). Jesus’ response to Thomas’ reluctance to believe 
by showing the marks of the cross on his body reaches into Thomas’ fixed memory of 
the cross. The marks of the cross remain on Jesus’ body. Jesus’ brief encounter with 
Thomas can thus be interpreted as the event when a survivor witnesses the haunting 
marks of the cross on the body of the resurrected. Thomas, the survivor-witness, 
inhabits the middle space from where he witnesses the intertwining of death and 
resurrection. From that space, he testifies, “My Lord and my God!” (v. 24). This in-
between testimony, Thomas’s speech, can be interpreted as reflecting a new speech that 
emerges from witnessing the haunting marks of death that remain on the body of 
resurrected. Unlike the other disciples, however, Jesus did not breathe the Spirit on 
Thomas. Can Thomas’ response to him, therefore, be interpreted as the embodiment of 
the Spirit’s witness?  
Instead of accepting the other disciples’ testimony, Thomas challenged them by 
demanding to see the marks of the cross on Jesus’ body. This is where Rambo’s 
argument is important: “In the absence of evidence, the task of witnessing is equally 
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challenging” (2010, 161). While Thomas is asking for physical evidence of the wounds on 
Jesus’ body, however, no mention in this part of the Gospel is ever made of the 
traumatic evidence that may perhaps be present in Thomas’ own suffering that remains 
in the aftermath of the cross. This is what witnessing in the aftermath of death entails. It 
must “track the undertow” (Rambo 2010, 161). It must “discern what does not rise to the 
surface” (161). And this tracking is performed by Jesus as he witnesses to “the undertow 
in the territory of remaining” in Thomas’ narrative (161). The “tracking of the undertow” 
is what Rambo suggests as the first movement of Spirit in witnessing to “what remains 
of death” (2010, 160). Thomas’ encounter with Jesus illustrates this tracking.  
Thomas’s witnessing to Jesus marks the beginning where the Spirit witness 
accompanies the disciples in their journey of witnessing. Jesus’ final response may 
perhaps reveal the key element of what the disciples’ witness entails in the aftermath of 
the cross: “Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have come to believe” (v. 29). 
Here, believing is witnessing the marks of death that weigh on the unfolding of new life. 
Here, believing is a matter of living in the midst of persistent suffering where life is still 
formless. If this is what witnessing in the aftermath entails, mission theology should 
speak with a different language. The language should speak to the reality of people 
living in the midst of persistent suffering who have not seen the unfolding of new life. 
Believing is thus a practice that is attuned to the remaining of suffering and that finds 
ways to remain in the love that survives. Here reading the persistent Asian theologies of 
the cross, such as in Yewangoe’s theology, from the remaining of suffering has a 
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different theological implication: the persistence of the cross in Asian theologies points 
to the middle, to the realm where suffering persists yet love remains.36 
Reading the details of the local Christian narrative demands an imagination of a 
new theological space, one in which suffering and its aftermath, the cross and the 
resurrection, death and life are seen as interconnected in a boundless boundary, an in-
between space where the community is allowed to be present, to breathe the breath of 
life from the very situation where death and life encompass each other, and to remain.  
What if the triumph-embedded narrative is not relevant to the Christian 
minority’s testimony in the public space? Shelly Rambo’s proposal of looking into 
suffering and redemption from the fragility of the middle, from what remains, can help 
to unveil a new avenue for doing theology in the aftermath in Indonesia. The reality of 
being a minority thus should be used as a new theological site, the new middle from 
which to witness the ongoing suffering. This affects the way theology should respond to 
the interreligious relationship in the post-violence situation.  
Focusing on the two theologians’ reflections on the Johannine narrative of 
remaining and of breathing discloses a new way of approaching the question of being in 
mission in the aftermath of religious communal violence, particularly, in relationship to 
the healing of the interreligious relationship. Although a mission theology of healing is 
not new in the global discourse—it has been influenced, in large part, by the Pentecostal-
charismatic emphasis on the Spirit as healing power—Rambo’s explication of theology 
                                                 
36 Dana Robert, personal communication to author, April 20, 2011 
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as a healing discourse is helpful. This provides a key element in locating a new locus of 
doing and being in mission when traumatic suffering persists and thus challenges the 
Christian community to reclaim its tradition of testimony within the new context of the 
aftermath. Rambo’s statement that “resurrection is not guaranteed life, but life that must 
be witnessed into being” sets forth a dimension of Christian witness in the aftermath of 
religious communal violence. Just as the survivors of the attack of June 19, 2000, may ask 
themselves, “What is it to be one who remains?” mission theologians must ask 
themselves how to witness to the lives of those survivors as they come into being 
(Rambo 2010, 169). This witnessing must also take place to the other religious 
community of survivors as their lives also come into being in the aftermath of religious 
communal violence. This witnessing, furthermore, reveals Rambo’s suggestion of the 
second movement of Spirit, “sensing life” (2010, 161). The Spirit witnesses a “process of 
coming into life, of sensing it again” (162). This is particularly relevant to the local 
religious communities in North Halmahera. Their awareness and intuition of the realm 
of the spirit world can be used as a relevant resource in sensing how life can be practiced 
interreligiously.  
During the author’s interviews in Duma, as well as in casual conversations with 
a group of students and staff of the then GMIH Tobelo seminary and with a group of 
female ministers and survivors, many mentioned being triggered by sounds or scents of 
things that remind them of the violence. In fact, when I led a workshop for the thirty-
five GMIH ministers on “Reading the Bible with New Eyes” in July of 2004, at the time 
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in the program when the ministers were asked to bring forward things that reminded 
them of their experiences of the violence, they brought forward things like durian fruit, 
the Bible, and stones.37 The one who brought the skin of the durian fruit told his story, 
that every time he smells the scent of durian, he remembers the violence that took place 
during durian season. Durian fruits fell on the village roads because nobody dared to 
pick them. The village was covered with the strong scent of durian that began to decay 
because no one was available to eat the fruit. Some other participants also remembered 
their experiences using durian skin as a weapon to throw at their enemy. At a different 
event, a woman said that she was still afraid, that her body even shakes every time she 
hears an electric pole being beaten to mark the times between midnight and dawn, a 
typical practice in many villages (see Chapter Four, p. 261-263). 
These examples, along with the dreams of the Duma women and the ministers 
during the violence (see Chapter Three, pp. 124-128, 186), reveal what Rambo describes 
as people’s familiarity with their senses. While durian fruit and the beating of electric 
poles remind survivors of their death-covered villages and experiences, dreams reveal 
the way people use their senses to track the persistence of death alongside their 
imagination of life. In my many conversations during my time in Duma village as well 
as in other areas in Tobelo and in Mede village, this “sense of things” often emerged 
(2010, 162). It is related to some “things” surrounding them that are yet to be described 
                                                 
37 Durian is a fruit with thorny skin and a peculiar scent that often repels people. But 
many like durian for its soft and sweet taste, once it is ripe.  
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or confirmed. The women most often start their stories with the phrase saya rasa (I feel, I 
sense) to describe this unconfirmed reality that they sense. Locating this sense as an 
operative framework in the way the local community perceives the possibility of life in 
the aftermath can be useful as mission theologians witness to life as it is unfolding in 
different manifestations and practices of life. Here, breathing and restoring people’s 
senses becomes a theological practice that has to be witnessed to. This witnessing takes 
place when Jesus breathes on his disciples and allows Thomas to touch his body. The 
biblical story is a story of witnessing to life as it comes into being.  
The call to witness to the unfolding of life in the aftermath of violence requires 
the church and the Christian community to witness to the possibility of life amidst the 
persistence of pain and suffering. This witnessing practice, this public testimony of 
Christian community in Indonesia, requires a willingness to enter the realm of poetics 
within the public space of interreligious relationship in Indonesia.  
The aftermath of religious communal violence provides a context where religious 
communities can improvise their efforts to reconnect and to build solidarity without 
having to negate the validity of their religious values. It challenges the Christian 
community to witness to the beauty of interreligious relationship in the midst of 
interreligious hatred and distrust. This mission practice involves the entirety of the 
Christian community’s life. It reaches to the depths of Christian imagination through its 
art, architecture, prayers, spirituality, and embraces the width of Christian discourse in 
its narratives, texts, symbols, and metaphors.  
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In this public realm of poetic witness, like a dancer who is learning a new dance 
movement, the Christian community is called to improvise the Christian dance that 
allows it to embrace the religious Other, to be vulnerable to the Other in order to journey 
beyond enemy lines, to remain in the presence of the Spirit, to breathe the breath of life, 
to extend hands to the place where life and death encompass each other, and through 
this new dance create a safe space for being present, being alive to shape a world where 
God’s hospitality of welcoming all becomes a practice of daily life. Yet, this dance is also 
about creating a protected boundary for the self that keeps it from being harmed again. 
This imagined space of improvising interreligious dance is possible within the local 
interreligious relationship, as was shown at the ceremony of communal reconciliation 
between the Dumas and the Dokulamos when the communities performed two dances: 
the cakalele dance, the dance of war, and the tide-tide dance, the dance of thanksgiving 
(see Chapter Three, p. 173). There must be a new dance in addition to these two that 
recognizes the impact of war on the relationship and the local imagination of the time 
when thanksgiving becomes a new way of relating to each other.     
In the aftermath of religious communal violence, the dancer needs to improvise 
and to imagine a new dance and a new and improvised music. In her dance, she needs 
to simultaneously create a space to welcome the Other while maintaining a protected 
space for the self. She needs to point her fingers in different directions as a symbol of 
embracing the Other, while positioning her feet firmly in one position as a symbol of 
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being attentive to the need of the self to be protected.38 This dance symbolizes mission as 
poetic witness. It is an embodied-testimony through the bodies of people who have been 
harmed yet are the only vehicles that “can say the unsayable” (Gittins 1999, 122). The 
dance becomes the embodied message of the dancer, the survivor, the witness. Through 
her dance, the witness points to the reality of the aftermath of violence where God’s 
hospitality of welcoming difference must be practiced in the middle: the space where 
suffering remains, but love survives. It is a liminal space in which welcoming the Other 
must include protecting the self.  
This aftermath dance is a dance taking place in the middle space of witnessing 
the persistence of suffering and the unfolding of new life. It is a dance about creating a 
space for the religious Other while protecting the self. It is a dance that moves between 
embracing and excluding strangers (Volf 1996). It is a dance about the “ins” and “outs” of 
Christian relationship with the religious Other (Nouwen 1966, 55). This process of 
creating space for others from within a traumatic experience is an “inner event that 
cannot be manipulated but must be developed from within” (1966, 54). As the dancer 
moves her fingers slowly and points her hands in different directions while making a 
circular shape in front of her body, she is describing that space, the Spirit-inhabited 
                                                 
38 An example of this improvisational dance was performed by the author as part of her 
workshop presentation on “Women, Mission, and Testimony of Peace” at the Global Baptist 
Peace Conference (February 11, 2009, Castel Gondolfo, Italy). The dance was created out of her 
experience and conversation with the people of Duma. The music was created by two students of 
the Jakarta Theological Seminary (STT Jakarta) (Stephen Wally and Veronica Muskita) by 
weaving together the sounds of a church bell and the call to prayer (adzan) from a church and a 
mosque in Jakarta. The students mixed the two different sounds into a harmony by adding the 
occasional sounds of percussion instruments.  
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space in which pain remains and yet the breath of a new life is breathed upon those who 
enter the space. The use of dance as a metaphor for bearing witness in the aftermath of 
religious communal violence aims to emphasize the importance of practicing the 
“aesthetics of peacebuilding” as has been a central characteristic of the Christian 
response to the aftermath of religious communal violence in Duma (Lederach 2005, 71).  
 
Conclusion 
This chapter has described the elements of Christian mission practice in the 
aftermath of religious communal violence by identifying the theological significance of 
the Indonesian public space as a location in which to reposition mission in the aftermath. 
The story of the local Christian community of Duma represents the centrality of 
religious worship places in Indonesian interreligious relationships. Specifically, it 
underscores the phenomenon of a competitive interreligious landscape in Indonesia, 
thus revealing an important aspect of the complex layer of public space in this nation. 
The character of the public space that is, in part, shaped by the contested religious 
landscape must be responded to theologically in order to identify the relevance of 
practicing mission in the context of a religious plurality that has been affected by the 
recent history of religious communal violence and the religious communities’ efforts for 
communal reconciliation. From within the wider Indonesian Protestant discourse on the 
public role of Christianity, this chapter offers a perspective on how practicing mission 
can demonstrate the relevance of Christian faith in shaping the interreligious 
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relationship in public space that has been reshaped by religious communal violence yet 
is being framed by continuing discourse on the normative relevance of the Indonesian 
state’s philosophy of Pancasila. 
By highlighting two theological dimensions of public space (liminal and middle), 
this chapter argues that the positioning of mission in public space must lead to a 
rethinking of the Christian traditional discourse of martyrdom and to the development 
of a creative way of practicing hospitality. It thus offers a perspective of being a witness 
and of a witnessing practice from the viewpoint of survivors of religious communal 
violence. This is the space from which one must witness to the suffering and pain that 
remains in the aftermath of religious communal violence while embracing the promise 
of life as it unfolds.  
The chapter describes two forms of aftermath practices (public mourning and 
public testimony) to emphasize the importance of linking the biblical tradition of lament 
with Indonesian local and popular practices and songs of lament and also to reclaim the 
ancient Christian forms of testimony that have been practiced by local communities in 
Indonesia while telling their stories of surviving communal, political, and military 
violence. 
The rethinking of Christian witnessing practice makes the model of mission as 
risky hospitality relevant in the aftermath public space. Hospitality is both familiar to 
the local religious communities and a fundamental Christian practice. Projecting the 
character of hospitality in the aftermath of religious communal violence onto the local 
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Christian’s building of the House of Prayer, this chapter emphasizes the urgency, and 
yet the riskiness, of practicing interreligious hospitality. It must be practiced in the 
constant tension between openness to the religious Other and the protection of the self.   
This final section of this chapter offers two images of mission as remaining and 
breathing. Both images reflect the fragility and the riskiness of practicing hospitality, of 
welcoming the Other into the space of the self, in the aftermath of violence. The witness 
has to be able to enter the space of remaining, the space where suffering remains yet love 
and the promise of life persists. In this space, a witness must relearn how to breathe, 
how to be reconnected to her/his own body. The reconnecting to one’s own breath 
requires the capacity to witness to the Spirit who breathes the breath of life from the 
space where the breath of death remains and must be witnessed to. In this space, risky 
hospitality manifests in two intertwined directions: toward the self (in opening a 
vulnerable space of trauma while protecting it from being harmed again) and toward 
the Other (in welcoming the Other into the sharing space of pain and healing).  
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 
Pangandingu Langu 1 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
la palembaru papuru tundu liti pera wihi  
kali mbonga la rau kawindu ndewa tana paraingu 
pindu puru hay, pinu pahar mahaniwa  
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
laku lai ilu paninungu, lai ngadu katandakungu 
Jiayaka na pangiana nama karumbut ri nggamu nama habongu ri kuruna 
Jiayaka na pangiana nama bakul woa mata nama mbalaru kahiluna 
Lai ilu paninungu lai ngadu katandakung 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
La ndeha ndamalai la ramuku nda mihi 
Jiayaka da pangia da njara katiku dangang da manu kajeku reti 
Ninya namanu ratu mela namanu ratu ngguku 
Jiayaka da ngia pa kati da rumba da njara katiku dangang da manu kanjeku reti 
Jiayaka nama kapihak pamitinya; nama kokor pamilinya 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Jiayaka la talora mbida, la lumbu amba 
Jiayaka na pangia na manda tangara njara na mandakaruduku 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
                                                 
1 The text is obtained from Aguswati Hildebrant Rambe. This prayer is translated into the 
Indonesian language by Petrus Sia, a teacher in from East Sumba.  
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Jiayaka la nu haka reting, la ramuk pandekilung 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Jiaya nama pingu hadu luri, nama pingu kadu meti 
Umbu kela ray tana, kela ray awang 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka la tana mbida, la watu mbida 
Jiaya na ngia padedida mojak di patakang, ngia padedia pahuri mati mata da nimbu 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Takamunyaka la tana manang, la watu manang, watu uma udang, la handoka jala mandung 
Jiayaka nama banggang maka lewa nama talorangu mahanggi 
Jiayaka nama pundukungu wudu, nama nggalangu kaliangu 
Maka wunga walla nangga; maka wunga walla pau 
Ngia paberingu hada, ngia pa hepangu na tera 
Jiayaka nama pingu payera, nama pingu palayengu 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la pindu pahi lamba, la watu walu lara: 
Jiayaka nama pa ananya watu puda kaka na tana nggeu rara 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Jiaya na pangia na na kokor kawulang na reti bara wihi 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la pindu ndaka lewa; latalora ndaka lew. Jiaka nam nimbungu kabila, nama 
tamingu kakomba 
Laku li amunya ba anda li ya 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la uma pihu mboa, pihu mboa kabihu 
Jiyaka na hupu ngia paberinguna ratu maramba 
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wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la tana njuru, ia watu hinggang. Jiayaka na pangiana na wai woru na wai baba 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la kapu pandala; rungu la maka taila mboangu 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la tandula wohangara, la karaha tanggu diru; Jiayaka nama pindiya nama kariri 
rara nama baha bara. 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la tana tubuk; la watu palarang, hupu dira mbailimu; hupu dira willakumu mbaili 
pa loa kawananggu 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la kalauki dangu nyuka, la wundut maringging2 
Dangu walu riu, walu riu awang, walu riu tana 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la luku lapa pala 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka nama tutu wai rumbing, la kuhi wai la londa kahiri, pati manu kola, kahi manu 
kola 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la kahulu karumang, la wihi tanda ndaungu. Pingu wangu ndaungu urang, 
ndaungu wandu. 
                                                 
2 kalauki dangu nyuka: mempunyai keluarga besar 
Wundut maringging: pohon beringin yang rimbun 
Arti kalimat ini: Tuhan, tempat banyak orang berhimpun dan mendapatkan 
perlindungan yang aman 
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wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la wihi wulang, la wihi lodu, kau tama tanjik, kau runu kau kati wara. 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la kalumbang angguwalu, la ay patangara 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la padua kuru nduna, la kambu libu muru. 
Jiayaka nama  paberingu kaba kara, pinya nama kara wulang wuru rara 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la watu pinya wali, la y njoru beli 
Taka munyaka la puhu daitu, paduadalu 
Hala munyaka pakati wara rumu tanjik 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la kiri mara, la katiku mara. 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyaka la kapuka wura njoru; laka jinja wara mbaha 
taka munyaka la aba la nggaru mananga 
taka munyaka la panggi mananga 
Ninja i pati kalimangu rara kahi kara kapu 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
Taka munyakala pindu puru la pindu hay 
Taka munyaka la ndewa tana praing 
Tundu liti peka wihi; kalimbonga rau kawindu 
 
wouuu... (njongumara) 
pangga taka laku lundungu 
La padua kaheli karanja mbalar 
Hay wa la kapuka woa panongu, la ngaru uma dita 
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Mandapu karianya wa nama wulu nama ji kau 
Patia wanya na ndaungu urangu, na ndaungu wandu, puru wa kau li la kahuluk uhu la ka 
huluku wataru 
Kana dedi wa na hilu tamu na hilu ngara 
 
1 ooo... njongumara (nama si mati)3 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
ke perbatasan tempat penurunan bukit, (di tempat) berpijaknya tumit (dan) kaki (di) 
parit halaman jauh, (di tempat) Roh tanah kampung, di pintu tempat turun dan naik, 
pinu pahar mahaniwa (4 lines) 
2 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
pergilah kepada yang maha meneliti dan yang maha Adil 
Yaitulah tempat dimana tengkorak dan kerangka/mayat tinggal 
Yaitulah tempat dimana Yang Maha melihat dan Maha mendengar tinggal 
kepada Yang Maha meneliti dan Yang Maha Adil (6 lines) 
 
3 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Di rumput yang tidak pernah layu, di kubangan yang tak pernah kering 
Yaitulah tempat berhimpun kuda potong dan anak ayam yang mengais kuburan 
di suatu tempat dimana seekor ayam jantan jago berkokok 
Yaitulah tempat di mana terdapat ayam jago dan tempat kuda (Opferpferd) mencari 
rumput dan tempat anak ayam mengais 
di perkampungan dimana tempat kuda (Opferpferd) mencari rumput; di tempat 
dimana kita akan di sucikan dan jiwa kita yang penuh dosa di bersihkan (9 lines) 
 
4 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di halaman rumah yang amat luas dan mulus,  
di bawah pohon asam, tempat yang nyaman 
di tempat tinggal dia yang tidak pernah tunduk (5 lines) 
 
5 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di tempat dimana ada serumpun bambu dan kubangan yang 
bergandengan, tempat yang sukar di lewati (4 lines) 
 
                                                 
3 The numbering of each line and the bold version are the author’s for the analysis 
purpose 
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6 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Yaitulah tempat untuk mengetahui adat kehidupan, adat kematian, 
tempatnya penguasa adat kehidupan dan adat kematian (4 lines) 
 
 7 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di tanah yang rata dan di sebuah batu besar dan luas 
Tempat dimana barang-barang tajam, pedang dan tombak yang bercabang-cabang di 
buat (4 lines) 
 
8 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di tanah kebenaran dan batu kebenaran, di tempat dimana terdapat 
rumah yang kokoh dan berloteng kuat 
Tibalah engkau dimana tinggal sang Tuan pemilik balai-balai yang luas dengan 
halaman yang sejuk itu  
Dialah pemilik tiang utama dari perunggu dan yang berbalai-balai kan kuningan 
Dialah pemilik nangka yang berbunga pertama dan mangga yang berbunga pertama 
tempat pembagian kain, tempat pembagian harta milik yang adil 
Dialah yang tahu beripar, berbiras (10 lines) 
 
9 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di pintu rapat dan rapih, di batu yang bersegi delapan 
dialah yang menciptakan batu kapur dan tanah yang kemerahan (4 lines) 
 
10 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
di tempat dimana kelapa gading tumbuh dan kuburan berkaki putih (3 lines) 
 
11 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di pintu yang sempit, di halaman yang sempit. Dialah pemilik lembing 
tajam yang bertameng perisai seludang (pembungkus buah sebelum mekar) pinang 
Engkau hanya singgah sebentar karena tempat ini adalah jalan yang harus dilalui (5 
lines) 
 
12 ooo... (nama si mati) 
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melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di tempat 7 buah rumah marga yang mempunyai tujuh menara 
disitulah tempat penentuan raja dan rato (imam) yang asli (4 lines) 
 
13 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di tanah yang gembur yang berbatu-batuan.  
Dari situlah kita mendapat keturunan dan berkembang biak (4 lines) 
 
14 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di tempat di mana terdapat kapur dan tiga buah periuk (3 lines) 
 
15 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di bukit yang indah di lereng yang sejuk.  
Disitulah yang membedakan warna kulit sawo matang dan yang berkulit putih (4 lines) 
 
16 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di tanah berbukit dan di batu terlarang.  
Di tempat ini engkau tidak dapat menoleh lagi dan tidak dapat berbalik lagi.  
Belok lah ke sebelah kanan (5 lines) 
 
17 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di hadapan yang empunya keluarga besar, di bawah pohon beringin 
yang rimbun dan sejuk 
Disana terdapat banyak orang yang berasal dari bumi dan dari langit (5 lines) 
 
18 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di kali penyebrangan (3 lines) 
 
19 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di tempat penjaga mata air dan selokan yang bernama pati manu kola, 
kahi manu kola (3 lines) 
 
20 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
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Tibalah engaku di ujung awan-awan, di bawah kaki bintang, sehingga kita mengetahui 
kapan musim kemarau dan musim hujan (4 lines) 
 
21 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di kaki bulan, di kaki matahari dan masuklah ke bagian paling 
dalamnya, supaya engkau bersinar bersama bulan dan terbenam bersama matahari (4 
lines) 
 
22 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di pohon –kalumbang- yang besar dan tinggi sekali (3 lines) 
 
23 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di tengah-tengah samudra di mana airnya yang dalam berwarna biru, 
di sanalah tempat lahirnya pembagian kasta sehingga ada raja-raja yang sejati (4 
lines) 
 
24 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di batu perjanjian 
engkau kini berada di tengah-tengah kayu pikulan 
Engkau telah selesai menyelam sedalam-dalamnya (5 lines) 
 
25 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di perbatasan antara air pasang dan air surut, (3 lines) 
 
26 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di tempat di mana pecahnya gelombang dan batas pasir yang basah 
tibalah engkau di mulut muara sungai 
Tibalah engkau di tengah-tengah muara dimana terdapat kepiting raksasa yang 
berwarna merah (5 lines) 
 
27 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
Tibalah engkau di pintu tempat turun dan naik 
tibalah engkau di tanah pusaka jiwa, masuklah dengan menginjakkan kaki di halaman 
rumah abadi (4 lines) 
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28 ooo... (nama si mati) 
melangkah berjalanlah terus  
tibalah engkau di tengah-tengah bale-bale besar yang berhias 
naiklah sampai di ujung tangga yang terakhir, di pintu rumah paling atas 
duduklah bersama dengan sang penciptamu 
Sambil menantikan musim hujan dan musim kemarau, dimana engkau akan turun 
lewat pucuk padi dan pucuk jagung 
Melalui padi dan jagung, akan lahirlah manusia baru, pengganti namamu (8 lines) 
 
 
 
English Translation 
 
Pangangdingu Langu4 
 
1 ooo... njongumara (name of the deceased)5 
Step forward walk straight 
To the border of the hill slope, (on-site) stand on heels (and) legs (in) a remote 
yard trench, (on-site) village land spirit, at the door of the place of descend and 
ascend, pine of the mahaniwa teacart(4 lines) 
 
2 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward walk straight 
go to the one that carefully examines all and who is the Most Just 
That is the place where skull and skeleton/ human corpse live 
That is the place where the One that Sees All and the One that Hears All lives 
to the One that Carefully examines All and the Most Just (6 lines) 
 
3 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward walk straight 
in the grass that never withers, in the mud-hole that never dries 
That is the assembly place for pieces of horses and chicks which scape the grave 
for food 
At a place where a castrated cockerel crows 
that is the place where castrated chicken and horses are found (Opferpferd) 
                                                 
4 English translation by Richard Olupot Ogaino (Jakarta, April 28, 2011) 
5 The numbering of each line and the bold version are mine for the analysis purpose 
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looking for grass and a place chicks scrape for food 
at the cluster of villages, the place where horses (Opferpferd) look for grass; at 
the place where we shall be made holy and our souls full of sin cleaned(9 lines) 
 
4 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the yard of the house exceedingly wide and flawless 
Under the sour tree, a comfortable place 
at the dwelling place of he that never bends in submission (5 lines 
 
5 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
you arrive at the place where a cluster of bambu and mud-hole  exist side by 
side, a place difficult to go through (4 lines) 
 
6 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
That is, a place to understand customs of life, customs of death, 
a place of which is a master of the customs of life  and customs of death (4 lines) 
 
 7 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
you arrive on flat land and to a huge and wide stone 
A place where sharp things, swords and spears with branches are made (4 lines) 
 
8 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the land of truths and stone of truths, at the place where a sturdy 
and a strong-storeyed house is found 
You arrive where the Lord- the owner of the wide sleeping platform with that 
cool yard dwells 
 
He is the owner of the main post from bronze and a wooden  couch  with brass 
He is the owner of the jackfruits that blooms first and mango that blooms first 
The distribution place of materials, distribution place of justly possed property 
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He is the one who knows how to be an in-law, in a relationship between two 
men or women marrying sisters (in the case of men) or brothers (in the case of 
sisters) (10 lines) 
 
9 ooo... (nama si mati) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the proximate door and neat, at that octagonal stone 
he is the one that created limestone and the florid soil (4 lines) 
 
10 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
at the place where coconut grow and cemetery is white-legged (3 lines) 
 
11 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
 
You arrive at the narrow door, at the narrow yard. He is the owner of the sharp 
spear shielded by an areca nut shealth (a wrapper of a fruit yet to blossom)   
You only stop by for a moment because this spot is a path that has to used (5 
lines) 
 
12 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
 
You arrive at the place of 7 clan houses possessing seven towers 
There is the place for determining kings and queens (faith) who are 
indigenous/genuine (4 lines) 
 
13 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive on loose and rocky soil 
From there we find our ancestry and proliferate (4 lines) 
 
14ooo...(name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the place where limestone and three caldron are found 
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15 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the hill beautiful at hillside which is cool 
There is what distinguishes the puce-color skin and the white-colored skin (4 
lines) 
 
16 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the cragged land and at the forbidden stone 
At this place you can not turn your head anymore and can not turn back again 
Turn to your right (5 lines) 
 
17 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You come in the presence of the lord of the large family, under the thick and cool 
banyan tree  
Found there are many people from the earth and from the heavens (5 lines) 
 
18 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the crossover river (3 lines) 
 
19 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight  
You arrive at the place of the attendant of tears and gutter called pati manu kola, 
kahi manu kola (3 lines) 
 
20 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
you arrive at the fringes of the clouds, under feet of stars, until we 
know when it is a rainy season and dry season (4 lines) 
 
21 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight  
You reach at the moon’s feet, sun’s feet and enter to the most inner parts,so that 
you shine together with the moon and set together with the sun (4 lines) 
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22 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the tree –kalumbang – which is very big and tall (3 lines) 
 
23 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
you arrive at at the middle of the ocean where its deep waters are blue, there is 
the birth place of the division of castes such that there are true kings (4 lines) 
 
24 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
you arrive at the covenant stone 
you are now in the center of the wooden load 
you have finished going down its depths (5 lines) 
 
25 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
you arrive at the borders between the high tide and the low tide (3 lines) 
 
26 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
you arrive at the place where the waves break and limit the wet sand 
you arrive at the mouth of the lower course  
you arrive at the middle of the estuary containing a giant red crab (5 lines) 
 
27 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
You arrive at the door of place of descend and ascend 
you arrive at the land of heriloom of souls, enter by setting foot on the yard of 
eternal house (4 lines) 
 
28 ooo... (name of the deceased) 
Step forward and walk straight 
you arrive at the middle of the big decorated sleeping platforms 
climb until the tip of the last stair, at the door of the top most house 
sit together with your creator 
while waiting for the rainy season and the dry season, where you will 
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descend through the rice plant sprout and corn sprout 
through rice plant and corn, will a new human be born, a replacement of your 
name  (8 lines)  
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APPENDIX 2 
 
 
ADVENT 
I 
Terbujur malam pada tanah 
Dendam mendalam pada bangsaku 
Padat-padat di gelap kelam 
 
Masih ada sumbu menyala 
Kecil-kecil berserakan 
TUHAN, bukakan pintumu bagi bangsaku. 
 
Malam membujur pada tanah 
Bangsaku gila di kegelapan 
Yang nampak tak lagi punya bentuk 
 
Masih ada nabi-nabi-Mu kecil 
Menentang malam memberat mata 
TUHAN, datangkan pagimu bermentari kekal 
 
II 
Malam hitam 
Panjang 
Dalam 
 
Kerinduan pada dinihari 
Membakar pada diri 
Mentari masih sepi sembunyi 
 
Udara perang membusuk di ruang malam 
Keganasan mencakar wajah-wajah 
mereka yang tidak cinta kegelapan. 
 
KRISTUS-ku! 
Datang segera! 
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Pandang tatap wajah-wajah 
Jemput bimbing ini tangan 
(letih meraba) 
Ke pagi nanti bermentari 
 
III 
di malam berwajah maut 
tak lagi ada tempat berpaut 
kami lumpuh dirintang takut 
 
malam taram mendalam 
malam kelam menghitam 
malam ngeri membenam 
 
pandang tertumbuk di kepekatan berdarah 
jari-jari meraba gemetar tanpa 
 
TUHAN tunjukkan Wajah! 
TUHAN berikan cahaya! 
 
IV 
Tak ada yang mengeluh 
Melihat pepohonan yang rubuh 
Manusia-manusia yang jatuh 
Pada kesenangan yang disuguh 
 
Dua kisah satu tubuh 
„dosa dan maut“ 
Ingin supaya manusia bertaut 
Pada dunia – miliknya seluruh 
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